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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The ZAERO Programmer’s Manual provides the detailed documentation of the individual modules,
subroutines and database entities that comprise the ZAERO software system (ZAERO).
One of the key strengths of the ZAERO software system lies in its “open-ended” architecture which
allows the end user to modify the software to suit individual needs. This includes the ability to modify
the main program solution sequence, import/export data entities, insert new engineering application
modules, and to define new bulk data cards.
This manual describes the ZAERO software system architecture and functionality, and provides a
roadmap for engineering users to identify specific modules relevant to the task of interest.

1.1

ZAERO PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE

ZAERO consists of two major parts, namely, the Engineering Application Modules (EAM) and the
ZONA Dynamic Memory and Database Management (ZDM) System. The engineering application
modules are the major subroutines that form the solution sequence of ZAERO for aeroelastic
applications. Each EAM performs a specific engineering task such as the computation of unsteady
aerodynamics, spline matrices, flutter, etc.
The ZDM, which consists of a set of database and memory management utilities that are used
exclusively by all EAM’s, is at the heart of the ZAERO software system and provides the structure and
access feature typically required in the development of scientific software applications. The ZDM
consists of the following five parts:
• Matrix Entity Manager
The matrix entity manager is designed to store and retrieve very large, often sparse, matrices. It
minimizes disk storage requirements while allowing algorithms to be developed that can perform
matrix operations of virtually unlimited size.

• Relational Entity Manager
Relational entities are essentially tables. Each relation has data stored in rows (called entries) and
columns (called attributes). Each attribute is given a descriptive name, a data type, and constraints on
the values that the attributes may assume (i.e., integer, real or character data). These definitions are
referred to as the schema of the relation.
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• Unstructured Entity Manager
A software module often requires temporary, or scratch, disk space while performing tasks. The data
generated within these tasks are generally "highly-local" and, due to the modular nature of the
software, are not passed through arguments to other modules within the system. To effectively
accommodate the transfer of this type of data, the ZDM supports an unstructured database entity typ e
composed of "records" that can contain any arbitrary collection of data.
• Dynamic Memory Manager
The dynamic memory manager consists of a suite of utility routines to allocate and release blocks of
memory. The Dynamic Memory Manager provides the capability to develop an engineering software
system that allows operations to be performed on data that would normally exceed the size of the
computers available memory.
• Engineering Utility Modules
Engineering utility modules contain a pool of routines that perform operations on matrix database
entities. These operations include matrix decomposition, eigenvalue solver, matrix multiplication,
matrix partitioning/merging, etc. These routines first check the property of a given matrix and then
select the appropriate numerical technique to perform a particular matrix operation.
All of the data entities (i.e., matrix, relational and unstructured) created by ZDB are stored in a
temporary runtime database. This runtime database is deleted after the termination of a given ZAERO
job. Figure 1.1 shows the ZAERO program architecture depicting the relationship between the EAM
and ZDM.
ZAERO Software System

ZAERO Software System

ZAERO Main Program
Forms the solution sequence
for aeroelastic applications

Engineering Application
Modules (EAM)

ZDM
ZDM

Dynamic
Memory Manager

Engineering
Utility Modules
Database Manager
Matrix
Entity
Manager

Relational
Entity
Manager

Matrix
Data Entities

Unstructured
Entity
Manager

EAM1

EAM2

.
.

EAMi

Relational
Data Entities

Unstructured
Data Entities

Runtime
Database
Runtime Database

Figure 1.1 ZAERO Program Architecture
The source code of the ZAERO Main Program (called main.f) is provided to allow for modifications
to the solution sequence of the ZAERO software system. The source code of the main program and all
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engineering application modules of ZAERO are written in the FORTRAN language.
knowledge of FORTRAN is required to program within ZAERO.

1.2

Therefore,

THE ZAERO SYSTEM GENERATION PROCESS

A stand-alone program called ZGEN is provided for generation of the ZAERO software system driver
(ZQDRIV.F). ZGEN provides the means to add new input bulk data cards or new relational database
entities to the ZAERO software system. Please see Chapter 3 for details on the ZGEN system
generation process.
ZGEN requires two input files, namely, TEMPLATE.DAT for bulk data card definition, and
RELATION.DAT for relational database entity definition. The output of ZGEN is a FORTRAN source
code called ZQDRIV.F that needs to be compiled and linked to ZAERO during system generation.
This process is shown in Figure 1.2.

TEMPLATE.DAT

RELATION.DAT

ZGEN

Main
Program

ZQDRIV.F

(solution sequence)

Engineering
Application
Modules
ZAERO Software System

Figure 1.2 ZAERO Software System Generation Process
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1.3

HOW TO REBUILD THE ZAERO SOFTWARE SYSTEM EXECUTABLE
IMAGE

Whenever the ZAERO main program is modified, new bulk data card(s) are defined, or new relational
database entities are added, ZAERO must be rebuilt to generate a new version of the ZAERO software
system executable image (called zaero.bin for UNIX systems and zaerobin.exe for PC
systems). Figure 1.3 shows the directory hierarchy of ZAERO. There are five primary subdirectories
that are installed under the ZAERO home directory as shown in Figure 1.3. The ZAERO home
directory has eight primary files which are described as follows:
PC System
1.

zaerobin.exe is the ZAERO software system executable image

2.

zaero.exe/z_script.exe/z_fin.exe are the script files required to run ZAERO

3.

LICENSE.DAT is an ASCII text file that contains the encrypted password required to run
ZAERO. LICENSE.DAT must be in upper case. This file should never be modified.
ZAERO.INF is a permanent file that contains the ZAERO database information. This file should
never be modified.

4.
5.

DIRNAME.FIX is an ASCII text file that contains the full pathname where the runtime database
folders and files are to be executed. This file can be modified manually if the runtime database
location needs to be changed.

6.

README.TXT is an ASCII text file that contains information on the installed version of ZAERO.

UNIX System
1.

zaero.bin is the ZAERO software system executable image

2.

zaero.exe/z_script2.exe/z_fin.exe are the script files required to run ZAERO

3.

LICENSE.DAT is an ASCII text file that contains the encrypted password required to run
ZAERO. LICENSE.DAT must be in upper case. This file should never be modified.

4.

ZAERO.INF is a permanent file that contains the ZAERO database information. This file should
never be modified.
DIRNAME.FIX is an ASCII text file that contains the full pathname where the runtime database
folders and files are to be executed. This file can be modified manually if the runtime database
location needs to be changed.
README.TXT is an ASCII text file that contains information on the installed version of ZAERO.

5.

6.
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ZAERO Home Directory
•
•
•
•
•
•

zaero.b in (UNIX) or zaerobin.exe (PC)
zaero.exe / z_script.exe / z_fin.exe
LICENSE.DAT
ZAERO.INF
DIRNAME.FIX
READM E.TXT

bin

source

All object files of the
Engineering
Application M odules

• main.f

• zlink or ZLINK.BAT

zgen
•
•
•
•
•

ZGEN
TEM PLATE.DAT
RELATION.DAT
ZQDRIV.F
ZQDRIV.OBJ

Manuals

TestCases

On-line manuals in
Adobe Portable
Document Format
(PDF)

Flutter,
Aeroservoelastic,
Trim and Transient
Response Analysis
Test Cases

Figure 1.3 ZAERO Directory Hierarchy

The bin subdirectory contains all the object files of the Engineering Application Modules and a linking
file (zlink or ZLINK.BAT) that can be used to link all object files to form the ZAERO executable
image. The object files in this directory can be manually linked with a FORTRAN compiler, e.g. [ f77
–o zaero.bin *.o ] for a UNIX version or [ f77 *.OBJ /EXE: ZAEROBIN.EXE ] for a PC
version using Digital FORTRAN. For the SGI workstation, the computer command is [ f77 –32 –o
zaero.bin *.o ].
The source subdirectory contains the FORTRAN source code of the ZAERO Main Program. This
Main Program contains the solution sequence of ZAERO through Engineering Application Module
calls. This source code can be modified to allow for customized execution of the software as well as
the importing and exporting of data. Once modified, the new source code must be compiled and linked
with the rest of the ZAERO object files to form a new ZAERO software system executable image.
The zgen subdirectory contains the stand-alone ZGEN code which is used to add/remove bulk data
cards and relational database entities from ZAERO. The input files of ZGEN are TEMPLATE.DAT
and RELATION.DAT while the output is a FORTRAN source code called ZQDRIV.F. ZQDRIV.F is a
driver for ZAERO and must be compiled and linked with the rest of the ZAERO object files to form a
new ZAERO software system executable image.
The Manuals subdirectory contains the online manuals of ZAERO in Adobe’s Portable Document
Format (PDF). The manuals included are the User’s, Applications, Programmers and Theoretical
Manuals. A free version of Adobe’s Acrobat reader used to view these online manuals can be
downloaded from Adobe’s website at www.adobe.com.
Finally, the Test Cases subdirectory contains nine sample test cases that demonstrate a large number of
ZAERO features in flutter and aeroservoelasticity.
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The following steps describe how to completely rebuild the ZAERO software system:
(note: it is always a good idea to back up all original files before modifying them)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Add, remove or modify any bulk data defined in TEMPLATE.DAT [optional]
Add, remove or modify any relational database entity definitions in file RELATION.DAT
[optional]
Run ZGEN to generate a new driver (ZQDRIV.F) [required only if items #1 and/or #2 above are
performed]
Copy ZQDRIV.OBJ to the bin directory [only if item #3 above is performed]
Make any desired modifications to the main.f file (i.e., ZAERO solution sequence) located in the
source directory [optional]
Compile the main.f file and copy the resulting main.obj file to the bin directory (e.g., f77 –
c main.f) [required only if item #5 above is performed]
Link all object files in the bin directory using ZLINK.BAT (this can be done manually with the
FORTRAN linker) [required]
Copy the resulting ZAERO executable image (zaero.bin for UNIX or zaerobin.exe for the
PC) back to the ZAERO home directory [required]

1.4

ABOUT THE PROGRAMMER’S MANUAL

In this Programmer’s Manual, Chapter 2 presents the main program of ZAERO and the description of
the input/output data entities of each Engineering Application Module. Chapter 3 describes the format
and contents of the TEMPLATE.DAT and RELATION.DAT files used by the ZGEN program. The
procedure to use the ZGEN program and resulting contents of the ZQDRIV.F driver are also discussed.
Chapter 4 presents the documentation of the ZDM data entities that are created and used by ZAERO.
The contents and structure of each data entity are given along with information of the module(s) that
generate and use the data stored within the data entity. For matrix entities, the associated matrix
equations used to generate the matrix is also presented. Chapters 5 through Chapter 7 contain the
formal documentation of the dynamic memory manager, the database manager, and the engineering
utility modules, respectively. These three chapters will be an indispensable resource for the advanced
user who will program within the ZAERO environment since all Engineering Application Modules
within the ZAERO software system utilize the ZDM and the engineering utility modules for data
communication, database access, and mathematical computations.
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Chapter 2
MAIN PROGRAM OF ZAERO
A large-scale engineering production code usually provides a means of modifying the main program
solution sequence and to add or extract data in/from the program (e.g., the DMAP ALTER statements
of NASTRAN). However, the process of writing DMAP ALTER statements is cumbersome and
requires a substantial amount of experience for the user to become proficient. For this reason, the main
program of ZAERO is provided to the user as a FORTRAN source code which greatly simplifies the
process of modifying the main program solution sequence. The main program contains the solution
sequence of ZAERO that consists of the calling sequence of the major Engineering Application
Modules (see main.f in the source subdirectory).
Adding new modules into the main program calling sequence requires an understanding of the
input/output data entities and the function of each Engineering Application Module (EAM) as well as
the ZONA Dynamic Memory and Database Management (ZDM) System. New modules of ZAERO
must be written in FORTRAN and changes to the main program will only take effect after the program
is recompiled and linked to form the ZAERO executable image (see Section 1.3 for details).
Input/output file numbers of ZAERO are defined in the common block UNITS as
COMMON / UNITS / IUNIT(15)
where
IUNIT(1) = 5 is the file number of the ZAERO input deck
IUNIT(2) = 6 is the file number of the ZAERO output deck
IUNIT(3) – IUNIT(15) are used by the program as scratch files
To add a matrix entity in the main program, the user must increase the integer defined by the parameter
NMAT (see the source code of main.f) to accommodate the total number of matrix entities (currently
set at 33). The name of the new matrix entity must be defined as CHARACTER*16. Also, the name of
the new matrix entity must be added to the equivalence and data statements that appear in the main
program.
For example, to add a new matrix entity called MYMATRIX41
PARAMETER ( NMAT = 34 )
CHARACTER*16 MYMATRIX
EQUIVALENCE ( MATRIX(41), MYMATRIX )
DATA MATRIX(41) / 'MYMATRIX' /, MTYPE(41) / 'MAT' /

M AIN PROGRAM OF ZAERO
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In what follows, the source code of main.f is included. The descriptions of the Engineering
Application Modules that appear in the ZAERO main program are also presented.
ZAERO Main Program Listing
The following is a listing of the ZAERO Main Program (i.e., solution sequence).
C
C PROGRAM ZAERO (ZONA AEROELASTIC SOFTWARE SYSTEM)
C Copyright 1999 ZONA Technology
C
C MAIN DRIVER
C
CDEC$ if defined(use_mpi)
c
mpi version:
include 'mpif.h'
integer mpi_status(MPI_STATUS_SIZE)
integer my_rank, ierr, n_proc
integer i_title(18), i_subtit(18), i_label(18)
equivalence (i_title, TITLE)
equivalence (i_subtit, SUBTIT)
equivalence (i_label, LABEL)
logical
logic_exist
CDEC$ endif
COMMON/MYCORE/DKOR(1)
INTEGER IKOR(1)
REAL RKOR(1)
EQUIVALENCE (DKOR(1),RKOR(1),IKOR(1))
CHARACTER*72 TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL
CHARACTER*24 SUBC
C************************* RELATION *****************************
CHARACTER*16 AECOMP, GEOMZA, AGRIDZ ,UAGEOM
CHARACTER*16 CASE,ASSIGN
CHARACTER*16 BGPDTS,CSTMA,CSTMS,LAMBDA,STABCF,CELLVM,CELCMP
C*************************
MATRIX *****************************
PARAMETER (NMAT=
41)
CHARACTER*16 MATRIX(NMAT)
CHARACTER*4 MTYPE(NMAT)
CHARACTER*16 SCNTLK,ACNTLK,SCNTLG,ACNTLG,LMODEG,LMODEK,SPHI
CHARACTER*16 APHI ,SPHIK ,APHIK ,SPHIC ,APHIC ,SMHH ,SKHH
CHARACTER*16 AMHH ,AKHH ,UGTKG ,UGPLT ,SKJ
,SRIGID,ARIGID
CHARACTER*16 SKGH ,AKGH ,ACONM ,SCONM ,AMGH ,SMGH ,AMHC
CHARACTER*16 SMHC ,GRIGID,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,GSLIST,V2SMAP,V2VMAP
CHARACTER*16 SMGC ,AMGC ,ASETSM,ASETAN,SKJ25
CHARACTER*16 UGFRC
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX(
1),SCNTLK ), (MATRIX(
2),ACNTLK )
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX(
3),SCNTLG ), (MATRIX(
4),ACNTLG )
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX(
5),LMODEG ), (MATRIX(
6),LMODEK)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX(
7),SPHI
), (MATRIX(
8),APHI
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX(
9),SPHIK
), (MATRIX( 10),APHIK
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 11),SPHIC
), (MATRIX( 12),APHIC
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 13),SMHH
), (MATRIX( 14),SKHH
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 15),AMHH
), (MATRIX( 16),AKHH
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 17),UGTKG
), (MATRIX( 18),UGPLT
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 19),SKJ
), (MATRIX( 20),SRIGID )
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 21),ARIGID ), (MATRIX( 22),SKGH
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 23),AKGH
), (MATRIX( 24),ACONM
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 25),SCONM
), (MATRIX( 26),AMGH
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 27),SMGH
), (MATRIX( 28),AMHC
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 29),SMHC
), (MATRIX( 30),GRIGID )
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 31),SCNTLC ), (MATRIX( 32),ACNTLC )
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 33),GSLIST ), (MATRIX( 34),V2SMAP )
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 35),V2VMAP ), (MATRIX( 36),SMGC
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 37),AMGC
), (MATRIX( 38),ASETSM )
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 39),ASETAN ), (MATRIX( 40),UGFRC
)
EQUIVALENCE (MATRIX( 41),SKJ25
)
INTEGER SOL
C****************** BASIC NAMES OF INDEXED MATRICES ****************
CHARACTER*4 QHH,QHC,AGF,QHG,QHR,RFC,FFC,EFC,QLH,QLC,QLG,QHF
*
,AJH,AJC,QHJ,GST,AJG,GJJ,QLJ
DATA QHH/'QHH'/,QHC/'QHC'/,AGF/'AGF'/,QHG/'QHG'/,QHR/'QHR'/
*
,RFC/'RFC'/,EFC/'EFC'/,QLH/'QLH'/,QLC/'QLC'/,QLG/'QLG'/
*
,QHF/'QHF'/,FFC/'FFC'/,AJH/'AJH'/,AJC/'AJC'/,QHJ/'QHJ'/
*
,GST/'GST'/,AJG/'AJG'/,GJJ/'GJJ'/,QLJ/'QLJ'/
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DATA MATRIX(
1)/'SCNTLK '/,
MTYPE(
1)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX(
2)/'ACNTLK '/,
MTYPE(
2)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX(
3)/'SCNTLG '/,
MTYPE(
3)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX(
4)/'ACNTLG '/,
MTYPE(
4)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX(
5)/'LMODEG '/,
MTYPE(
5)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX(
6)/'LMODEK '/,
MTYPE(
6)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX(
7)/'SPHI
'/,
MTYPE(
7)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX(
8)/'APHI
'/,
MTYPE(
8)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX(
9)/'SPHIK
'/,
MTYPE(
9)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 10)/'APHIK
'/,
MTYPE( 10)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 11)/'SPHIC
'/,
MTYPE( 11)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 12)/'APHIC
'/,
MTYPE( 12)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 13)/'SMHH
'/,
MTYPE( 13)/'IMAT'/
DATA MATRIX( 14)/'SKHH
'/,
MTYPE( 14)/'IMAT'/
DATA MATRIX( 15)/'AMHH
'/,
MTYPE( 15)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 16)/'AKHH
'/,
MTYPE( 16)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 17)/'UGTKG
'/,
MTYPE( 17)/'IMAT'/
DATA MATRIX( 18)/'UGPLT
'/,
MTYPE( 18)/'IMAT'/
DATA MATRIX( 19)/'SKJ
'/,
MTYPE( 19)/'IMAT'/
DATA MATRIX( 20)/'SRIGID '/,
MTYPE( 20)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 21)/'ARIGID '/,
MTYPE( 21)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 22)/'SKGH
'/,
MTYPE( 22)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 23)/'AKGH
'/,
MTYPE( 23)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 24)/'ACONM
'/,
MTYPE( 24)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 25)/'SCONM
'/,
MTYPE( 25)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 26)/'AMGH
'/,
MTYPE( 26)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 27)/'SMGH
'/,
MTYPE( 27)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 28)/'AMHC
'/,
MTYPE( 28)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 29)/'SMHC
'/,
MTYPE( 29)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 30)/'GRIGID '/,
MTYPE( 30)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 31)/'SCNTLC '/,
MTYPE( 31)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 32)/'ACNTLC '/,
MTYPE( 32)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 33)/'GSLIST '/,
MTYPE( 33)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 34)/'V2SMAP '/,
MTYPE( 34)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 35)/'V2VMAP '/,
MTYPE( 35)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 36)/'SMGC
'/,
MTYPE( 36)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 37)/'AMGC
'/,
MTYPE( 37)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 38)/'ASETSM '/,
MTYPE( 38)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 39)/'ASETAN '/,
MTYPE( 39)/'MAT '/
DATA MATRIX( 40)/'UGFRC
'/,
MTYPE( 40)/'IMAT'/
DATA MATRIX( 41)/'SKJ25
'/,
MTYPE( 41)/'IMAT'/
C ******************* END OF MATRIX DEFINITIONS ********************
C
C ***************** RELATION ENTITIY DEFINITIONS *******************
DATA AECOMP / 'AECOMPZ'/
DATA GEOMZA / 'GEOMZA' /
DATA UAGEOM / 'UAGEOM' /
DATA AGRIDZ / 'AGRIDZ' /
DATA CASE
/ 'CASE'
/
DATA ASSIGN / 'ASSIGN' /
DATA BGPDTS / 'BGPDTS' /
DATA CSTMA / 'CSTMA' /
DATA CSTMS / 'CSTMS' /
DATA LAMBDA / 'LAMBDA' /
DATA STABCF / 'STABCF' /
DATA CELLVM / 'CELLVM' /
DATA CELCMP / 'CELCMP' /
C
integer flag_zls(20)
logical use_ZLS
common /flag_option_zls/ use_ZLS, flag_zls
C
CDEC$ if defined(use_mpi)
c
mpi version:
c
initialization and getting process id
call MPI_INIT(ierr)
call MPI_COMM_RANK(MPI_COMM_WORLD, my_rank, ierr)
call MPI_COMM_SIZE(MPI_COMM_WORLD, n_proc, ierr)
CDEC$ endif
SUBC(1:16)='
SUBCASE NO. '
C
C********************************************************************
C INITIALIZATION ROUTINE
C********************************************************************
CALL INIT(NMAT,MATRIX,MTYPE)
CDEC$ if defined(use_mpi)
c
mpi version:
c
only process 0 goes through cntl, ifp etc
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c

processes other than 0 will jump to case control
if ( my_rank .ne. 0 ) go to 3311
CDEC$ endif
CALL LOGFIL ('INIT MODULE: INITIALIZATION')
C********************************************************************
C CASE CONTROL ROUTINE
C********************************************************************
CALL CNTL(SOL,NCASE,CASE,ASSIGN)
CALL LOGFIL ('CNTL MODULE: PROCESS CASE CONTROL')
C********************************************************************
C INPUT FILE PROCESSOR
C********************************************************************
CALL IFP
CALL LOGFIL ('IFP MODULE: INPUT FILE PROCESSOR')
C********************************************************************
C LOAD STRUCTURAL FINITE ELEMENT (FEM) GRID + MODAL DATA
C********************************************************************
CALL FEM(ASSIGN,BGPDTS,CSTMA,CSTMS,SPHI,APHI,SMHH,SKHH,AMHH,AKHH
*
,SMGH,SKGH,AMGH,AKGH,LAMBDA,GSLIST,ASETSM,ASETAN)
CALL LOGFIL ('FEM MODULE: IMPORT FEM MODAL DATA')
CALL ALTERM('FEM
',GSLIST)
C
IPRNT=1
CALL GEOLNK(SOL,IPRNT,ASSIGN,SPHI,APHI,LAMBDA
*
,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,UAGEOM,SRIGID,ARIGID,SKJ
*
,CELCMP,CELLVM,V2SMAP,V2VMAP
*
,BGPDTS,CSTMS,CSTMA,UGTKG
*
,UGPLT,SKJ25 ,UGFRC
*
,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,SCNTLC,ACNTLG,ACNTLK,ACNTLC
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK,GRIGID,GSLIST
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SPHIK,SPHIC,SCONM,SMGH,SKGH,SMHC
*
,SMGC
*
,AMHH,AKHH,APHIK,APHIC,ACONM,AMGH,AKGH,AMHC
*
,AMGC
*
,ASETSM,ASETAN)
C
IF(SOL.EQ.-1.OR.SOL.EQ.-2) GO TO 2000
C******************************************************************
C CALL DELBLK TO DELETE ALL BULK DATA RELATION ENTITIES
C THAT HAVE NO INPUT.
C NOTE: DELBLK IS GENERATED BY ZGEN IN ZQDRIV.F
C******************************************************************
CALL DELBLK
C********************************************************************
C UNIFIED AIC MODULE
C********************************************************************
IF(SOL.EQ.-3) GO TO 3000
CALL UAIC(ASSIGN,UGTKG,SKJ25 ,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,UAGEOM
*
,CELCMP,CELLVM,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,QHH,QHC,AGF,QHG,QHR,SCNTLK,ACNTLK,SCNTLG,ACNTLG
*
,V2SMAP,V2VMAP
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK,SRIGID,ARIGID,SKJ
*
,SPHIK,APHIK,SPHI,APHI
*
,GRIGID,BGPDTS,STABCF,RFC,EFC,QLH,QLC,QLG,QHF
*
,FFC,AJH,AJC,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AJG,GJJ,ASETSM,ASETAN
*
,SPHIC,APHIC,SCNTLC,ACNTLC)
CALL LOGFIL ('UAIC MODULE: UNIFIED UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS MODULE')
CALL LOGFIL ('***********************************')
CALL ALTERM('UAIC
',GSLIST)
3000 CONTINUE
CALL LOGFIL ('BEGIN ANALYSIS OF EACH SUBCASE')
CDEC$ if defined(use_mpi)
3311 continue
c
c
c

mpi version:
send ncase to all processes
pass ncase via mpi_send/mpi_recv with mechanism of idling recv
call MPI_BCAST(ncase, 1, MPI_INTEGER, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
CDEC$ endif
DO 9000 ICASE=1,NCASE
CDEC$ if defined(use_mpi)
c
mpi version:
c
calling SELECT are the same w/ or w/o MPI (except flow contol)
c
w/ MPI, SELECT is called by master and passed info to slaves
c
brocast parameters to all processes MPI (except flow contol)
if ( my_rank .eq. 0 ) then
CALL SELECT(ICASE,CASE,IDISFG,IDBULK,ISYMFG,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL)
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WRITE(SUBC(17:24),10) ICASE
FORMAT(I8)
CALL LOGFIL ( SUBC )

10

if ( use_ZLS ) then
creg
creg
creg

ZLS security code
CALL h_beat ( SUBC )
endif
end if
call
call
call
call
call

c
c
c
c

MPI_BCAST(idisfg, 1, MPI_INTEGER, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
MPI_BCAST(idbulk, 1, MPI_INTEGER, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
MPI_BCAST(i_title, 18, MPI_INTEGER, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
MPI_BCAST(i_subtit, 18, MPI_INTEGER, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
MPI_BCAST(i_label, 18, MPI_INTEGER, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)

master will
go through all subroutines
slave will not go through any subroutine except fltprm

+

if ( (my_rank .ne. 0).and.((idisfg .ne. 8).and.(idisfg .ne. 1)) )
go to 9000

CDEC$ else
CALL SELECT(ICASE,CASE,IDISFG,IDBULK,ISYMFG,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL)
WRITE(SUBC(17:24),10) ICASE
10
FORMAT(I8)
CALL LOGFIL ( SUBC )
if ( use_ZLS ) then
creg
creg ZLS security code
creg
CALL h_beat ( SUBC )
endif
CDEC$ endif
C
IF(SOL.EQ.-3) THEN
IF(IDISFG.NE.13) GO TO 9000
ENDIF
C
GO TO (100,200,300,400,500,600,700,800,900,1000,1100,1200,1300)
*
,IDISFG
C********************************************************************
C FLUTTER MODULE
C********************************************************************
100
CALL FLUTER(QHH,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHI,APHI,GSLIST
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL)
c
mpi version:
c
no need to call logfil for slave processes
CDEC$ if defined(use_mpi)
if ( my_rank .ne. 0 ) go to 9000
CDEC$ endif
CALL LOGFIL ('
FLUTTER MODULE: FLUTTER DISCIPLINE')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C AEROSERVOELASTIC MODULE
C********************************************************************
200
CALL STSASE(QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC
*
,STABCF
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,SMHC,SKGH,SMGH,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,AMHC
*
,AKGH,AMGH,BGPDTS,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ
*
,SPHI,APHI,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,ACNTLG,ACNTLK
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHIK,APHIK,AJH,AJC,AJG
*
,GJJ,SKJ,GSLIST,UGFRC,SKJ25 ,SMGC,AMGC,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,ICASE)
CALL LOGFIL ('
ASE MODULE: AEROSERVOELASTIC DISCIPLINE')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C TRIM/STATIC AEROELASTIC MODULE
C********************************************************************
300
CALL TRIMMD(IDBULK,RFC,FFC,EFC,STABCF,SRIGID,ARIGID,GRIGID
*
,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,BGPDTS,UAGEOM,CSTMA,CSTMS
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*
*
*
*

,SKHH,AKHH,SMGH,AMGH,SPHI,APHI,SPHIC,APHIC
,SKJ,SPHIK,APHIK,LMODEK,LMODEG
,SCNTLK,ACNTLK,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,UGFRC,SKJ25
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL)
CALL LOGFIL ('
TRIM MODULE: STATIC AEROELASTICITY')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C TRANSIENT MANEUVER LOADS MODULE
C********************************************************************
400
CALL MLOADM(QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC
*
,STABCF
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,SMHC,SKGH,SMGH,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,AMHC
*
,AKGH,AMGH,BGPDTS,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ
*
,SPHI,APHI,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,ACNTLG,ACNTLK
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHIK,APHIK,AJH,AJC,AJG
*
,GJJ,SKJ,GSLIST,UGFRC,SKJ25 ,SMGC,AMGC,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,ICASE)
CALL LOGFIL ('
MLOADS MODULE: TRANSIENT MANEUVER LOADS')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C TRANSIENT STORE EJECTION LOADS MODULE
C********************************************************************
500
CALL ELOADM(QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC
*
,STABCF
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,SMHC,SKGH,SMGH,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,AMHC
*
,AKGH,AMGH,BGPDTS,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ
*
,SPHI,APHI,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,ACNTLG,ACNTLK
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHIK,APHIK,AJH,AJC,AJG
*
,GJJ,SKJ,GSLIST,UGFRC,SKJ25 ,SMGC,AMGC,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,ICASE)
CALL LOGFIL ('
ELOADS MODULE: TRANSIENT EJECTION LOADS')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C TRANSIENT DISCRETE AND CONTINOUS GUST LOADS MODULE
C********************************************************************
600
CALL GLOADM(QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC
*
,STABCF
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,SMHC,SKGH,SMGH,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,AMHC
*
,AKGH,AMGH,BGPDTS,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ
*
,SPHI,APHI,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,ACNTLG,ACNTLK
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHIK,APHIK,AJH,AJC,AJG
*
,GJJ,SKJ,GSLIST,UGFRC,SKJ25 ,SMGC,AMGC,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,ICASE)
CALL LOGFIL ('
GLOADS MODULE: DISCRETE GUST LOADS')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C NONLINEAR TRANSIENT RESPONSE MODULE
C********************************************************************
700
CALL NLFLTM(QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC
*
,STABCF
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,SMHC,SKGH,SMGH,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,AMHC
*
,AKGH,AMGH,BGPDTS,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ
*
,SPHI,APHI,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,ACNTLG,ACNTLK
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHIK,APHIK,AJH,AJC,AJG
*
,GJJ,SKJ,GSLIST,UGFRC,SKJ25 ,SMGC,AMGC,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,ICASE)
CALL LOGFIL ('
NLFLTR MODULE: NONLINEAR FLUTTER ')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C PARAMETRIC FLUTTER ANALYSIS FOR MASSIVE MASS/STIFFNESS CASES
C********************************************************************
800
CALL FLTPRM(QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC
*
,STABCF
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,SMHC,SKGH,SMGH,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,AMHC
*
,AKGH,AMGH,BGPDTS,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ
*
,SPHI,APHI,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,ACNTLG,ACNTLK
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHIK,APHIK,AJH,AJC,AJG
*
,GJJ,SKJ,GSLIST,UGFRC,SKJ25 ,SMGC,AMGC,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,ICASE)
c
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c
no need to call logfil for slave processes
CDEC$ if defined(use_mpi)
if ( my_rank .ne. 0 ) go to 9000
CDEC$ endif
CALL LOGFIL ('
FLTPRAM MODULE: PARAMETRIC FLUTTER ANALYSIS')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C MATCHED FILTER THEORY FOR WORST ACSE GUST PROFILE
C********************************************************************
900
CALL MFT(QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC
*
,STABCF
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,SMHC,SKGH,SMGH,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,AMHC
*
,AKGH,AMGH,BGPDTS,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ
*
,SPHI,APHI,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,ACNTLG,ACNTLK
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHIK,APHIK,AJH,AJC,AJG
*
,GJJ,SKJ,GSLIST,UGFRC,SKJ25 ,SMGC,AMGC,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,ICASE)
CALL LOGFIL ('
MATCHED FILTER FOR CRITICAL GUST PROFILE')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C DYNAMIC FLIGHT SIMULATION MODULE
C********************************************************************
1000
CALL DFSMOD(QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC
*
,STABCF
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,SMHC,SKGH,SMGH,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,AMHC
*
,AKGH,AMGH,BGPDTS,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ
*
,SPHI,APHI,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,ACNTLG,ACNTLK
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHIK,APHIK,AJH,AJC,AJG
*
,GJJ,SKJ,GSLIST,UGTKG,UGFRC,SKJ25 ,SMGC,AMGC
*
,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,ICASE)
CALL LOGFIL ('
DFS MODULE: DYNAMIC FLIGHT SIMULATION ')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C FLUTTER ANALYSIS OF ASYMMETRIC STORES USING HALF-SPAN MODEL
C********************************************************************
1100
CALL FLTASM(QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC
*
,STABCF
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,SMHC,SKGH,SMGH,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,AMHC
*
,AKGH,AMGH,BGPDTS,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ
*
,SPHI,APHI,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,ACNTLG,ACNTLK
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHIK,APHIK,AJH,AJC,AJG
*
,GJJ,SKJ,GSLIST,UGFRC,SKJ25 ,SMGC,AMGC,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,ICASE)
CALL LOGFIL ('
FLTASYM MODULE: ASYMMETRIC FLUTTER ANALYSIS')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C PARAMTRIC FLUTTER ANALYSIS OF ASYMMETRIC STORES USING HALF-SPAN MODEL
C********************************************************************
1200
CALL AFLTPM(QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC
*
,STABCF
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SCONM,SMHC,SKGH,SMGH,AMHH,AKHH,ACONM,AMHC
*
,AKGH,AMGH,BGPDTS,LAMBDA,IDBULK
*
,UAGEOM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ
*
,SPHI,APHI,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,ACNTLG,ACNTLK
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,SPHIC,APHIC,SPHIK,APHIK,AJH,AJC,AJG
*
,GJJ,SKJ,GSLIST,UGFRC,SKJ25 ,SMGC,AMGC,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,ICASE)
CALL LOGFIL (' AFLTPRMM MODULE: ASYMMETRIC PARAMETRIC FLUTTER')
GO TO 9000
C********************************************************************
C OUTPUT DATA FOR IADS
C********************************************************************
1300
CALL IADSMM(UAGEOM,SPHI,APHI,CSTMS,CSTMA
*
,SPHIC,APHIC,SCNTLC,ACNTLC,BGPDTS
*
,LAMBDA,TITLE,SUBTIT,LABEL,IDBULK)
CALL LOGFIL (' IADS MODULE: OUTPUT DATA FOR IADS')
GO TO 9000
9000 CONTINUE
c2000 CALL LOGFIL ('*** END ZAERO ***')
2000 continue
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CDEC$ if defined(use_mpi)
if ( my_rank .eq. 0 ) then
CALL LOGFIL ('*** END ZAERO ***')
call MPI_FINALIZE(ierr)
CALL UTSTOP
else
call MPI_FINALIZE(ierr)
stop
endif
CDEC$ else
CALL LOGFIL ('*** END ZAERO ***')
CALL UTSTOP
CDEC$ endif
END
C
c234567
SUBROUTINE GEOLNK(ISOL,IPRNT,ASSIGN,SPHI,APHI,LAMBDA
*
,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,UAGEOM,SRIGID,ARIGID,SKJ50
*
,CELCMP,CELLVM,V2SMAP,V2VMAP
*
,BGPDTS,CSTMS,CSTMA,UGTKG
*
,UGPLT,SKJ25 ,UGFRC
*
,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,SCNTLC,ACNTLG,ACNTLK,ACNTLC
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK,GRIGID,GSLIST
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SPHIK,SPHIC,SCONM,SMGH,SKGH,SMHC
*
,SMGC
*
,AMHH,AKHH,APHIK,APHIC,ACONM,AMGH,AKGH,AMHC
*
,AMGC
*
,ASETSM,ASETAN)
CHARACTER*(*)
ASSIGN,SPHI,APHI,LAMBDA
*
,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,UAGEOM,SRIGID,ARIGID,SKJ50
*
,CELCMP,CELLVM,V2SMAP,V2VMAP
*
,BGPDTS,CSTMS,CSTMA,UGTKG
*
,UGPLT,SKJ25 ,UGFRC
*
,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,SCNTLC,ACNTLG,ACNTLK,ACNTLC
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK,GRIGID,GSLIST
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SPHIK,SPHIC,SCONM,SMGH,SKGH,SMHC
*
,SMGC
*
,AMHH,AKHH,APHIK,APHIC,ACONM,AMGH,AKGH,AMHC
*
,AMGC
*
,ASETSM,ASETAN
C
C FOR SENSITIVITY FILE
C
CHARACTER*80 SENFIL
COMMON/SENFILE/ISENKY,SENFIL,IDSEN
COMMON/SENMOVE/PERT,DV
C
DOUBLE PRECISION DKOR(1)
REAL RKOR(1)
INTEGER IKOR(1)
EQUIVALENCE (IKOR(1),RKOR(1),DKOR(1))
COMMON/MYCORE/DKOR
COMMON/UNITS/IUNIT(15)
CHARACTER*16 DESSEN,DESVAR,DESDEP,DESTMP
PARAMETER (LSEN=8,LVAR=4)
CHARACTER*8 SENLST(LSEN),VARLST(LVAR)
CHARACTER*8 FILE1,FILE2,IDBULK,IDBULK1
CHARACTER*16 BULKOT,BULKOT1
CHARACTER*80 FILENM
CHARACTER*4 GRUP
LOGICAL DBNEMP
INTEGER IGET(100),INFO(20)
REAL RGET(100)
CHARACTER*4 OVERWRT
EQUIVALENCE (IGET(1),RGET(1))
DATA DESSEN/'DESSEN'/,DESTMP/'&DESTMP'/
DATA DESVAR/'DESVAR'/,DESDEP/'DESDEP'/
DATA SENLST/'IDSEN','IDVAR','MOVE','SMALL','OVERWRT','IDDEP'
*
,'FILE1','FILE2'/
DATA VARLST/'IDVAR','LABEL','BASE','PERTURB'/
C
PERT=1.E-20
C
IF(IDSEN.EQ.0) GO TO 9000
C
GRUP='GLNK'
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IF(.NOT.DBNEMP(DESSEN)) THEN
WRITE(IUNIT(2),1) DESSEN,IDSEN
1
FORMAT(//,' FATAL ERROR: BULK DATA CARD ',A8,' WITH ID=',I8
*
,' DOES NOT EXIST')
CALL UTEXIT
ENDIF
CALL DBOPEN(DESSEN,INFO,'RO','NOFLUSH',IST)
CALL REPROJ(DESSEN,LSEN,SENLST)
CALL RECOND(DESSEN,SENLST(1),'EQ',IDSEN)
CALL REENDC
NREAD=0
150
CALL REGET(DESSEN,IGET,IST)
IF(IST.EQ.0) THEN
NREAD=NREAD+1
GO TO 150
ENDIF
CALL DBCLOS(DESSEN)
IF(NREAD.EQ.0) THEN
WRITE(IUNIT(2),1) DESSEN,IDSEN
CALL UTEXIT
ENDIF
IDVAR=IGET(2)
XMOVE=RGET(3)
SMALL=RGET(4)
CALL DBMDHC(IGET(5),OVERWRT,4)
IDDEP=IGET(6)
IF(.NOT.DBNEMP(DESVAR)) THEN
WRITE(IUNIT(2),1) DESVAR,IDVAR
CALL UTEXIT
ENDIF
IF(.NOT.DBNEMP(DESDEP)) THEN
WRITE(IUNIT(2),1) DESDEP,IDDEP
CALL UTEXIT
ENDIF
CALL DBMDHC(IGET(7),FILE1,8)
CALL DBMDHC(IGET(9),FILE2,8)
CALL MAKFIL(FILENM,FILE1,FILE2)
C***************************************************
CALL CHK_DES_ID
C***************************************************
c
CALL RECOPY(DESVAR,DESTMP)
c
CALL DBOPEN(DESVAR,INFO,'RO','NOFLUSH',IST)
c
CALL REPROJ(DESVAR,LVAR,VARLST)
c
NVAR=INFO(3)
c
IFIND=0
c
DO 100 I=1,NVAR
c
CALL REGET(DESVAR,IGET,IST)
c
JDVAR=IGET(1)
c
IF(JDVAR.EQ.IDVAR) THEN
c
IFIND=I
c
BASE=RGET(4)
c
RGET(5)=PERT
c
ELSE
c
RGET(5)=0.0
c
ENDIF
c
CALL REUPD(DESVAR,IGET)
c100
CONTINUE
c
CALL DBCLOS(DESVAR)
c
IF(IFIND.EQ.0) THEN
c
WRITE(IUNIT(2),1) DESVAR,IDVAR
c
CALL UTEXIT
c
ENDIF
C
c
DV=XMOVE*BASE
c
IF(DV.LT.SMALL) DV=SMALL
C
C*******************************************
CALL MMBASE(DKOR)
C*******************************************
CALL MMGETB('LNK1','RSP',NREAD*2,GRUP,IPB,IST)
CALL MMGETB('LNK2','RSP',NREAD*2,GRUP,IPD,IST)
DV=0.
OVERWRT='YES'
C*******************************************
CALL DBOPEN(DESSEN,INFO,'RO','NOFLUSH',IST)
CALL REPROJ(DESSEN,LSEN,SENLST)
CALL RECOND(DESSEN,SENLST(1),'EQ',IDSEN)
CALL REENDC
NR=0
1000 CALL REGET(DESSEN,IGET,IST)
IF(IST.NE.0) GO TO 2000
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IDDEP=IGET(6)
CALL PUT_DESDEP(IDDEP,DV,PERT,OVERWRT,BULKOT,IDBULK)
NR=NR+1
CALL DBMDCH(BULKOT,IKOR(IPB+(NR-1)*2),8)
CALL DBMDCH(IDBULK,IKOR(IPD+(NR-1)*2),8)
GO TO 1000
2000 CALL DBCLOS(DESSEN)
IF(FILENM(1:1).NE.' ') THEN
IFILE=IUNIT(15)
OPEN(IFILE,FILE=FILENM,FORM='FORMATTED',ERR=9876)
DO 3000 I=1,NR-1
IFIND=0
CALL UTBLNK(BULKOT,16)
CALL DBMDHC(IKOR(IPB+(I-1)*2),BULKOT,8)
CALL DBMDHC(IKOR(IPD+(I-1)*2),IDBULK,8)
DO 3100 J=I+1,NR
CALL UTBLNK(BULKOT1,16)
CALL DBMDHC(IKOR(IPB+(J-1)*2),BULKOT1,8)
CALL DBMDHC(IKOR(IPD+(J-1)*2),IDBULK1,8)
IF(IDBULK.EQ.IDBULK1.AND.BULKOT(1:8).EQ.BULKOT1(1:8)) THEN
IFIND=IFIND+1
CALL DBMDCH('
',IKOR(IPD+(J-1)*2),8)
ENDIF
3100
CONTINUE
3000
CONTINUE
DO L=1,NR
CALL DBMDHC(IKOR(IPB+(L-1)*2),BULKOT,8)
CALL DBMDHC(IKOR(IPD+(L-1)*2),IDBULK,8)
IF(IDBULK.NE.'
') THEN
C
READ(IDBULK,3101) IDI
3101
FORMAT(I8)
3103
CALL BULKOUT(BULKOT,' ',IKOR(IPD+(L-1)*2),IFILE)
ENDIF
ENDDO
CLOSE(IFILE,STATUS='KEEP')
ENDIF
CALL MMFREG(GRUP)
C CSTMA IS ALREDAY GENERATED IN FEM. E-COMPUTE IT IN CASE CORD2R CARD
C HAS BEEN CHANGED
CALL DBFLSH(CSTMA)
CALL CSTC2R(CSTMA)
C
c
CALL DBDEST(DESVAR)
c
CALL RECOPY(DESTMP,DESVAR)
c
CALL DBDEST(DESTMP)
C
9000 CALL GEODRV(ISOL,IPRNT,ASSIGN,SPHI,APHI,LAMBDA
*
,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,UAGEOM,SRIGID,ARIGID,SKJ50
*
,CELCMP,CELLVM,V2SMAP,V2VMAP
*
,BGPDTS,CSTMS,CSTMA,UGTKG
*
,UGPLT,SKJ25 ,UGFRC
*
,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,SCNTLC,ACNTLG,ACNTLK,ACNTLC
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK,GRIGID,GSLIST
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SPHIK,SPHIC,SCONM,SMGH,SKGH,SMHC
*
,SMGC
*
,AMHH,AKHH,APHIK,APHIC,ACONM,AMGH,AKGH,AMHC
*
,AMGC
*
,ASETSM,ASETAN)
C
RETURN
9876 WRITE(IUNIT(2),9877) FILENM
9877 FORMAT(//,' FATAL ERROR: FILE: ',A
*
,/,' CAN NOT BE OPENNED')
CALL UTEXIT
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE GEODRV(ISOL,IPRNT,ASSIGN,SPHI,APHI,LAMBDA
*
,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,UAGEOM,SRIGID,ARIGID,SKJ50
*
,CELCMP,CELLVM,V2SMAP,V2VMAP
*
,BGPDTS,CSTMS,CSTMA,UGTKG
*
,UGPLT,SKJ25 ,UGFRC
*
,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,SCNTLC,ACNTLG,ACNTLK,ACNTLC
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK,GRIGID,GSLIST
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SPHIK,SPHIC,SCONM,SMGH,SKGH,SMHC
*
,SMGC
*
,AMHH,AKHH,APHIK,APHIC,ACONM,AMGH,AKGH,AMHC
*
,AMGC
*
,ASETSM,ASETAN)
CHARACTER*(*)
ASSIGN,SPHI,APHI,LAMBDA
*
,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,UAGEOM,SRIGID,ARIGID,SKJ50
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*
,CELCMP,CELLVM,V2SMAP,V2VMAP
*
,BGPDTS,CSTMS,CSTMA,UGTKG
*
,UGPLT,SKJ25 ,UGFRC
*
,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,SCNTLC,ACNTLG,ACNTLK,ACNTLC
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK,GRIGID,GSLIST
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SPHIK,SPHIC,SCONM,SMGH,SKGH,SMHC
*
,SMGC
*
,AMHH,AKHH,APHIK,APHIC,ACONM,AMGH,AKGH,AMHC
*
,AMGC
*
,ASETSM,ASETAN
C********************************************************************
C PROCESS AERODYNAMIC GEOMETRY
C********************************************************************
CALL HFG(AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,UAGEOM,SRIGID,ARIGID,SKJ50,SKJ25
*
,CELCMP,CELLVM,V2SMAP,V2VMAP)
IF(IPRNT.NE.0) THEN
CALL LOGFIL ('HFG MODULE: HIGH FIDELITY GEOMETRY MODULE')
ENDIF
IF(ISOL.EQ.-1) GO TO 2000
C********************************************************************
C SPLINE MODULE
C********************************************************************
CALL SPLINE(BGPDTS,CSTMS,CSTMA,GEOMZA,AECOMP,AGRIDZ,UGTKG
*
,UAGEOM,UGPLT,UGFRC)
IF(IPRNT.NE.0) THEN
CALL LOGFIL ('SPLINE MODULE: SPLINE MATRIX GENERATION')
ENDIF
C********************************************************************
C PROCESS CONTROL MODES AND LOAD MODES FOR ASE/GUST ANALYSIS
C********************************************************************
CALL CONMOD(BGPDTS,CSTMS,CSTMA,GEOMZA,UAGEOM,AECOMP
*
,SCNTLG,SCNTLK,SCNTLC,ACNTLG,ACNTLK,ACNTLC
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK,GRIGID,UGTKG,UGPLT,GSLIST)
IF(IPRNT.NE.0) THEN
CALL LOGFIL ('CONMOD MODULE: CONTROL MODES FOR ASE/DYNAMIC LOADS')
ENDIF
C********************************************************************
C GENERATES STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC MATRICES
C********************************************************************
CALL LOCKHEED_NEED(ASETSM,ASETAN,UGTKG,UGPLT)
CALL GENDYN(ASSIGN,SPHI,APHI,LAMBDA,UGTKG,UAGEOM,UGPLT,GSLIST
*
,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,BGPDTS,CSTMS,CSTMA,GRIGID
*
,SMHH,SKHH,SPHIK,SPHIC,SCONM,SMGH
*
,SKGH,SCNTLG,SMHC,SMGC
*
,AMHH,AKHH,APHIK,APHIC,ACONM,AMGH
*
,AKGH,ACNTLG,AMHC,AMGC,ASETSM,ASETAN)
IF(IPRNT.NE.0) THEN
CALL LOGFIL ('GENDYN MODULE: STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC MATRICIES')
CALL ALTERM('SPLINE ',GSLIST)
ENDIF
2000 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE UAIC(ASSIGN,UGTKG,SKJ25 ,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,UAGEOM
*
,CELCMP,CELLVM,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,QHH,QHC,AGF,QHG,QHR,SCNTLK,ACNTLK,SCNTLG,ACNTLG
*
,V2SMAP,V2VMAP
*
,LMODEG,LMODEK,SRIGID,ARIGID,SKJ50
*
,SPHIK,APHIK,SPHI,APHI
*
,GRIGID,BGPDTS,STABCF,RFC,EFC,QLH,QLC,QLG,QHF
*
,FFC,AJH,AJC,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AJG,GJJ,ASETSM,ASETAN
*
,SPHIC,APHIC,SCNTLC,ACNTLC)
C===================================================================
C Unified Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Module
C Computes unsteady aerodynamics of all MKAEROZ bulk data cards.
C Input:
C
ASSIGN
: Relation data entity containing all case control
C
commands.
C
UGTKG
: Spline matrix generated by the SPLINE module.
C
AECOMP,GEOMZA : Relation data entities containing
C
and AGRIDZ
Geometry data of the aerodynamic model.
C
CELCMP,CELLVM : Relation data entities containing Geometric data
C
of Cells for transonic analysis.
C
CSTMA
: Relation data entity containing the CORD2R bulk
C
data card input data.
C
SCNTLK,ACNTLK : Matrix entities containing Control surface
C
modes associated with the AESURFZ bulk data cards.
C
V2SMAP,V2VMAP : Matrices generated by the HFG module to store
C
volume cell influence map for the ZTRAN method.
C
LMODEK
: Matrix entity containing Load Modes associated
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C
with the LOADMOD bulk data cards for AC=50%chord.
C
SRIGID,ARIGID : Matrix entities containing the symmetric
C
(or asymmetric) and antisymmetric, respectively,
C
rigid body modes at the K-set d.o.f.
C
SKJ50
: matrix entity conatining the integration matrix
C
from Cp to forces at .50 chord.
C
SKJ25
: matrix entity conatining the integration matrix
C
from Cp to force at 0.25 chords.
C
SPHI,APHI
: Matrix entites containing the FEM modes imported
C
by the 'ASSIGN FEM=' Executive Control Command.
C
SPHIK,APHIK
: Matrix entites containing the FEM modes at the
C
control points of the aerodynamic boxes.ommand.
C
GSLIST
: Matrix entity containing index of ASET d.o.f.
C Output:
C
QHH : Basic Name of the Generalized Aerodynamic Forces (GAF)
C
matrix associated with the FEM modes.
C
QHC : Basic Name of GAF associated with the Control surface modes.
C
AGF : Basic Name of GAF associated with the Load modes.
C
QHG : Basic Name of GAF associated with the gust modes.
C
QHR : Basic Name of GAF associated with the rigid body modes.
C
STABCF : name of the relation entity containing steady aerodynamic
C
stability derivatives.
C
RFC : Basic Name of aeroforce matrix of steady aerodynamics.
C
EFC : Basic Name of modal aeroforce matrix of steady aerodynamics.
C
QLH : Basic Name of GAF of cross product of FEM CP by LOAD MODES
C
QLC : Basic Name of GAF of cross product of SESURF CP by LOAD MODES
C
QLG : Basic Name of GAF of cross product of GUST CP by LOAD MODES
C
QHF : Basic Name of GAF associated with the GRIDFRC bulk data input.
C
FFC : Basic Name of modal aeroforce matrix of the GRIDFRC bulk data.
C
AJH : Basic Name of unsteady CP due to the FEM modes.
C
AJC : Basic Name of unsteady CP due to the control surface.
C
QHJ : Basic Name of matrix computed by trn[SPHIK]trn[SKJ] [GJJ]
C
QLJ : Basic Name of matrix computed by trn[LMODEK]trn[SKJ] [GJJ]
C
GST : gust boundary condition.
C
AJG : Basic name of unsteady Cp due to gust colunms.
C===================================================================
COMMON /UNITS/IUNIT(15)
CHARACTER*(*) ASSIGN,UGTKG,SKJ25 ,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,UAGEOM
*
,CELCMP,CELLVM
*
,CSTMA,CSTMS
*
,QHH,QHC,AGF,QHG,QHR,SCNTLK,SCNTLG,ACNTLG
*
,V2SMAP,V2VMAP
*
,ACNTLK,LMODEG,LMODEK
*
,SPHIK,APHIK,SKJ50,SRIGID,ARIGID
*
,BGPDTS,STABCF,RFC,EFC,QLH,QLC,QLG,SPHI,APHI,GRIGID
*
,QHF,FFC,AJH,AJC,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AJG,GJJ,ASETSM,ASETAN
*
,SPHIC,APHIC,SCNTLC,ACNTLC
C ESTABLISH BASE MEMORY ADDRESS THROUGH COMMON BLOCK MYCORE
DOUBLE PRECISION DKOR
COMMON/MYCORE/DKOR(1)
COMMON/NOGUAR/NOGUST,NOSARO,NOPLOT,NOSYMM,NCPU,NOSHFT
INTEGER IKOR(1)
REAL RKOR(1)
EQUIVALENCE (DKOR(1),RKOR(1),IKOR(1))
CHARACTER*16 MKAERO,REUNMK
INTEGER INFO(20),ITYPE(6)
PARAMETER (KTOTAL=100,MTOTAL=100)
DIMENSION XHK(KTOTAL),MOREGS(KTOTAL),IDMKA(MTOTAL)
CHARACTER*16 MATFR0,AIRFRC,FEMFRC
CHARACTER*4 AJJ,FJK,DJK,RCP,QRR,TAIC,RF0
C*******************************************************************
C DEFINE REUNMK RELATION
C*******************************************************************
PARAMETER (LENUNM=9)
CHARACTER*8 UNLIST(LENUNM)
C*******************************************************************
CHARACTER*4 YSAVE,SYMF
CHARACTER*1 SYM
CHARACTER*80 FILENM
CHARACTER*16 PHI,CNTLK,RIGID,SIXRID,SYMSIX,ASYSIX,SAVSIX,PHIG
CHARACTER*16 PHIC,CNTLC
CHARACTER*16 MATCPB
CHARACTER*16 THKCP0
CHARACTER*16 BLANK,AICTMP
CHARACTER*16 PHI25,RIGID4,SRIG25,ARIG25,SKJ
LOGICAL DBNEMP
CHARACTER*80 DIRSYM,DIRANT,DICTIN,RELATD,MATRXD
LOGICAL NASSYM,NASANT
DATA MKAERO/'MKAEROZ'/
DATA REUNMK/'REUNMK'/
DATA UNLIST/'IDMK'
,'MACH'
,'METHOD' ,'SYMXZ' ,'IDFLT' ,
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'IPRNT' ,'MINDEX' ,'KINDEX' ,'RFREQ'/
DATA AJJ/'AJJ'/,FJK/'FJK'/,DJK/'DJK'/
*
,RCP/'RCP'/,QRR/'QRR'/
DATA TAIC/'TAIC'/,RF0/'RF0'/,SYMSIX/'SYMSIX'/,ASYSIX/'ASYSIX'/
DATA ITYPE/1,2,3,4,5,6/
DATA MATCPB/'MATCPB'/
DATA SAVSIX/'SAVSIX'/
DATA BLANK/'
'/,AICTMP/'&AICTMP'/
DATA DICTIN/'DICTIONARY'/
DATA RELATD/'RELATIONAL.DAT'/,MATRXD/'MATRIX.DAT'/
DATA PHI25/'PHI25&'/,RIGID4/'RIGID4&'/
DATA SRIG25/'SRIG25&'/,ARIG25/'ARIG25&'/
DATA SKJ/'SKJ&&'/
integer flag_zls(20)
logical use_ZLS
common /flag_option_zls/ use_ZLS, flag_zls
if ( use_ZLS ) then
creg
creg
creg

ZLS security code - move heartbeat to individual module
CALL h_beat ('UAIC MODULE: UNIFIED UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS MODULE')
endif

C**********************************************************************
C
ESTABLISH BASE MEMORY ADDRESS
C**********************************************************************
CALL MMBASE(DKOR(1))
C**********************************************************************
C
GET NUMBER OF MKAEROZ (NMKA) & THEIR ID'S (IDMKA)
C**********************************************************************
CALL NMKARO(NMKA,IDMKA)
NASSYM=.FALSE.
NASANT=.FALSE.
C**********************************************************************
C
INVOKES THE NASLINK MODULE
C**********************************************************************
CALL NASASS(ASSIGN,NASSYM,NASANT,DIRSYM,DIRANT
*
,DICTIN,RELATD,MATRXD
*
,IFDICS,IFRELS,IFMATS,IFDICA,IFRELA,IFMATA)
C**********************************************************************
C
OPEN RELATION ENTITY REUNMK FOR STORING THE SYM-MACH-K INDICES
C**********************************************************************
CALL DBOPEN(REUNMK,INFO(1),'R/W','FLUSH',ISTAT)
CALL REPROJ(REUNMK,LENUNM,UNLIST)
C**********************************************************************
C
KEY=1 SELECTS THE AERODYNAMICS OF THE FIRST REDUCED FREQUENCY
C
TO BE CONVERTED TO STEADY AERODYNAMICS FOR TRIM MODULE.
C**********************************************************************
KEY=1
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC MATRICES OF EACH MKAEROZ CARD
C**********************************************************************
DO 1000 IMACH=1,NMKA
IDMK=IDMKA(IMACH)
C**********************************************************************
C
GET INPUT DATA OF MKAEROZ WITH ID=IDMK
C**********************************************************************
CALL BMKARO(IDMK,YM,METHOD,IDFLT,YSAVE,FILENM
*
,IPRNT,NK,XHK,MOREGS)
C**********************************************************************
C
PUT DATA IN RELATION ENTITY REUNMK
C**********************************************************************
CALL PUTRMK(REUNMK,IMACH,IDMK,YM,METHOD,IDFLT,IPRNT,NK,XHK)
C**********************************************************************
C
GENERATES NK NUMBER OF AJJ,FJK,DJK,TAIC FOR EACH K
C**********************************************************************
CALL GENAJJ(IMACH,IDMK,YM,METHOD,IDFLT,YSAVE,FILENM,IPRNT
*
,NK,XHK,MOREGS,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,CELCMP,CELLVM
*
,V2SMAP,V2VMAP,CSTMA,SCNTLK,ACNTLK
*
,AJJ,FJK,DJK,TAIC,MATCPB,RF0,SYMSIX,ASYSIX,GJJ,GST
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
CALL SKJ525(YM,SKJ50,SKJ25,SKJ,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
C**********************************************************************
C
PROCESS WT2AJJ BULK DATA CARD (IF ANY) FOR DOWNWASH WEIGHTING
C
MATRIX METHOD (AIC CORRECTION)
C**********************************************************************
CALL AJJWT2(IMACH,IDMK,YM,METHOD,IDFLT,NK,XHK,AECOMP,GEOMZA
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*
,AGRIDZ,CSTMA,SCNTLK,ACNTLK,AJJ,FJK,DJK
*
,SPHIK,APHIK,SRIGID,ARIGID,LMODEK,GJJ
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
PROCESS WT1AJJ BULK DATA CARD (IF ANY) FOR FORCE CORRECTION
C
MATRIX METHOD (AIC CORRECTION)
C**********************************************************************
SYMF='SYMM'
CALL AJJWT1(IMACH,IDMK,SYMF,YM,METHOD,IDFLT,NK,XHK,AECOMP
*
,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,CSTMA,SCNTLK,ACNTLK,AJJ,FJK,DJK,SKJ
*
,SPHIK,APHIK,SRIGID,ARIGID,LMODEK,GJJ
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
SYMF='SYM'
CALL AJJWT1(IMACH,IDMK,SYMF,YM,METHOD,IDFLT,NK,XHK,AECOMP
*
,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,CSTMA,SCNTLK,ACNTLK,AJJ,FJK,DJK,SKJ
*
,SPHIK,APHIK,SRIGID,ARIGID,LMODEK,GJJ
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
SYMF='ANTI'
CALL AJJWT1(IMACH,IDMK,SYMF,YM,METHOD,IDFLT,NK,XHK,AECOMP
*
,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,CSTMA,SCNTLK,ACNTLK,AJJ,FJK,DJK,SKJ
*
,SPHIK,APHIK,SRIGID,ARIGID,LMODEK,GJJ
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
SYMF='ASYM'
CALL AJJWT1(IMACH,IDMK,SYMF,YM,METHOD,IDFLT,NK,XHK,AECOMP
*
,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,CSTMA,SCNTLK,ACNTLK,AJJ,FJK,DJK,SKJ
*
,SPHIK,APHIK,SRIGID,ARIGID,LMODEK,GJJ
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
IF(.NOT.DBNEMP(SAVSIX)) THEN
IF(YM.LT.1.0) THEN
CALL APPEND(SAVSIX,SYMSIX,DKOR)
CALL APPEND(SAVSIX,ASYSIX,DKOR)
ENDIF
ENDIF
C**********************************************************************
C
EXECUTES THE NASLINK MODULE
C**********************************************************************
IF(NASSYM) THEN
KKK=1
JFDICS=0
CALL MYNAME(RF0,'S',IMACH,1,MATFR0)
CALL MYNAME('THK','S',IMACH,1,THKCP0)
CALL NASF2C(THKCP0,MATFR0,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,YM
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL NASMAT(JFDICS,IFMATS,'S',KKK,IMACH,'THK',DIRSYM
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL DBDEST(THKCP0)
DO IK=1,NK
KINDEX=IK
CALL NASMAT(JFDICS,IFMATS,'S',KINDEX,IMACH,AJJ,DIRSYM
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL NASMAT(JFDICS,IFMATS,'S',KINDEX,IMACH,FJK,DIRSYM
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL NASMAT(JFDICS,IFMATS,'S',KINDEX,IMACH,DJK,DIRSYM
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
ENDDO
ENDIF
IF(NASANT) THEN
KKK=1
JFDICA=0
CALL MYNAME(RF0,'S',IMACH,1,MATFR0)
CALL MYNAME('THK','S',IMACH,1,THKCP0)
CALL NASF2C(THKCP0,MATFR0,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,YM
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL NASMAT(JFDICA,IFMATA,'S',KKK,IMACH,'THK',DIRANT
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL DBDEST(THKCP0)
DO IK=1,NK
KINDEX=IK
CALL NASMAT(JFDICA,IFMATA,'A',KINDEX,IMACH,AJJ,DIRANT
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL NASMAT(JFDICA,IFMATA,'A',KINDEX,IMACH,FJK,DIRANT
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL NASMAT(JFDICA,IFMATA,'A',KINDEX,IMACH,DJK,DIRANT
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
ENDDO
ENDIF
C**********************************************************************
C
OUTPUT MATRICES GENERATED BY GENAJJ BY OUTPUT4 BULK DATA CARD
C**********************************************************************
CALL OUTMAT(IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
IF(.NOT.DBNEMP(SPHIK)) THEN
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C**********************************************************************
C
DELETE ALL SYMMETRIC MATRICES IF NO SYMMETRIC MODES EXIST
C**********************************************************************
SYM='S'
DO IK=1,NK
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,AJJ,SYM)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,FJK,SYM)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,DJK,SYM)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,AJG,SYM)
ENDDO
ENDIF
IF(.NOT.DBNEMP(APHIK)) THEN
C**********************************************************************
C
DELETE ANTI-SYMMETRIC MATRICES IF NO ANTI-SYMMETRIC MODES EXIST
C**********************************************************************
SYM='A'
DO IK=1,NK
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,AJJ,SYM)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,FJK,SYM)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,DJK,SYM)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,AJG,SYM)
ENDDO
ENDIF
DO 2000 IS=1,2
IF(IS.EQ.1) THEN
PHIG=SPHI
PHI=SPHIK
PHIC=SPHIC
CNTLK=SCNTLK
CNTLC=SCNTLC
RIGID=SRIGID
SIXRID=SYMSIX
SYM='S'
ELSE
PHIG=APHI
PHI=APHIK
PHIC=APHIC
CNTLK=ACNTLK
CNTLC=ACNTLC
RIGID=ARIGID
SIXRID=ASYSIX
SYM='A'
ENDIF
IF(.NOT.DBNEMP(PHI)) GO TO 2100
C 11-6-2008
C SHIFT SUBSONIC AC FROM 50% to 25% CHORD IF M<1 OR SUBAC IS SPECIFIED
C IN EXECUTIVE CONTROL
C
CALL PHIK25(YM,PHI,PHI25,GEOMZA,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
CALL PHIK25(YM,RIGID,RIGID4,GEOMZA,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES GENERALIZED AERODYNAMICS OF ALL REDUCED FREQUENCIES
C**********************************************************************
DO 3000 IK=1,NK
XK=XHK(IK)
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES GUST COLUMNS (QHG) OF THE IK'TH REDUCED FREQUENCY
C**********************************************************************
C**********************************************************************
C
APPLY FACTORS TO CP BY CPFACT BLUK DATA CARD, IF ANY
C**********************************************************************
IF(NOGUST.EQ.0) THEN
CALL FACTCP(AECOMP,GEOMZA,GJJ,IDMK,IK,IMACH,SYM,ITYPE(5)
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL GENQHJ(SYM,PHI,SKJ,GJJ,GST,IMACH,IK,XK,AJG,QHJ
*
,LMODEK,QLJ
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL PRNTCP(IDMK,IMACH,SYM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,METHOD
*
,AJG,YM,IK,XK,IPRNT,ITYPE(5),IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
CALL GENQHH(PHI,SKJ,AJG,QHG,SYM,IMACH,IK,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
IF(DBNEMP(LMODEK)) THEN
CALL GENQHH(LMODEK,SKJ,AJG,QLG,SYM,IMACH,IK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
ENDIF
ENDIF
C**********************************************************************
CALL GENAJK(IMACH,IK,AJJ,FJK,DJK,SYM,PHI,AJH
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES CP OF FEM MODES OF THE IK'TH REDUCED FREQUENCY
C**********************************************************************
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CALL GENUCP(AJH,PHI,TAIC,YM,METHOD,SYM,IMACH,IK,XK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
APPLY FACTORS TO CP BY CPFACT BULK DATA CARD, IF ANY
C**********************************************************************
CALL FACTCP(AECOMP,GEOMZA,AJH,IDMK,IK,IMACH,SYM,ITYPE(1)
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES THE STEADY AEROFORCES DUE TO STRUCTURAL MODES
C
USED BY THE TRIM MODULE. KEY=1 TO GET UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS
C
AT K=0.0 FOR STEADY AERODYNAMICS.
C**********************************************************************
IF(IK.EQ.KEY.AND.NOSARO.EQ.0) THEN
CALL GENEFC(EFC,SKJ,AJH,SYM,IMACH,IK,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
ENDIF
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES QHH OF FEM MODES OF THE IK'TH REDUCED FREQUENCY
C**********************************************************************
CALL GENQHH(PHI,SKJ,AJH,QHH,SYM,IMACH,IK,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
IF(DBNEMP(LMODEK)) THEN
CALL GENQHH(LMODEK,SKJ,AJH,QLH,SYM,IMACH,IK,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
ENDIF
C**********************************************************************
C
PRINT CP OF FEM MODES IF IPRNT>=2
C**********************************************************************
CALL PRNTCP(IDMK,IMACH,SYM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,METHOD
*
,AJH,YM,IK,XK,IPRNT,ITYPE(1),IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL PRNCDT(IDMK,IMACH,SYM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,METHOD
*
,AJH,RF0,YM,IK,XK,IPRNT,ITYPE(1),PHIC
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES CP DUE TO CONTROL SURFACE MODES IF ANY
C**********************************************************************
IF(DBNEMP(CNTLK)) THEN
CALL GENAJK(IMACH,IK,AJJ,FJK,DJK,SYM,CNTLK,AJC
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL GENUCP(AJC,CNTLK,TAIC,YM,METHOD,SYM,IMACH,IK,XK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
FOR JETFRC BULK DATA INPUT
C**********************************************************************
CALL JETAJC(AJJ,AJC,SYM,IMACH,IK,AECOMP,GEOMZA
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
APPLY FACTORS TO CP BY CPFACT BLUK DATA CARD, IF ANY
C**********************************************************************
CALL FACTCP(AECOMP,GEOMZA,AJC,IDMK,IK,IMACH,SYM,ITYPE(2)
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES GENERALIZED AERODYNMIC FORCES OF CONTROL MODES
C**********************************************************************
CALL GENQHH(PHI,SKJ,AJC,QHC,SYM,IMACH,IK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
FOR GRIDFRC BULK DATA INPUT
C**********************************************************************
CALL GENQHF(BGPDTS,PHIG,QHF,AGF,SYM,IMACH,IK,XK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
IF(DBNEMP(LMODEK)) THEN
CALL GENQHH(LMODEK,SKJ,AJC,QLC,SYM,IMACH,IK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
ENDIF
CALL PRNTCP(IDMK,IMACH,SYM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,METHOD
*
,AJC,YM,IK,XK,IPRNT,ITYPE(2),IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL PRNCDT(IDMK,IMACH,SYM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,METHOD
*
,AJC,RF0,YM,IK,XK,IPRNT,ITYPE(2),CNTLC
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
ENDIF
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES CP DUE TO 3 RIGID MODES IF IPRNT>=3
C**********************************************************************
IF(IABS(IPRNT).GE.3) THEN
CALL GENAJK(IMACH,IK,AJJ,FJK,DJK,SYM,RIGID,RCP
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL GENUCP(RCP,RIGID,TAIC,YM,METHOD,SYM,IMACH,IK,XK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
APPLY FACTORS TO CP BY CPFACT BLUK DATA CARD, IF ANY
C**********************************************************************
CALL FACTCP(AECOMP,GEOMZA,RCP,IDMK,IK,IMACH,SYM,ITYPE(4)
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
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CALL PRNTCP(IDMK,IMACH,SYM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,METHOD
*
,RCP,YM,IK,XK,IPRNT,ITYPE(4),IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES GENERALIZED AERODYNAMIC FORCES OF 3 RIGID MODES
C**********************************************************************
CALL GENQHH(RIGID,SKJ,RCP,QRR,SYM,IMACH,IK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL PRTQRR(QRR,SYM,IMACH,IDMK,YM,METHOD,IK,XK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,RCP,SYM)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,QRR,SYM)
ENDIF
IF(IK.EQ.KEY.AND.NOSARO.EQ.0) THEN
C**********************************************************************
C
COMPUTES GENERALIZED AERODYNAMIC FORCES FOR STEADY AERO.
C**********************************************************************
CALL GENAJK(IMACH,IK,AJJ,FJK,DJK,SYM,SIXRID,RCP
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL GENUCP(RCP,SIXRID,TAIC,YM,METHOD,SYM,IMACH,IK,XK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL FACTCP(AECOMP,GEOMZA,RCP,IDMK,IK,IMACH,SYM,ITYPE(4)
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C************* CORRECT RF0 FOR THKCAM *********************************
IF(SYM(1:1).EQ.'S') THEN
CALL FACTCP(AECOMP,GEOMZA,RF0,IDMK,IK,IMACH,SYM,ITYPE(6)
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
ENDIF
CALL GENQHH(PHI,SKJ,RCP,QHR,SYM,IMACH,IK
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL MYNAME(RFC,SYM,IMACH,IK,AIRFRC)
CALL MYNAME(FFC,SYM,IMACH,IK,FEMFRC)
C 11-6-2008
C SHIFT SUBSONIC AC FROM 50% to 25% CHORD IF M<1 OR SUBAC IS SPECIFIED
C IN EXECUTIVE CONTROL
C
IF(DBNEMP(SRIGID)) CALL PHIK25(YM,SRIGID,SRIG25,GEOMZA
C
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
IF(DBNEMP(ARIGID)) CALL PHIK25(YM,ARIGID,ARIG25,GEOMZA
C
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL STAERO(YM,XK,SYM,IMACH,IK,SKJ,SRIGID,ARIGID,RF0,AJC
*
,RCP,STABCF,AIRFRC,FEMFRC,GRIGID,BGPDTS,IPRNT
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
IF(DBNEMP(SRIG25)) CALL DBDEST(SRIG25)
C
IF(DBNEMP(ARIG25)) CALL DBDEST(ARIG25)
ENDIF
3000
CONTINUE
C**********************************************************************
C
PROCESS WTUCP BULK DATA CARD (IF ANY) FOR CP CORRECTION EITHER
C
BY DOWNWASH WEIGHTING OR FORCE CORRECTION MATRIX METHOD.
C**********************************************************************
CALL UCPWT1(ITYPE,SYM,IMACH,IDMK,YM,METHOD,IDFLT,NK,XHK
*
,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,CSTMA,SCNTLK,ACNTLK
*
,AJJ,FJK,DJK,PHI,QHH,QHC,QLH,QLC,AJH,AJC,SKJ
*
,SPHIK,APHIK,SRIGID,ARIGID,LMODEK,GJJ
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL QHHRDB(PHIG,SYM,IMACH,IDMK,YM,NK,XHK,QHH,QHC,QHG
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL QHHWT1(ITYPE,SYM,IMACH,IDMK,YM,MKMTHD,IDFLT,NK,XHK
*
,QHH,QHC,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
CALL FLTGVT(IDMK,BGPDTS,PHIG,AJJ,FJK,DJK,SYM,SKJ,IMACH,NK,XHK
C
*
,YM,AECOMP,GEOMZA,AGRIDZ,ASETSM,ASETAN
C
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL OPTGVT(IDMK,BGPDTS,PHIG,AJJ,FJK,DJK,SYM,SKJ,IMACH
*
,AJC,SCNTLG,ACNTLG,LMODEG,LMODEK,NK,XHK
*
,YM,AGRIDZ,ASETSM,ASETAN,CSTMS,CSTMA,GEOMZA,AECOMP
*
,UAGEOM,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
OUTPUT MATRICES GENERATED BY GENAJJ BY OUTPUT4 BULK DATA CARD
C**********************************************************************
CALL OUTMAT(IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C**********************************************************************
C
DELETE AIC MATRCES
C**********************************************************************
DO IK=1,NK
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,RCP,SYM)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,AJJ,SYM)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,FJK,SYM)
CALL DELALL(IK,IMACH,DJK,SYM)
ENDDO
C
CALL DBDEST(PHI25)
C
CALL DBDEST(RIGID4)
2100
CONTINUE
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2000
CONTINUE
C**********************************************************************
C
DELETE MATFR0,SYMSIX,AND ASYSIX SINCE THEY ARE MACH DEPENDENT
C**********************************************************************
CALL MYNAME(RF0,'S',IMACH,1,MATFR0)
CALL DBDEST(MATFR0)
IF(.NOT.DBNEMP(SAVSIX)) THEN
IF(IMACH.EQ.NMKA) THEN
CALL APPEND(SAVSIX,SYMSIX,DKOR)
CALL APPEND(SAVSIX,ASYSIX,DKOR)
ENDIF
ENDIF
CALL DBDEST(SYMSIX)
CALL DBDEST(ASYSIX)
CALL DBDEST1(SKJ)
1000 CONTINUE
CALL DBCLOS(REUNMK)
C**********************************************************************
C
EXECUTES THE NASLINK MODULE
C**********************************************************************
IF(NASSYM) THEN
SYM='S'
CALL MATSAV(IFDICS,IFMATS,SKJ50 ,DIRSYM,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
CALL MAT_CONTROL(IFDICS,IFMATS,GEOMZA,SCNTLK,SAVSIX,DIRSYM
*
,SYM,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
CALL MAT_AEROMON(IFDICS,IFMATS,LMODEK,LMODEG,BGPDTS,GEOMZA
*
,DIRSYM,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
CALL MATSAV(IFDICS,IFMATS,UGTKG, DIRSYM,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL MATSAV(IFDICS,IFMATS,SKJ25 , DIRSYM,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
CALL NASREL(IFDICS,IFRELS,IFMATS,DIRSYM,SYM
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
ENDIF
IF(NASANT) THEN
SYM='A'
CALL MATSAV(IFDICA,IFMATA,SKJ50 ,DIRANT,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL MAT_CONTROL(IFDICA,IFMATA,GEOMZA,ACNTLK,SAVSIX,DIRANT
*
,SYM,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
CALL MAT_AEROMON(IFDICA,IFMATA,LMODEK,LMODEG,BGPDTS,GEOMZA
*
,DIRANT,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
CALL MATSAV(IFDICA,IFMATA,UGTKG, DIRANT,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
CALL MATSAV(IFDICA,IFMATA,SKJ25 , DIRANT,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
CALL NASREL(IFDICA,IFRELA,IFMATA,DIRANT,SYM
*
,IKOR,RKOR,DKOR)
C
ENDIF
IF(NASSYM) THEN
CLOSE(IFDICS)
ENDIF
IF(NASANT) THEN
CLOSE(IFDICA)
ENDIF
CALL DBDEST(SAVSIX)
RETURN
END
C
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STSASE
Functions:

Performs the aeroservoelastic satiability analysis

Input and Output:
CALL STSASE (QHH, QHC, QHG, QHJ, QLJ, GST, AGF, QHF, QLH, QLC, QLG, RFC,
STABCF, SMHH, SKHH, SCONM, SMHC, SKGH, SMGH, AMHH, AKHH,
ACONM, AMHC, AKGH, AMGH, BGPDTS, LAMBDA, IDBULK, UAGEOM,
AECOMP, GEOMZA, AGRIDZ, SPHI, APHI, SCNTLG, SCNTLK, ACNTLG,
ACNTLK, LMODEG, LMODEK, SCNTLC, ACNTLC, SPHIC, APHIC,
SPHIK, APHIK, AJH, AJC, AJG, GJJ, SKJ, GSLIST, UGFRC, SKJ25, SMGC,
AMGC, CSTMA, CSTMS, TITLE, SUBTIT, LABEL, ICASE)
QHH
QHC

QHG
QHJ
QJL

GST

AGF

QHF

QLH
QLC

QLG

RFC
STABCF

Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the structural finite
element modes. (Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the control surface
modes. QHC exists only if the AESURFZ bulk data card appears in the Bulk Data
Section. (Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the gust modes.
(Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices to compute QHG
(Character*4)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the load modes. QJL
exists only if the LOADMOD bulk data card appears in the Bulk Data Section.
(Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the matrix containing control point locations and normal vector for
computing gust (Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the G-set forces force matrices of the GRIDFRC bulk data input, which
exists only if the GRIDFRC bulk data card appears in the Bulk Data Section.
(Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the GRIDFRC bulk data
input, which exists only if the GRIDFRC bulk data card appears in the Bulk Data
Section. (Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the product of the FEM
modes and the load modes. (Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the product of the
aerodynamic control surface and the load modes, which exists only if both AESURFZ
and LOADMOD bulk data cards exist. (Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the product of the gust
and the load modes, which exists only if the LOADMOD bulk data card exists.
(Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the K-set aerodynamic forces of the six rigid body modes (Character*4,
Input)
Relational entity containing steady aerodynamic stability derivatives (Character*16,
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SMHH

SKHH
SCONM

SMHC
SKGH
SMGH
AMHH
AKHH
ACONM
AMHC
AKGH
AMGH
BGPTDS
LAMBDA

IDBULK
UAGEOM
AECOMP
GEOMZA
AGRIDZ
SPHI
APHI
SCNTLG

SCNTLK

ACNTLG
ACNTLK
LMODEG
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Input)
Matrix entity containing the generalized mass matrix of the symmetric boundary
condition. SMHH exists only if BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN
FEM=’ Executive Control Command. (Character*4, Input)
Same as SMHH but for the generalized stiffness matrix. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the perturbation generalized mass matrix of the symmetric
boundary condition. SCONM exists only if CONMLST bulk data card appears in the
Bulk Data Section and SPHI also exists. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the inertial coupling between the symmetric structural modes
and the control surface modes. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the product of the G-set stiffness matrix and the symmetric
modes (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the product of the G-set mass matrix and the symmetric
modes (Character*16, Input)
Same as SMHH but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SKHH but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SCONM but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SMHC but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SKGH except for the anti-symmetric modes. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SMGH except for the anti-symmetric modes. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing structural finite element grid point data. (Character*16,
Input)
Relation entity containing the natural frequencies generalized masses and generalized
stiffness of all symmetric and anti-symmetric structural finite element modes.
(Character*16, Input)
Identification number of the ASE bulk data card to perform the ASE analysis. (Integer,
Input)
Relation entity containing data for generating UGPLT. (Character*16, Input)
Relational entity Contains the data on the aerodynamic components in the CAERO7
and BODY7 bulk data inputs. (Character*16, Input)
Relational entity contains the data on the aerodynamic boxes in the CAERO7 and
BODY7 bulk data inputs. (Character*16, Input)
Relational entity contains the data of the corner grid points on the CAERO7 and
BODY7 boxes. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the symmetric structural finite element modes at the G-set
d.o.f.’s. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SPHI but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes at the G-set
d.o.f. and columns are associated with the AESURFZ bulk data cards. (Character*16,
Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes defined at the
K-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with the AESURFZ bulk data cards.
(Character*16, Input)
Same as SCNTLG but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Input)
Same as SCNTLK but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the load modes at the G-set d.o.f. and columns are
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LMODEK
SCNTLC

ACNTLC
SPHIC

APHIC
SPHIK

APHIK
AJH

AJC

AJG

GJJ
SKJ
GSLIST
UGFRC
SKJ25
SMGC
AMGC
CSTMA
CSTMS
TITLE
SUBTIT
LABEL

associated with the LOADMOD bulk data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the load modes at the K-set d.o.f. and columns are
associated with the LOADMOD bulk data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes defined at the
corner points of the aerodynamic boxes and column boxes, and whose columns are
associated with the AESURFZ bulk data card with entry TYPE = ‘SYM’ or ‘ASYM” .
(Character*16, Input)
Same as SCNTLC but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Input)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the corner points of the aerodynamic boxes and columns are associated with each
structural finite element modes. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SPHIC but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the control points of the aerodynamic boxes and columns are associated with each
structural finite element modes. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SPHIK except for the anti-symmetric modes (Character*16, Input)
Basic name of the matrix containing aerodynamic pressures due to structural modes on
aerodynamic boxes. Complex matrix with J-set rows and H-set columns. (character*4,
Input)
Basic name of the matrix containing aerodynamic pressures due to control surface
modes on aerodynamic boxes. Complex matrix with J-set rows and C-set columns.
(character*4, Input)
Basic name of the matrix containing aerodynamic pressures due to gust on
aerodynamic boxes. Complex matrix with J-set rows and one column. (character*4,
Input)
Basic name of the AIC matrix for computing gust forces. Complex with J-set rows and
J-set columns. (Character*4, Input)
Matrix to integrate the J-set aerodynamic pressures to K-set aerodynamic forces at
50% chord of each box. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the indices of the G-set d.o.f., the scalar points and the extra
points. (Character*16, Output)
Spline matrix to transfer the K-set aerodynamic forces to the G-set structural forces
(Character*16, Input)
Same as SKJ except at 25% chord of each box (Character*16, Input)
Matrix containing the product of G-set mass matrix and the symmetric control surface
modes (Character*16, Input)
Same as SMGC except for the anti-symmetric control surface modes (Character*16,
Input)
Relational entity containing coordinate transformations of the CORD2R bulk data
card. (Character*16, Input)
Relational entity containing coordinate transformations imported from the finite
element model. (Character*16, Input)
Character string provided by the TITLE Case Control Command in the Case Control
Section. (Character*72, Input)
Character string provided by the SUBTITLE Case Control Command in the Case
Control Section. (Character*72, Input)
Character string provided by the LABEL Case Control Command in Case Control
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ICASE

Section. (Character*72, Input)
Index of the DO loop for the subcases. (Integer > 0, Input)

Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program
Method:
The computational procedures of the STSASE module are:
1.

Processes the relation entity ASE and obtains the input data of the ASE bulk data card with
identification number = IDBULK.

2.

Reads the generalized mass and stiffness matrices from the matrices SMHH and SKHH for
symmetric boundary condition (or AMHH and AKHH for anti-symmetric boundary
condition).

3.

If mass perturbation is specified (CONMLST > 0), adds SCONM to SMHH (or ACONM to
AMHH).

4.

Obtains the identification numbers of the ASECONT, FLUTTER,
CMARGIN bulk data cards.

5.

Reads all the input data associated with the FLUTTER bulk data card.

6.

Based on IDMK, reads the relation entity REUNMK for the Mach number, reduced
frequencies, MINDEX and KINDEX pairs associated with the MKAEROZ bulk data card
with identification number = IDMK.

7.

Finds the name of the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix with MINDEX and KINDEX by
calling the subroutine MYNAME:

MINSTAT, and

CALL MYNAME (QHH, S, MINDEX, KINDEX, NAME)
where NAME is a Character*16 string representing the name of the matrix entity associated
with the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix, and:
S = ′S ′

for symmetric boundary condition

S = ′A′

for anti-symmetric boundary condition

8.

Reads the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix for a MINDEX and KINDEX pair from the
matrix entity NAME. Repeats the procedure for all MINDEX and KINDEX pairs to obtain
the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of all reduced frequencies.

9.

Performs rational approximation of the unsteady aerodynamic forces.

10. Performs the open or closed-loop ASE analysis.
Remarks:
See entity description of REUNMK for the usage of subroutine MYNAME.
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CNTL
Functions:

Processes the Executive Control and Case Control Sections.

Input and Output:
CALL CNTL (SOL, NCASE, CASE, ASSIGN)
SOL

Solution sequence specified by the SOLUTION Executive Control Command.
(Integer, Output)

NCASE

Number of subcases in the Case Control Section. (Integer, Output)

CASE

Relation entity containing input data of subcases specified in the Case Control
Section. (Character*16, Output)

ASSIGN

Relation entity containing input data of the ASSIGN Executive Control Command in
the Executive Control Section. (Character*16, Output)

Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program.
Method:
The CNTL module first processes all Executive Control Commands in the Executive Control
Section and stores data in the relation entity ASSIGN. Next, it processes all Case Control
Commands in the Case Control Section for all subcases and stores data in the relation entity CASE.
If the Executive Control Command ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ appears in the Executive Control
Section, matrix data on the external file is read in and loaded on the runtime database.
Remarks:
See entity description for ASSIGN and CASE entities.
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CONMOD
Functions:

Generates control surface modes and load modes for ASE/gust discipline.

Input and Output:
CALL CONMOD

BGPDTS
CSTMS
CSTMA
GEOMZA
UAGEOM
AECOMP
SCNTLG

SCNTLK

SCNTLC

ACNTLG
ACNTLK
ACNTLC
LMODEG
LMODEK
GRIGID
UGTKG
UGPLT
GSLIST
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( BGPDTS, CSTMS, CSTMA, GEOMZA, UAGEOM, AECOMP,
SCNTLG, SCNTLK, SCNTLC, ACNTLG, ACNTLK, ACNTLC,
LMODEG, LMODEK, GRIGID, UGTKG, UGPLT . GSLIST)

Relation entity containing structural finite element grid point data. (Character*16,
Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices associated with the
coordinate systems in the structural finite element model. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices of the CORD2R bulk
data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of the aerodynamic boxes. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data for generating UGPLT. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of the CAERO7 and BODY7 macroelements.
(Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes at the G-set
d.o.f. and columns are associated with the AESURFZ bulk data cards.
(Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes defined at
the K-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with the AESURFZ bulk data cards with
entry TYPE = ‘SYM’ or ‘ASYM’. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes defined at
the corner points of the aerodynamic boxes and column boxes, and whose columns
are associated with the AESURFZ bulk data card with entry TYPE = ‘SYM’ or
‘ASYM”. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SCNTLG but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Output)
Same as SCNTLK but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Output)
Same as SCNTLC but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the load modes at the G-set d.o.f. and columns are
associated with the LOADMOD bulk data cards. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the load modes at the K-set d.o.f. and columns are
associated with the LOADMOD bulk data cards. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the rigid body modes at the G-set d.o.f. and
columns are associated with the 6 rigid body modes. (Character*16, Output)
Spline matrix generated by the SPLINE module. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the spline matrix for generating graphic output file of
deformed aerodynamic model. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the indices of the G-set d.o.f., the scalar points and the
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extra points. (Character*16, Output)
Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program.
Method:
First, the CONMOD module processes all AESURFZ, AESLINK, and PZTMODE bulk data
cards (if there is any) and generates the control surface modes due to unit deflection angle of the
control surfaces about the hinge lines in both G-set and K-set d.o.f. For TYPE = ′SYM′ or TYPE =
′ASYM′, the control surface modes are stored in SCNTLG, SCNTLK and SCNTLC. For TYPE
= ‘ANTI’, the control surface modes are stored in ACNTLG and ACNTLK and ACNTLC. Next,
the CONMOD module processes all LOADMOD bulk data cards (if there is any) and generates
the load modes of each LOADMOD. The load modes are defined in the G-set and K-set d.o.f. and
stored in each row of the matrix LMODEG and LMODEK, respectively.
Remarks:
1.

SCNTLG, SCNTLK, SCNTLC, ACNTLG, ACNTLK, ACNTLC, LMODEG, LMODEK,
and GRIGID are generated even if they are not used.

2.

See entity description for all input/output entities.
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ELOADM
Functions:

Performs the transient ejection loads analysis.

Input and Output:
CALL ELOADM (QHH, QHC, QHG, QHJ, QLJ, GST, AGF, QHF, QLH, QLC, QLG, RFC,
STABCF, SMHH, SKHH, SCONM, SMHC, SKGH, SMGH, AMHH, AKHH,
ACONM, AMHC, AKGH, AMGH, BGPDTS, LAMBDA, IDBULK,
UAGEOM, AECOMP, GEOMZA, AGRIDZ, SPHI, APHI, SCNTLG,
SCNTLK, ACNTLG, ACNTLK, LMODEG, LMODEK, SCNTLC, ACNTLC,
SPHIC, APHIC, SPHIK, APHIK, AJH, AJC, AJG, GJJ, SKJ, GSLIST,
UGFRC, SKJ25, SMGC, AMGC, CSTMA, CSTMS, TITLE, SUBTIT,
LABEL, ICASE)
See STSASE
Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program within the DO LOOP 100.
Method:
The computational procedures of the ELOADM module are:
1.

Processes the relation entity ELOADS and obtains the input data of the ELOADS bulk data
card with identification number = IDBULK.

2.

Reads the generalized mass and stiffness matrices from the matrices SMHH and SKHH for
symmetric boundary condition (or AMHH and AKHH for anti-symmetric boundary
condition).

3.

If mass perturbation is specified (CONMLST > 0), adds SCONM to SMHH (or ACONM to
AMHH).

4.

Obtains the identification numbers of the ASECONT, FLUTTER, MINSTAT, MLDSTAT,
MLDCOMD, and MLDPRNT bulk data cards.

5.

Reads all the input data associated with the FLUTTER bulk data card.

6.

Based on IDMK, reads the relation entity REUNMK for the Mach number, reduced
frequencies, MINDEX and KINDEX pairs associated with the MKAEROZ bulk data card
with identification number = IDMK.

7.

Finds the name of the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix with MINDEX and KINDEX by
calling the subroutine MYNAME:
CALL MYNAME (QHH, S, MINDEX, KINDEX, NAME)
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where NAME is a Character*16 string representing the name of the matrix entity associated
with the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix, and:
S = ′S ′

for symmetric boundary condition

S = ′A′

for anti-symmetric boundary condition

8.

Reads the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix for a MINDEX and KINDEX pair from the
matrix entity NAME. Repeats the procedure for all MINDEX and KINDEX pairs to obtain
the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of all reduced frequencies.

9.

Performs rational approximation of the unsteady aerodynamic forces.

10. Assembles a transformation matrix relating the FEM rigid body modes to the airframe states.
11. Constructs the continuous time-domain state-space equation in the airframe states for each
time interval.
12. Converts the state-space equations from the continuous time domain to discrete time domain
for each time interval.
13. Computes the transient response of the states.
14. Computes the transient response of the parameters of interest according to the MLDPRNT
bulk data input.
Remarks:
See entity description of REUNMK for the usage of subroutine MYNAME.
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FEM
Functions:

Modal Data Importer for reading the free vibration solutions computed by the
structural finite element codes.

Input and Output:
CALL FEM

(ASSIGN, BGPDTS, CSTMA, CSTMS, SPHI, APHI, SMHH, SKHH, AMHH,
AKHH, SMGH, SKGH, AMGH, SKGH, LAMBDA, GSLIST)

ASSIGN

Relation entity containing the input data of the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control
Command in the Executive Control Section. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing structural finite element grid point data. (Character*16,
Output)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices of the CORD2R bulk
data cards. (Character*16, Output)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices associated with the
coordinate systems in the structural finite element model. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the G-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with each modes. SPHI exists only if
BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ or ′ASYM′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive
Control Command. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the anti-symmetric boundary
condition at the G-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with each modes. APHI
exists only if BOUNDARY = ′ANTI′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’
Executive Control Command. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity containing the generalized mass matrix of the symmetric boundary
condition. SMHH exists only if BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ is specified in the
‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control Command. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity containing the generalized stiffness matrix of the symmetric boundary
condition. SKHH exists only if BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN
FEM=’ Executive Control Command. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SMHH but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SKHH but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity containing the product of the mass matrix and the symmetric modes of
the structural finite element mode.
SMGH is imported by the ‘ASSIGN
MATRIX=’ Executive Control Command with entry MNAME = ‘SMGH’.
(Character*16, Output)
Same as SMGH but for the stiffness matrix. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SMGH but for anti-symmetric modes. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SKGH but for anti-symmetric modes. (Character*16, Output)
Relation entity containing the natural frequencies, generalized masses and
generalized stiffness of all symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. (Character*16,
Output)
Matrix entity containing the indices of the G-set d.o.f., the scalar points and the extra
points. (Character*16, Output)

BGPDTS
CSTMA
CSTMS
SPHI

APHI

SMHH

SKHH

AMHH
AKHH
SMGH

SKGH
AMGH
AKGH
LAMBDA

GSLIST
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ASETSM
ASETSN

Integer matrix containing flags from G-set to A-set of the symmetric boundary
condition. (Character*16, Input).
Same as ASETSM except for the anti-symmetric boundary condition.

Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program.
Method:
1.

FEM first processes the relation entity ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ and obtains the filename of the
external file that contains the free vibration solution computed by the structural finite element
codes.

2.

Next, FEM opens the external file and searches for the following information of the structural
finite element model in the external file:

3.

•

The structural grid point locations and their identification numbers. FEM stores these
grid point data in relation entity BGPDTS.

•

The Coordinate systems in the structural finite element model. FEM computes the
coordinate transformation matrices of all coordinate system and stores them in the relation
entity CSTMS.

•

The natural frequencies, the generalized masses and stiffnesses. FEM stores these data in
the relation entity LAMBDA.

•

The modal data of each modes. FEM stores these data in the matrix entity SPHI/APHI.

The format of the above information depends on the finite element codes. This is defined by
the entry FORM in the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control Command.

Remarks:
For NASTRAN finite element codes, the following commands must exist:
ECHO = SORTED
DISP = ALL
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FLUTER
Functions:

Performs the flutter analysis.

Input and Output:
CALL FLUTER

QHH
SMHH

SKHH
SCONM

AMHH
AKHH
ACONM
LAMBDA
IDBULK
UAGEOM
SPHIC

APHIC
SPHI
APHI
GSLIST
TITLE
SUBTIT
LABEL

(QHH, SMHH, SKHH, SCONM, AMHH, AKHH, ACONM, LAMBDA,
IDBULK, UAGEOM, SPHIC, APHIC, SHPI, APHI, GSLIST, TITLE,
SUBTIT, LABEL)

Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic forces matrices of the structural modes.
(Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the generalized mass matrix of the symmetric boundary
condition. SMHH exists only if BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN
FEM=’ Executive Control Command. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SMHH but for the generalized stiffness matrix. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the perturbation generalized mass matrix of the symmetric
boundary condition. SCONM exists only if CONMLST bulk data card appears in the
Bulk Data Section and SPHI also exists. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SMHH but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SKHH but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SCONM but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing the natural frequencies, generalized masses and generalized
stiffness of all symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. (Character*16, Input)
Identification number of the FLUTTER bulk data card to perform the flutter analysis.
(Integer, Input)
Relation entity containing data for generating UGPLT. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the corner points of the aerodynamic boxes and columns are associated with each
structural finite element modes. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SPHIC but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix containing the G-set symmetric modes (Character*16).
Matrix containing the G-set anti-symmetric modes (Character*16).
Matrix entity containing the indices of the G-set d.o.f., the scalar points and the extra
points. (Character*16, Output)
Character string provided by the TITLE Case Control Command in the case control
section. (Character*72, Input)
Character string provided by the SUBTITLE Case Control Command in the case
control section. (Character*72, Input)
Character string provided by the LABEL Case Control Command in the case control
section. (Character*72, Input)

Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program within the DO LOOP 1000.
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Method:
The computational procedures of the FLUTER module are:
1.

Processes the relation entity FLUTER and obtains the input data of the FLUTER bulk data
card with identification number = IDBULK.

2.

Reads the generalized mass and stiffness matrices from the matrices SMHH and SKHH for
symmetric boundary condition (or AMHH and AKHH for anti-symmetric boundary
condition).

3.

If mass perturbation is specified (CONMLST > 0), adds SCONM to SMHH (or ACONM to
AMHH).

4.

Reads the modal damping values from relation entity TABDMP1 if entry TABDMP > 0 is
specified in the FLUTTER bulk data card.

5.

Reads the input data from relation entity FIXHATM, FIXMATM, FIXMACH or
FIXMDEN (depending on the entry FIX specified in the FLUTER bulk data card) and
obtains data of the entry IDMK in the MKAEROZ bulk data card.

6.

If atmospheric table is required by FIXHATM or FIXMATM for matched-point flutter
analysis, reads the altitude-speed of sound-air density relation from relation entity ATMOS.

7.

Based on IDMK, reads the relation entity REUNMK for the Mach number, reduced
frequencies, MINDEX and KINDEX pairs associated with the MKAEROZ bulk data card
with identification number = IDMK.

8.

Finds the name of the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix with MINDEX and KINDEX by
calling the subroutine MYNAME:
CALL MYNAME (QHH, S, MINDEX, KINDEX, NAME)
where NAME is a Character*16 string representing the name of the matrix entity associated
with the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix, and:

9.

S = ′S ′

for symmetric boundary condition

S = ′A′

for anti-symmetric boundary condition

Reads the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix for a MINDEX and KINDEX pair from the
matrix entity NAME. Repeats the procedure for all MINDEX and KINDEX pairs to obtain
the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of all reduced frequencies.

10. Deletes the rows and columns of the generalized mass, stiffness and aerodynamic force
matrices associated with the omitted modes defined in the entry MLIST of the FLUTER bulk
data card.
11. For FIXHATM, FIXMATM or FIXMACH bulk data card performs the flutter analysis with
the g-method. For FIXMDEN bulk data card, performs the flutter analysis with both the gmethod and the K-method as well as the divergence speed analysis.
Remarks:
See entity description of REUNMK for the usage of subroutine MYNAME.
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GENAJJ
Functions:

Generates the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient (AIC) matrix.

Input and Output:
CALL GENAJJ

IMACH
IDMK
YM
METHOD
IDFLT
YSAVE
FILENM
IPRNT
NK
XHK
MOREGS
AECOMP
GEOMZA
AGRIDZ
CELCMP
CELLVM
V2SMAP
V2VMAP
CSTMA
SCNTLK

ACNTLK
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(IMACH, IDMK, YM, METHOD, IDFLT, YSAVE, FILENM, IPRNT,
NK, XHK, MOREGS, AECOMP, GEOMZA, AGRIDZ, CELCMP,
CELLVM, V2SMAP, V2VMAP, CSTMA, SCNTLK, ACNTLK, AJJ, FJK,
DJK, TAIC, MATCPB, RF0, SYMSIX, ASYSIX, GJJ, GST, IKOR,
RKOR, DKOR)

Index of the MKAEROZ bulk data card. (Integer, Input)
Identification number of the MKAEROZ bulk data card. (Integer, Input)
Mach number specified in the entry MACH of the MKAEROZ bulk data card.
(Real, Input)
Flag for specifying linear or nonlinear aerodynamic methods. (Integer, Input)
Identification number of TRIMFLT bulk data card specified in the entry IDFLT of
MKAEROZ bulk data card. (Integer, Input)
Character to define ′SAVE′ or ′ACQUIRE′ the AIC matrices. (Character, Input)
File name on which the AIC matrix is saved or retrieved. FILENM is used only
YSAVE = ′ SAVE ′ or YSAVE = ′ ACQUIRE ′. (Character, Input)
Print flag. (Integer, Input)
Number of reduced frequencies specified in the MKAEROZ bulk data card.
(Integer, Input)
Array containing the values of the reduced frequencies. (Real, Input)
Integer array containing flags for those reduced frequencies listed in the MKAEROZ
bulk data card with negative sign (integer array, Input)
Relation entity containing data of CAERO7 and BODY7 macroelements.
(Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of aerodynamic boxes. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of corner grid points of aerodynamic boxes.
(Character*16, Input)
Relational entity containing input data of CELLWNG, CELLBDY, and CELLBOX
bulk data cards (Character*16, Input)
Relational entity containing volume cell data of CELLWNG, CELLBDY, and
CELLBOX bulk data cards (Character*16, Input)
Matrix containing data of cells to surface boxes (Character*16, Input)
Matrix containing data of cells to cells (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices of the CORD2R bulk
data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes defined at the
K-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with the AESURFZ bulk data cards.
(Character*16, Input)
Same as SCNTLK but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Input)
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AJJ

FJK, DJK

TAIC
MATCPB
RF0
SYMSIX
ASYSIX
GJJ
GST
IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

Basic name of the AIC matrix that relates the unsteady boundary condition at the Jset d.o.f.’s to the unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at the J-set d.o.f.’s.
(Character*4, Output)
Basic name of the AIC matrices that relate the structural condition at the K-set
d.o.f.’s to the unsteady boundary condition at the J-set d.o.f.’s. (Character*4, Output)
(See Remark 2)
Basic name of the unstructured entity containing required data to generate the
unsteady transonic aerodynamics by the ZTAIC method. (Character*4, Output)
Matrix containing local Mach numbers from CFD input (Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the matrix that contains the aerodynamic forces at the K-set d.o.f. due
to the program assigned trim variable “THKCAM”. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity containing the boundary condition for generating the aerodynamic
forces of the symmetric program assigned trim variables. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SYMSIX but for anti-symmetric program assigned trim variables.
(Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the AIC matrix for computing gust forces. Complex with J-set rows
and J-set columns. (Character*4, Output)
Basic name of the matrix containing control point locations and normal vector for
computing gust (Character*4, Output)
Base memory of integer, real and double precision arrays, respectively. This base
memory is established in the UAIC module through the common block MYCORE.

Calling Sequence:
Called by the UAIC module.
Method:
The GENAJJ module generates the AIC matrices of each MKAEROZ bulk data cards. It
computes both the symmetric and anti-symmetric AIC matrices if XZSYM = YES is specified in
the AEROZ bulk data card. The methods (ZONA, ZONA7, ZTAIC, or ZONA7U) to compute
AIC depend on the input parameters YM and METHOD.
Remarks:
1.

Each MKAEROZ bulk data card will produce NK (number of reduced frequencies) AIC
matrices. For NMK number of MKAEROZ bulk data cards, there are NMK x NK AIC
matrices.

2.

The so-called ′Basic Name′ contains a three characters string such as ′AJJ′, ′FJK′, ′DJK′, etc.
For a given Mach number, reduced frequency and symmetric condition, the actual name of the
matrix is XXXsiijj, where XXX is a three-character string of the basic name.
S = ‘S’ for symmetric or asymmetric condition = ′A′ for anti-symmetric condition. ii is a two
digit integer containing the index of the MKAEROZ bulk data card. jj is a two digit integer
containing the index of the reduced frequency. Please see the description of entity REUNMK
for details.
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GENDYN
Functions:

Generates structural dynamic matrices for downstream FLUTTER, ASE or GUST
analysis.

Input and Output:
CALL GENDYN

ASSIGN
SPHI

APHI
LAMBDA
UGTKG
UAGEOM
UGPLT
GSLIST
AECOMP
GEOMZA
BGPTDS
CSTMS
CSTMA
GRIGID
SMHH

SKHH

SPHIK
2-34

(ASSIGN, SPHI, APHI, LAMBDA, UGTKG, UAGEOM, UGPLT,
GSLIST, AECOMP, GEOMZA, BGPTDS, CSTMS, CSTMA, GRIGID,
SMHH, SKHH, SPHIK, SPHIC, SCONM, SMGH, SKGH, SCNTLG,
SMHC, SMGC, AMHH, AKHH, APHIK, APHIC, ACONM, AMGH,
AKGH, ACNTLG, AMHC, AMGC, ASETSM, ASETAN)

Relation entity containing the input data of the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control
Command in the Executive Control Section. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the G-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with each modes. SPHI exists only if
BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ or ′ASYM′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive
Control Command. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SPHI but for the anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing the natural frequencies, generalized masses and generalized
stiffness of all symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the transposed of the spline matrix that relates the
displacements at the G-set d.o.f.’s to the K-set d.o.f.’s. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data for generating UGPLT. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing the spline matrix for generating graphic output file of
deformed aerodynamic model. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the indices of the G-set d.o.f., the scalar points and the extra
points. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of CAERO7 and BODY7 macroelements.
(Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of aerodynamic boxes. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing structural finite element grid point data. (Character*16,
Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices associated with the
coordinate systems in the structural finite element model. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices of the CORD2R bulk
data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the rigid body modes at the G-set d.o.f. and columns
are associated with the 6 rigid body modes. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the generalized mass matrix of the symmetric boundary
condition. SMHH exists only if BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN
FEM=’ Executive Control Command. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity containing the generalized stiffness matrix of the symmetric boundary
condition. SKHH exists only if BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN
FEM=’ Executive Control Command. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric modes at the K-set
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SPHIC

SCONM

SMGH

SKGH
SCNTLG

SMHC
SMGC
AMHH
AKHH
APHIK
APHIC
ACONM
AMGH
AKGH
ACNTLG
AMHC
AMGC
ASETSM
ASETAN

d.o.f. and columns are associated with each modes. SPHIK exists only if SPHI
exists. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the corner points of the aerodynamic boxes and columns are associated with each
structural modes. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity containing the perturbation generalized mass matrix of the symmetric
boundary condition. SCONM exists only if CONMLST bulk data card appears in the
Bulk Data Section and SPHI also exists. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity containing the product of the mass matrix and the symmetric modes of
the structural finite element mode. SMGH is imported by the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’
Executive Control Command with entry MNAME = ‘SMGH’. (Character*16,
Output)
Same as SMGH but for the stiffness matrix. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes at the G-set
d.o.f. and columns are associated with AESURFZ, AESLINK, and PZTMODE bulk
data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the inertial coupling between the symmetric structural modes
and the control surface modes. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix containing the product of G-set mass matrix and the symmetric control surface
modes (Character*16, Output)
Same as SMHH but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SKHH but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SPHIK but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SPHIC but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SCONM but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SMGH but for anti-symmetric modes. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SKGH but for anti-symmetric modes. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SCNTLG but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Input)
Same as SMHC but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SMGC except for the anti-symmetric control surface modes (Character*16,
Output)
Integer matrix containing flags from G-set to A-set of the symmetric boundary
condition. (Character*16, Input).
Same as ASETSM except for the anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16,
Input)

Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program.
Method:
1.

GENDYN first reads the relation entity LAMBDA and generates the generalized mass and
stiffness matrices SMHH, SKHH, AMHH, and AKHH. It also determines the rigid body
modes based on the entry SUPORT of the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control Command.
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2.

If rigid body mode exists (entry SUPORT of the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control
Command is activated), GENDYN transforms the rigid body mode from the principal axes to
the body axes and re-computes the generalized mass matrix. This may give a non-diagonal
generalized mass matrix.

3.

Next, GENDYN computes the matrices SPHIK, SPHIC, APHIK, and APHIC by:
[SPHIK]
[APHIK]
[SPHIC]
[APHIC]

=
=
=
=

[UGTKG]T [SPHI]
[UGTKG]T [APHI]
[UGPLT]T [SPHI]
[UGPLT]T [APHI]

4.

GENDYN computes SCONM and ACONM by reading the data in the CONMLST bulk data
card (if exists) and CONM1 bulk data card.

5.

GENDYN also generates the output file associated with the PLTMODE bulk data card (if
exists).

6.

The matrices such as SMGH, AMGH, SKGH, AKGH, and MGG that are computed by the
FEM analysis and imported into the program usually contain the G-set d.o.f.’s plus the scalar
and extra points. These matrices are reduced to the G-set d.o.f. using the GSLIST matrix
entity.

Remarks:
See entity description for all input/output entities.
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GLOADM
Functions:

Performs the transient discrete gust loads analysis.

Input and Output:
CALL GLOADM (QHH,QHC,QHG,QHJ,QLJ,GST,AGF,QHF,QLH,QLC,QLG,RFC,
STABCF, SMHH, SKHH, SCONM, SMHC, SKGH, SMGH, AMHH, AKHH,
ACONM, AMHC, AKGH, AMGH, BGPDTS, LAMBDA, IDBULK,
UAGEOM, AECOMP, GEOMZA, AGRIDZ, SPHI, APHI, SCNTLG,
SCNTLK, ACNTLG, ACNTLK, LMODEG, LMODEK, SCNTLC, ACNTLC,
SPHIC, APHIC, SPHIK, APHIK, AJH, AJC, AJG, GJJ, SKJ, GSLIST,
UGFRC, SKJ25, SMGC, AMGC, CSTMA, CSTMS, TITLE, SUBTIT,
LABEL, ICASE)
See STSASE.
Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program within the DO LOOP 100.
Method:
The computational procedures of the GLOADM module are:
1.

Processes the relation entity GLOADS and obtains the input data of the GLOADS bulk data
card with identification number = IDBULK.

2.

Reads the generalized mass and stiffness matrices from the matrices SMHH and SKHH for
symmetric boundary condition (or AMHH and AKHH for anti-symmetric boundary
condition).

3.

If mass perturbation is specified (CONMLST > 0), adds SCONM to SMHH (or ACONM to
AMHH).

4.

Obtains the identification numbers of the ASECONT, FLUTTER, MINSTAT, MLDSTAT,
MLDCOMD, and MLDPRNT bulk data cards.

5.

Reads all the input data associated with the FLUTTER bulk data card.

6.

Based on IDMK, reads the relation entity REUNMK for the Mach number, reduced
frequencies, MINDEX and KINDEX pairs associated with the MKAEROZ bulk data card
with identification number = IDMK.

7.

Finds the name of the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix with MINDEX and KINDEX by
calling the subroutine MYNAME: CALL MYNAME (QHH, S, MINDEX, KINDEX,
NAME)
where NAME is a Character*16 string representing the name of the matrix entity associated
with the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix, and:
S = ′S ′

for symmetric boundary condition
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S = ′A′

for anti-symmetric boundary condition

8.

Reads the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix for a MINDEX and KINDEX pair from the
matrix entity NAME. Repeats the procedure for all MINDEX and KINDEX pairs to obtain
the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of all reduced frequencies.

9.

Performs rational approximation of the unsteady aerodynamic forces.

10. Assembles a transformation matrix relating the FEM rigid body modes to the airframe states.
11. Computes the time-domain generalized gust forces based on the gust profile specified by the
DGUST bulk data card.
12. Constructs the continuous time-domain state-space equation in the airframe states.
13. Converts the state-space equations from the continuous time domain to discrete time domain.
14. Computes the transient response of the states.
15. Computes the transient response of the parameters of interest according to the MLDPRNT
bulk data input.
Remarks:
See entity description of REUNMK for the usage of subroutine MYNAME.
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HFG
Functions:

Generates aerodynamic geometric data.

Input and Output:
CALL HFG

(AECOMP, GEOMZA, AGRIDZ, UAGEOM, SRIGID, ARIGID, SKJ, SKJ25,
CELCMP, CELLVM)

AECOMP

Relation entity containing data of CAERO7 and BODY7 macroelements.
(Character*16, Output)

GEOMZA

Relation entity containing data of aerodynamic boxes. (Character*16, Output)

AGRIDZ

Relation entity containing data of corner grid points of aerodynamic boxes.
(Character*16, Output)

UAGEOM

Relation entity containing data for generating UGPLT. (Character*16, Output)

SRIGID

Matrix entity containing three symmetric rigid body modes. (Character*16, Output)

ARIGID

Same as SRIGID but for anti-symmetric rigid body modes. (Character*16, Output)

SKJ

Matrix to integrate the J-set aerodynamic pressures to K-set aerodynamic forces at
50% chord of each box. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SKJ except at 25% chord of each box (Character*16, Output)

SKJ25
CELCMP

Relational entity containing input data of CELLWNG, CELLBDY, and
CELLBOX bulk data cards (Character*16, Output)

CELLVM

Relational entity containing volume cell data of CELLWNG, CELLBDY, and
CELLBOX bulk data cards (Character*16, Output)

Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program.
Method:
The HFG module processes all BODY7 and ZAERO7 bulk data cards and computes the
geometric data.
Remarks:
1.

HFG is the high-fidelity geometry module.

2.

See entity description for all input/output entities.
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IFP
Functions:

Input file processor for processing the Bulk Data Section.

Input and Output:
CALL IFP
Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program.
Method:
1.

IFP first calls the subroutine UNSTRC to create unstructured entities for storing the input data
of each bulk data cards. The subroutine UNSTRC is generated by the ZGEN program.

2.

Next, IFP reads the Bulk Data Section and stores the input bulk data cards to their
corresponding unstructured entities. It also converts the free format input data to fixed format
input data.

3.

Then, IFP calls the subroutine ZQDRIV that reads the unstructured entities created by
UNSTRC and stores the data to their associated relation entities for all bulk data input; the
subroutine ZQDRIV is generated by the ZGEN program. Meanwhile, IFP performs the error
checking of the bulk data input. This error checking is based on the error checking conditions
defines in the TEMPLATE.DAT.

4.

If input error or unrecognized input (undefined bulk data card) is found, IFP prints out the
error message and terminates the program.

5.

At the end, IFP deletes all the unstructured entities and saves only the relation entities of the
bulk data input. These relation entities are then ready for retrieving the input data by the
downstream modules.

6.

IFP also creates the matrix entities based on the direct matrix input DMI bulk data card (if
there is any) and the relation entities based on the direct relation input DRELI bulk data card.

Remarks:
See the description of the ZGEN program for defining bulk data cards.
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INIT
Functions:

Initializes basic parameters of the ZAERO software system and creates matrix
entities.

Input and Output:
CALL INIT

(NMAT, MATRIX, MTYPE)

NMAT

Number of matrix entities defined by PARAMETER statement in the main program.
(Integer, Input)

MATRIX

Character array of size NMAT containing the names of the matrix entities in the main
program. (Character*16, Input)

MTYPE

Character array of size NMAT defining the types of the matrix entities. (Character*4,
Input)

Calling Sequence:
Must be called at the beginning of the main program.
Method:
First, the INIT module initializes the basic parameters of the ZAERO software system. These
basic parameters include the file numbers of the common block UNITS for input and output files,
directory name of the run-time database and the name of the log file. Next, the INIT module calls
the initialization routines of the ZDM system. Finally, it creates all matrix entities defined by the
input character array MATRIX.
Remarks:
1.

The names of the matrix entities are defined in the DATA statements in the main program.

2.

The file numbers of the input and output files are defined in the common block UNITS as
COMMON/UNITS/IUNIT(15) where:
IUNIT(1) = 5
IUNTI(2) = 6
IUNIT(3) ~ IUNIT(15)

is the file number of the input file
is the file number of the output file
are used by the program for other scratch files.
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MLOADM
Functions:

Performs the transient maneuver loads analysis.

Input and Output:
CALL MLOADM (QHH, QHC, QHG, QHJ, QLJ, GST, AGF, QHF, QLH, QLC, QLG, RFC,
STABCF, SMHH, SKHH, SCONM, SMHC, SKGH, SMGH, AMHH, AKHH,
ACONM, AMHC, AKGH, AMGH, BGPDTS, LAMBDA, IDBULK,
UAGEOM, AECOMP, GEOMZA, AGRIDZ, SPHI, APHI, SCNTLG,
SCNTLK, ACNTLG, ACNTLK, LMODEG, LMODEK, SCNTLC, ACNTLC,
SPHIC, APHIC, SPHIK, APHIK, AJH, AJC, AJG, GJJ, SKJ, GSLIST,
UGFRC, SKJ25, SMGC, AMGC, CSTMA, CSTMS, TITLE, SUBTIT,
LABEL, ICASE)
See STSASE.
Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program within the DO LOOP 100.
Method:
The computational procedures of the MLOADM module are:
1.

Processes the relation entity MLOADS and obtains the input data of the MLOADS bulk data
card with identification number = IDBULK.

2.

Reads the generalized mass and stiffness matrices from the matrices SMHH and SKHH for
symmetric boundary condition (or AMHH and AKHH for anti-symmetric boundary
condition).

3.

If mass perturbation is specified (CONMLST > 0), adds SCONM to SMHH (or ACONM to
AMHH).

4.

Obtains the identification numbers of the ASECONT, FLUTTER, MINSTAT, MLDSTAT,
MLDCOMD, and MLDPRNT bulk data cards.

5.

Reads all the input data associated with the FLUTTER bulk data card.

6.

Based on IDMK, reads the relation entity REUNMK for the Mach number, reduced
frequencies, MINDEX and KINDEX pairs associated with the MKAEROZ bulk data card
with identification number = IDMK.

7.

Finds the name of the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix with MINDEX and KINDEX by
calling the subroutine MYNAME:
CALL MYNAME (QHH, S, MINDEX, KINDEX, NAME)
where NAME is a Character*16 string representing the name of the matrix entity associated
with the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix, and:
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S = ′S ′

for symmetric boundary condition

S = ′A′

for anti-symmetric boundary condition

8.

Reads the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix for a MINDEX and KINDEX pair from the
matrix entity NAME. Repeats the procedure for all MINDEX and KINDEX pairs to obtain
the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of all reduced frequencies.

9.

Performs rational approximation of the unsteady aerodynamic forces.

10. Assembles a transformation matrix relating the FEM rigid body modes to the airframe states.
11. Constructs the continuous time-domain state-space equation in the airframe states.
12. Converts the state-space equations from the continuous time domain to discrete time domain.
13. Computes the transient response of the states.
14. Computes the transient response of the parameters of interest according to the MLDPRNT
bulk data input.
Remarks:
See entity description of REUNMK for the usage of subroutine MYNAME.
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SELECT
Functions:

Processes each subcase specified in the Case Control Section and obtains the
identification number of the discipline to be analyzed.

Input and Output:
CALL SELECT
ICASE
CASE
IDISFG

IDBULK
ISYMFG

TITLE
SUBTIT
LABEL

(ICASE, CASE, IDISFG, IDBULK, ISYMFG, TITLE, SUBTIT, LABEL)

Index of the DO LOOP that loops all subcases. (Integer, input)
Relation entity containing input data of subcases specified in the Case Control Section.
(Character*16, Input)
Flag of type of the discipline associated with the subcase.
IDISFG = 1
for flutter discipline
IDISFG = 2
for ASE discipline
IDISFG = 3
for GUST discipline
(Integer, Output)
Identification number of the FLUTTER, ASE or GUST bulk data card to be analyzed
by their associated modules. (Integer, Output)
Symmetric flag. (Integer, Output)
ISYMFG = 1 symmetric boundary condition
ISYMFG = -1 anti-symmetric boundary condition
ISYMFG = 0 asymmetric boundary condition
Character string provided by the TITLE Case Control Command in the Case Control
Section. (Character*72, Output)
Character string provided by the SUBTITLE Case Control Command in the Case
Control Section. (Character*72, Output)
Character string provided by the LABEL Case Control Command in the Case Control
Section (Character*72, Output)

Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program within the DO LOOP 1000.
Method:
Based on ICASE, the SELECT module reads the input data of the corresponding subcase from the
relation entity CASE and obtains IDISFG, IDBULK, ISYMFG, TITLE, SUBTIT, and LABEL.
Remarks:
See entity description of CASE relational entity.
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SPLINE
Functions:

Generates a spline matrix that relates displacements and forces between the
aerodynamic and structural finite element models.

Input and Output:
CALL SPLINE (BGPDTS, CSTMS, CSTMA, NGSIZE, GEOMZA, AECOMP, AGRIDZ,
UGTKG, UAGEOM, UGPLT, UGFRC)
BGPDTS
CSTMS
CSTMA
NGSIZE
GEOMZA
AECOMP
AGRIDZ
UGTKG
UAGEOM
UGPLT
UGFRC

Relation entity containing structural finite element grid point data. (Character*16,
Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices associated with the
coordinate systems in the structural finite element model. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices of the CORD2R bulk
data cards. (Character*16, Input)
The number of G-set d.o.f.’s of the structural finite element model. (Integer, Input)
Relation entity containing data of the aerodynamic boxes. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of the CAERO7 and BODY7 macroelements.
(Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of corner grid points of aerodynamic boxes.
(Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the transposed of the spline matrix that relates the
displacements at the G-set d.o.f.’s to the K-set d.o.f.’s. (Character*16, Output)
Relation entity containing data for generating UGPLT. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the spline matrix for generating graphic output file of
deformed aerodynamic model. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity containing the spline matrix that relates the aerodynamic forces at the
K-set d.o.f.’s to the G-set d.o.f.’s. (Character*16, Output)

Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program.
Method:
1.

SPLINE module processes the SPLINE0, SPLINE1, SPLINE2, SPLINE3, and ATTACH
bulk data cards for generating the spline matrix.

2.

UGPLT is used to generate the plot file for structural modes or flutter modes. It exists only if
PLTMODE or PLTFLUT bulk data card appears.

Remarks:
See entity description for all input/output entities.
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STAERO
Functions:

Generates the steady aerodynamic forces and stability derivatives of the program
assigned and control surface type of trim variables.

Input and Output:
CALL STAERO (YM, XK, SYM, IMACH, IK, SKJ, SRIGID, ARIGID, RF0, AJC, RCP,
STABCF, AIRFRC, FEMFRC, GRIGID, BGPTDS, IPRNT, IKOR, RKOR,
DKOR)
YM
XK
SYM

IMACH
IK
SKJ

SRIGID
ARIGID
RF0
AJC
RCP
STABCF
AIRFRC

FEMFRC

GRIGID
BGPTDS
IPRNT
IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR
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Mach number specified in the entry MACH of the MKAEROZ bulk data card.
The first reduced frequency listed in the MKAREOZ bulk data card. Since a zero
reduced frequency is always added in the frequency list, XK = 0.0. (Real, Input)
Character string (Character*1, Input)
SYM = ‘S’
for symmetric or asymmetric modes
SYM = ‘A’
for anti-symmetric modes
Index of the MKAEROZ bulk data card. (Integer, Input)
Index of the reduced frequency. (Integer, Input)
Integration matrix relating the unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at the J-set
d.o.f.’s to the unsteady aerodynamic force coefficients at the K-set d.o.f.’s.
(Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing three symmetric rigid body modes. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SRIGID but for anti-symmetric rigid body modes. (Character*16, Input)
Basic name of the matrix that contains the aerodynamic forces at the K-set d.o.f. due
to the program assigned trim variable “THKCAM”. (Character*16, Input)
Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing unsteady aerodynamic
pressure at J-set d.o.f. due to unit control surface deflections. (Character*16, Input)
Basic name of matrix entity that contains the steady aerodynamic pressure at the J-set
d.o.f. due to the program assigned trim variables. (Character*16, Input)
Relational entity containing the aerodynamic stability derivatives of the program
assigned and control surface type of trim variables. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the aerodynamic forces at the K-set d.o.f. and
columns are associated with program assigned and control surface type of the trim
variables. (Character*16, Output)
Complex matrix entity whose rows contain the unsteady aerodynamic forces at the Kset d.o.f. of reduced frequency = 0.0 and columns are associated with the structural
finite element modes. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the rigid body modes at the G-set d.o.f. and
columns are associated with the 6 rigid body modes. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing structural finite element grid point data. (Character*16,
Input)
Print flag specified in the MKAEROZ bulk data card. (Integer, Input)
Base memory of integer, real and double precision arrays, respectively. This base
memory is established in the UAIC module through the common block MYCORE.
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Calling Sequence:
Called by the UAIC module.
Method:
1.

The STAERO module generates the steady aerodynamic forces and stability derivatives of
program-assigned and control surface type of trim variables. The procedure is repeated for all
MKAEROZ bulk data cards that appear in the Bulk Data Section.

2.

The unsteady aerodynamic matrices at k=0.0 generated by the GENAJJ module are used to
generate the steady aerodynamics for the TRIMMD module.

3.

The aerodynamic forces of each trim variable are stored in the matrix AIRFRC. The columns
of AIRFRC are associated with the entries of the relational entity STABCF.

Remarks:
See entity description for all input/output entities.
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TRIMMD
Functions:

Performs the static aeroelastic/trim analysis.

Input and Output:
CALL TRIMMD

IDBULK
RFC
FFC

EFC

STABCF
SRIGID
ARIGID
GRIGID
AECOMP
GEOMZA
AGRIDZ
BGPDTS
UAGEOM
CSTMA
CSTMS
SKHH

AKHH
SMGH
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(IDBULK, RFC, FFC, EFC, STABCF, SRIGID, ARIGID, GRIGID,
AECOMP, GEOMZA, AGRIDZ, BGPDTS, UAGEOM, CSTMA, CSTMS,
SKHH, AKHH, SMGH, AMGH, SPHI, APHI, SPHIC, APHIC, SKJ,
SPHIK, APHIK, LMODEK, LMODEG, SCNTLK, ACNTLK, SCNTLC,
ACNTLC, UGFRC, SKJ25, TITLE, SUBTIT, LABEL)

Identification number of the TRIM bulk data card to perform the static
aeroelastic/trim analysis. (Integer, Input)
Basic name of the matrix whose rows contain the aerodynamic forces at the K-set
d.o.f. and columns are associated with the trim variables. (Character*16, Input)
Basic name of the matrix whose rows contain the aerodynamic forces at the K-set
d.o.f. and columns are associated with the GRIDFRC bulk data input.
(Character*16, Input)
Basic name of the matrix whose rows contain the aerodynamic forces due to
structural modes at the K-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with the structural
modes. (Character*16, Input)
Relational entity containing the aerodynamic stability derivatives of the programassigned and control surface type of trim variables. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing three symmetric rigid body modes. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SRIGID but for anti-symmetric rigid body modes. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the rigid body modes at the G-set d.o.f. and
columns are associated with the 6 rigid body modes. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of the CAERO7 and BODY7 macroelements.
(Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of the aerodynamic boxes. (Character*16, Input)
Relational entity containing data of corner grid points of aerodynamic boxes.
(Character*16, Input)
Relational entity containing structural finite element grid point data. (Character*16,
Input)
Relation entry containing data for generating UGPLT. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices of the CORD2R bulk
data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices imported from the
structural finite element model.. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the generalized stiffness matrix of the symmetric boundary
condition. SKHH exists only if BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN
FEM=’ Executive Control Command. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SKHH but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the product of the mass matrix and the symmetric modes of
the structural finite element mode.
SMGH is imported by the ‘ASSIGN
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AMGH
SPHI
APHI
SPHIC

APHIC
SKJ

SPHIK

APHIK
LMODEK
LMODEG
SCNTLK

ACNTLK
SCNTLC
ACNTLC
UGFRC
SKJ25
TITLE
SUBTIT
LABEL

MATRIX=’ Executive Control Command with entry MNAME = ‘SMGH’.
(Character*16, Input)
Same as SMGH but for anti-symmetric modes. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity containing the symmetric structural finite element modes at the G-set
d.o.f.’s. (Character*16, Output)
Same as SPHI but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the corner points of the aerodynamic boxes and columns are associated with each
structural finite element modes. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SPHIC but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Integration matrix relating the unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at the J-set
d.o.f.’s to the unsteady aerodynamic force coefficients at the K-set d.o.f.’s and at
50% chord of each box. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the K-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with each mode. SPHIK exists only if
SPHI exists. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SPHIK but for the anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16,
Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the load modes at the K-set d.o.f. and columns are
associated with the LOADMOD bulk data cards. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the load modes at the G-set d.o.f. and columns are
associated with the LOADMOD bulk data cards. (Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes defined at the
K-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with the AESURFZ bulk data cards with
entry TYPE = ‘SYM’ or ‘ASYM’. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SCNTLK but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Input)
Same as SCNTLK but at the corner points of each aerodynamic box. (Character*16,
Input)
Same as ACNTLK but at the corner points of each aerodynamic box. (Character*16,
Input)
Matrix entity containing the spline that relates the aerodynamic forces at the K-set
d.o.f.’s to the G-set d.o.f.’s. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SKJ except at 25% chord of each box. (character*16, Input)
Character string provided by the TITLE Case Control Command in the Case Control
Section. (Character*72, Input)
Character string provided by the SUBTITLE Case Control Command in the Case
Control Section. (Character*72, Input)
Character string provided by the LABEL Case Control Command in the Case
Control Section. (Character*72, Input)

Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program within the DO LOOP 1000.
Method:
The computational procedures of the TRIMMD module are:
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1.

Processes the relational entity TRIM and obtains the input data of the TRIM bulk data card
with identification number = IDBULK.

2.

Generates the rigid body mass matrix and obtains the input entries of trim degrees of freedom
as well as the trim variables.

3.

Establishes the trim system based on the given, “FREE” trim degrees of freedom and trim
variables.

4.

Determines the type of the trim system (determined or over-determined trim system). For
over-determined trim system, reads in the objective function and constraint functions from the
relational entities TRIMOBJ and TRIMCON, respectively.

5.

Obtains the aerodynamic stability derivatives from the relational entity STABCF and the
distributed aerodynamic forces from the matrix RFC of each trim variable.

6.

Computes the incremental aeroelastic forces of each trim variable by the modal approach using
the matrix entity EFC.

7.

Establishes matrices that are required to compute the trim functions. These trim functions are
either referred to by the LOADSET entry of the TRIM bulk data card or by the TRIMOBJ
and TRIMCON bulk data cards.

8.

If the trim system is determined, solves the trim system directly by inverting the left-hand side
matrix of the trim system.

9.

If the trim system is over-determined, solves then trim system by the Feasible Direction
Method for the minimization of the objective function and while subjected to the constraint
functions.

10. Outputs the results of the trim system in terms of the solutions of the trim degrees of freedom,
trim variables, total aerodynamic forces and moments as well as the values of the trim
functions.
11. Processes the PLTTRIM relational entity (if any) and generates ASCII file for the postprocessing of the trim solutions.
Remarks:
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1.

See entity description for all input entities.

2.

If the left-hand side matrix of the trim system is singular, a fatal error occurs. This implies that
one of the “FREE” trim variables generates null aerodynamic stability derivatives.
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UAIC
Functions:

Generates the generalized aerodynamic forces matrices of the structural modes,
control surface modes, load modes and the gust forces.

Input and Output:
CALL UAIC

(ASSIGN, UGTKG, SKJ25, AECOMP, GEOMZA, AGRIDZ, UAGEOM,
DELCMP, CELLVM, CSTMA, CSTMS, QHH, QHC, AGF, QHG, QHR,
SCNTLK, ACNTLK, SCNTLG, ACNTLG, V2SMAP, V2VMAP, LMODEG,
LMODEK, SRIGID, ARIGID, SKJ, SPHIK, APHIK, SPHI, APHI, GRIGID,
BGPDTS, STABCF, RFC, EFC, QLH, QLC, QLG, QHF, FFC, AJH, AJC, QHJ,
QLJ, GST, AJG, GJJ, ASETSM, ASETAM, SPHIC, APHIC, SCNTLC,
ACNTLC)

ASSIGN

Relation entity containing input data of the ASSIGN Executive Control Command in
the Executive Control Section. (Character*16, Input)
Spline matrix generated by the SPLINE module. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix to integrate the J-set aerodynamic pressures to K-set aerodynamic forces at
25% chord of each box. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of the CAERO7 and BODY7 macroelements.
(Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of the aerodynamic boxes. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data of corner grid points of aerodynamic boxes.
(Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing data for generating UGPLT. (Character*16, Input)
Relational entity containing input data of CELLWNG, CELLBDY, and CELLBOX
bulk data cards (Character*16, Input)
Relational entity containing volume cell data of CELLWNG, CELLBDY, and
CELLBOX bulk data cards (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices associated with the
coordinate systems in the structural finite element model. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices of the CORD2R bulk
data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the structural modes.
(Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the control surface
modes. QHC exists only if the AESURFZ bulk data card appears in the Bulk Data
Section. (Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the G-set forces force matrices of the GRIDFRC bulk data input,
which exists only if the GRIDFRC bulk data card appears in the Bulk Data Section.
(Character*4, Input)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the loads modes. QHL
exists only if the LOADMOD bulk data card appears in the Bulk Data Section.
(Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the gust loads.

UGTKG
SKJ25
AECOMP
GEOMZA
AGRIDZ
UAGEOM
CELCMP
CELLVM
CSTMA
CSTMS
QHH
QHC

AGF

QHL

QHG
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UAIC
QHR
SCNTLK

ACNTLK
SCNTLG

ACNTLG
V2SMAP
V2VMAP
LMODEG
LMODEK
SRIGID

ARIGID
SKJ

SPHIK

APHIK
SPHI

APHI

GRIGID
BGPDTS
STABCF
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(Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the rigid body modes.
(Character*16, Output)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes defined at the
K-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with the AESURFZ bulk data cards.
(Character*16, Input)
Same as SCNTLK but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16,
Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes at the G-set
d.o.f. and columns are associated with the AESURFZ bulk data cards.
(Character*16, Input)
Same as SCNTLG but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Input)
Matrix containing data of cells to surface boxes (Character*16, Input)
Matrix containing data of cells to cells (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the load modes at the G-set d.o.f. and columns are
associated with the LOADMOD bulk data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the load modes at the K-set d.o.f. and columns are
associated with the LOADMOD bulk data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes defined at the
corner points of the aerodynamic boxes and column boxes, and whose columns are
associated with the AESURFZ bulk data card with entry TYPE = ‘SYM’ or
‘ASYM” . (Character*16, Input)
Same as SRIGID but for anti-symmetric rigid body modes. (Character*16, Input)
Integration matrix relating the unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at the J-set
d.o.f.’s to the unsteady aerodynamic force coefficients at the K-set d.o.f.’s and at
50% chord of each box. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the K-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with each modes. SPHIK exists only if
BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control
Command. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SPHIK but for the anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16,
Input)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the G-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with each modes. SPHI exists only if
BOUNDARY = ′SYM′ or ′ASYM′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive
Control Command. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the anti-symmetric boundary
condition at the G-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with each modes. APHI
exists only if BOUNDARY = ′ANTI′ is specified in the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive
Control Command. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the rigid body modes at the G-set d.o.f. and
columns are associated with the 6 rigid body modes. (Character*16, Input)
Relation entity containing structural finite element grid point data. (Character*16,
Input)
Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices associated with the
coordinate systems in the structural finite element model. (Character*16, Input)
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UAIC
RFC
EFC

QLH

QLC

QLG
QHF

FFC

AJH
AJC
QHJ
GST
AJG

GJJ
ASETSM
ASETAN
SPHIC

APHIC
SCNTLC

ACNTLC

Relation entity containing coordinate transformation matrices of the CORD2R bulk
data cards. (Character*16, Input)
Basic name of the matrix whose rows contain the aerodynamic forces due to
structural modes at the K-set d.o.f. and columns are associated with the structural
modes. (Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the product between the
load modes and the aerodynamic forces due to the FEM modes. (Character*16,
Output)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the product between the
load modes and the aerodynamic forces due to the control surfaces. (Character*16,
Output)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the product between the
load modes and the aerodynamic forces due to gust. (Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the product between the
FEM modes and the aerodynamic forces due to the GRIDFRC bulk data input.
(Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the matrix whose rows contain the aerodynamic forces at the K-set
d.o.f. and columns are associated with the GRIDFRC bulk data input. (Character*16,
Output)
Basic name of the matrix whose rows contain the unsteady pressure at the J-set d.o.f.
and columns are associated with the structural modes. (Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the matrix whose rows contain the unsteady pressure at the J-set d.o.f.
and columns are associated with the control surfaces. (Character*16, Output)
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices to compute QHG
(Character*4, Output)
Basic name of the matrix containing control point locations and normal vector for
computing gust (Character*4, Output)
Basic name of the matrix containing aerodynamic pressures due to gust on
aerodynamic boxes. Complex matrix with J-set rows and one column. (character*4,
Output)
Basic name of the AIC matrix for computing gust forces. Complex with J-set rows
and J-set columns. (Character*4, Output)
Integer matrix containing flags from G-set to A-set of the symmetric boundary
condition. (Character*16, Input).
Same as ASETSM except for the anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16,
Input)
Matrix entity whose rows are the modal data of the symmetric boundary condition at
the corner points of the aerodynamic boxes and columns are associated with each
structural finite element modes. (Character*16, Input)
Same as SPHIC but for anti-symmetric boundary condition. (Character*16, Input)
Matrix entity whose rows contain the symmetric control surface modes defined at the
corner points of the aerodynamic boxes and column boxes, and whose columns are
associated with the AESURFZ bulk data card with entry TYPE = ‘SYM’ or
‘ASYM” . (Character*16, Input)
Same as SCNTLC but for anti-symmetric control surface modes. (Character*16,
Input)
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UAIC
Calling Sequence:
Called by the main program.
Method:
UAIC processes all the MKAEROZ bulk data cards in the Bulk Data Section. For each
MKAEROZ, UAIC calls the subroutine GENAJJ to generate the Aerodynamic Influence
Coefficient (AIC) matrices of all reduced frequencies listed in MKAEROZ. Next, UAIC calls the
subroutines GENUCP and GENQHH to generate QHH, QHC, QHL, and QHG. Since the AIC
matrices occupy a large amount of disk space, the AIC matrices are deleted by calling the
subroutine DELALL.
Remarks:
The source code of the UAIC module is provided.
computational procedure of the UAIC module.
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Please see the source code for the

Chapter 3
THE ZAERO SYSTEM
GENERATION PROGRAM (ZGEN)
ZGEN is a stand-alone program that generates a FORTRAN program called ZQDRIV.F. ZQDRIV
contains a pool of subroutines that drive the Input File Processor (IFP) Engineering Application Module
for processing of all input bulk data cards and establishing the schema of relational database entities.
The inputs to the ZGEN program are two sequential ASCII text files; TEMPLATE.DAT and
RELATION. DAT. TEMPLATE.DAT contains the bulk data definitions of all bulk data cards,
whereas, RELATION.DAT contains the schema definition of all relational database entities. See
Chapter 6 for details on relational entities.
Adding a new bulk data card or a new relational database entity to ZAERO requires that the
TEMPLATE.DAT and RELATION. DAT files first be updated followed by the execution of ZGEN to
generate a new ZQDRIV.F file. This new ZQDRIV.F file must then, in turn, be compiled and linked
with the remainder of the ZAERO program to generate a new executable image. This process is shown
in Figure 3.1.
TEMPLATE.DAT

RELATION.DAT

ZGEN

Main
Program

ZQDRIV.F

(solution sequence)

Engineering
Application
Modules
ZAERO Software System

Figure 3.1 The ZGEN Process
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3.1

Description of File TEMPLATE.DAT

The ZAERO (IFP) module is driven by ZQDRIV.F. ZQDRIV.F is created by the ZGEN program
during the ZAERO system generation process which requires the TEMPLATE.DAT file as input. The
template format for IFP was adopted to allow for easy implementation of new bulk data cards and for
easy modification of existing bulk data cards. The sequential file TEMPLATE.DAT processed by
ZGEN contains all of the bulk data inputs defined to the ZGEN software system in alphabetic order.
This file will be updated as new bulk data cards are added to the ZAERO software system.

3.1.1

The TEMPLATE.DAT File Format

The template definition file has the following format:
$
$
COMMENT 1
$
$ ===========
TEMPLATE 1
$
$
COMMENT 2
$
$ ===========
TEMPLATE 2
.
.

where lines initiated with a $ are optional comment cards and the TEMPLATE # are the template
definition lines which include the field size, the field label, the field data type, the field defaults, the
field checks, the field database loading position and, if necessary, a list of relational attributes. The
structure of the template set is as follows:
BULK DATA ENTRY LABEL
FIELD DATA TYPE
DEFAULT VALUES
ERROR CHECKS
FIELD LOADING POSITION
DATABASE ENTITY DEFINITION

A typical bulk data template is:
CORD2R |CID
CHAR
INT
DEFAULT
CHECKS GT 0
1
CORD2R CID1
+CORD2R|C1
CHAR
REAL
DEFAULT
CHECKS
9
C1

3-2

|RID
INT

|A1
REAL

|A2
REAL

|A3
REAL

|B1
REAL

|B2
REAL

|B3
REAL

|CONT
CHAR

|

GE 0
2
RID
|C2
REAL

3
A1
|C3
REAL

4
A2
|

5
A3
|

6
B1
|

7
B2
|

8
B3
|

|

|

10
C2

-11
C3
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$

•

The BULK DATA ENTRY LABEL Template Set Line

The first seven columns of the first template set line define the name of the input data entry. The eighth
column is reserved for a “|”. Columns 9 through 72 define the field labels, and these are separated by
the field mark “|”. Columns 73 through 79 indicate the decoding routine if a continuation card is
supported for this entry. On the first template set’s LABEL line (referred to as the parent line of the
bulk data entry), the character string CONT indicates that a continuation line is defined within this
template. A continuation template set’s LABEL line differs from the parent template in that the
character string ETC can be used in columns 73 through 79 of the continuation template set’s LABEL
line to indicate an open-ended entry having a repeating continuation. In this case, the same
continuation template will be used to decode all remaining continuation entries. Note that all template
set’s LABEL lines must have a field mark in column 80 to end the line.
•

The FIELD DATA TYPE Template Set Line

The FIELD DATA TYPE template set line defines the types of data that are allowed for each field.
Possible data types include: blank (for no data in this field), INT (integer), REAL (real), CHAR
(character), INT/CHAR (integer or character), and REL/CHAR (real or character). The data type
definition characters (e.g., INT) must be left justified in the fields.
•

The DEFAULT VALUES Template Set Line

The DEFAULT template set line defines the default values of the fields. If the input data entry has an
empty field, the default value will be used as the input. All values, like the data types, must be left
justified in the fields.
•

The ERROR CHECKS Template Set Line

The ERROR CHECKS template set line directs the data checking for the decoded fields. Each error
check specifies both the type of check and the check value. Checks that are currently supported are
shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Bulk Data Template Error Checks
Check Type
blank
GT
GE
NE
LT
LE
EQ

Data Type
all
Int, Real
Int, Real
Int, Real
Int, Real
Int, Real
all

Meaning
No check
Greater than
Greater than or equal to
Not equal to
Less than
Less than or equal to
Equal to
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•

The FIELD LOADING POSITION Template Set Line

The FIELD LOADING POSITION template set line is used to place the converted data into the
database loading array. The field loading array is in terms of words (i.e., 1 word = 4 bytes of memory
storage, which can store 1 integer or 1 real number. A single character like ‘A’ occupies 1 byte of
memory storage.) The sequence of numbering is dependent on three conditions. The first is the
existence of CHAR data on the card. In this case, two Hollerith single precision words will be used to
store an eight character input, and the numbering must account for these two words. The second
condition is the sequence of the attribute list for a relational bulk database entity. In this case, the
loading sequence is determined by the sequence of the attribute list. The third condition occurs when a
multiple data type field is present, (e.g., REL/CHAR). In this case, the first variable type is loaded at
the given value and the second variable type is loaded in the next word(s). Again, this must be
accounted for in the numbering sequence. Finally, when a negative integer value is given as the loading
position, the database loading array will be loaded onto the database if input errors have not occurred.
A negative value should be used in the field associated with the last attribute of the relational
projection. At least one negative loading position must be defined.
•

The DATABASE ENTITY DEFINITION Template Set Line

The DATABASE ENTITY DEFINITION template set line names the database entity to be loaded in
the first eight columns of the parent template set, and the database attribute list for relational entities
(columns 9 - 72), of the parent template set. Column 80 is reserved for a map-end character ($). The
map-end character indicates the end of the template, and so must occur only on the last database entity
definition line for the final set of the template.
It should be noted that each bulk data card in the TEMPLATE.DAT ‘triggers’ the ZGEN code to create
a corresponding relational data entity. The name of the relation data entity is the same as the name of
the bulk data card. The schema of the relational data entity is defined by the database attribute list
specified by the database entity definition of the template set line.

3.2

DESCRIPTION OF FILE RELATION.DAT

Each relational database entity requires a SCHEMA that defines its data attributes. A sequential file,
containing character data, is used to define these schemata. For each relation there is a list of the
attribute names, their types, and, if they are arrays or character data, and states their length. Note that
since all bulk data cards defined in the TEMPLATE.DAT file are stored on the database in relational
entities; their corresponding schema must be defined in the RELATION.DAT file. This file will be
updated as new relational entities are added to the ZAERO software system. The details of this file are
described below.
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3.2.1

THE RELATION.DAT FILE FORMAT

The schema definition file is organized as shown below:
$ COMMENT 1
REL(1) ENTRY
REL(2) ENTRY
.
.

where ‘$’ represents a comment card. Comment cards and blank lines between relation entries (i.e.,
between the END of one relation entry and the RELATION statement of another) are allowed. Each
RELATION entry form of input:
RELATION RELNAME
ATTRNAME ATTRTYPE ATTRLEN
END

where
RELATION
RELNAME
ATTRNAME
ATTRTYPE

ATTRLEN

is the key work “RELATION” which signifies that a new RELATION
schema follows (must begin in column 1).
is the name of the RELATION; it may be 1 to 8 characters in length
beginning with a letter.
is the name of the attribute; it may be 1 to 8 characters in length beginning
with a letter.
is the type of attribute selected from:
‘INT’ Integer
‘KINT’ Keyed Integer
‘AINT’ Array of Integers
‘RSP’ Real, single precision
‘ARSP’ Array of Real, single precision
‘RDP’ Real, double precision
‘ARDP’ Array of Real, double precision
‘STR’ Character String
‘KSTR’ Keyed Character String
is the optional length of the attribute. If it is of type AINT, ARSP, ARDP,
STR, or KSTR, the length is not optional. For other types it should not be
present.
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As an example, the relational entry in file RELATION.DAT that corresponds to the CORD2R bulk
data defined in file TEMPLATE.DAT appears as follows:

RELATION
CID1
RID
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
C1
C2
C3

CORD2R
INT
INT
RSP
RSP
RSP
RSP
RSP
RSP
RSP
RSP
RSP

END

3.3

DESCRIPTION OF ZQDRIV.F

ZQDRIV.F is generated by the stand-alone ZGEN program. It contains a pool of subroutines
corresponding to the relational data entities defined in the RELATION.DAT. For instance, the
CORD2R relational data entity has a corresponding subroutine called SCH128 in ZQDRIV.F.
SCH128 establishes the schema of CORD2R that is obtained from RELATION.DAT. Since
CORD2R is also a bulk data card defined in TEMPLATE.DAT, a subroutine called ‘CORD2R’ is also
generated by ZGEN. The subroutine ‘CORD2R’ contains all the information specified in the
TEMPLATE.DAT. Subroutine ‘CORD2R’ is called by the IFP engineering application module to read
input data of CORD2R in the Bulk Data Section. The listing of the subroutine SCH128 and CORD2R
is shown as follows:
C
C
C

SUBROUTINE SCH128
SUBROUTINE SCH128
PARAMETER (NLIST=
11)
CHARACTER*16 NAME
CHARACTER*8 ATTLST(NLIST)
CHARACTER*4 ATTTYP(NLIST)
INTEGER ATTLEN(NLIST)
DATA ATTLST /
+'CID1','RID','A1','A2','A3','B1',
+'B2','B3','C1','C2','C3'
+ /
DATA ATTTYP /
+'INT','INT','RSP','RSP','RSP','RSP',
+'RSP','RSP','RSP','RSP','RSP'
+ /
DATA ATTLEN /
+4,4,4,4,4,4,
+4,4,4,4,4
+ /
NAME = 'CORD2R'
CALL DBCREA ( NAME, 'REL' )
CALL RESCHM (NAME, NLIST, ATTLST, ATTTYP, ATTLEN)
RETURN
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END
C
C
C

SUBROUTINE CORD2R
SUBROUTINE CORD2R
PARAMETER (MFIELD=
11, NLIST=
16)
PARAMETER ( NATTR=
11, NWD=
0)
CHARACTER*8 TYPE(MFIELD),CHECK(MFIELD),DEFAU(MFIELD)
CHARACTER*8 ATTLST(NATTR)
INTEGER
IPOS(MFIELD)
CHARACTER*8 IBLANK(NLIST)
CHARACTER*16 NAME
LOGICAL REPEAT
TYPE( 1)='INT
'
TYPE( 2)='INT
'
TYPE( 3)='REAL
'
TYPE( 4)='REAL
'
TYPE( 5)='REAL
'
TYPE( 6)='REAL
'
TYPE( 7)='REAL
'
TYPE( 8)='REAL
'
TYPE( 9)='REAL
'
TYPE(10)='REAL
'
TYPE(11)='REAL
'
DEFAU( 1)='
'
DEFAU( 2)='
'
DEFAU( 3)='
'
DEFAU( 4)='
'
DEFAU( 5)='
'
DEFAU( 6)='
'
DEFAU( 7)='
'
DEFAU( 8)='
'
DEFAU( 9)='
'
DEFAU(10)='
'
DEFAU(11)='
'
CHECK( 1)='GT 0
'
CHECK( 2)='GE 0
'
CHECK( 3)='
'
CHECK( 4)='
'
CHECK( 5)='
'
CHECK( 6)='
'
CHECK( 7)='
'
CHECK( 8)='
'
CHECK( 9)='
'
CHECK(10)='
'
CHECK(11)='
'
IPOS( 1)=
1
IPOS( 2)=
2
IPOS( 3)=
3
IPOS( 4)=
4
IPOS( 5)=
5
IPOS( 6)=
6
IPOS( 7)=
7
IPOS( 8)=
8
IPOS( 9)=
9
IPOS(10)=
10
IPOS(11)=
-11
ATTLST( 1)='CID1
'
ATTLST( 2)='RID
'
ATTLST( 3)='A1
'
ATTLST( 4)='A2
'
ATTLST( 5)='A3
'
ATTLST( 6)='B1
'
ATTLST( 7)='B2
'
ATTLST( 8)='B3
'
ATTLST( 9)='C1
'
ATTLST(10)='C2
'
ATTLST(11)='C3
'
IBLANK( 1)='
1'
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IBLANK( 2)='
2'
IBLANK( 3)='
3'
IBLANK( 4)='
4'
IBLANK( 5)='
5'
IBLANK( 6)='
6'
IBLANK( 7)='
7'
IBLANK( 8)='
8'
IBLANK( 9)='
9'
IBLANK(10)='
10'
IBLANK(11)='
-11'
IBLANK(12)='
'
IBLANK(13)='
'
IBLANK(14)='
'
IBLANK(15)='
'
IBLANK(16)='
'
REPEAT=.FALSE.
NAME = 'CORD2R'
CALL RDBULK(NAME,MFIELD,TYPE,DEFAU,CHECK,IPOS,NATTR
*
,ATTLST,NLIST,IBLANK,REPEAT,NWD)
RETURN
END
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Chapter 4
ZAERO DATA ENTITY DESCRIPTION
All intermodular communication in ZAERO is done through data stored on the ZDM database. As a
result, there are many relations, matrices and unstructured entities that are defined to store the data
requisite to the analysis. This section provides a description of each of the database entities that are
used in the ZAERO system. These data are useful both to the ZAERO programmer, who needs to know
the description of each of the entities to interpret and modify the ZAERO source code and to the general
user in that these data are available on the database for other uses. At a more sophisticated level, a userwritten FORTRAN module may take existing data from the entities to perform more advanced
operations that are beyond the capabilities of the ZAERO executive system.
The entities are documented in alphabetical order, and every entity used in the intermodular
communication is included. Those entities which are used for scratch storage within a module are
documented in-line rather than in the Programmer’s Manual. The entities presented here fall into two
categories, main program level and hidden entities. The first includes those entities that communicate
system information between modules. The hidden entities do not subsequently appear in the main
program; their declaration is included as a convenience to the ZAERO executive system. The most
common example of a hidden entity is any relation associated with Bulk Data Cards. These relations
are used internally by numerous modules, but they do not appear in the ZAERO calling sequences
because their inclusion would result in an unpractical large number of arguments.
The entity documentation format is slightly different for each of the entity classes. The core
information, however, is the same for each class and includes the entity name, a description of its
contents, the modules that create or add data to the entity name and any additional notes required to
define special data handling functions. Each entity class then has an additional set of information.
Matrix entities have a section labeled Matrix Form which gives the row and column dimensions of the
matrix and indicates the numeric precision and the form of the entity. Relational entities have a section
called Relation Attributes which lists the schema of the relation and defines the meaning of each of the
attributes. Finally, unstructured entities have a section labeled Entity Structure which lists and defines
the number and contents of the records of the entity.
In the description of the size of the data entity, the terms ‘G-set d.o.f.’, ‘J-set d.o.f.’ and K-set d.o.f.’ are
often used. These terms are defined as follows:
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G-set d.o.f.
The G-set d.o.f. refers to the structural finite element grid points that are imported from the ‘ASSIGN
FEM=’ Executive Control Command. Since each structural grid point has six degrees of freedom (3
translations and 3 rotations), the size of the G-set d.o.f. is 6 x NG, where NG is the total number of grid
points in the structural finite element model.
J-set d.o.f.
The J-set d.o.f. refers to the aerodynamic boxes that are generated by ZAERO. Each aerodynamic box
has one control point where the boundary condition and pressure coefficient are defined. Thus, the size
of J-set d.o.f. is equal to the number of aerodynamic boxes.
C-set d.o.f.
The C-set d.o.f. refers to the number of control surfaces in the model. Thus, C-set is the total number of
AESURFZ, AESLINK, GRIDFRC, JETFRC, and PZTMODE bulk data cards existed in the model.
K-set d.o.f.
The K-set d.o.f. refers to the displacements and forces on the aerodynamic boxes. There are six d.o.f.’s
assigned on each aerodynamic box. For displacements, these six d.o.f.’s are defined as { T1, T2, T3,
d(T1)/dx, d(T2)/dx, d(T3)/dx }, where T1, T2 and T3 are the displacements at the centroid of the
aerodynamic box along x-, y- and z-directions, respectively. d( )/dx denotes as the slope of ( ) with
respect to the free stream direction (the x-axis) of the aerodynamic coordinates. For forces, these six
d.o.f.’s are defined as { f1, f2, f3, 0, 0, 0 }, where f1, f2, and f3 are the aerodynamic forces along x-, yand z-directions, respectively and the three zeros represent the three zero aerodynamic moment
components (an aerodynamic box cannot generate a moment by itself). The size of the K-set d.o.f. is,
therefore, 6 x J-set d.o.f.
In what follows, Section 4.1 describes all of the main program level entities, while Section 4.2 describes
the hidden entities.

4.1

MAIN PROGRAM LEVEL ENTITIES

The main program level entities are the data entities that appear in the main program. They include
matrix entities, relational entities, and unstructured entities. It should be noted that if DOUBLE
Executive Control Command is specified, all matrix entities are stored in double precision.
Summary of Main Program Level Entities
Entity
Name

Entity
Type

ACNTLG

Matrix

ACNTLK

Matrix

ACONM

Matrix
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Description
Translational and rotational displacements defined at G-set d.o.f.
due to unit anti-symmetric control surface deflection. Each column
corresponds to an AESURFZ bulk input with TYPE = ANTISYM.
Displacements and slopes defined at K-set d.o.f. due to unit antisymmetric control surface deflection.
Each column is
corresponding to each AESURFZ bulk input with TYPE =
ANTISYM.
Anti-symmetric generalized perturbation mass matrix that is
computed from the perturbation mass input of the CONM1 bulk
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AECOMPZ

Relation

AGRIDZ

Relation

AIRFRC

Matrix

AJC

Matrix

AJG

Matrix

AJH

Matrix

AJJ

Matrix

AJK

Matrix

AJL

Matrix

AKGH

Matrix

AMGH

Matrix

AMHC

Matrix

AMHH,
AKHH

Matrix

APHI

Matrix

APHIC

Matrix

APHIK

Matrix

ARIGID

Matrix

ASSIGN

Relation

BGPDTS

Relation

CASE

Relation

data inputs.
Contains the data on the aerodynamic components in the CAERO7
and BODY7 bulk data inputs.
Contains the data of the corner grid points on the CAERO7 and
BODY7 boxes.
Steady aerodynamic force derivatives of each trim variable.
Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing
unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at J-set d.o.f. due to unit
control surface deflections.
Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing the
unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at J-set d.o.f. due to
gust.
Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing the
unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at J-set d.o.f. due to
structural modes.
Basic name of the AIC matrix that relates the unsteady boundary
condition at the J-set d.o.f.’s to the unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients at the J-set d.o.f.’s.
Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic AIC matrix relating the
displacements at the K-set d.o.f. to the pressure coefficients at the Jset d.o.f.
Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing the
unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at J-set d.o.f. due to the
load modes.
AKGH is imported from the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive
Control Command with MNAME = AKGH.
AMGH is imported from the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive
Control Command with MNAME = AMGH.
Inertial coupling matrix between the anti-symmetric structural
modes and the anti-symmetric control surface modes.
AMHH and AKHH are the structural generalized mass and
stiffness matrices, respectively that are imported from the ‘ASSIGN
FEM=’ Executive Control Command with BOUND = ‘ANTI’.
Anti-symmetric modal matrix that is imported from the structural
finite element analysis by the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control
Command with BOUND = ‘ANTI’.
Anti-symmetric modal matrix defined at the corner points of the
aerodynamic boxes.
Anti-symmetric modal matrix defined at the control points of the
aerodynamic boxes.
Anti-symmetric rigid body modes at K-set d.o.f.
Contains the input data of ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ and ‘ASSIGN
MATRIX =’ Executive Control Command.
Contains the data of the structural finite element grid points that are
imported by the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control Command.
Contains the input data in the Case Control Section.
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CSTMA

Relation

CSTMS

Relation

EFC

Matrix

FJK, DJK

Matrix

GEOMZA

Relation

GRIGID

Matrix

GSLIST

Matrix

LAMBDA

Relation

LMODEG

Matrix

LMODEK

Matrix

QHC

Matrix

QHF

Matrix

QHG

Matrix

QHH

Matrix

QHL

Matrix

QLC

Matrix

QLG

Matrix

QLH

Matrix

REUNMK

Relation

RFC

Matrix

SCNTLG

Matrix
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Contains the coordinate transformation matrices of the CORD2R
bulk data input cards.
Contains the coordinate transformation matrices for all coordinate
systems defined in the structural finite element model that is
imported by the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control Command.
Basic name of the steady aerodynamic forces due to structural
modes.
Basic name of the AIC matrices that relate the structural condition
at the K-set d.o.f.’s to the unsteady boundary condition at the J-set
d.o.f.’s.
Contains the data on the aerodynamic boxes in the CAERO7 and
BODY7 bulk data inputs.
Rigid body modes at G-set d.o.f.
Contains the indices of the G-set d.o.f., A-set d.o.f., scalar points
and extra points.
Contains real eigenvalue analysis for both symmetric and antisymmetric structural finite element model.
Translational and rotational displacements defined at G-set d.o.f.
due to the load modes specified in bulk inputs LOADMOD.
Displacements and slopes defined at K-set d.o.f. due to the load
modes specified in bulk inputs LOADMOD.
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrix of the
control surface modes.
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrix of the
control surface modes.
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic forces matrix of the
gust loads. QHG is used by the aeroservoelastic gust analysis.
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrix of the
structural finite element modes.
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrix of the load
modes.
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the
product between the load modes and the unsteady aerodynamic
forces of the control surfaces.
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the
product between the load modes and the unsteady aerodynamic
forces of the gust.
Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the
product between the load modes and the unsteady aerodynamic
forces of the FEM modes.
Contains the relations between the unsteady aerodynamic matrices
generated by the UAIC module to the bulk inputs MKAEROZ.
Same as matrix AIRFRC.
Translational and rotational displacements defined at G-set d.o.f.
due to unit symmetric control surface deflection. Each column
corresponds to an AESURFZ bulk input with TYPE = SYM or
ASYM.
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SCNTLK

Matrix

SCONM

Matrix

SKGH

Matrix

SKJ

Matrix

SMGH

Matrix

SMHC

Matrix

SMHH,
SKHH

Matrix

SPHI

Matrix

SPHIK

Matrix

SRIGID

Matrix

STABCF

Relation

TAIC

Unstructured

UAGEOM

Relation

UCP

Matrix

UGPLT

Matrix

UGTKG

Matrix

Displacements and slopes defined at K-set d.o.f. due to unit
symmetric control surface deflection. Each column corresponds to
an AESURFZ bulk input with TYPE = SYM or ASYM.
Symmetric generalized perturbation mass matrix that is computed
from the perturbation mass input of the CONM1 bulk data inputs.
Same as AKGH but for the symmetric structural modes.
Integration matrix relating the unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients at the J-set d.o.f. to the unsteady aerodynamic forces at
the K-set d.o.f.
SMGH is imported from the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive
Control Command with MNAME = SMGH.
Inertial coupling matrix between the symmetric structural modes
and the symmetric control surface modes.
SMHH and SKHH are the structural generalized mass and stiffness
matrices, respectively that are imported from the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’
Executive Control Command with BOUND = ‘SYM’ or ‘ASYM’.
Symmetric modal matrix that is imported from the structural finite
element analysis by the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control
Command with BOUND = ‘SYM’ or ‘ASYM’.
Symmetric modal matrix defined at the control points of the
aerodynamic boxes.
Symmetric rigid body modes at K-set d.o.f.
Aerodynamic stability derivatives of program-assigned and control
surface type of trim variables.
Basic name of the transonic modal AIC data computed by the
ZTAIC method.
Contains the data of the four corner points of each aerodynamic
box.
Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing the
unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at J-set d.o.f. due to the
structural finite element modes.
Spline matrix relating the structural displacement at G-set d.o.f. to
the displacement and slopes at the 4 corner points of each
aerodynamic box, but stored in the transposed form.
Spline matrix relating the structural displacements at G-set d.o.f. to
the displacements and slopes at the K-set d.o.f. of the aerodynamic
boxes, but stored in the transposed form.
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ACNTLG

ACNTLG
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Translational and rotational displacements defined at G-set d.o.f. due to unit
anti-symmetric control surface deflection. Each column corresponds to an
AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk data input with TYPE =
ANTISYM.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the number of AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk data input
with TYPE = ANTISYM.

Created By:

CONMOD

Usage:

1.

ACNTLG is used to compute the inertial coupling matrix of the
control surfaces in modal space by:
[AMGH]T [ACNTLG]
where [AMGH] is imported from the structural finite element analysis
through the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive Control Command.

2.
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ACNTLG does not exist if there are no AESURFZ, AESLINK or
PZTMODE with TYPE = ANTISYM.
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ACNTLK

ACNTLK
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Displacements and slopes defined at K-set d.o.f. due to unit anti-symmetric
control surface deflection.
Each column is corresponding to each
AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk data input with TYPE =
ANTISYM.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with K-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the number of AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk data input
with TYPE = ANTISYM.

Created By:

CONMOD

Usage:

1.

ACNTLK is used by the UAIC module to generate the generalized
aerodynamic forces of the control surface modes [QHC]. This is done
by first calling subroutine GENUCP to compute the unsteady
aerodynamic pressures of control surface modes [AJC]. [QHC] is then
computed by the subroutine GENQHH with the following matrix
operations:
[QHC] = [APHIK]T [SKJ]T [AJC]
Please see entity descriptions of [APHIK] and [SKJ].

2.

ACNTLK does not exist if there are no AESURFZ, AESLINK or
PZTMODE with TYPE = ANTISYM.
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ACONM

ACONM
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Anti-symmetric generalized perturbation mass matrix that is computed from
the perturbation mass input of the CONM1 bulk data cards.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with NMODE rows and N x NMODE columns, where NMODE
is the number of anti-symmetric structural modes, and N is the number of
CONM1 bulk data input.

Created By:

GENDYN

Usage:

1.

ACONM exists only if:
a.

CONM1 bulk data card appears in the input file, and

b.

APHI exists.

2.

ACONM is added to the generalized mass matrix AMHH according to
the CONMLST entry in the FLUTTER bulk data card.

3.

For each CONM1 bulk data input, the corresponding ACONM is
computed by the following equation:
[ACONM]i = [APHI]T [M]i [APHI]
where [M]i is the perturbation mass matrix specified by the ith CONM1
bulk data input.
All [ACONM]i are packed column-wise in the total [ACONM] matrix.
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AECOMPZ
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the data on the aerodynamic components in the CAERO7 and
BODY7 bulk data inputs.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
ACID

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

MACROTYP
GROUP
ACMPNT
TYPE

Text(8)
Integer
Text(8)
Integer > 0

FIINTID
NCBOX

Integer > 0
Integer > 0

NSBOX

Integer > 0

BNDRY

R Vector(12)

WCOS

WSIN

DESCRIPTION
Identification number of CAERO7 or BODY7 bulk data
inputs
Either ‘CAERO7’ or ‘BODY7’
Identification number of the ACOORD bulk data input
Component type, one of WING or BODY
TYPE = 2 for CAERO7
TYPE = 3 for BODY7
First internal aerodynamic box identification number
Number of chordwise boxes for CAERO7. NCBOX = 1 for
BODY7.
Number of spanwise boxes for CAERO7.
Number of boxes for BODY7.
For CAERO7 :
BNDRY(i), i = 1, 3:
x, y, z of leading edge at root
BNDRY(i), i = 4, 6:
x, y, z of trailing edge at root
BNDRY(i), i = 7, 9:
x, y, z of leading edge at tip
BNDRY(i), i = 10, 12:
x, y, z of trailing edge at tip
For BODY7 :
BNDRY(i), i = 1, 3:
x, y, z of the nose
BNDRY(5):
x location of the steady point
singularity of the body wake
BNDRY(6):
x location of the unsteady point
singularity of the body wake
BNDRY(i), i = 7, 8:
y and z offset for the point
singularity of the body wake
BNDRY(9):
body length
BNDRY(10):
flag for body wake (Integer)
BNDRY(11):
number of inlet boxes (Integer)
BNDRY(12):
number of wake boxes on the
body
For CAERO7 :
Cos(theta), where theta = dihedral
angle
For BODY7 :
Number of segments (Integer)
For CAERO7 :
Sin(theta), where theta = dihedral
angle
For BODY7 :
Not used
ZAERO DATA ENTITY DESCRIPTION
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AECOMPZ
IWING

Integer

ATTR

Integer

YRB

Real

ZRB

Real

FLCOSR

Real

FLSINR

Real

ATTT

Integer

YTB

Real

ZTB

Real

FLCOST

Real

FLSINT

Real

LABEL

Text(8)

Flag for vertical fin on the x-z plane:
IWING = 0
yes
IWING = 1
no
ATTR = 0:
CAERO7 is not attached to BODY7
ATTR > 0:
CAERO7 is attached to BODY7 with ID
= ATTR
Not used for BODY7
y location of the center line of BODY7 to which the
CAERO7 root is attached
z location of the center line of BODY7 to which the
CAERO7 root is attached
Cos(theta), where theta is the dihedral angle of the vortexcarry-through boxes at root
Sin(theta), where theta is the dihedral angle of the vortexcarry-through boxes at root
ATTT = 0:
CAERO7 is not attached to BODY7
ATTT > 0:
CAERO7 is attached to BODY7 with ID
= ATTT
Not used for BODY7
y location of the center line of BODY7 if CAERO7 tip is
attached to it
z location of the center line of BODY7 if CAERO7 tip is
attached to it
Cos(theta), where theta is the dihedral angle of the vortexcarry-through boxes at tip
Sin(theta), where theta is the dihedral angle of the vortexcarry-through boxes at tip
Label of CAERO7 or BODY7 bulk entries

Created By:

HFG

Usage:

AECOMPZ is for all modules that require the geometric data of the
aerodynamic model.
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AGRIDZ

AGRIDZ
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the data of the corner grid points on the CAERO7 and
BODY7 boxes.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

EXTID

Integer > 0

External identification of the grid point

INTID

Integer > 0

Internal identification of the grid point

CORD

Integer

X

Real

x location of the grid point

Y

Real

y location of the grid point

Z

Real

z location of the grid point

Identification number of ACOORD bulk data input

Created By:

HFG

Usage:

AGRIDZ is used by all modules that require the geometric data of the
aerodynamic model.
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AIRFRC

AIRFRC
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Steady aerodynamic force derivatives of each trim variables.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with K-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the number of program-assigned and control surface type of trim
variables.

Created By:

STAERO

Usage:

1.

The first three characters of AIRFRC is ‘RFC’, the fourth character is
either ‘S’ for longitudinal aerodynamics or ‘A’ for lateral aerodynamics.
The fifth to sixth character contains the Mach number index, and the last
two characters are always ‘01’ or the induced frequency index. Thus,
AIRFRC = ‘RFCsiijj’.

2.

To retrieve the aerodynamic forces from STABCF, see relational entity
STABCF.

3.

See matrix entity RFC.
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AJC

AJC
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing unsteady
aerodynamic pressure coefficients at J-set d.o.f. due to unit control surface
deflections.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with the number of columns being equal to the number of
control surfaces and J-set number of rows being equal to the number of
aerodynamic boxes.

Created By:

GENUCP

Usage:

1.

AJC contains a three characters string ‘AJC’ defined in the subroutine
UAIC. To retrieve the AJC of a given Mach number, reduced
frequency pair and symmetry condition, please see entity REUNMK.
The actual matrix name stored in the database is AJCsiijj,
where
s = ‘S’
for symmetric or asymmetric case
= ‘A’
for antisymmetric case
ii = index of Mach number
jj = index of reduced frequency

2.

The number of columns of AJC corresponds to each bulk data input
AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE with TYPE = SYM for AJCSiijj
and TYPE = ANTISYM for AJCAiijj.

3.

AJC is used to compute the generalized aerodynamic forces of control
surface modes [QHC].
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AJG

AJG
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing the unsteady
aerodynamic pressure coefficients at J-set d.o.f. due to gust.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with one column and J-set number of rows being equal to
the number of aerodynamic boxes.

Created By:

GENAJJ

Usage:

1.

AJG contains a three characters string ‘AJG’ defined in the subroutine
UAIC. To retrieve the AJG of a given Mach number, reduced
frequency pair and symmetry condition, please see entity REUNMK.
The actual matrix name stored in the database is AJGsiijj,
where
s = ‘S’
for symmetric or asymmetric case
= ‘A’
for antisymmetric case
ii = index of Mach number
jj = index of reduced frequency

2.
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AJG is used to generate [QHG].
generated.
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AJG is deleted after [QHG] is

AJH

AJH
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing unsteady
aerodynamic pressure coefficients at J-set d.o.f. due to structural modes

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with the number of columns being equal to the number of
structural modes and J-set number of rows being equal to the number of
aerodynamic boxes.

Created By:

GENUCP

Usage:

1.

AJH contains a three characters string ‘AJH’ defined in the subroutine
UAIC. To retrieve the AJH of a given Mach number, reduced
frequency pair and symmetry condition, please see entity REUNMK.
The actual matrix name stored in the database is AJHsiijj,
where
s = ‘S’
for symmetric or asymmetric case
= ‘A’
for antisymmetric case
ii = index of Mach number
jj = index of reduced frequency

2.

The number of columns of AJH corresponds to structural modes with
TYPE = SYM for AJHSiijj and TYPE = ANTISYM for AJHAiijj.

3.

AJH is used to compute the generalized aerodynamic forces [QHH].
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AJJ

AJJ
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the AIC matrix that relates the unsteady boundary condition at
the J-set d.o.f.’s to the unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at the Jset d.o.f.’s.

Matrix Form:

Complex square matrix with size being equal to the number of aerodynamic
boxes (J-set d.o.f.’s).

Created By:

GENAJJ

Usage:

1.

AJJ contains a three characters string ‘AJJ’ defined in the subroutine
UAIC. To retrieve the AJJ of a given Mach number, reduced frequency
pair and symmetry condition, please see entity REUNMK.
The actual matrix name stored in the database is AJJsiijj,
where
s = ‘S’
for symmetric or asymmetric case
= ‘A’
for antisymmetric case
ii = index of Mach number
jj = index of reduced frequency

2.
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AJJ is used to compute the AIC matrix [AJK]. AJJ is deleted after
[AJK] is generated.
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AJK

AJK
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic AIC matrix relating the
displacements at the K-set d.o.f. to the pressure coefficients at the J-set d.o.f.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with K-set number of columns and J-set number of rows but
stored in the transposed form.

Created By:

GENAJK

Usage:

1.

AJK contains a three characters string ‘AJK’ defined in the subroutine
UAIC. To retrieve the AJK of a given Mach number, reduced
frequency pair and symmetry condition, please see entity REUNMK.
The actual matrix name stored in the database is AJLsiijj,
where
s = ‘S’
for symmetric or asymmetric case
= ‘A’
for antisymmetric case
ii = index of Mach number
jj = index of reduced frequency

2.

AJK is computed by the following equation:
[AJK] = [FJK]T [AJJ] - [DJK]
Please see entity descriptions of [FJK], [AJJ] and [DJK].

3.

AJK is used to generate the unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients
of structural finite element modes [UCP], control surface modes [AJC],
load modes [AJL] and rigid body modes [RCP].

4.

AJK is deleted after the unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients are
generated.
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AJL

AJL
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing the unsteady
aerodynamic pressure coefficients at J-set d.o.f. due to the load modes.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with the number of columns being equal to the number of
LOADMOD bulk data input and J-set number of rows being equal to the
number of aerodynamic boxes.

Created By:

GENUCP

Usage:

1.

AJL contains a three characters string ‘AJL’ defined in the subroutine
UAIC. To retrieve the AJL of a given Mach number, reduced
frequency pair and symmetry condition, please see entity REUNMK.
The actual matrix name stored on the database is AJLsiijj,
where
s = ‘S’
for symmetric or asymmetric case
= ‘A’
for antisymmetric case
ii = index of Mach number
jj = index of reduced frequency

2.
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AJL is used to compute the generalized aerodynamic forces of loads
modes [QHL]. AJL is deleted after [QHL] is generated.
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AKGH
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

AKGH is imported from the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive Control Command
with MNAME = AKGH.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and NMODE number of columns, where
NMODE is the number of anti-symmetric structural modes.

Created By:

CNTL

Usage:

1.

AKGH is used to compute the forces and moments at the structural grid points
by:

{F} = [AKGH ]{ξ }
where
2.

ξ

is the generalized modal coordinates

AKGH is computed by the structural finite element analysis with the
following equation:

[AKGH ] = [KGG ][APHI ]
where

[KGG ] is the G-set stiffness matrix of the finite element model.
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AMGH

AMGH
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

AMGH is imported from the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive Control
Command with MNAME = AMGH.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and NMODE number of columns,
where NMODE is the number of anti-symmetric structural modes.

Created By:

CNTL

Usage:

1.

AMGH is used to compute the inertial coupling matrix [AMHC]
between the structural modes and the control surface modes.

2.

AMGH is computed by the structural finite element analysis with the
following equation:
[AMGH] = [MGG] [APHI]
where MGG is the G-set mass matrix of the finite element model.
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AMHC

AMHC
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Inertial coupling matrix between the anti-symmetric structural modes and the
anti-symmetric control surface modes.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with NMODE number of rows and NS number of columns,
where NMODE is the number of anti-symmetric structural modes and NS is
the number of AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk data input with
TYPE = ‘ANTI’.

Created By:

GENDYN

Usage:

1.

AMHC is used for the closed-loop ASE analysis.

2.

AMHC is computed by the following equation:
[AMHC] = [AMGH]T [ACNTLG]
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AMHH, AKHH

AMHH, AKHH
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

AMHH and AKHH are the structural generalized mass and stiffness
matrices, respectively that are imported from the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’
Executive Control Command with BOUND = ‘ANTI’.

Matrix Form:

Real diagonal matrices with size of NMODE x NMODE, where NMODE is
the number of structural finite element modes. The diagonal terms contain
the generalized mass and stiffness terms.

Created By:

GENDYN

Usage:

AMHH and AKHH exist only if APHI exists.
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APHI

APHI
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Anti-symmetric modal matrix that is imported from the structural finite
element analysis by the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control Command
with BOUND = ‘ANTI’.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and NMODE number of columns,
where NMODE is the number of structural finite element modes.

Created By:

FEM

Usage:

1.

The definition of G-set d.o.f.’s is 6 x NG, where NG is the number of
structural finite element grid points.

2.

APHI is used to compute the modal data at the aerodynamic control
points through the spline matrix [UGTKG].
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APHIC

APHIC
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Anti-symmetric modal matrix defined at the corner points of the
aerodynamic boxes.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with 4 x K-set number of rows and NMODE number of
columns, where NMODE is the number of structural finite element modes.

Created By:

GENDYN

Usage:

1.

APHIC exists only if:
a.

the PLTMODE or PLTFLUT bulk data card appears in the bulk
data input.

b.

APHI exists.

2.

APHIC is used to generate the plot files of the deformed aerodynamic
mode (‘triggered’ by the PLTMODE bulk data card) or the plot file to
animate the flutter modes (‘triggered’ by the PLTFLUT bulk data card).

3.

APHIC is computed by the following equation:
[APHIC] = [UGPLT]T [APHI]
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APHIK
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Anti-symmetric modal matrix defined at the control points of the
aerodynamic boxes.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with K-set number of rows and NMODE number of columns,
where NMODE is the number of structural finite element modes.

Created By:

GENDYN

Usage:

1.

The definition of K-set d.o.f. is:
For each aerodynamic box, six d.o.f.’s are assigned and defined as {T1,
T2, T3, d(T1)/dx, d(T2)/dx, d(T3)/dx}, where T1, T2, and T3 are the
displacements at the centroid of the aerodynamic box along x, y and z
directions, respectively. d( )/dx denotes as the slope of ( ) with respect
to the free stream direction (the x-axis) of the aerodynamic coordinates).
Therefore, for N number of aerodynamic boxes (number of J-set d.o.f.’s
= N), number of K-set d.o.f.’s = 6 x N.

2.

APHIK is computed by the following equation:
[APHIK] = [UGTKG]T [APHI]

3.

APHIK is used to compute the generalized aerodynamic force matrices
[QHH], [QHG], [QHL] and [QHC] for symmetric cases. It exists only
if APHI is imported from the structural finite element analysis through
the Executive Control Command ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ with BOUND =
‘ANTI’.
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ARIGID

ARIGID
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Anti-symmetric rigid body modes at K-set d.o.f.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with K-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the three anti-symmetric rigid body modes. The first mode is the lateral
motion, the second is the roll motion, and the third is the yaw mode about
REFX, REFY, and REFZ (defined in the AEROZ bulk data card).

Created By:

HFG

Usage:

ARIGID is used to integrate the aerodynamic forces of the trim variables for
lateral aerodynamic stability derivatives.
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ASSIGN

ASSIGN
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the input data of ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ and ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’
Executive Control Commands.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

FILENM

Character*80

External file name

DISCIP

Character*8

DISCIP = FEM

for ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive
Control Command

DISCIP = MATRIX

for
‘ASSIGN
MATRIX=’
Executive Control Command

FORM

Character*8

Character string of the entry FORM

BOUND

Character*8

BOUND = ‘SYM’
= ‘ASYM’
= ‘ANTI’

for symmetric case
for asymmetric case
for anti-symmetric case

BOUND is used only for ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive
Control Command
MNAME

Character*8

PRINT

Integer

Matrix name; used only for ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive
Control Command.
Print flag

Created By:

CNTL

Usage:

ASSIGN is used to read in externally provided structural finite element
results.
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BGPDTS

BGPDTS
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the data of the structural finite element grid points that are imported
by the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control Command.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

EXTID

Integer > 0

External identification number of the grid point.

INTID

Integer > 0

Internal identification number of the grid point.
equivalent to the G-set d.o.f.’s.

FLAG

Integer > 0

FLAG = 6 to indicate that the grid point has six d.o.f.

CD

Integer

Identification of the coordinate system in which the solution
vectors of the structural finite element analysis are defined.

X, Y, Z

Real

x, y and z location of the grid point in the basic coordinate
system.

INTID is

Created By:

FEM

Usage:

BGPDTS is used by the SPLINE module to generate the spline matrix
[UGTKG].
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CASE

CASE
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the input data in the case control section.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

CASEID

Integer

Subcase identification number defined by the SUBCASE
Case Control Command.

DISFLAG

Integer

DISFLAG = 1

for flutter analysis

DISFLAG = 2

for ASE analysis

DISFLAG = 3

for discrete gust analysis

FLUTID

Integer

The identification number assigned by the ‘FLUTTER =’,
‘ASE =’ or ‘GUST =’ Case Control Command s.

LABEL

Character*72

Character string defined by the ‘LABEL =’ Case Control
Command.

SUBTITLE

Character*72

Character string defined by the ‘SUBTITLE=’ Case
Control Command.

TITLE

Character*72

Character string defined by the ‘TITLE =’ Case Control
Command.

Created By:

CNTL

Usage:

CASE is used by SELECT module to process each subcase.
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CSTMA

CSTMA
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the coordinate transformation matrices of the CORD2R bulk data
cards.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

CID

Integer > 0, key

CORDTYPE

Integer > 0

X0, Y0, Z0

Real

T11, T21, T31

Real

T12, T22, T32

Real

T13, T23, T33

Real

DESCRIPTION
Unique coordinate
number.

system

identification

CORDTYPE = 1
Basic coordinates of the system origin.

Elements of the 3 x 3 orthogonal
transformation matrix in column order.

Created By:

FEM

Usage:

CSTMA is used to define the rectangular coordinates in the aerodynamic
model.
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CSTMS

CSTMS
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the coordinate transformation matrices for all coordinate systems
defined in the structural finite element model that is imported by the
‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control Command.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

CID

Integer > 0, key

Unique coordinate system identification number.

CORDTYPE

Integer > 0

X0, Y0, Z0

Real

T11, T21, T31

Real

T12, T22, T32

Real

T13, T23, T33

Real

Created By:

FEM

Usage:

1.

Basic coordinates of the system origin.

Elements of the 3 x 3 orthogonal transformation
matrix in column order.

The CORDTYPE attribute contains a value of:
1
2
3

2.

The type of coordinate system.

= if the system is rectangular
= if the system is cylindrical
= if the system is spherical

CSTMS is used to generate the spline matrix [UGTKG] in the SPLINE
module.
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EFC

EFC
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the steady aerodynamic forces due to structural modes.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with K-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the number of structural modes.

Created By:

STAERO

Usage:

1.

The actual name of the matrix is ‘EFCsii01’, where s = ‘S’ for
symmetric modes and s = ‘A’ for anti-symmetric modes. ii represents
the Mach index, and 01 indicates the index of the first reduced
frequency.

2.

See relational entity REUNMK for a description of Mach index.
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FJK, DJK

FJK, DJK
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the AIC matrices that relate the structural condition at the Kset d.o.f.’s to the unsteady boundary condition at the J-set d.o.f.’s.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with number of columns being equal to the number of K-set
d.o.f.’s and number of rows of J-set d.o.f.’s.

Created By:

GENAJJ

Usage:

1.

FJK and DJK contain a three characters string ‘FJK’ and ‘AJK’,
respectively, defined in the subroutine UAIC. To retrieve the FJK and
DJK of a given Mach number, reduced frequency pair and symmetry
condition, please see entity REUNMK.
The actual matrix name stored in the database is FJKsiijj / DJKsiijj
where
s = ‘S’
for symmetric or asymmetric case
= ‘A’
for antisymmetric case
ii = index of Mach number
jj = index of reduced frequency

2.

FJK and DJK are used to compute the AIC matrix [AJK]. FJK and
DJK are deleted after [AJK] is generated.
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GEOMZA

GEOMZA
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the data on the aerodynamic boxes in the CAERO7 and BODY7
bulk data inputs.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

MACROID

Integer

Component identification number of the associated CAERO7 or
BODY7.

ACMPNT

Text(8)

ACMPNT = ‘FUSEL’
ACMPNT = ‘WING’

for BODY7 box
for CAERO7 box

NDOF

Integer

NDOF = 2
NDOF = 3

for CAERO7 box
for BODY7 box

EXTID

Integer

External identification number of the box.

INTID

Integer

Internal identification number of the box.

AREA

Real

Area of the box.

X

Real

x location of centroid of the box.

Y

Real

y location of centroid of the box.

Z

Real

z location of centroid of the box.

N1

Real

x component of the box normal in basic coordinates.

N2

Real

y component of the box normal in basic coordinates.

N3

Real

z component of the box normal in basic coordinates.

R1

Real

x component of the box local pitch axis in basic coordinates.

R2

Real

y component of the box local pitch axis in basic coordinates.

R3

Real

z component of the box local pitch axis in basic coordinates.

RTHETA

Real

For BODY7 box :
Dihedral angle of the box
For CAERO7 box :
Thickness slope at 50 % chord
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GEOMZA
RDELTA

Real

For BODY7 box :

Inclination angle of the box

For CAERO7 box :

Camber slope at 50 % chord

CHORD

Real

ID1

Integer

Aerodynamic grid identification number at LHS corner of the
box leading edge.

ID2

Integer

Aerodynamic grid identification number at LHS corner of the
box trailing edge.

ID3

Integer

Aerodynamic grid identification number at RHS corner of the
box leading edge.

ID4

Integer

Aerodynamic grid identification number at RHS corner of the
box trailing edge.

CAM85

Real

Camber slope at 85 % chord for CAERO7 box.
Not used for BODY7 box.

CAM95

Real

Camber slope at 95 % chord for CAERO7 box.
Not used for BODY7 box.

DZX85

Real

Thickness slope at 85 % chord for CAERO7 box.
Not used for BODY7 box.

DZX95

Real

Thickness slope at 95 % chord for CAERO7 box.
Not used for BODY7 box.

DZXLE

Real

Thickness slope at leading edge of the mid-chord for CAERO7
box.
Not used for BODY7 box.

DZXTE

Real

Thickness slope at trailing edge of the mid-chord for CAERO7
box.
Inlet panel flow ratio in percentage for BODY7 box.

IWAKE

Integer

Chord length.

For BODY7 box :

IWAKE = 1, box is inlet panel
IWAKE = 0, box is not inlet panel

For CAERO7 box :

Not used

Created By:

HFG

Usage:

GEOMZA is used by all modules that require the geometric data of the aerodynamic
model.
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GRIGID

GRIGID
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Rigid body modes at G-set d.o.f.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the six rigid body modes. The rotation center is REFX, REFY, and REFZ
(defined in the AEROZ bulk data card).

Created By:

CONMOD

Usage:

GRIGID is used by the TRIMMD module for computing the inertial loads.
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GSLIST

GSLIST
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Indices of the G-set d.o.f., A-set d.o.f., scalar points and the extra points of
the structural finite element model.

Matrix Form:

Integer matrix with one column and number of rows equal to the number of
G-set d.o.f. plus the number of scalar points and extra points.

Created By:

FEM

Usage:

All A-set d.o.f. that are specified by the FEMASET bulk data card have
indices being equal to zero. Other structural grid points that are not a part of
the FEMASET list have indices being equal to one. The indices of scalar
points and extra points are two. GSLIST partitions the SMGH, AMGH,
SKGH, AKGH and MGG matrices computed by the FEM analysis to
obtain the A-set matrices.
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LAMBDA

LAMBDA
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains real eigenvalue analysis for both symmetric and anti-symmetric
structural finite element model.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

NITER

Integer

Iteration number.

BCID

Integer

The boundary condition number
BCID = 1

for symmetric or asymmetric modes

BCID = -1

for anti-symmetric modes

MODENO

Integer

The mode number of the eigenvalue/eigenvector.

EXORD

Integer

The extraction order for the mode

EIGVAL

Real

The eigenvalue

RFREQ

Real

The model frequency in rad/s

CFREQ

Real

The modal frequency in Hz

VECFLG

Integer

VECFLG = 1

if a vector was generated for the mode

VECFLG = 0

if only the value was extracted

GMASS

Real

The generalized mass associated with the mode.

GSTIFF

Real

The generalized stiffness associated with the mode.

Created By:

FEM

Usage:

All data stored on LAMBDA are imported from the structural finite element
analysis by the Executive Control Command ‘ASSIGN FEM=’.
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LMODEG

LMODEG
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Translational and rotational displacements defined at G-set d.o.f. due to the
load modes specified in bulk data inputs LOADMOD.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the number of LOADMOD bulk entries.

Created By:

CONMOD

Usage:

1.

LMODEG is used to compute the sectional forces or moments at the
structural grid points defined by the LOADMOD bulk entries.

2.

LMODEG does not exist if there are no LOADMOD bulk data inputs.
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LMODEK

LMODEK
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Displacements and slopes defined at K-set d.o.f. due to the load modes
specified in bulk data inputs LOADMOD.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with K-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the number of LOADMOD bulk data inputs.

Created By:

CONMOD

Usage:

1.

LMODEK is used to compute the sectional forces or moments at the
aerodynamic boxes defined by the LOADMOD bulk data inputs.

2.

LMODEK does not exist if there are no LOADMOD bulk data inputs.
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QHC

QHC
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrix of the control surface
modes.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with NS columns and NMODE rows, where NS is the number of
AESURFZ, AESLINK, PZTMODE, and GRIDFRC bulk data inputs with
corresponding symmetric condition and NMODE is the number of the structural
finite element modes.

Created By:

UAIC

Usage:

1. QHC contains a three character string ‘QHC’ defined by the main program.
To retrieve the QHC of a given Mach number, reduced frequency pair and
symmetric condition, please see entity REUNMK. The actual matrix name
stored in the database is QHCsiijj,
where
s = ‘S’ for symmetric or asymmetric case,
= ‘A’ for antisymmetric case
ii = index of Mach number
jj = index of reduced frequency
2. The number of columns of QHC corresponds to each bulk data input
AESURFZ, AESLINK, PZTMODE, and GRIDFRC with TYPE = SYM for
QHFsiijj and TYPE = ANTISYM for QHFaiijj. Note that all columns associated
with the GRIDFRC bulk data input contain zeros.
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QHF

QHF
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrix of the control surface
modes.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with NS columns and NMODE rows, where NS is the number
of AESURFZ, AESLINK, PZTMODE and GRIDFRC bulk data inputs with
corresponding symmetric condition and NMODE is the number of the structural
finite element modes.

Created By:

UAIC

Usage:

1.

QHF contains a three character string ‘QHF’ defined by the main program.
To retrieve the QHF of a given Mach number, reduced frequency pair and
symmetric condition, please see entity REUNMK. The actual matrix
name stored in the database is QHFsiijj,
Where
s
=
=
ii
=
jj
=

2.
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‘S’ for symmetric or asymmetric case,
‘A’ for antisymmetric case
index of Mach number
index of reduced frequency

The number of columns of QHF corresponds to each bulk data input
AESURFZ, AESLINK, PZTMODE, and GRIDFRC with TYPE = SYM
for QHFsiijj and TYPE = ANTISYM for QHFaiijj. Note that all columns
associated with the AESURFZ, AESLINK, and PZTMODE contain
zeros.
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QHG

QHG
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrix of the gust loads.
QHG is used by the aeroservoelastic gust analysis.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with one column and NMODE number of rows, where
NMODE is the number of structural finite element modes.

Created By:

UAIC

Usage:

QHG contains a three characters string ‘QHG’ defined by the main program.
To retrieve the QHG of a given Mach number, reduced frequency pair and
symmetry condition, please see entity REUNMK.
The actual matrix name stored in the database is QHGsiijj,
where
s = ‘S’
for symmetric or asymmetric case
= ‘A’
for antisymmetric case
ii = index of Mach number
jj = index of reduced frequency
The actual gust generalized forces in modal space is computed by:
[QHGsiijj] = [QHGsiijj] * exp (i * k * xo / (REFC / 2.))
where
xo is the location of the reference plane,
k is the corresponding reduced frequency, and
REFC is the reference chord defined in bulk data input AEROZ.
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QHH

QHH
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrix of the structural
finite element modes.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with NMODE columns and NMODE rows, where NMODE
is the number of the structural finite element modes.

Created By:

UAIC

Usage:

QHH contains a three character string ‘QHH’ defined by the main program.
To retrieve the QHH of a given Mach number, reduced frequency pair and
symmetric condition, please see entity REUNMK. The actual matrix name
stored in the database is QHHsiijj,
where
s =
=
ii =
jj =
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‘S’ for symmetric or asymmetric case,
‘A’ for antisymmetric case
index of Mach number
index of reduced frequency

QHL

QHL
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrix of the load modes.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with NL columns and NMODE rows, where NL is the
number of LOADMOD bulk data inputs, and NMODE is the number of the
structural finite element modes.

Created By:

UAIC

Usage:

QHL contains a three character string ‘QHL’ defined by the main program.
To retrieve the QHL of a given Mach number, reduced frequency pair and
symmetric condition, please see entity REUNMK. The actual matrix name
stored in the database is QHLsiijj,
where
s =
=
ii =
jj =

‘S’ for symmetric or asymmetric case,
‘A’ for antisymmetric case
index of Mach number
index of reduced frequency
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QLC

QLC
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the product between
the load modes and the unsteady aerodynamic forces of the control surfaces.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with NC columns and NL rows, where NL is the number of the
LOADMOD bulk data input, and NC is the number of AESURF, AESLINK,
PZTMODE and GRIDFRC bulk data inputs.

Created By:

UAIC

Usage:

1.

QLC contains a three-character string ‘QLC’ defined by the main program.
To retrieve the QLC of a given Mach number, reduced frequency pair and
symmetric condition, please see entity REUNMK. The actual matrix name
stored in the database is QLCsiijj,
where
s =
=
ii =
jj =

2.
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‘S’ for symmetric or asymmetric case,
‘A’ for antisymmetric case
index of Mach number
index of reduced frequency

QLC is used to compute the transient responses of the component loads
defined by the LOADMOD bulk data card. QLC is converted to the rational
function approximation for transient response analysis.
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QLG
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the product
between the load modes and the unsteady aerodynamic forces of gust.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with 1 column and NL rows, where NL is the number of the
LOADMOD bulk data input.

Created By:

UAIC

Usage:

1.

QLG contains a three-character string ‘QLG’ defined by the main program.
To retrieve the QLG of a given Mach number, reduced frequency pair and
symmetric condition, please see entity REUNMK. The actual matrix name
stored on the database is QLGsiijj,
where
s =
=
ii =
jj =

2.

‘S’ for symmetric or asymmetric case,
‘A’ for antisymmetric case
index of Mach number
index of reduced frequency

QLG is used to compute the transient responses of the component loads due
to gust defined by the LOADMOD bulk data card. QLG is converted to the
rational function approximation for transient response analysis.
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QLH

QLH
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the generalized aerodynamic force matrices of the product between the load
modes and the unsteady aerodynamic forces of the FEM modes.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with NMODE columns and NL rows, where NL is the number of the
LOADMOD bulk data input, and NMODE is the number of structural modes.

Created By:

UAIC

Usage:

1.

QLH contains a three-character string ‘QLH’ defined by the main program. To
retrieve the QLH of a given Mach number, reduced frequency pair and symmetric
condition, please see entity REUNMK. The actual matrix name stored in the
database is QLHsiijj,
where
s =
=
ii =
jj =

2.
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‘S’ for symmetric or asymmetric case,
‘A’ for antisymmetric case
index of Mach number
index of reduced frequency

QLH is used to compute the transient responses of the component loads defined by
the LOADMOD bulk data card. QLH is converted to the rational function
approximation for transient response analysis.
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REUNMK

REUNMK
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the relations between the unsteady aerodynamic matrices generated
by the UAIC module to the bulk data inputs MKAEROZ.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

IDMK

Integer > 0

Identification number specified in the bulk data inputs
MKAEROZ.

MACH

Real ≥ 0

Mach number specified in bulk data input MKAEROZ.

METHOD

Integer

Method flag specified in bulk data inputs MKAEROZ.

SYMXZ

Integer

Symmetry flag
SYMXZ = 1

for symmetric case

SYMXZ = -1

for anti-symmetric case

SYMXZ = 0

for asymmetric case

IDFLT

Integer

Identification number of the TRIMFLT bulk data card.

IPRNT

Integer

Print flag.

MINDEX

Integer > 0

Index of the MKAEROZ bulk entry ranging from 1 to the
number of MKAEROZ.

KINDEX

Integer > 0

Index of the reduced frequency ranging from 1 to the number of
reduced frequencies specified in the current MKAEROZ.

RFREQ

Real > 0.0

The KINDEXth reduced frequency specified in the current
MKAEROZ.

Created By:

UAIC

Usage:

The UAIC module generates the unsteady aerodynamic matrices [QHH],
[QHC], [QHL] and [HQG] all MKAEROZ bulk data inputs in the input
file regardless of whether or not they are required for the downstream
unsteady aeroelastic modules. To retrieve these matrices, please see the
example as follows.
For a given pair of IDMK and SYMXZ found in either the FLUTTER or
ASE bulk data input, to retrieve the corresponding matrix [QHH]:
CHARACTER*8 UNLIST(12)

ZAERO DATA ENTITY DESCRIPTION
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REUNMK

C
C
by
C

INTEGER INFO(20),IGET(9),MINDEX(100),KINDEX(100),SYMXZ
REAL RGET(9),K(100),MACH
EQUIVALENCE (RGET(1),IGET(1))
CHARACTER*1 S
CHARACTER*16 NAME,REUNMK
DATA UNLIST/′IDMK′,′MACH′,′METHOD′,′SYMXZ′,′IDFLT′,′IPRNT′,′MINDEX′,
′KINDEX′,′RFREQ′/
DATA REUNMK/’REUNMK’/
CALL DBOPEN(REUNMK,INFO,′RO′,′NOFLUSH′,ISTAT)
CALL REPROJ(REUNMK,12,UNLIST)
NMK=INFO(3)
NMK = total number of MKAEROZ bulk entries.
If one wishes to retrieve the symmetric aerodynamics generated

MKAEROZ bulk data input with IDMK=100, set IDMK=100 and SYMXZ=1
IDMK=100
SYMXZ=1
INDEX=0
DO I=1,NMK
CALL REGET(REUNMK,IGET,ISTAT)
IF(IDMK.EQ.IGET(1)) THEN
INDEX=INDEX+1
MACH=REGET(2)
METHOD=IGET(3)
ISYM=IGET(4)
MINDEX(INDEX)=IGET(7)
KINDEX(INDEX)=IGET(8)
K(INDEX)=RGET(9)
ENDIF
ENDDO
CALL DBCLOS(REUNMK)
KTOTAL=INDEX
C
KTOTAL is the total number of reduced frequencies specified
C
in the MKAEROZ bulk entry with IDMK as the identification no.
C
IF one wishes to retrieve the [QHH] matrix of the second
C
reduced frequency, do the following:
KTH=2
IF(SYMXZ.EQ.1.OR.SYMXZ.EQ.0) THEN
S=′S′
ELSE
S=′A′
ENDIF
C
MYNAME is a utility routine to assemble the matrix name.
C
INPUT: AJK
A three characters string contains the
C
basic name of the matrix.
C
S=′S′
For symmetric or asymmetric case,
C
S=′A′
for anti-symmetric case.
C
MINDEX(KTH)
KTH′th Mach number index found in
C
the REUNMK relation.
C
KINDEX(KTH)
KTH′th reduced frequency index
found
C
in the REUNMK relation.
C
OUTPUT: A character *16 string of the matrix created by
C
UAIC module with form: QHHsiijj, where s=S,
C
ii=MINDEX(KTH), and jj=KINDEX(KTH)
CALL MYNAME(′QHH′,S,MINDEX(KTH),KINDEX(KTH),NAME)
C
Now, NAME is the matrix name of the QHH matrix of the
C
corresponding Mach number and reduced frequency.
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RFC

RFC
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Same as matrix AIRFRC.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the six rigid body modes. The rotation center is REFX, REFY, and REFZ
(defined in the AEROZ bulk data card).

Created By:

STAERO

Usage:

RFC is the basic name of matrix entity AIRFRC. See matrix entity
AIRFRC for description.
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SCNTLG

SCNTLG
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Translational and rotational displacements defined at G-set d.o.f. due to unit
symmetric control surface deflection. Each column corresponds to an
AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk data input with TYPE = SYM
or ASYM.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the number of AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk data inputs
with TYPE = SYM or ASYM.

Created By:

CONMOD

Usage:

1.

SCNTLG is used to compute the inertial coupling matrix of the
control surfaces in modal space by:
[SMGH]T [SCNTLG]
where [SMGH] is imported from the structural finite element analysis
through the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive Control Command.

2.
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SCNTLG does not exist if there are no AESURFZ, AESLINK or
PZTMODE with TYPE = SYM or ASYM.
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SCNTLK

SCNTLK
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Displacements and slopes defined at K-set d.o.f. due to unit symmetric
control surface deflection.
Each column is corresponding to each
AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk data input with TYPE = SYM
or ASYM.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with K-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the number of AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk data inputs
with TYPE = SYM or ASYM.

Created By:

CONMOD

Usage:

1.

SCNTLK is used by the UAIC module to generate the generalized
aerodynamic forces of the control surface modes [QHC]. This is done
by first calling subroutine GENUCP to compute the unsteady
aerodynamic pressures of control surface modes [AJC]. [QHC] is then
computed by the subroutine GENQHH with the following matrix
operations:
[QHC] = [SPHIK]T [SKJ]T [AJC]
Please see entity descriptions of [SPHIK] and [SKJ].

2.

SCNTLK does not exist if there are no AESURFZ, AESLINK or
PZTMODE with TYPE = SYM or ASYM.
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SCONM

SCONM
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Symmetric generalized perturbation mass matrix that is computed from the
perturbation mass input of the CONM1 bulk data inputs.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with NMODE rows and N x NMODE columns, where NMODE
is the number of symmetric structural modes, and N is the number of
CONM1 bulk data input.

Created By:

GENDYN

Usage:

1.

SCONM exists only if:
a.

CONM1 bulk data card appears in the input file, and

b.

SPHI exists.

2.

SCONM is added to the generalized mass matrix SMHH according to
the CONMLST entry in the FLUTTER bulk data card.

3.

For each CONM1 bulk data input, the corresponding SCONM is
computed by the following equation:
[SCONM]i = [SPHI]T [M]i [SPHI]
where [M]i is the perturbation mass matrix specified by the ith CONM1
bulk data input.
All [SCONM]i are packed column-wise in the total [SCONM] matrix.
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SKGH

SKGH
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Same as AKGH but for the symmetric structural modes.

Matrix Form:

See AKGH.

Created By:

CNTL

Usage:

See AKGH.
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SKJ

SKJ
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Integration matrix relating the unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients at
the J-set d.o.f. to the unsteady aerodynamic forces at the K-set d.o.f.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with J-set number of column and K-set number of rows but
stored in the transposed form.

Created By:

HFG

Usage:

SKJ depends on the geometry of the aerodynamic model only and is
independent of Mach number and reduced frequency.
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SMGH
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

SMGH is imported from the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive Control
Command with MNAME = SMGH.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and NMODE number of columns,
where NMODE is the number of symmetric structural modes.

Created By:

CNTL

Usage:

1.

SMGH is used to compute the inertial coupling matrix [SMHC]
between the structural modes and the control surface modes.

2.

SMGH is computed by the structural finite element analysis with the
following equation:
[SMGH] = [MGG] [SPHI]
where MGG is the G-set mass matrix of the finite element model.
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SMHC

SMHC
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Inertial coupling matrix between the symmetric structural modes and the
symmetric control surface modes.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with NMODE number of rows and NS number of columns,
where NMODE is the number of symmetric structural modes and NS is the
number of AESURFZ, AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk data input with
TYPE = ‘SYM’ or ‘ASYM’.

Created By:

GENDYN

Usage:

1.

SMHC is used for the closed-loop ASE analysis.

2.

SMHC is computed by the following equation:
[SMHC] = [SMGH]T [SCNTLG]
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SMHH, SKHH

SMHH, SKHH
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

SMHH and SKHH are the structural generalized mass and stiffness
matrices, respectively that are imported from the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’
Executive Control Command with BOUND = ‘SYM’ or ‘ASYM’.

Matrix Form:

Real diagonal matrices with size of NMODE x NMODE, where NMODE is
the number of structural finite element modes. The diagonal terms contain
the generalized mass and stiffness terms.

Created By:

GENDYN

Usage:

SMHH and SKHH exist only if SPHI exists.
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SPHI

SPHI
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Symmetric modal matrix that is imported from the structural finite element
analysis by the ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ Executive Control Command with
BOUND = ‘SYM’ or ‘ASYM’.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and NMODE number of columns,
where NMODE is the number of structural finite element modes.

Created By:

FEM

Usage:

1.

The definition of G-set d.o.f.’s is 6 x NG, where NG is the number of
structural finite element grid points.

2.

SPHI is used to compute the modal data at the aerodynamic control
points through the spline matrix [UGTKG].
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SPHIC

SPHIC
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Symmetric modal matrix defined at the corner points of the aerodynamic
boxes.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with 4 x K-set number of rows and NMODE number of
columns, where NMODE is the number of structural finite element modes.

Created By:

GENDYN

Usage:

1.

SPHIC exists only if:
a.

the PLTMODE or PLTFLUT Bulk Data Card appears in the bulk
data input.

b.

SPHI exists.

2.

SPHIC is used to generate the plot files of the deformed aerodynamic
mode (‘triggered’ by the PLTMODE Bulk Data Card) or the plot file to
animate the flutter modes (‘triggered’ by the PLTFLUT Bulk Data
Card).

3.

SPHIC is computed by the following equation:
[SPHIC] = [UGPLT]T [SPHI]
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SPHIK

SPHIK
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Symmetric modal matrix defined at the centroid of the aerodynamic boxes.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with K-set number of rows and NMODE number of columns,
where NMODE is the number of structural finite element modes.

Created By:

GENDYN

Usage:

1.

The definition of K-set d.o.f. is:
For each aerodynamic box, six d.o.f.’s are assigned and defined as: {T1,
T2, T3, d(T1)/dx, d(T2)/dx, d(T3)/dx}, where T1, T2, and T3 are the
displacements at the centroid of the aerodynamic box along x, y and z
directions, respectively. d( )/dx denotes as the slope of ( ) with respect
to the free stream direction (the x-axis) of the aerodynamic coordinates).
Therefore, for N number of aerodynamic boxes (number of J-set d.o.f.’s
= N), number of K-set d.o.f.’s = 6 x N.

2.

SPHIK is computed by the following equation:
[SPHIK] = [UGTKG]T [SPHI]

3.
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SPHIK is used to compute the generalized aerodynamic force matrices
[QHH], [QHG], [QHL] and [QHC] for symmetric cases. If exists only
SPHI is imported from the structural finite element analysis through the
Executive Control Command ‘ASSIGN FEM=’ with BOUND = ‘SYM’
or ‘ASYM’.
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SRIGID
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Symmetric rigid body modes at K-set d.o.f.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with K-set number of rows and number of columns being equal
to the three symmetric rigid body modes. The first mode is the fore-aft
motion, the second is the plunge motion, and the third is the pitch mode
about REFX, REFY, and REFZ (defined in the AEROZ bulk data card).

Created By:

HFG

Usage:

SRIGID is used to integrate the aerodynamic forces of the trim variables for
longitudinal aerodynamic stability derivatives.
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STABCF

STABCF
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Aerodynamic stability derivatives of program-assigned and control surface
type of trim variables.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

MACHINDX

Integer

PARM

String(8)

SYMFLG

Integer

PARMVAL

Real

Parameter value used to generate the “unit” forces.

CL

Real

Lift coefficient.

CD

Real

Drag coefficient.

CS

Real

Side force coefficient.

CMX

Real

Rolling moment coefficient.

CMY

Real

Pitching moment coefficient.

CMZ

Real

Yawing moment coefficient.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
Mach number index of associated AIRFRC.
Character string identifying the configuration parameter.
Symmetry flag for the parameter.

Module STAERO

Remark:
1.

The SYMFLG values are :
= 1
= -1

2.
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Symmetric
Anti-symmetric

PARM identifies the trim variables whose perturbation generates the aerodynamic
stability derivatives. There are six accelerations and six program-assigned trim
variables whose names are reserved which have special meanings. Additional PARM
values come from the set of all control surfaces defined and the PARM attribute
contains the user-supplied label. For a given MINDEX value, the AIRFRC matrix
has one column (which may contain only zeros) for each entry in STABCF in the
order of the STABCF relation. The PARM field is then:
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STABCF

PARM

VARIABLE

NX

Rigid body acceleration in drag/thrust direction (produces no forces, but
included for completeness to allow modification of AIRFRC columns to
include nonzero terms).

NY

Rigid body acceleration in side force direction (produces no forces, but
included for completeness to allow modification of AIRFRC columns to
include nonzero terms).

NZ

Rigid body acceleration in plunge direction (produces no forces, but included
for completeness to allow modification of AIRFRC columns to include
nonzero terms).

PACCEL

Rigid body acceleration about the roll axis (produces no forces, but included
for completeness to allow modification of AIRFRC columns to include
nonzero terms).

QACCEL

Rigid body acceleration about the pitch axis (produces no forces, but included
for completeness to allow modification of AIRFRC columns to include
nonzero terms).

RACCEL

Rigid body acceleration about the yaw axis (produces no forces, but included
for completeness to allow modification of AIRFRC columns to include
nonzero terms).

THKCAM

Forces arising from the effects of only thickness and camber with all other
configuration parameters set to zero.

ALPHA

Forces arising due to unit angle of attack.

BETA

Forces arising due to unit yaw angle.

PRATE

Forces arising due to unit roll rate.

QRATE

Forces arising due to unit pitch rate.

RRATE

Forces arising due to unit yaw rate.

surface

Forces arising due to the unit deflection of the AESURFZ, AESLINK and
PZTMODE bulk data cards.
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TAIC

TAIC
Entity Type:

Unstructured

Description:

Basic name of the transonic modal AIC data computed by the ZTAIC
method.

Data Form:

Complex

Created By:

GENAJJ

Usage:

1.

TAIC exists only if METHOD = 1 is specified in the MKAEROZ
bulk data input.

2.

TAIC contains a four-character string ‘TAIC’ defined by UAIC
module. The actual entity name is TAICiijj where ii is the index of
Mach number and jj is the index of the reduced frequency.
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UAGEOM

UAGEOM
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the data of the four corner points of each aerodynamic box.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
MACROID

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

Integer

Component identification number of the associated CAERO7 or
BODY7.

ACMPNT

Text(8)

ACMPNT = ‘FUSEL’
ACMPNT =‘WING’

for BODY7 box
for CAERO7 box

NDOF

Integer

NDOF = 2
NDOF = 3

for CAERO7 box
for BODY7 box

EXTID

Integer

External identification number of the box.

INTID

Integer

Internal identification number of the box.

AREA

Real

Area of the box.

X

Real

x location of centroid of the box.

Y

Real

y location of centroid of the box.

Z

Real

z location of centroid of the box.

N1

Real

x component of the box normal in basic coordinates.

N2

Real

y component of the box normal in basic coordinates.

N3

Real

z component of the box normal in basic coordinates.

R1

Real

x component of the box local pitch axis in basic coordinates.

R2

Real

y component of the box local pitch axis in basic coordinates.

R3

Real

z component of the box local pitch axis in basic coordinates.

Created By:

HFG

Usage:

UAGEOM is used by the SPLINE module to generate the spline matrix
[UGPLT] for plotting the deformed aerodynamic model.
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UCP

UCP
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Basic name of the unsteady aerodynamic matrix containing the unsteady
aerodynamic pressure coefficients at J-set d.o.f. due to the structural finite
element modes.

Matrix Form:

Complex matrix with number of columns being equal to the number of
structural modes input and J-set number of rows being equal to the number
of aerodynamic boxes.

Created By:

GENUCP

Usage:

1.

UCP contains a three characters string ‘UCP’ defined in the subroutine
UAIC. To retrieve the UCP of a given Mach number, reduced
frequency pair and symmetry condition, please see entity REUNMK.
The actual matrix name stored in the database is UCPsiijj,
where
s = ‘S’
for symmetric or asymmetric case
= ‘A’
for antisymmetric case
ii = index of Mach number
jj = index of reduced frequency

2.
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UCP is used to compute the generalized aerodynamic forces of
structural modes [QHH]. UCP is deleted after [QHH] is generated.
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UGPLT

UGPLT
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Spline matrix relating the structural displacement at G-set d.o.f. to the
displacement and slopes at the 4 corner point of each aerodynamic box, but
stored in the transposed form.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and 4 x 6 x J-set number of columns.

Created By:

SPLINE

Usage:

1.

UGPLT is used to generate the plot file of the structural modes and
flutter modes at the aerodynamic model.

2.

Since there are four corner points of each aerodynamic box and each
corner point has six d.o.f.’s, the total number of columns is 4 x 6 x J
where J is the number of aerodynamic boxes.
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UGTKG

UGTKG
Entity Type:

Matrix

Description:

Spline matrix relating the structural displacements at G-set d.o.f. to the
displacements and slopes at the K-set d.o.f. of the aerodynamic boxes, but
stored in the transposed form.

Matrix Form:

Real matrix with G-set number of rows and K-set number of columns.

Created By:

SPLINE

Usage:

1.

The definition of K-set d.o.f. is:
For each aerodynamic box, six d.o.f.’s are assigned and defined as:
{T1, T2, T3, d(T1)/dx, d(T2)/dx, d(T3)/dx}, where T1, T2, and T3 are
the displacements at the centroid of the aerodynamic box along x, y and
z directions, respectively. d( )/dx denotes as the slope of ( ) with respect
to the free stream direction (the x-axis of the aerodynamic coordinates).
Therefore, for N number of aerodynamic boxes (number of J-set d.o.f.’s
= N), number of K-set d.o.f.’s = 6 * N.

2.
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[UGTKG] is computed according to the SPLINE0, SPLINE1,
SPLINE2, SPLINE3 and ATTACH bulk data entries.
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4.2 HIDDEN ENTITIES
The hidden entities are the data entities that do not appear in the ZAERO main program. Most of the
hidden entities are the relational data entities associated with the Bulk Data Cards. It should be noted
that the schema of the hidden entities might not be identical to the bulk data entity definition specified
in the TEMPLATE.DAT. They are defined by the schema specified in the RELATION.DAT.
Most of the hidden entities are created by the IFP module. Each hidden entity contains the input data
of its associated bulk data input. The users can retrieve the bulk data input by using the relational utility
modules in their own modules.
Summary of Hidden Entities
Entity Name

Entity Type

Description

ACOORD

Relation

Defines a local coordinate system for an aerodynamic component
referenced by the BODY7 or CAERO7 bulk data cards.

ACTU

Relation

Defines the actuator transfer function.

AEFACT

Relation

Used to specify lists of real numbers for spanwise and chordwise
divisions of CAERO7 macroelements or body segmentation using
SEGMESH bulk data cards.

AEROGND

Relation

Defines Roger's aerodynamic roots which replace those defined in
the AEROLAG bulk data card.

AEROLAG

Relation

Defines the approximation roots for rational approximation of
unsteady aerodynamic matrices.

AEROZ

Relation

Defines the basic aerodynamic reference parameters.

AESLINK

Relation

Defines an additional aerodynamic control surface by linking a set
of AESURFZ / PZTMODE bulk data cards.

AESURFZ

Relation

Specifies an aerodynamic control surface for aeroservoelastic
analysis.

APCNSND

Relation

Defines one set of non-default constraints for each block.

APCONST

Relation

Divides the aerodynamic matrix into blocks and defines default
constraints for each block.

ASE

Relation

Defines the ASE run option and refers to the bulk data cards that
define the specific analysis parameters.

ASECONT

Relation

Defines the basic parameters of the control system.

ASEGAIN

Relation

Defines control gains of the ASE control system.

ASEOUT

Relation

Defines the name of a data file in which the state-space matrices of
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the aeroservoelastic system are stored.
ASESNR

Relation

Defines a sensor.

ATMOS

Relation

Defines the altitude-speed of sound-density-temperature relationship
as a tabular function for matched point flutter analysis.

ATTACH

Relation

Defines aerodynamic box(es) to be attached to a reference structural
grid for splining.

BODY7

Relation

Defines an aerodynamic body macroelement of a body-like
component.

CAERO7

Relation

Defines an aerodynamic body macroelement of a body-like
component.

CHORDCP

Relation

Defines the upper and lower surface chordwise steady pressure at a
strip on the CAERO7 macroelement; referenced by the MACHCP
bulk data card.

CJUNCT

Relation

Defines the MIMO junction control element.

CJUNCT

Relation

Defines the MIMO junction control element.

CMARGIN

Relation

Defines the ranges of interest for finding gain margins, phase
margins, and singular values.

CNCTSET

Relation

Defines the set of connections of transfer functions of an ASE case.

CONCT

Relation

Defines fixed connections of transfer functions of the ASE control
system.

CONGUST

Relation

Defines parameters for gust response analysis.

CONM1

Relation

Defines a 6 x 6 symmetric mass matrix at a structural grid point of
the structural model.

CONMLST

Relation

CONMLST defines a list of the identification numbers of the
CONM1 Bulk Data Cards for mass perturbation in flutter analysis.
CONMLST is referred to by a FLUTTER Bulk Data Card.

CORD2R

Relation

Defines a rectangular coordinate system by reference to coordinates
of three points. The first point defines the origin. The second point
defines the direction of the z-axis. The third point defines a vector
which, with the z-axis, defines the x-z plane. The reference
coordinate system must be independently defined.

CPFACT

Relation

Multiplies the computed unsteady aerodynamic pressures by a
complex weighting factor.

CRESP

Relation

Defines a sensor at which gust response is requested.
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The [D] matrix at the beginning of the [D] → [E] →[D] iterations in
the nonlinear least-square process to obtain the minimum-state
approximation coefficients.
Defines the header information of DMIS or DMIL bulk data cards.
Defines structure-related direct input matrices with terms located by
specifying the identification numbers of the structural Finite
Element (FEM) grid points and their component values.
Defines the values of matrix elements by 16-column fields. DMIL
is referred to by DMI bulk data cards.
Defines the values of the matrix elements by 8-column fields.
DMIS is referred to by DMI bulk data cards.
Loads input data directly to a relational entity.
Designates the end of the Bulk Data Section.
Matched point flutter analysis at a FIXed altitude (H) and a given
ATMosphere table with varying Mach numbers. Referred to by the
FLUTTER bulk data card.
Non-matched point flutter analysis at a FIXed MACH number with
varying velocity and density pairs. Referred to by the FLUTTER
bulk data card.
Matched point flutter analysis at a FIXed Mach number (M) and a
given ATMosphere table with varying altitudes. Referred to by the
FLUTTER bulk data card.
Non-matched point flutter analysis at a FIXed Mach number and
DENsity with varying velocities. Referred to by the FLUTTER
bulk data card.
Assigns a list of name of direct matrix input as design variables for
flutter sensitivity analysis.

DINIT

Relation

DMI

Relation

DMIG

Relation

DMIL

Relation

DMIS

Relation

DRELI
ENDDATA

Relation
Relation

FIXHATM

Relation

FIXMACH

Relation

FIXMATM

Relation

FIXMDEN

Relation

FLTSEN

Relation

FLUTTER

Relation

Defines data needed to perform flutter or ASE analysis.

FLUTTF

Relation

Defines a second order linear system f(s) where s is the Laplace
parameter.

GAINSET

Relation

Defines the set of gains of an ASE case.

INCLUDE

Relation

Inserts an external file into the bulk data section.

LOADMOD

Relation

Defines the load mode of a set of structural grid points for
computing component loads. Used for gust loads analysis.

MACHCP

Relation

Establishes the correlation between the steady pressure for given
spanwise stations with Mach number; referenced by the ZTAIC
bulk data card.

MIMOSS

Relation

Defines a MIMO control element by its state space matrices.

MININP

Relation

Replaces the elements in the rational approximation matrices by
user-supplied values.
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MINSTAT

Relation

Defines parameters for rational approximation of unsteady
aerodynamic forces by minimum-state method.

MKAEROZ

Relation

Defines a Mach number, mean flow conditions, and a list of reduced
frequencies for unsteady aerodynamic data generation

MLDCOMD

Relation

Defines the time history of pilot input commands either directly to
the aerodynamic control surfaces or through the imported state space
equations.

MLDPRNT

Relation

Defines an ASCII file to store the time histories of parameters due to
the transient maneuver loads. This ASCII file can be used for x-y
plots.

MLDSTAT

Relation

Defines the airframe states and their initial values for transient
maneuver load analysis.

MLDTIME

Relation

Defines the starting time, ending time, time step and output time for
transient analysis.

MLDTRIM

Relation

Defines the steady-state trim condition for transient response
analysis.

MLOADS

Relation

Defines the control system, aeroelastic system, airframe states, pilot
input commands and time integration for transient maneuver load
analysis.

OUTPUT4

Relation

Exports a matrix data entity in the OUTPUT4 format to a data file.
See the description of ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive Control
Command for the definition of the OUTPUT4 format.

PAFOIL7

Relation

Defines the airfoil cross sections at the root and tip for the ZONA7U
method; referenced by the CAERO7 bulk data card.

PANLST1

Relation

Defines a set of aerodynamic boxes.

PANLST2

Relation

Defines a set of aerodynamic boxes.

PBODY7

Relation

Defines the wake and inlet aerodynamic boxes of an aerodynamic
body; referenced by the BODY7 bulk data card.

PLTAERO

Relation

Defines name of a data file in which the data for plotting the
aerodynamic model is stored.

PLTCP

Relation

Defines the name of a data file in which the data for plotting the
unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients are stored.

PLTFLUT

Relation

Defines the name of a data file in which the data for plotting the
flutter mode represented by the aerodynamic model are stored.

PLTMIST

Relation

Defines the name of a data file in which the data for plotting the
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generalized aerodynamic force coefficients generated by rational
approximation are stored.
PLTMODE

Relation

Defines name of a data file in which the data for plotting the
interpolated structural mode on aerodynamic model are stored.

PLTTIME

Relation

Defines the name of a data file in which the transient deforming
aerodynamic model or transient loads by the transient response
analysis is stored.

PLTTRIM

Relation

Generates an ASCII text file for the post-processing of the static
aeroelastic/trim analysis.

PLTVG

Relation

Defines a name of the data file in which the data are stored.

PWEIGHT

Relation

Defines physical-weighting parameters for rational approximation of
unsteady aerodynamic forces by minimum state technique.

PZTMODE

Relation

Defines a structural deformation due to smart structural actuation for
aeroservoelastic analysis.

RBRED

Relation

Defines rigid body modes for enforcement of zero eigenvalues

RESPSET

Relation

Defines the set of gust response points.

SEGMESH

Relation

Defines a grid system for a body segment; referenced by the
BODY7 bulk data card.

SENSET

Relation

Defines the set of sensors of an ASE case.

SET1

Relation

Defines a set of integers by a list.

SET2

Relation

Defines a set of structural grid points in terms of aerodynamic
macroelements.

SISOTF

Relation

Defines a SISO controller by a transfer function.

SPLINE0

Relation

Imposes a zero displacement condition on aerodynamic boxes.

SPLINE1

Relation

Defines an infinite plate spline method for displacements and loads
transferal between CAERO7 macroelement and structural grid
points.

SPLINE2

Relation

Defines a beam spline method for the BODY7 or CAERO7
macroelement.

SPLINE3

Relation

Defines a 3-D spline for the BODY7 and CAERO7 macroelement.

SURFSET

Relation

Defines the set of control surfaces of an ASE case.

TABDMP1

Relation

Defines modal damping as a tabular function of frequency.
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TABLED1

Relation

Defines a tabular function for use in generating frequency-dependent
or time-dependent table.

TFSET

Relation

Selects the set of control elements of an ASE case.

TRIM

Relation

Defines the flight condition, rigid body mass matrix, trim d.o.f. and
trim variables

TRIMADD

Relation

Defines a trim function as a function of other trim functions.

TRIMCON

Relation

Defines a set of constraint functions to be satisfied for solving the
over-determined trim system.

TRIMFLT

Relation

Specifies the mean flow conditions for unsteady aerodynamics
computation.

TRIMFNC

Relation

Defines a trim function whose value is depended on the trim
variables and trim degrees of freedom.

TRIMLNK

Relation

Defines a set of coefficient and trim variable identification number
pairs for trim variable linking.

TRIMOBJ

Relation

Defines an objective function to be minimized for solving the overdetermined trim system.

TRIMVAR

Relation

Defines a trim variable for the static aeroelastic/trim analysis.

ZTAIC

Relation

Defines bulk data cards to be used for sectional steady pressure input
that is required by the ZTAIC (i.e., transonic aerodynamics) method;
referenced by the CAERO7 bulk data card.
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ACCORD

ACOORD
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a local coordinate system for an aerodynamic component referenced
by the BODY7 or CAERO7 bulk data cards.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
ID

TYPE/KEY

XORIGIN
YORIGIN
ZORIGIN
DELTA

Real

X , Y, and Z location of the component origin.

Real

Pitch angle in degrees measured from the X-Z axes of the
basic coordinate system to the X'-Z' axes of the component
coordinate system, positive in direction shown (see the figure
below). This parameter will not physically rotate the model.
Its effects are introduced in the boundary condition.
Therefore, DELTA must be a small value.

THETA

Real

Roll angle in degrees measured from the Y-Z axes of the basic
coordinate system to the Y'-Z' axes of the component
coordinate system, positive in direction shown (see the figure
below). Unlike DELTA, THETA will physically rotate the
model.

Integer > 0

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
Coordinate system identification number.

IFP
Definition of Angle DELTA

Definition of Angle THETA

Z'

Z'

Z

Z
Y'
DELTA

X'
X

THETA
Y

Since most underwing stores have a small inclination angle to the free stream, DELTA can be used to
provide a simpler means for defining this inclination.
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ACTU

ACTU
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the actuator transfer function.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
ID

TYPE/KEY

A0,A1,A2

Real

Integer > 0

DESCRIPTION
Identification number
The numerator and denominator coefficients in the actuator
transfer function:

A0
δ
= 3
2
u ac s + A2 ∗ s + A1 ∗ s + A0
Created By:
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AEFACT

AEFACT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Used to specify lists of real numbers for spanwise and chordwise divisions of
CAERO7 macroelements or body segmentation using SEGMESH bulk data
cards.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
SETID
VALUE
Di=1,2...
Created By:

TYPE/KEY
Unique Integer > 0
Real

DESCRIPTION
Set identification number
Number

IFP
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AEROGND

AEROGND
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines Roger's aerodynamic roots which replace those defined in the
AEROLAG bulk data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
SID

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

Set identification number.

NDRI

Integer > 0

Index of a row in the unsteady aerodynamic matrix for which
the default Roger's approximation roots (defined in the
AEROLAG bulk data card) are replaced by those defined
here.

NLAGI

0 < Integer ≤ 5

R1,R2,
R3,R4,R5

Real < 0

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION

New number of approximation lag terms.
NLAGI distinct root values.

AEROLAG

AEROLAG
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the approximation roots for rational approximation of unsteady
aerodynamic matrices.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
SID

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

Set identification number.

NLAG

Integer ≥ 0

Number of approximation lag terms.

ROOT
Ri=1,2 ...

Real < 0, or
blanks

NLAG Distinct root values.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION

IFP
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AEROZ

AEROZ
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the basic aerodynamic reference parameters.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
ACSID

XZSYM

FLIP

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

Integer > 0 or
blank

Identification number of a CORD2R bulk data card which
defines the coordinate system in which the flow is in the
positive x-direction, and the pilot's (i.e., from a pilot situated in
the aircraft) right hand side is the positive y-direction.

Character*4,
default=”YES”

Character string, either "YES" or "NO"; = YES the
aerodynamic model is symmetric about its x-z plane (this
implies that only the half model on the right hand side is
described), = NO both the right and left hand sides of the
aircraft are modeled.

Character*4,

Character string, either "YES" or "NO"; = YES the structural
model is on the left hand side of the pilot, but aerodynamic
model is on the RHS.

default = ”NO”
FMMUNIT

Character*4,
default = “NONE”

FMLUNIT

Character*4,
default = “NONE”

REFC

Real ≥ 0,

Units of mass used in the structural finite element model.
Must be one of “SLIN”, “SLUG”, “LBM”, “G”, “KG”, or
“NONE”.
Units of length used in the structural finite element model as
well as all length dimensions involved in the aerodynamic
model. Must be one of “IN”, “FT”, “M”, “MM”, “CM”,
“KM” or “NONE”.
Reference chord length. Units must be in FMLUNIT.

default = 1.0
REFB

Real ≥ 0,

Reference span length. Units must be in FMLUNIT.

default = 1.0
REFS

Real ≥ 0,

Reference area. Units must be in FMLUNIT**2.

default = 1.0
REFX,
REFY,
REFZ
Created By:
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Real

Location of moment center for computing aerodynamic force
and moment coefficients due to rigid body motion.
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AESLINK

AESLINK
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines an additional aerodynamic control surface by linking a set of
AESURFZ / PZTMODE bulk data cards.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
LABEL

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

Character*8

Unique alphanumeric string of up to eight characters used to define
an additional aerodynamic control surface.

TYPE

Character*8

Type of boundary condition.
SYM
ANTISYM
ASYM

symmetric
anti-symmetric
asymmetric

ACTID

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of the ACTU bulk data card defining the
transfer function of the actuator attached to this control surface.

COEFFi

Real

A list of coefficients to define the linear combination of a set of
AESURFZ bulk data cards.

AESURFi

Character*8

A list of LABEL entries defined in the AESURFZ or PZTMODE
bulk data cards.

Created By:

IFP
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AESURFZ

AESURFZ
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Specifies an aerodynamic control surface for aeroservoelastic analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
LABEL

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

Character*8

Unique alphanumeric string of up to eight characters
used to identify the control surface.

TYPE

Character*8

Type of boundary condition.
SYM
ANTISYM
ASYM

CID

Integer > 0 or blank

Identification number of a rectangular coordinate
system (CORD2R bulk data card) whose Y-axis
defines the hinge line of the control surface.

SETK

Integer > 0

Identification number of PANLST1, PANLST2 or
PANLST3 bulk data card used to identify the
aerodynamic box ID's of the control surface.

SETG

Integer > 0 or blank

Identification number of SET1 bulk data card used to
identify the structural grid point ID's of the control
surface.

ACTID

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of the ACTU bulk data card
defining the transfer function of the actuator attached to
this control surface.

Created By:
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anti-symmetric
asymmetric
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APCNSND

APCNSND
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines one set of non-default constraints for each block.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
SID

TYPE/KEY

IP, JP

0 < Integers < NRP,
NCP

PA0, PA1, PA2

Integer

Created By:

Integer > 0

DESCRIPTION
Set identification number.
Indices of a block which assumes non-default
constraints.
Replace DA0, DA1, DA2.

IFP
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APCONST

APCONST
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Divides the aerodynamic matrix into blocks and defines default constraints
for each block.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
SID

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

Set identification number

DA0

Integer ≥ 0

Defines default steady fit constraint

DA1

DA2

Integer

Integer

DESCRIPTION

DA0 = 0:

no constraint

DA0 = 1:

match data at k1 = 0

Defines default constraint on the imaginary part
DA1 < 0:

no constraint;

DA1 = 0:

set A1 = 0

DA1 = 1:

match imaginary part of data on kmax

DA1 > 1:

match imaginary part of data at kDA1

Defines default constraint on real part
DA2 < 0:

no constraint

DA2 = 0:

set A2 = 0

DA2 = 1:

match real part of data at kmax

DA2 > 1:

match real part of data at kDA2

NRP

Integer > 0

Number of row partitions

NCP

Integer > 0

Number of column partitions

FR, FC

Integer > 0

Index of first row of the ith row partition and first column of the jth
column partition.

Created By:
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ASE

ASE
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the ASE run option and refers to the bulk data cards that define the
specific analysis parameters.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
SID

TYPE/KEY

CONID

Integer > 0, or blank

Identification number of a ASECONT set specifying
parameters of the control system.

FLTID

Integer > 0

Identification number of a FLUTTER set specifying
conditions of the flutter analysis.

GUSTID

Integer > 0, or blank

Identification number of a CONGUST set specifying
parameters for the continuous gust analysis.

RAAID

Integer > 0

Identification number of a MINSTAT set specifying
parameters for rational aerodynamic approximation.

MARID

Integer > 0, or blank

Identification number of a CMARGIN set specifying
parameters for control margin analysis.

Created By:

Integer > 0

DESCRIPTION
Set identification number.

IFP
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ASECONT

ASECONT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the basic parameters of the control system.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
SID

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

Set identification number.

SURFID

Integer > 0

Identification number of the SURFSET bulk data card
specifying the control surfaces.

SENSID

Integer > 0

Identification number of the SENSET bulk data card
specifying the sensors.

TFID

Integer > 0, or blank

Identification number of the TFSET bulk data card
specifying the control transfer functions.

GAINID

Integer > 0, or blank

Identification number of the GAINSET bulk data card
specifying the connection through gains.

CONCTID

Integer > 0, or blank

Identification number of the CNCTSET bulk data card
that defines control connection without gains.

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION

ASEGAIN

ASEGAIN
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines control gains of the ASE control system.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
ID

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

Identification number.

OTFID

Integer > 0

Identification number of the downstream control element defined
in CJUNCT, MIMOSS, SISOTF, or ASESNSR bulk data cards.

CO

Integer > 0

The output component of OTFID.

ITFID

Integer > 0

Identification number of the upstream control element defined in
CJUNCT, MIMOSS, SISOTF or ACTU bulk data cards.

CI

Integer > 0

The input component of ITFID.

GAIN

Real

Created By:

DESCRIPTION

The connection gain.
IFP
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ASEOUT

ASEOUT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the name of a data file in which the state-space matrices of the
aeroservoelastic system are stored.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
SETID

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

Identification number.

IDASE

Integer > 0

Identification number of the ASE bulk data card.

INDEX

Integer > 0

The index of velocity and density pair resulting from the
ALTi list of the FIXMATM bulk data card, Vi and RHOi
list of the FIXMACH bulk data card, or Vi list of the
FIXMDEN bulk data card; whichever is referred to by the
FLUTTER and ASE bulk data cards.

LEVEL

Character*8

Part of the aeroservoelastic system which are represented by
the state-space matrix to be written into the file:
AEMODEL, PLANT, VEHICLE or CLSYS.

FORM

Character*8

Not used.

FILE1,
FILE2

Character*8

The name of data file in which the data exporting the statespace matrices is stored. The file name is always in the
uppercase. In case the input file name is given in the
lowercase, the program converts it to uppercase.

Created By:
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ASESNSR

ASESNSR
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a sensor.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
ID

TYPE/KEY

TYPE

Integer

Integer > 0

SGID

Integer > 0

SC

Integer 1 - 6, or blank

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
Identification number
Sensor type
0

=

displacement

1

=

rate

2

=

acceleration

Identification number of the grid or scalar point at which
the sensor is mounted.
Component number.
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ATMOS

ATMOS
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the altitude-speed of sound-density-temperature relationship as a
tabular function for matched point flutter analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
IDATM

TYPE/KEY

AMMUNIT

Character*4, default =
“NONE”

Units of mass used in the table. Must be one of “SLIN”,
“SLUG”, “LBM”, “G”, “KG”, or “NONE”.

AMLUNIT

Character*4, default =
“NONE”

Units of length used in the table. Must be one of “IN”,
“FT”, “M”, “MM”, “CM”, “KM” or “NONE”.

AMTUNIT

Character*4

ALT

Real

SOUND

Real > 0

Speeds of sound. Units must be in AMLUNIT/sec.

DEN

Real > 0

Densities. Units must be in MMUNIT/AMLUNIT**3.

TEMP

Real

Created By:
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Integer > 0

IFP
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DESCRIPTION
Identification number.

Units of temperature. Must be “F’, “C”, or “R”.
Altitudes. Units must be in AMLUNIT.

Temperature. Units must be in AMTUNIT.

ATTACH

ATTACH
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines aerodynamic box(es) to be attached to a reference structural grid for
splining.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

EID

Integer > 0

Element identification number.

MODEL

Character*8

Not used.

BOXSETID

Integer > 0

Identification number of PANLST1, PANLST2 or PANLST3
bulk data card used to identify the aerodynamic box ID's.

REFGRID

Integer > 0

Reference structural grid point identification number.

FEEDBK

Character*4

Not used.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION

IFP
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BODY7

BODY7
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines an aerodynamic body macroelement of a body-like component.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

BID

Integer > 0

Identification number.

LABELB

Character*8

An arbitrary character string (up to 8 characters)
used to define the body.

IPBODY7

Integer ≥ 0 or blank,
Default = 0

Identification number of PBODY7 bulk data card
(specifying body wake and/or inlet aerodynamic
boxes) bulk data card.

ACOORD

Integer ≥ 0 or blank,
Default = 0

Identification number of ACOORD bulk data card
(specifying body center line location and
orientation) bulk data card.

NSEG
IDMESHi
(i=A-K)
Created By:
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11 ≥ Integer
Integer > 0
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>0

DESCRIPTION

Number of body segments.
Identification number of SEGMESH bulk data card
(specifying body segments).

CAERO7

CAERO7
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines an aerodynamic body macroelement of a body-like component.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

WID

Integer > 0

Identification number.

LABELC

Character*8

An arbitrary character string (up to 8 characters) used to
define the wing.

ACOORD

Integer ≥ 0 or
blank,
Default
=0

Identification number of ACOORD (specifying a local
coordinate system and orientation) bulk data card.

NSPAN

Integer ≥ 2

Number of spanwise divisions of wing component.

NCHORD

Integer ≥ 2

Number of chordwise divisions of wing component.

LSPAN

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of AEFACT bulk data card used to
specify the spanwise divisions of the wing component in
percentage of the wingspan. The number of values listed in
AEFACT must be NSPAN. If LSPAN = 0, then NSPAN
evenly distributed spanwise divisions are used.

ZTAIC

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a ZTAIC bulk data card; used only
for the transonic aerodynamics (i.e., ZTAIC method) to
specify sectional steady pressure input.

PAFOIL7

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a PAFOIL7 bulk data card; used
only for the supersonic/hypersonic aerodynamics (i.e.,
ZONA7U method) to specify sectional airfoil coordinates.
If PAFOIL7 = 0, it is assumed that the CAERO7 wing
component is a flat plate.

XRL
YRL
ZRL

Real

X, Y, and Z location of the root chord leading edge.

RCH

Real

Length of the root chord

LRCHD

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of AEFACT bulk data card used to
specify the root chord divisions of the wing component in
percentage of the root chord. The number of values listed in
AEFACT must be NCHORD. If LRCHD = 0, then
ZAERO DATA ENTITY DESCRIPTION
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CAERO7
NCHORD evenly distributed chordwise divisions for the
root is used.
ATTCHR

Integer ≥ 0,
Default = 0

XTL
YTL
ZTL

Real

X, Y, and Z location of the tip chord leading edge.

TCH

Real

Length of the tip chord.

LTCHD

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of AEFACT bulk data card used to
specify the tip chord divisions of the wing component in
percentage of the tip chord. The number of values listed in
AEFACT must be NCHORD. If LTCHD = 0, then evenly
distributed chordwise divisions for the tip is used.

ATTT

Integer ≥ 0,
Default = 0

Wing-body attachment condition for the wing tip; = 0 no
attachment, > 0 ID number of BODY7 bulk data card to
which the wing component is attached.

Created By:
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Wing-body attachment condition for the wing root; = 0 no
attachment, > 0 ID number of BODY7 bulk data card to
which the wing component is attached.

CHORDCP

CHORDCP
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the upper and lower surface chordwise steady pressure at a strip on
the CAERO7 macroelement; referenced by the MACHCP bulk data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

ID

Integer > 0

Xi

Real, 100 ≥ X ≥ 0

CPUi

Real

Steady pressure coefficient on the upper surface.

CPLi

Real

Steady pressure coefficient on the lower surface.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
CHORDCP identification number .
x-location of the CPUi and CPLi in percentage of the chord length.
Xi must be in ascending order (i.e., Xi+1 > Xi).
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CJUNCT

CJUNCT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the MIMO junction control element.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

ID

Integer > 0

Identification number.

NU, NY

Integer > 0

Number of inputs and outputs in {y} = [D]{u}

Dij

Real

Element of [D]

Created By:
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CMARGIN

CMARGIN
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the ranges of interest for finding gain margins, phase margins, and
singular values.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SID

Integer > 0

UGM

Real ≥ 0, or blank

Upper limit (in db) for search of positive gain margins.

LGM

Real ≤ 0, or blank

Lower limit (in db) for search of positive gain margins.

UPM

Real ≥ 0, or blank

Upper limit (in degrees) for search of positive phase margins.

LPM

Real ≤ 0, or blank

Lower limit (in degrees) for search of positive phase margins.

USVI

Real ≥ 0, or blank

Upper limit for search of input MIMO margins in terms of
smallest singular values.

USVO

Real ≥ 0, or blank

Upper limit for search of output MIMO margins in terms of
smallest singular values.

FLTSEN

Integer

Created By:

IFP

Set identification number.

Set identification number of FLTSEN bulk data card.
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CNCTSET

CNCTSET
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the set of connections of transfer functions of an ASE case.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SID

Integer > 0

Set identification number.

CNCTi

Integer > 0

Identification numbers of a CONCT bulk data card defining the
connections of transfer functions of the control system.

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION
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CONCT

CONCT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines fixed connections of transfer functions of the ASE control system.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

ID

Integer > 0

Identification number.

OTFID

Integer > 0

Identification number of the downstream control element defined in
CJUNCT, MIMOSS, SISOTF, or ASESENS bulk data card.

CO

Integer > 0

The output component of OTFID.

ITFID

Integer > 0

Identification number of the upstream control element defined in
CJUNCT, MIMOSS, SISOTF or ACTU bulk data card.

CI

Integer > 0

The input component of ITFID.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
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CONGUST

CONGUST
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines parameters for gust response analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SID

Integer > 0

LG

Real > 0

Scale of turbulence.

GURMS

Real > 0

RMS value of the gust velocity.

GUFILT

Character*8

Set identification number.

Definition of gust filter DRY - exact representation of Dryden’s
gust spectrum.
VK1, VK2 - approximate representation of Von Karman’s gust
spectrum.

LPASS

Real > 0

Parameter a in the low-pass filter a/(s+a) that multiplies the gust
filter.

LOADID

Integer ≥ 0, or
blank

Identification number of the LMODSET bulk data card
specifying the load modes.

RESPID

Integer ≥ 0, or
blank

Identification number of the RESPSET bulk data card
specifying sensors at which response is requested.

XO

Real

Location of the y-z reference plane in the aerodynamic
coordinate system.

Created By:
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CONM1

CONM1
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a 6 x 6 symmetric mass matrix at a structural grid point of the
structural model.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

EID

Integer > 0

Element identification number.

GRID1

Integer > 1

Structural grid point identification number.

CID1

Integer

Mij

Real

Created By:

DESCRIPTION

Not used.
Mass matrix values.
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CONM2

CONM2
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Contains the element data for a concentrated mass at a structural grid point
as input from the Bulk Data file.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

EID

KI > 0

GRID1

I>1

CID1

I

Coordinate system identification number.

MASS

R

Value of the concentrated mass.

X1, X2, X3

R

Components of offset from GRID1 to the mass.

I11, I21, I33

R

Mass moments of inertia.

I31, I32, I33

R

TMIN

R

Minimum mass for design.

TMAX

R

Maximum mass for design.

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION
Element identification number.
Grid point identification number.

Module IFP
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CONMLST

CONMLST
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

CONMLST defines a list of the identification numbers of the CONM1 bulk
data cards for mass perturbation in flutter analysis. CONMLST is referred to
by a FLUTTER Bulk Data Card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

CONMID

Integer > 0

Identification number of a CONM1 bulk data card.

SETID

Integer > 0

Identification number

Created By:
EIGEN

DESCRIPTION

IFP
Character*8

= YES, Modified eigenvectors are recomputed
= NO, Not done

FILENM

Character*8

Name of the ASCII file having the eigenvectors of each
frequency.

FAC i

Real > 0

Multiplier of the mass matrix. Specified by the CONM1 bulk
data card.
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CORD2R

CORD2R
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a rectangular coordinate system by reference to coordinates of three
points. The first point defines the origin. The second point defines the
direction of the z-axis. The third point defines a vector which, with the zaxis, defines the x-z plane. The reference coordinate system must be
independently defined.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

CID1

Integer > 0

RID

Integer

Ai, Bi, Ci

Real

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION
Coordinate system identification number.
Not used.
Coordinates of three points in the basic coordinate.
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CPFACT

CPFACT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Multiplies the computed unsteady aerodynamic pressures by a complex
weighting factor.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

EID

Integer > 0

CPFACT identification number

IDMK

Integer > 0

Identification number of MKAEROZ bulk data card whose
generated unsteady aerodynamic pressure coefficients are multiplied
by a complex weighting factor
Symmetric condition of the unsteady aerodynamic pressures
generated by the MKAEROZ bulk data card

SYM

Character*8

KINDEX

Integer > 0, or
Character*4

SYM = ‘SYM’
for symmetric condition
SYM = ‘ANTI’
for anti-symmetric condition
SYM = ‘ASYM’
for asymmetric condition
If KINDEX is an integer, KINDEX represents the index of the
reduced frequency in the reduced frequency list of the MKAEROZ
bulk data card. The unsteady aerodynamic pressures associated with
this reduced frequency are multiplied by a complex weighting factor.
If KINDEX = ‘ALL’, the unsteady aerodynamic pressures of all
reduced frequencies are multiplied by the complex weighting factor.
Character string to specify the type of the modes associated with the
unsteady aerodynamic pressures.

TYPE

TYPE = ‘FEM’

The structural finite element modes
that are imported by the ‘ASSIGN
Executive
Control
FEM
=’
Command.

TYPE = ‘AESURFZ’

The control surface modes that are
defined
by
the
AESURFZ,
AESLINK, or PZTMODE bulk data
cards.

Character*8

TYPE = ‘LOADMOD’ The load modes that are defined by the
LOADMOD bulk data cards
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CPFACT
Defines the index of the modes.
Integer > 0

LABEL

Character*4

If LABEL is an integer, LABEL
represents the index of the
structural finite element modes.
If LABEL = ‘ALL', it implies that all
structural finite element modes are included

Character*8

For TYPE = ‘AESURFZ’

Character*4

If LABEL = ‘ALL', this implies that all control surface modes are
included

Integer > 0

Character*4

Created By:
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For TYPE = ‘FEM’

For TYPE = ‘LOADMOD’

LABEL represents the LABEL
entry
of
the
AESURFZ,
AESLINK or PZTMODE bulk
data cards.

If LABEL is an integer, LABEL
represents
the
identification
number of the LOADMOD bulk
data cards.
If LABEL = ‘ALL', all load modes of the LOADMOD bulk data card
are included.
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CRESP

CRESP
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a sensor at which gust response is requested.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

ID

Integer > 0

TYPE

Integer

DESCRIPTION
Identification number
Sensor type
0
1
2

SGID

Integer > 0

SC

Integer 1 - 6, or blank

Created By:

=
=
=

displacement
rate
acceleration

Identification number of structural finite element grid
point at which the sensor is mounted
Component number

IFP
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DINIT

DINIT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

The [D] matrix at the beginning of the [D] → [E] →[D] iterations in the
nonlinear least-square process to obtain the minimum-state approximation
coefficients.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SID

Integer > 0

Dij

Real

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION
Set identification number.
Elements of the [D] matrix, column by column.

DMI

DMI
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the header information of DMIS or DMIL bulk data cards.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

NAME

Character*8

ZERO

Integer

Must be an integer “0”.

FORM

Integer

Form of matrix, as follows:

Name of the matrix

2
6
TIN

Integer

Integer

LARGE

Character

General rectangular matrix
Symmetric matrix

Type of matrix being inputted, as follows:
1
2
3
4

TOUT

=
=

=
=
=
=

Real, single precision (one field used/element)
Real, double precision (one field used/element)
Complex, single precision (two fields used/element)
Complex, double precision (two fields used/element)

Not used.
Character string either = ′DMIL′ or ′DMIS′.
LARGE = ′ DMIL ′,
LARGE = ′ DMIS ′,

the element of the matrix is defined by
the DMIL bulk data card.
the element of the matrix is defined by
the DMIS bulk data card.

M

Integer > 0

Number of rows in NAME.

N

Integer > 0

Number of columns in NAME.

Created By:
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DMIG

DMIG
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines structure-related direct input matrices with terms located by
specifying the identification numbers of the structural Finite Element (FEM)
grid points and their component values.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

NAME

Character*8

Character string to define the name of the matrix.

PREC

Character*4

The precision of the matrix. Any one of the following
character strings: RSP, RDP, CSP or CDP.

FORM

Character*4

Character string either REC or SYM.

GCOL

Integer > 0

Identification number of a grid point in the structural finite
element model for column index.

CCOL

Integer > 0

Component number for GCOL. 1 ≤ CCOL ≤ 6.

GROW

Integer > 0

Identification number of a grid point in the structural finite
element model for row index.

CROW

Integer > 0

Component number for GROW. 1 ≤ CROW ≤ 6.

A1, A2

Character*8

Two character string containing the real part of the complex
matrix element.

A3, A4

Character*8

Two character string containing the imaginary part of the
complex matrix element.

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION
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DMIL

DMIL
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the values of matrix elements by 16-column fields.
referred to by DMI bulk data cards.

DMIL is

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

NAME1,
NAME2

Character*8

Name of the matrix. NAME must be the same as the entry
NAME of the DMI bulk data card.

J1, J2

Character*8

Character string containing the column number of NAME.

I1, I2, etc.

Character*8

Character string containing the row number of NAME, which
indicates the beginning of a group of nonzero elements in the
column.

A (i, j)

Real

Real part of the elements (See TIN of DMI Bulk Data Card).

B (i, j)

Real

Imaginary part of the elements (See TIN of DMI Bulk Data
Card).

Created By:
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DMIS

DMIS
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the values of the matrix elements by 8-column fields. DMIS is
referred to by DMI bulk data cards.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

NAME

Character

Name of the matrix. NAME must be the same as the entry NAME of
the DMI bulk data card.

J

Integer > 0

Column number of NAME.

I

Integer > 0

Row number of NAME, which indicates the beginning of a group of
nonzero elements in the column.

A(Ix, J)

Real

Real part of element (see TIN of DMI bulk data card).

B(Ix, J)

Real

Imaginary part of element (see TIN of DMI bulk data card).

Created By:

IFP

Note: Hidden Entity for ELOADS is not presented in the manual.
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DRELI

DRELI
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Loads input data directly to a relational entity.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

NAME

Character*8

ACTION

NENTRY

ATTRi

The name of the relational entity.
Action must be either ‘REPROJ’ or ‘READD’.

Character*8

For ACTION = ‘REPROJ’, DRELI defines the attributes of the
relational entity.

Character*8

For ACTION = ‘READD’, DRELI inputs the values of these
attributes that are defined by ACTION = ‘REPROJ’.

Integer > 0

For ACTION = ‘REPROJ’, NENTRY is the total number of
entries of the relational entity.

Integer > 0

For ACTION = ‘READD’, NENTRY is the index of the entry.
NENTRY must be between 1 and the total number of entries.

Character*8

For ACTION = ‘REPROJ’, ATTRi is the name of the attributes.

Integer, Real or
Character
Created By:

DESCRIPTION

For ACTION = ‘READD’, ATTRi is the input data corresponding
to its attributes.

IFP

NOTE: Hidden Entity for ELOADS card is not presented in the Manual.
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ENDDATA

ENDDATA
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Designates the end of the Bulk Data Section.

Relation Attributes:

N/A

Created By:

IFP

NOTE: Hidden Entity for FEMASET is not presented in the Manual.
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FIXHATM

FIXHATM
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Matched-point flutter analysis at a FIXed altitude (H) and a given
ATMosphere table with varying Mach numbers. Referred to by the
FLUTTER bulk data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SETID

Integer > 0

Unique set identification number among all FIXHATM,
FIXMATM, FIXMACH, and FIXMDEN bulk data cards.

ALT

Real

IDATM

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of an ATMOS bulk data card to define
an atmosphere table.

FTMUNIT

Character*4

Units of mass used in the flutter analysis. Must be one of
“SLIN”, “SLUG”, “LBM”, “G”, or “KG”.

FTLUNIT

Character*4

Units of length used in the flutter analysis. Must be one of
“IN”, “FT”, “M”, “MM”, “CM”, or “KM”.

FLUTTF

Integer > 0

Identification number of a FLUTTF bulk data card.

VREF

Real, default=1.0

TRACK

Character*4

Not used.

PRINT

Integer

Print flag.

IDMK

Integer

Identification number of the MKAEROZ bulk data card.

Created By:

Altitude. Units must be in FTLUNIT

Reference velocity. Used to normalize the output velocity.
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FIXMACH

FIXMACH
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Non-matched point flutter analysis at a FIXed MACH number with varying
velocity and density pairs. Referred to by the FLUTTER bulk data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SETID

Integer > 0

Unique set identification number among all FIXHATM,
FIXMATM, FIXMACH, and FIXMDEN bulk data cards.

IDMK

Integer > 0

Identification number of an MKAEROZ bulk data card that
defines the Mach number and its associated unsteady
aerodynamics to be used in the flutter analysis.

FTMUNIT

Character*4

Units of mass used in the flutter analysis. Must be one of “SLIN”,
“SLUG”, “LBM”, “G”, or “KG”.

FTLUNIT

Character*4

Units of length used in the flutter analysis. Must be one of “IN”,
“FT”, “M”, “MM”, “CM”, or “KM”.

VREF

Real, default=1.0

Reference velocity. Used to normalize the output velocity.

TRACK

Character*4,
must be “YES”
or “NO”. Default
= “YES”

Performs flutter mode tracking if TRACK = ‘YES”.

PRINT

Integer

Print flag

VEL

Real

Velocity

DEN

Real

Density

Created By:
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FIXMATM

FIXMATM
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Matched point flutter analysis at a FIXed Mach number (M) and a given
ATMosphere table with varying altitudes. Referred to by the FLUTTER
bulk data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SETID

Integer > 0

Unique set identification number among all FIXHATM,
FIXMATM, FIXMACH, and FIXMDEN bulk data cards.

IDMK

Integer > 0

Identification number of a MKAEROZ bulk data card that
defines the Mach number and its associated unsteady
aerodynamics used in the flutter analysis.

IDATM

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of an ATMOS bulk data card to
define an atmosphere table.

FTMUNIT

Character*4

Units of mass used in the flutter analysis. Must be one of
“SLIN”, “SLUG”, “LBM”, “G”, or “KG”.

FTLUNIT

Character*4

Units of length used in the flutter analysis. Must be one of
“IN”, “FT”, “M”, “MM”, “CM”, or “KM”.

VREF

Real, default=1.0

TRACK

Character*4, must be
“YES” or “NO”.
Default = “YES”

PRINT

Integer

Print flag

H

Real

Altitude

Created By:

Reference velocity. Used to normalize the output velocity.
Performs flutter mode tracking if TRACK = “YES”.
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FIXMDEN

FIXMDEN
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Non-matched point flutter analysis at a FIXed Mach number and DENsity
with varying velocities. Referred to by the FLUTTER bulk data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SETID

Integer > 0

Unique set identification number among all FIXHATM,
FIXMATM, FIXMACH, and FIXMDEN bulk data cards.

IDMK

Integer > 0

Identification number of an MKAEROZ bulk data card that
defines the Mach number and its associated unsteady
aerodynamics used in the flutter analysis.

FTMUNIT

Character*4

Units of mass used in the flutter analysis. Must be one of
“SLIN”, “SLUG”, “LBM”, “G”, or “KG”.

FLUTTF

Integer > 0

Identification number of a FLUTTF bulk data card that
defines a second order linear system.

FTLUNIT

Character*4

Units of length used in the flutter analysis. Must be one of
“IN”, “FT”, “M”, “MM”, “CM”, or “KM”.

VREF

Real, default=1.0

TRACK

Character*4,

Performs flutter mode tracking if TRACK = ‘YES”. Must be
“YES” or “NO”. Default = “YES”

PRINT

Integer

Print-out options :
IABS(PRINT=0, or 1), print out damping and frequency
versus velocity diagrams.
IABS(PRINT=2), print out damping and frequency versus
velocity/VREF diagrams.
IABS(PRINT=3), print out damping and frequency versus
dynamic pressure diagrams.
For PRINT < 0 , print out generalized mass and generalized
aerodynamic forces matrices.

VEL

Real>0.0

List of velocities. The units of velocity must be in
FTLUNIT/sec.

DEN

Real > 0

Density. Units must be in FTMUNIT/FTLUNIT*3.

Created By:
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Reference velocity. Used to normalize the output velocity.
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FLTSEN
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Assigns a list of name of direct matrix input as design variables for flutter
sensitivity analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

IDSEN

Integer > 0

Unique identification number.

GAINSET

Integer ≥ 0

Identification Number of the GAINSET bulk data card that
specifies a list of identification number of the ASEGAIN bulk
data cards. The control gains specified in these specified
ASEGAIN bulk data cards are defined as the design variables.
Used only for ASE sensitivity analysis.

LABEL

Character*8

Any character string to define the name of the design variable.
LABEL is used only for identifying the design variable in the
output.

THICK

Real > 0.0

THICK could represent the thickness of a membrane element, the
area of a rod element or area moment of inertia of a beam
element.

MASS

Character*8

Character string that matches the entry NAME of a DMIG/DMI
bulk data card or MNAME of ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive
Control Command. This matrix is used as the elementary mass
matrix of the design variable with value of THICK.

STIFF

Character*8

Character string that matches the entry NAME of a DMIG/DMI
bulk data card or MNAME of ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive
Control Command. This matrix is used as the elementary
stiffness matrix of the design variable with value of THICK.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
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FLUTTER

FLUTTER
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines data needed to perform flutter or ASE analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SETID

Integer > 0

SYM

Character*4,
default= “SYM”

DESCRIPTION
Unique set identification number.
Symmetry flags associated with the aerodynamics:
SYM

Symmetric

ASYM
ANTI

Asymmetric
Anti-symmetric

FIX

Integer > 0

Identification number of a FIXHATM,
FIXMACH, or FIXMDEN bulk data card.

NMODE

Integer ≥ 0

Number of structural modes used in the flutter analysis.

TABDMP

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a TABDMP1 bulk data card
specifying modal damping as a function of natural frequency.

MLIST

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a SET1 bulk data card specifying a
list of normal modes to be omitted from the flutter analysis.

CONMLST

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a CONMLST bulk data card
specifying a list of identification numbers of the CONM1 bulk
data cards for mass perturbation.

IDSEN

Integer > 0

Identification number of a FLTSEN bulk data card specifying
a list of names of the design variables for flutter sensitivity
analysis.

Created By:
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FIXMATM,

FLUTTF

FLUTTF
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a second order linear system f(s) where s is the Laplace parameter.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SETID

Integer > 0

GSET

Character*4,
default=“YES”

C1, C2, C3
MASS,
DAMPING,
STIFF

Created By:

Real,

default
= 1.0

Character*8 or
blank

DESCRIPTION
Unique set identification number
Character string either “YES” or “NO”.
For GSET = “YES”,

the matrices MASS, DAMPING and
STIFF are defined in the G-set
degrees of freedom (G-set d.o.f. = 6
x number of structural finite element
grid points).

For GSET = “NO”,

the matrices MASS, DAMPING,
and STIFF are defined in the
generalized coordinates.

Multipliers to the MASS, DAMPING and STIFF matrices,
respectively.
Character strings specifying the name of the MASS,
DAMPING, and STIFF matrices, respectively, that are
imported by the DMI bulk data card, DMIG bulk data card or
the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive Control Command.
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GAINSET

GAINSET
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the set of gains of an ASE case.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SID

Integer > 0

Set identification number.

GAINi

Integer > 0

Identification numbers of an ASEGAIN bulk data card defining
the gains of the control system.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
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INCLUDE

INCLUDE
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Inserts an external file into the Bulk Data Section.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

Filename

Created By:

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

Character*8

Physical filename of the external file to be inserted. The user must
supply the name according to installation or machine requirements. It
is recommended that the filename be enclosed by single right-hand
quotation marks.
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LOADMOD

LOADMOD
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the load mode of a set of structural grid points for computing
component loads. Used for gust loads analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

LID

Integer > 0

LOADMOD identification number.

LABEL

Character*8

Type of loads defined by the load mode.
following:

Must be one of the

XSHEAR

Shear force along X-axis of the coordinate system
CP.

YSHEAR

Shear force along Y-axis of the coordinate system
CP.

ZSHEAR

Shear force along Z-axis of the coordinate system
CP.

XMOMENT

Bending moment about X-axis of the coordinate
system CP.

YMOMENT

Bending moment about Y-axis of the coordinate
system CP.

ZMOMENT

Bending moment about Z-axis of the coordinate
system CP.

CP

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a rectangular coordinate system (CORD2R
bulk data card).

SETK

Integer > 0

Identification number of a PANLST1, PANLST2 or PANLST3
bulk data card used to define the aerodynamic box id's.

SETG

Integer > 0

Identification number of SET1 bulk data card used to define the
structural grid points.

Created By:
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MACHCP

MACHCP
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Establishes the correlation between the steady pressure for given spanwise
stations with Mach number; referenced by the ZTAIC bulk data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
ID

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

MACH

Real

IGRID

Integer

INDICA

Integer

DESCRIPTION
MACHCP identification number.
Mach number.
Index of grid system used for solving the unsteady transonic
small disturbance equation;
|IGRID| = 0 or 1

employs a standard grid system.

|IGRID| = 2

employs a fine grid system.

|IGRID| = 3

employs a fine grid system and doubles the
number of time steps.

IGRID ≥ 0,

chordwise bending effects are included.

IGRID < 0

chordwise bending effects are not included.

Index for type of motion for the transformation from time domain
solution to frequency domain;
INDICA = 0

sinusoidal motion is employed.

INDICA = 1

indicial motion is employed.

SPANIDi

Integer > 0

Spanwise strip index corresponding to the spanwise location of
the chordwise steady CP distribution of CHDCPi entry. The
spanwise location is at the center of the strip. Each CAERO7
bulk data card has (NSPAN-1) number of spanwise strips. The
indices of the strips, therefore, vary from 1 to (NSPAN-1). Note
that 0 < SPANIDi < NSPAN.

CHORDCPi

Integer > 0

Identification number of the CHORDCP bulk data card.

Created By:
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MIMOSS

MIMOSS
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a MIMO control element by its state space matrices.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

ID

Integer > 0

Identification number

NTF

Integer > 1

Order of the controller

NU

Integer > 1

Number of inputs

NY

Integer > 1

Number of outputs

LMIMO

Character*8

Label of the DMI bulk data card defining the
matrices merged in:

 Ac
C
 c
Created By:
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Bc 
Dc 

Ac , B c , Cc , Dc

MININP

MININP
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Replaces the elements in the rational approximation matrices by the usersupplied values.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SETID

Integer > 0

Set identification number.

A0A1A2

Character*4

Character string either “A0”, “A1” or “A2”, which indicates the
matrix shown in the above equation.

IROWi

Integer > 0

Row index of the matrix “A0A1A2”

ICOLi

Integer > 0

Column index of the matrix “A0A1A2”

RIGID

Character*8

= “YES” or “NO”.
considered.

VALUEi

Real

User-supplied value to replace the element in the matrix at IROWi
and ICOLi
Note:

RIGID

Created By:

For “YES”, Rigid body modes are not

Character*8

16 columns are allowed to specify the value.

= “YES” or “NO”. For “YES” rigid body modes are not
considered.
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MINSTAT

MINSTAT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines parameters for rational approximation of unsteady aerodynamic
forces by minimum-state method.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SID

Integer > 0

Set identification number

LAGID

Integer > 0

Identification number of an AEROLAG set specifying
approximation roots.

ITMAX

Integer > 0

Number of [D] → [E] → [D] iterations

APCID

Integer > 0, or blank

Identification number of a APCONST set specifying
approximation constraints.

APWID

Integer > 0, or blank

Identification number of a PWEIGHT set specifying
parameters for weighting of the approximation data.

DMATID

Integer > 0, or blank

Identification number of a DINIT set specifying the
initial [D] in the iterative approximation process.

KLIST

Integer > 0

Identification number for a SET1 bulk data card.

MININP

Integer > 0

Identification number for a MININP bulk data card.

PRINT

Integer > 0

Print out option.

SAVE

Character*8

To save or retrieve the approximation data.

FILENM

Character*8

Filename containing the approximation data.

Created By:
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MKAEROZ

MKAEROZ
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a Mach number, mean flow conditions, and a list of reduced
frequencies for unsteady aerodynamic data generation.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

IDMK

Integer > 0

Unique identification number

MACH

Real ≥ 0.0

Mach number

METHOD

Integer ≥ 0, or
blank

Flag for specifying linear or nonlinear aerodynamic methods. If:
METHOD = 0

and MACH < 1.0,
the ZONA6 method is used.

METHOD = 0

and MACH > 1.0,
the ZONA7 method is used.

METHOD = 1

and MACH < 1.0,
the ZTAIC method is used.

METHOD = 2

and MACH > 1.0,
the ZONA7U method is used.

IDFLT

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of TRIMFLT bulk data card to define the
mean flow conditions

SAVE

Characters*8
or blank

Save the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient (AIC) data generated
by the current MKAEROZ bulk data card to file “FILENM” or
retrieve AIC from “FILENM”.
SAVE= SAVE,

saves the AIC data.

SAVE= ACQUIRE, retrieves an existing file containing AIC data.
Otherwise, do not save or retrieve data.
FILENM

Characters*8
or blank

PRINT

Integer

Filename (up to 16 characters) to specify the file name on which the
AIC data is saved or retrieved
Print flag
PRINT= 0

No print.

|PRINT| ≥ 1

Print out the unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients and generalized aerodynamic forces
due to the structural modes as well as the steady
aerodynamic pressure coefficients of the mean
ZAERO DATA ENTITY DESCRIPTION
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MKAEROZ
flow (specified in TRMFLT bulk data card).

FREQi
Created By:
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Real > 0.0

|PRINT| ≥ 2

Print out the aerodynamic pressure coefficients
and generalized aerodynamic forces of the control
surface motion and load modes (for all AESURFZ
and LOADMOD bulk data cards).

|PRINT| ≥ 3

Print out the aerodynamic pressure coefficients
and generalized aerodynamic forces of the rigid
body motions (Forward-Aftward translation,
plunge, and pitch motions for symmetric case;
Lateral translation, roll, and yaw motions for antisymmetric case).

PRINT < 0

Print out the aerodynamic geometric data.

Reduced frequencies
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MLDCOMD

MLDCOMD
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the time history of pilot input commands either directly to the
aerodynamic control surfaces or through the imported state space equations.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SETID

Integer > 0

Unique identification number.

SURFID

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a SURFSET bulk data card specifying the
aerodynamic control surfaces for maneuver.

DEGREES

Character,
default =
“YES”

Character string either “YES” or “NO”.
DEGREES = “YES”, The deflection angles of the aerodynamic
control surfaces are defined in degrees.
DEGREES = “NO”, The deflection angles of the aerodynamic
control surfaces are defined in radians.

A, B, C, D

Character

Character strings to specify four matrix names that are imported by
the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive Control Commands or the
DMI bulk data cards. A, B, C, and D jointly define a set of statespace equations shown as follows:

=
{ xc }

[ A]{ xc } + [ B ]{ucommand }

=
{u AESURFZ
} [C ]{ xc } + [ D ]{ucommand }
where xc is the state vector,

u AESURFZ is the control surface

deflection vector of those aerodynamic control surfaces specified by
the SURFSET bulk data card with identification number being
SURFID, and u command is the pilot input command vector
specified in the LABELi entries.
Note:
UNITS

Created By:

Character

If SURFID = 0, A, B, C and D are not required.

Character string to specify the units of the pilot input command.
UNITS is used only for output clarification and has no effect on the
computational results.
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MLDPRNT

MLDPRNT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines an ASCII file to store the time histories of parameters due to the
transient maneuver loads. This ASCII file can be used for x-y plots.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/
KEY

DESCRIPTION

IDPRNT

Integer > 0

Identification number.

FILENM

Character

The name of the ASCII file. This file name is always written in
uppercase. In case the input characters are given in the lowercase, the
program converts them to uppercase. Note that FILENM can be blank.
In this case, the output data is printed in the standard output file.

FORM

Character,
default =
“TABLE”

FORM = “TABLE”

For general x-y tabular output

FORM = “IDEAS”

For generating an I-DEAS universal file

FORM = “FEMAP”

For generating a FEMAP neutral file

FORM = “ESA”

For generating a PEGSUS readable file

LABELi,
IKEYi

Character

LABELi is a character string, and IKEYi can be either character string
or integer (depended on LABELi). LABELi and IKEYi jointly define
the parameter due to the transient maneuver loads.

PSD

Character

PSD = TIME, Time domain response.
= PSD, Power Spectral Density vs. Frequency.

Created By:
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MLDSTAT

MLDSTAT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the airframe states and their initial values for transient maneuver
load analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

IDSTAT

Integer > 0

Identification number.

IDTRIM

Integer ≥ 0

Optional Input; Identification number of the MLDTRIM bulk
data card for defining the initial trim condition.

TRNSFM

Character

Optional input. Character string that matches the NAME entry of
a DMI bulk data card for defining the transformation matrix from
the rigid body structural modes to the airframe states. If TRNSFM
is blank, this transformation matrix is computed by the program.

ARR, BRR

Character

Optional input. Character string that matches the NAME entry of
a DMI bulk data card for defining the state space equations of the
airframe states shown as follows:

=
{ x AS }

[ ARR ]{ xAS } + [ BRR ]{u AESURFZ }

If ARR or BRR is blank, these matrices are computed by the
program.
STATEi

Character

Character string that must match the following characters.
For symmetric maneuver, STATEi must be either “X”, “H”, “U”,
“W”, “ALPHA”, “THETA” or “Q”.
For anti-symmetric maneuver, STATEi must be either “Y”,
“BETA”, “V”, “PHI”, “PSI”, “P” or “R”.
For asymmetric maneuver, STATEi can be either of that for
symmetric or anti-symmetric maneuver.

INITIALi
Created By:

Real

Initial value of STATEi.
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MLDTIME

MLDTIME
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the starting time, ending time, time step and output time for transient
analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

IDTIME

Integer > 0

Unique identification number.

TSTART

Real

Starting time

TEND

Real

Ending time; TEND > TSTART

DT

Real > 0.0

Time Step

OUTDT

Integer > 0,
default = 1

Skip factor for output. Every OUTDT time step will be saved for
output.

PRINT

Integer

Print flag for output
PRINT < 0, No output of numerical values of the time history.
PRINT = 0, Output numerical values of the time history on the
standard output file.
PRINT = 1, Print out the transformation matrix from the
structural rigid body modes to the airframe states
plus all output for PRINT = 0.
PRINT = 2

METHOD
Created By:
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N/A

Not used
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Print out the state space matrices plus all output for
PRINT = 1.

MLDTRIM

MLDTRIM
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the steady-state trim condition for transient response analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
TYPE/KEY
IDTRIM

Integer > 0

GRAVITY

Real, default
= 32.2

NZ

Real

THKCAM

Character,
default =
“YES”

DEGREES

DESCRIPTION
Unique identification number.
Acceleration due to gravity with units = FTLUNIT/sec2, where
FTLUNIT is the length unit defined in the FIXMACH,
FIXMATM or FIXMDEN bulk data card.
Initial Load Factor

Character

Character string, either “YES” or “NO”.
THKCAM = “YES”

The mean flow condition defined in the
TRMFLT bulk data card and the airfoil
camber effects defined in the PAFOIL7
bulk data card are used as the constant
forces acting on the structure. See the
description of the THKCAM of the trim
variable in the TRIMVAR bulk data card.

THKCAM = “NO”

Excluding the above.

Character string, either “YES” or “NO”.
DEGREES = “YES”

The unit of the aerodynamic control surface
(AESURFZ or AESLINK) is in degrees.

DEGREES = “NO”

The unit of the aerodynamic control surface
(AESURFZ or AESLINK) is in radians.

AESURFi

Character

VALUEi

Real

MODEL

Character

Character string that matches the NAME entry of a DMI card.

TRIMVARi

Character

Character string that matches one of the program assigned trim
variable or the variable described in the TRIMVAR bulk data card.

Created By:

Character string that matches the LABEL entry of an AESURFZ,
AESLINK, PZTMODE or GRIDFRC bulk data card.
Value of AESURFi.
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MLOADS

MLOADS
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the control system, aeroelastic system, airframe states, pilot input
commands and time integration for transient maneuver load analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SID

Integer > 0

Unique set identification number.

CONID

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of an ASECONT bulk data card specifying
parameters of the control system. Required only for the closed-loop
system.

FLTID

Integer > 0

Identification number of a FLUTTER bulk data card specifying the
flight condition and the associated structural and aerodynamic
matrices.

RAAID

Integer > 0

Identification number of a MINSTAT bulk data card specifying the
parameters for rational function aerodynamic approximation.

STATES

Integer > 0

Identification number of a MLDSTAT bulk data card specifying
the parameters of the airframe states.

COMMAN
D

Integer > 0

Identification number of a MLDCOMD bulk data card specifying
the parameters of the pilot’s input commands for the maneuver.

TIME

Integer > 0

Identification number of a MLDTIME bulk data card specifying
the parameters of the time integration for solving the transient
response problem.

MLDPRNT

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a MLDPRNT bulk data card specifying
the time history of parameters that is to be printed out.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
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OUTPUT4

OUTPUT4
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Exports a matrix data entity in the OUTPUT4 format to a data file. See the
description of ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive Control Command for the
definition of the OUTPUT4 format.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

MATNAM

Character

The name of the matrix to be exported

FILENM

Character

Character string up to 16 specifying the name of the data file in
which the data of the matrix is stored. The file name is always in
uppercase. In case the input file name is given in lowercase, the
program converts it to uppercase.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
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PAFOIL7

PAFOIL7
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the airfoil cross sections at the root and tip for the ZONA7U
method; referenced by the CAERO7 bulk data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

ID

Integer > 0

ITAX

Integer

Identification number of an AEFACT bulk data card used to
specify the x- coordinate locations, in percentage of the chord
length, where the thickness and camber are specified. ITAX can
be a negative number (where ABS(ITAX) = AEFACT bulk data
card identification number) to request linear interpolation.

ITHR

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of an AEFACT bulk data card used to
specify the half thickness of the airfoil at the wing root.

ICAMR

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of an AEFACT bulk data card used to
specify the camber of the airfoil at the wing root.

RADR

Real ≥ 0.0

Leading edge radius at the root.

ITHT

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of an AEFACT bulk data card used to
specify the thickness at the wing tip.

ICAMT

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of an AEFACT bulk data card used to
specify the camber at the wing tip.

RADT

Real ≥ 0.0

Leading edge radius at the tip.

Created By:
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PAFOIL7 identification number
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PANLST1

PANLST1
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a set of aerodynamic boxes.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SETID

Integer > 0

Unique set identification number.

MACROID

Integer > 0

Identification number of a CAERO7 bulk data card to which
the aerodynamic boxes listed in the set belongs.

BOX1

Integer > 0

Identification number of the first aerodynamic box.

BOX2

Integer > BOX1

Identification number of the last aerodynamic box.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
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PANLST2

PANLST2
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a set of aerodynamic boxes.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
SETID

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

Unique set identification number.

MACROID

Integer > 0

Identification number of a CAERO7 bulk data card to which the
aerodynamic boxes listed in the set belongs.

BOXi

Integer > 0

Identification number of aerodynamic boxes.

Created By:
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PANLST3

PANLST3
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a set of aerodynamic boxes by the LABEL entry in CAERO7 or
BODY7 bulk data cards.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SETID

Integer > 0

Unique set identification number.

LABEL

Character*8

Character string that matches the entry LABEL in the CAERO7
or BODY7 bulk data cards.

Created By:
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PBODY7

PBODY7
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the wake and inlet aerodynamic boxes of an aerodynamic body;
referenced by the BODY7 bulk data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

IPBODY7

Integer > 0

WAKE

Integer 0 or 1

Body wake condition; = 1 with wake; = 0 no wake

CPBASE

Real,
Default = -0.2

Steady base pressure coefficient.

XSWAKE

Real > 1.0,
Default = 1.3

X location of the steady point singularity in terms of a
fraction of the body length as measured from the nose of the
body.

XDWAKE

Real > 1.0,
Default = 1.1

X location of the unsteady point singularity in terms of a
fraction of the body length as measured from the nose of the
body.

YWAKE

Real ≥ 0,
Default = 0

Y offset from the body centerline used to define the steady
and unsteady point singularity locations.

ZWAKE

Real ≥ 0,
Default = 0

Z offset from the body centerline used to define the steady
and unsteady point singularity locations.

INLET

Integer ≥ 0

Number of body inlet or superinclined aerodynamic boxes.

IDPi

Integer > 0

Body box identification numbers where the flow is allowed
to penetrate into the body; denoted as "inlet boxes".

FLOWRTi

Real

Amount of flow in percentage of the flow contained in the
stream tube in front of the inlet aerodynamic box which
penetrates into to the body.

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION
PBODY7 identification number.

PLTAERO

PLTAERO
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines name of a data file on which the data for plotting the aerodynamic
model is stored.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SETID

Integer > 0

Identification number.

FEMGRID

Character*4

Flag for the choice of inclusion of structural grid points as part of
the plot file. FEMGRID = “YES” or “NO”.

OFFSET

Integer ≥ 0, or
blank

Active only if FEMGRID = “YES”. The identification numbers
of all structural grid points are increased by OFFSET.

FORM

Character*8,
Default =
“TECPLOT”

FORM = “TECPLOT” for generating the TECPLOT file.

Character*8

Two character strings containing the name of the data file in
which the data for plotting the aerodynamic model is stored. This
file name is always in the upper case. In case the input file name
is given in the lower case, the program converts it to the upper
case.

FILE1,
FILE2

Created By:

DESCRIPTION

FORM = “PATRAN”

for generating the PATRAN file.
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PLTCP

PLTCP
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the name of a data file in which the data for plotting the unsteady
aerodynamic pressure coefficients are stored.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SETID

Integer > 0

Identification number.

SYM

Character*4

Symmetry condition of the unsteady aerodynamics generated
by the MKAEROZ bulk data card:
SYM = “SYM”

for symmetric condition

SYM = “ANTI”

for anti-symmetric condition

SYM = “ASYM”

for asymmetric condition

IDMK

Integer > 0

Identification number of the MKAEROZ bulk data card
whose generated unsteady aerodynamic pressures are stored in
the file FILENM for plotting.

IK

Integer > 0

IK is the index of the reduced frequencies in the MKAEROZ
bulk data card with identification number = IDMK. The
unsteady aerodynamic pressures associated with this reduced
frequency are stored in the file FILENM for plotting.

MODE

Integer > 0
Character*8

For unsteady aerodynamic pressures associated with the
structural modes, MODE represents the index of the structural
modes.

Integer > 0

For unsteady aerodynamic pressures associated with the
control surface modes, MODE represents the LABEL entry
specified in the AESURFZ bulk data entry

Character*8

For unsteady aerodynamic pressures associated with the loads
modes, MODE represents the identification number of the
LOADMOD bulk data entry

Character*8

For unsteady aerodynamic pressures associated with the rigid
body modes, MODE contains a character string that represents
a particular rigid mode.
For SYM= “SYM”:
MODE = “FORAFT”
MODE = “PLUNGE”
MODE = “PITCH”
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represents the for-aft translational
mode,
represents the plunging mode, and
represents the pitching mode.

PLTCP
Character*8
For SYM = “ANTI”:
MODE = “YTRANS”
MODE = “YAW”
MODE = “ROLL”

represents the y-translational
mode,
represents the yawing mode, and
represents the rolling mode.

For SYM = “ASYM”:
Character*8

MODE can be one of the character string “FORAFT”,
“PLUNGE”, “PITCH”, “YTRANS”, “YAW”, or “ROLL”.
Note that, to activate the computation for pressure coefficients
of rigid body modes, it is required to set the entry PRINT in
the MKAEROZ bulk data card to be greater than or equal to
3.
FORM = “TECPLOT”
FORM = “PATRAN”

for generating the TECPLOT file
for generating the PATRAN file

FORM

Character*8, default
= “TECPLOT”

FILE1,
File2

Character*8

Two character strings containing the name of the data file on
which the data for plotting the aerodynamic pressures is stored.
This file name is always in the upper case. In case the input
file name is given in the lower case, the program converts it to
the upper case.

AERONM

Character.

Name of the Data file in which the Aerodynamic model is
stored in PATRAN neutral file if FORM=”PATRAN”.

Default =
AEROGEOM PAT
Created By:
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PLTFLUT

PLTFLUT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the name of a data file in which the data for plotting the flutter mode
or ASE instability mode represented by the aerodynamic model are stored.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SETID

Integer > 0

Identification number.

IDFLUT

Integer > 0

Identification number of the FLUTTER bulk data
card or ASE bulk data card for which the computed
flutter mode (or ASE instability mode) is stored in
the data file FILENM for graphical display.

MODE

Integer > 0

Index of the flutter modes. The first flutter crossing
is denoted as MODE = 1, the second flutter crossing
as MODE = 2, and so on.

NTIME

Integer > 0,
Default = 1

Number of deformed aerodynamic models within one
cycle of oscillation that are generated for the
animation of the flutter mode.

MAXDISP

Real > 0.0,
Default = 1.0

A fraction of the reference chord defined by the
REFC entry in the AEROZ bulk data card to define
the maximum displacement of the flutter mode.

FORM

Character, Default =
“TECPLOT”

FORM = “TECPLOT” for generating the
TECPLOT file.
FORM = “PATRAN” for generating the PATRAN
file.

FILE1, FILE2

Character*8

Two character strings containing the name of the data
file in which the data for plotting the flutter mode is
stored. This file name is always in the upper case. In
case the input file name is given in the lower case, the
program converts it to the upper case.

AERONM

Character or
Default =
AEROGEOM.PAT

The name of the file in which the aerodynamic model
is stored in a PATRAN neutral file if FORM
=“PATRAN”.

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION

PLTMIST

PLTMIST
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the name of a data file in which the data for plotting the generalized
aerodynamic force coefficients generated by rational approximation are
stored.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SETID

Integer > 0

Identification number.

IDASE

Integer > 0

Identification number of the ASE bulk data card.

IROW

Integer > 0

Row number of the generalized aerodynamic matrix.

ICOL

Integer > 0

Column number of the generalized aerodynamic matrix.

KLIST

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of the AEFACT bulk data card
containing a list of reduced frequencies.

FORM

Character*8

Not used.

Character*8

Two character strings containing the name of the data file in
which the data for plotting the aerodynamic generalized
forces is stored. The file name is always in the uppercase. In
case the input file name is given in the lowercase, the
program converts it to uppercase.

FILE1, FILE2

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
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PLTMODE

PLTMODE
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines name of a data file in which the data for plotting the interpolated
structural mode on aerodynamic model are stored.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SETID

Integer > 0

DESCRIPTION
Identification number.
Symmetry condition of the structural modes corresponding to the
BOUNDARY entry in the ′ASSIGN FEM=′ executive control
statement.

SYM

Character*4

MODE

Integer > 0

Index of the structural modes.

TYPE

Character*4

Not used.

MAXDISP

Real > 0.0,
default = 1.0

A fraction of the reference chord defined by the REFC entry in
the AEROZ bulk data card to define the maximum displacement
of the mode.

FORM

Character*8,
Default =
“TECPLOT”

SYM = “SYM” for symmetric condition.
SYM = “ANTI” for anti-symmetric condition.
SYM = “ASYM” for asymmetric condition.

FORM = “TECPLOT” for generating the TECPLOT file.
FORM = “PATRAN” for generating the PATRAN file.

FILE1,
FILE2

Character*8

Two character strings containing the name of the data file in
which the data for plotting the interpolated structural mode is
stored. This file name is always in the upper case. In case the
input file name is given in the lower case, the program converts it
to the upper case.

FILENM

Character or
Default =
AEROGEOM.
PAT

The name of the data file in which aerodynamic model is stored in
a PATRAN neutral file if FORM=“PATRAN”.

Created By:
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PLTTIME

PLTTIME
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the name of a data file in which the transient deforming
aerodynamic model or transient loads by the transient response analysis is
stored.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

IDPLT

Integer > 0

Identification number.

IDMLD

Integer > 0

Identification number of an MLOADS Case Control Command.

TS

Real

Starting time; TS must be greater than or equal to the TSTART
entry in the MLDTIME bulk data.

TE

Real

Ending time; TE must be greater than TS and less than or equal to
the TEND entry in the MLDTIME bulk data card.

NDT

Integer > 0,
default = 1

Skip factor for output. The time step for output is NDT * OUTDT
* DT, where OUTDT and DT are defined in the MLDTIME bulk
data card.

TYPE

Character

Character string
TYPE = “FORCE”

Stores the flight loads in terms of
NASTRAN
FORCE
and
MOMENT bulk data cards at the
structural finite element grid point
on the ASCII file. The user can
insert
this
file
into
the
NASTRAN model for detailed
stress analysis by performing a
static structural analysis.

TYPE = “MANEUVER”

Stores the time history of the
moving aerodynamic model on
the ASCII file. This moving
model includes the motions due
to the forward velocity, control
surface deflections, and the
structural deformation.

TYPE = “ELASTIC”

Stores the time history of the
deforming aerodynamic mode on
the ASCII file. This deformation
includes only the structural
deformation. The motions due to
ZAERO DATA ENTITY DESCRIPTION
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PLTTIME
the forward velocity and control
surface deflection are excluded.
FORM

Character

FORM = “TECPLOT”

for generating the TECPLOT file

FORM = “PATRAN”

for generating the
neutral/results file

FORM = “IDEAS”

for generating
universal file

FORM = “FEMAP”

for generating a FEMAP neutral
file

FORM = “ANSYS”

for generating an ANSYS
supported neutral file

FORM = “NASTRAN”

for generating a NASTRAN bulk
data deck containing FORCE
and MOMENT bulk data cards.

Note:

PATRAN

an

I-DEAS

If TYPE = “FORCE”, only FORM=NASTRAN and
FORM = IDEAS are supported.
(Default =
“TECPLOT”).

SCALE

Real, default =
1.0

Multiplier to the structural deformation. This is to amplify the
structural deformation for the visualization of the deforming
aerodynamic model.

FILENM

Character

The name of the file that stores the generated data. This file name
is always in the uppercase letters. In case the input file name is
given in the lowercase letters, the program will convert it to the
uppercase.

AERONM

Character,
default =
“AEROGEOM
.PAT”

The name of a data file in which the aerodynamic model is stored
in a PATRAN neutral file. Only used if FORM=“PATRAN”.

Created By:
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PLTTRIM

PLTTRIM
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the name of a data file in which the aerodynamic pressure
distribution, deformed aerodynamic model or flight loads generated by the
static aeroelastic/trim analysis are stored.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

IDPLT

Integer > 0

Identification number.

IDTRIM

Integer > 0

Identification number of a TRIM bulk data card.

FLEX

Character, default
= “FLEX”

TYPE

Character*8

FORM

Character*8

Character string either “FLEX” or “RIGID”.
Character string.
Character string.
Note: If TYPE = “FORCE”, FORM is ignored.

FILENM

Character*8

The name of the file that stores the generated data. This file
name is always in the uppercase letters. In case the input file
name is given in the lowercase letters, the program will convert
it to the uppercase.

Character or
AERONM

Created By:

Default =
AEROGEOM.PAT

The name of the data file in which the aerodynamic model is
stored in the PATRAN neutral file if FORM=“PATRAN”.
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PLTVG

PLTVG
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a name of the data file in which the data are stored.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SETID

Integer > 0

Identification number.

IDFLUT

Integer > 0

Identification number of the FLUTTER bulk data card of
which the flutter frequency and damping are stored in a data file
for x-y plot.

NMODE

Integer,
Default = all
modes

Number of modes.
Character string to represent the x-axis of the x-y data.

XAXIS

FORM

FILE1,
FILE2

Created By:
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Character*4

= M

Mach numbers

= R

densities

= Q

dynamic pressures

= H

altitudes

= V/VR

normalized speeds (V/VREF)

= V

speeds

Character*8

Not used.

Character*8

Two character strings containing the name of the data file in
which the data for plotting the interpolated structural mode is
stored. This file name is always in the upper case. In case the
input file name is given in the lower case, the program converts
it to the upper case.
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PWEIGHT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines physical-weighting parameters for rational approximation of
unsteady aerodynamic forces by minimum state technique.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

SID

Integer > 0

ID number that refers to APWID from MINSTAT bulk
data card.

PRO

Real

Air density at a selected design point for physical
weighting.

PV

Real

True air speed at the design point.

WCUT

Real

Minimal maximum
aerodynamic term.

NWD

Integer

PDAMP

Real

PCONT

Integer > 0

LGP

Real > 0 or blank

GGID

Integer > 0 or blank

ID number of grid or scalar point at which acceleration
response is considered for gust physical weighting.

GC

Integer, 0-6 or blank

Component number of GGID for gust response.

Created By:

absolute

value

of

weighted

Number of weight peak widening cycles.
Dimensionless modal damping.
Set identification number of the ASECONT bulk data
card which defines the control system for physical
weighting.
Scale of turbulence for gust physical weighting.
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PZTMODE

PZTMODE
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a structural deformation due to smart structural actuation for
aeroservoelastic analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

LABEL

Character*8

Unique alphanumeric string of up to eight characters used to
identify the smart structural modes.
Type of boundary condition.

TYPE

SYM

symmetric

ANTISYM

anti-symmetric

ASYM

asymmetric

Character*8

MNAME

Character*8

Matrix name that is imported by the ‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’
Executive Control Command or DMI bulk data cards.

ACTID

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of the ACTU bulk data card defining
the transfer function of the smart structural type of actuator
that provides the structural deformation.

Created By:
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RBRED

RBRED
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines rigid body modes for enforcement of zero eigenvalues.

Relation Attributes:
NAME
SID

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

IDASE

Integer > 0

C

A combination of
Integers 1 – 6

GID

Integer > 0

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
Set identification number.
Identification number of the related ASE bulk data card.
Component numbers of rigid body directions.
A reference grid point from which rigid-body mode
displacements are extracted.
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RESPSET

RESPSET
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the set of gust response points.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SID

Integer > 0

Set identification number.

RESPi

Integer > 0

Identification numbers of CRESP bulk data card defining a gust
response point.

Created By:
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SEGMESH

SEGMESH
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a grid system for a body segment; referenced by the BODY7 bulk
data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

IDMESH

Integer > 0

Body segment mesh identification number.

NAXIS

Integer ≥ 2

Number of axial stations (i.e., divisions) of the segment.

NRAD

Integer ≥ 3

Number of circumferential points of the segment.

ITYPEi

Integer 1, 2, or 3

Type of input used to define the circumferential box cuts; =
1 body of revolution, = 2 elliptical body, = 3 arbitrary body.

Xi

Real

x-location of the axial station; Xi must be in ascending order
(i.e., Xi+1 > Xi).

CAMi

Real

Body camber at the Xi axial station.

YRi

Real

Body cross-sectional radius if ITYPEi = 1 or the semi-axis
length of the elliptical body parallel to the y-axis if ITYPEi
= 2.

ZRi

Real

The semi-axis length of the elliptical body parallel to the zaxis.

IDYi

Integer > 0

Identification number of AEFACT bulk data card that
specifies NRAD number of the y coordinate locations of the
circumferential points at the Xi axial station.

IDZi

Integer > 0

Identification number of AEFACT bulk data card that
specifies NRAD number of the z coordinate locations of the
circumferential points at the Xi axial station (Integer > 0).

Created By:
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SENSET

SENSET
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the set of sensors of an ASE case.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SID

Integer > 0

Set identification number.

SENSi

Integer > 0

Identification numbers of an ASESNSR bulk data card defining
a sensor.

Created By:
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SET1

SET1
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a set of integers by a list.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SID

Integer > 0

Set identification number.

Gi

Integer > 0

List of integers.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
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SET2

SET2
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a set of structural grid points in terms of aerodynamic
macroelements.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SETID

Integer > 0

SP1, SP2

1.01 > Real > 0.01

Lower and higher span division points defining the surface
containing set.

CH1, CH2

1.01 > Real > 0.01

Lower and higher chord division points defining the surface
containing set.

Real

Z-coordinates of top and bottom (using right-hand rule with
the order of the corners as listed on a CAEROi entry) of the
surface containing set.

ZMAX, ZMIN

DESCRIPTION
Set identification number.

Usually ZMAX > 0.0, ZMIN < 0.0
Created By:
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SISOTF

SISOTF
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a SISO controller by a transfer function.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

ID

Integer > 0

Identification number.

NDEN

Integer > 0

Order of the denominator.

NNUM

NDEN > Integer > 0

Ai

Real

Coefficients of the denominator polynomial.

Bi

Real

Coefficients of the numerator polynomial.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION

Order of the numerator.
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SPLINE0

SPLINE0
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Imposes a zero displacement condition on aerodynamic boxes.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

EID

Integer > 0

Unique element identification number.

MODEL

Not used.

CP

Not used.

BOXSETID
Integer > 0

Created By:
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Refers to a PANLST1, PANLST2 or PANLST3 bulk
data card that lists the aerodynamic box identification
numbers.

SPLINE1

SPLINE1
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines an infinite plate spline method for displacements and loads transferal
between CAERO7 macroelement and structural grid points.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

EID

Integer > 0

Unique element identification number.

MODEL

Character*8

Not used.

CP

Integer ≥ 0
or blank

Coordinate system defining the spline plane.

BOXSETID

Integer > 0

Refers to a PANLST1, PANLST2 or PANLST3 bulk
data card that lists the aerodynamic box identification
numbers.

GRDSETID

Integer > 0

The identification number of a SETi bulk data card that
lists the structural grid points to which the spline is
attached.

FLEX

Real ≥ 0.0

Linear attachment flexibility.

EPS

Created By:

Real ≥ 0.0,
Default = 0.01

DESCRIPTION

Multiplication factor to obtain a small tolerance to detect
any duplicated location of structural grid points. The
tolerance is computed by EPS*REFC, where REFC is
the reference chord defined in the AEROZ bulk data
card.
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SPLINE2

SPLINE2
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a beam spline method for the BODY7 or CAERO7 macroelement.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

EID

Integer > 0

Unique element identification number.

MODEL

Character*8

Not used.

BOXSETID

Integer > 0

The identification number of a PANLST1, PANLST2 or
PANLST3 bulk data card that lists the aerodynamic box
identification numbers.

GRDSETID

Integer > 0

The identification number of a SETi bulk data card that lists
the structural grid points to which the spline is attached.

FLEX

Real ≥ 0.0

Linear attachment flexibility.

EPS

Real ≥ 0.0,
Default = 0.01

Multiplication factor to obtain a small tolerance to detect
any duplicated location of structural grid points. The
tolerance is computed by EPS*REFC, where REFC is the
reference chord defined in the AEROZ bulk data card.

CID

Integer ≥ 0 or
blank; not used
for BODY7

Rectangular coordinate system (CORD2R bulk data card)
whose Y-axis defines the spline axis, i.e., the line of the
beam.

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION

SPLINE3

SPLINE3
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a 3-D spline for the BODY7 and CAERO7 macroelement.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

EID

Integer > 0

Unique element identification number.

MODEL

Character*8

Not used.

CP

Integer

Not used.

Integer > 0

The identification number of a PANLST1, PANLST2 or
PANLST3 bulk data card that lists the aerodynamic box
identification numbers.

Integer > 0

Refers to a SETi bulk data card that lists the structural
grid points to which the spline is attached (Integer > 0).

BOXSETID

GRDSETID

FLEX

EPS

Created By:

DESCRIPTION

Not used.

Real ≥ 0.0, Default
= 0.01

Multiplication factor to obtain a small tolerance to detect
any duplicated location of structural grid points. The
tolerance is computed by EPS*REFC, where REFC is
the reference chord defined in the AEROZ bulk data
card.
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SURFSET

SURFSET
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the set of control surfaces of an ASE case.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SID

Integer > 0

Set identification number.

SURFi

Character*8

The name of the ith control surface for ASE analysis.

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION

TABDMP1

TABDMP1
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines modal damping as a tabular function of frequency.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SETID

Integer > 0

Table identification number.

TYPE

Character*4

Character string which indicates the type of damping units, G,
CRIT, Q or blank.

F1

Real ≥ 0.0

G1

Real

Created By:

DESCRIPTION

Frequency value in cycles per unit time.
Damping value.
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TABLED1

TABLED1
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a tabular function for use in generating frequency-dependent or
time-dependent table.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

TID

Integer > 0

XAXIS

Character, “LINEAR” or
“LOG”; default =
“LINEAR”

Specifies a linear or logarithmic interpolation for the
x-axis.

YAXIS

Character, “LINEAR” or
“LOG”; default =
“LINEAR”

Specifies a linear or logarithmic interpolation for the
y-axis.

xi, yi

Real

EXTPXL

EXTPXH

Character
Default = “NO”
Character
Default = “NO”

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION
Table identification number

Tabular values
If EXTPXL = “YES” and XAXIS = “LINEAR”
extrapolation is done for the given X value less than
smallest Xi.
Same as EXTPXL, but for the given X value greater
than the largest Xi.

TFSET

TFSET
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Selects the set of control elements of an ASE case.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

SID

Integer > 0

Set identification number.

TFi

Integer > 0

Distinct identification numbers of CJUNCT, MIMOSS,
SISOTF bulk data cards.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
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TRIM

TRIM
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines the flight condition, rigid body mass matrix, trim degrees of freedom
and trim variables.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

TRIMID

Integer > 0

Unique set identification number.

IDMK

Integer > 0

Identification number of an MKAEROZ bulk data card that
defines the Mach number and its associated aerodynamics used
for the static aeroelastic / trim analysis.

QINF

Real > 0.0

Dynamic pressure.

IDOBJ

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a TRIMOBJ bulk data card that
defines the objective function to be minimized. Active only for
an over-determined trim system.

IDCONS

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a TRIMCON bulk data card that
defines a set of constraint functions to be satisfied. Active only
for an over-determined trim system.

RHOX,
RHOY, RHOZ

Real

DESCRIPTION

x, y, and z components, respectively, of a vector from the
aerodynamic moment center (REFX, REFY, and REFZ in the
AEROZ bulk data card) to the center of gravity (C.G.) of the
configuration. Thus, the center of gravity is computed by:
xC.G. = REFX + RHOX
yC.G. = REFY + RHOY
zC.G. = REFZ + RHOZ
Factor to convert weight to mass.

WTMASS

Real > 0.0
WTMASS = 1/g , where g is the gravitational acceleration.

WEIGHT

IXX, IXY,
IYY, IXZ, IYZ,
IZZ
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Real > 0.0

Real

The weight of the whole aircraft.
The weight moment of inertia about the center of gravity (C.G.)
of the whole aircraft, where the x, y, and z denote the rotational
axis that is associated with the aerodynamic model.
Note: IXX, IYY, and IZZ must be greater than zero.
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TRIM
Character string to specify the units of the accelerations (NX,
NY, NZ, PDOT, QDOT, and RDOT) of the trim degrees of
freedom.
TRNACC = “TRUE”,

The units of the acceleration are
FMLUNIT/sec2, (where FMLUNIT
is the length unit defined by the
AEROZ bulk data card) for NX,
NY and NZ, and rad/sec2 for PDOT,
QDOT and RDOT.

TRNACC = “G”,

NX, NY, and NZ are specified in
terms of the gravity (g), where
PDOT, QDOT and RDOT in terms
of rad/FMLUNIT.

Character*4,
default = ‘G’
TRNACC

Translational accelerations along the x, y and z-axis,
respectively, of the aerodynamic model.
Three options are available:

NX, NY, NZ

PDOT, QDOT,
RDOT

Character*4 or
Real

Character*4 or
Real

Characters “NONE”

The trim degree of freedom associated
with the translational acceleration is
eliminated from the trim system.

Characters “FREE”

The translational acceleration is a
“FREE” trim degree of freedom. The
value of the translational acceleration
is unknown and to be solved by the
trim system.

Real Value

The translational acceleration is fixed
and given by the real value.

Angular acceleration about the x, y and z-axis, respectively, of
the aerodynamic model.
Similar to NX, NY and NZ, characters “NONE”, “FREE”, or
real values can be specified.

LOADSET

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a SET1 bulk data card that specifies a
set of identification numbers of TRIMFNC or TRIMADD bulk
data card. All values of the trim functions defined by the
TRIMFNC or TRIMADD bulk data card are computed and
printed out.

IDVARi

Integer > 0

Identification number of a TRIMVAR bulk data card to define a
trim variable.

VALi

Character*4 or
Real

Value of the trim variable IDVARi.
ZAERO DATA ENTITY DESCRIPTION
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TRIM
Two options are available:

Created By:
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Characters “FREE”

The value of the trim variable is an
unknown and to be solved by the trim
system.

Real Value

The value of the trim variable is fixed
and given by the real value.
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TRIMADD

TRIMADD
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a trim function as a function of other trim functions. The function is
expressed as:
 
F = 
 

[( S

0

F0

C0

⊕ S1 F1

C1

)

E1

⊕ S 2 F2

C2

]

E2

⊕ S 3 F3

C3





E3

⊕ S 4 F4

C4





E4

+

where ⊕ represents ‘+’, ‘-‘, ‘ ∗ ’, or ‘/ ’.
Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

IDFNC

Integer > 0

S0

Real

F0

Integer > 0

C0

Real, default = 1.0

SYMBOLi

Character

Character string either ‘+’, ‘-‘, ‘ ∗ ’, or ‘/ ’ (see the symbol
‘ ⊕ ’ shown in the above equation).

Fi

Integer ≥ 0

Identification number of a TRIMFNC bulk data card whose
value is represented by the symbol Fi shown in the above
equation. If Fi is zero, the value is assumed to be zero.

Ci

Real, default = 1.0

Real coefficients shown in the above equation.

Ei

Real, default = 1.0

Real coefficients shown in the above equation.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
Unique identification number (among all TRIMFNC and
TRIMADD bulk data cards).
Real coefficients shown in the above equation.
Identification number of a TRIMFNC bulk data card whose
value is represented by the symbol F0 shown in the above
equation.
Real coefficients shown in the above equation.
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TRIMCON

TRIMCON
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a set of constraint functions (Gi) to be satisfied for solving the overdetermined trim system. Gi is defined as:

Gi = ( Fi - S i ) Ei < or > Vi
where Fi represents the value of a trim function.
Relation Attributes:
NAME
IDCONS

TYPE/KEY
Integer > 0

IDFNCi

Integer > 0

Si and Ei

Real

DESCRIPTION
Unique identification number.
Identification number of a TRIMFNC bulk data card whose value
is represented by the symbol Fi shown in the above equation.
Real coefficients shown in the above equation.
Note: Ei cannot be zero.

GTORLTi

Character

Character string either “GT” or “LT”

( Fi - S i ) Ei must be greater than Vi
E
represents that ( Fi - S i ) i must be less than Vi

“GT” represents that
“LT”
VALUEi

Created By:
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Real

Constraint value represented by the symbol Vi shown in the above
equation.
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TRIMFLT

TRIMFLT
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Specifies the mean flow conditions for unsteady aerodynamics computation.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

IDFLT

Integer > 0

TILTA

Integer

ALPHA

Real

Angle of attack in degrees.

BETA

Real

Side slip angle in degrees.

PRATE,
QRATE,
RRATE

Real

Non-dimensional Roll, Pitch, and Yaw rates.

LABELi

Character*8

VALUE

Real

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
Identification number.
Not used.

Label of the control surfaces defined in the AESURFZ bulk data
card.
Control surfaces deflection angle in degrees.
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TRIMFNC

TRIMFNC
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a trim function whose value is dependent on the trim variables and
trim degrees of freedom.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

IDFNC

Integer > 0

Unique identification number.

TYPE

Character*4

Character string. One of “AERO”, “FEM” or “MODAL”.

LABEL

Character*8

Character string.

RHS

Character*4

Character string to specify whether the trim function is evaluated on
the right hand side (RHS) or the left hand side (LHS) of the
configuration.

ISSET

Integer or
Character*8

ISSET is used only for (1) TYPE = “AERO” and LABEL =
“TRIMVAR” or “LOADMOD” (2) TYPE = “FEM” and LABEL =
“LOADMOD”, or “GRIDDISP” (3) TYPE = “MODAL”. ISSET is
active only if the trim system is asymmetric or symmetric.

IASET

Integer or
Character*8

IASET is used only for TYPE = “MODAL” and LABEL
“AEFACT” or “DMI”. IASET is active only for anti-symmetric or
asymmetric trim system.

Created By:
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TRIMLNK
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a set of coefficient and trim variable identification number pairs for
trim variable linking.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

IDLINK

Integer > 0

Unique identification number.

SYM

Character*4

Character string to define the type of aerodynamic stability
derivatives that are generated by the trim variable linking.

COEFFi

Real

Coefficient to define the linear relationship between the dependent
and independent trim variables.

IDVARi

Integer > 0

Identification number of a TRIMVAR bulk data card to define a
dependent trim variable.

Created By:

DESCRIPTION
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TRIMOBJ

TRIMOBJ
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines an objective function to be minimized for solving the overdetermined trim system. The objective function (OBJ) is defined as:

OBJ =

∑ [(C
i= 1

1i

Fi - S1i ) E1i + ( C 2i Fi - S 2i ) E2 i

]

Ei

where Fi is the value of a trim function.
Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

IDOBJ

Integer > 0

Unique identification number.

IDFNCi

Integer > 0

Identification number of a TRIMFNC or TRIMADD bulk
data card whose value is represented by the symbol Fi shown
in the above equation.

C1i, S1i, E1i,
C2i, S2i, E2i, and
Ei

Real

Created By:
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DESCRIPTION

Real coefficients shown in the above equation.
Note: Only Ei cannot be zero.
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TRIMVAR
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines a trim variable for the static aeroelastic/trim analysis.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

DESCRIPTION

IDVAR

Integer > 0

LABEL

Character*8,
cannot be blank

Character string to define the trim variable.

LOWER

Real, default = 1.0 x 1030

The lower limit of the trim variable. Active only for the
over-determined trim system.

UPPER

Real, default = +
1.0 x 1030

Unique identification number.

The upper limit of the trim variable. Active only for the
over-determined trim system.
Note: UPPER must be greater than LOWER.

Integer > 0

Identification number of a TRIMLNK bulk data card for
trim variable linking.

DMI

Character*8

Optional input. Character string that matches the NAME
entry of a DMI bulk data card or the MNAME entry of an
‘ASSIGN MATRIX=’ Executive Control Command. The
matrix contains the derivative of the steady pressure
distribution with respect to the trim variable. (dCp / d(trim
variable))

SYM

Character*4

Character string to define the types of the aerodynamic
stability derivative generated by the trim variable.

INITIAL

Real

Initial guess of the trim variable for the minimization
computation of an over-determined trim system.

DCD, DCY,
DCL, DCR,
DCM, DCN

Character or
Real, default =
“NONE”

TRIMLNK

Created By:

User input aerodynamic stability derivatives.
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ZTAIC

ZTAIC
Entity Type:

Relation

Description:

Defines bulk data cards to be used for sectional steady pressure input that is
required by the ZTAIC (i.e., transonic aerodynamics) method; referenced by
the CAERO7 bulk data card.

Relation Attributes:
NAME

TYPE/KEY

ID

Integer > 0

ZTAIC identification number.

NFLAP

Integer ≥ 0
or blank,
Default = 0

Number of control surfaces on the associated CAERO7
bulk data card.

MACHCPi

Integer > 0
or blank,
Default = 0

Identification number of MACHCP bulk data card (used
to specify chordwise steady pressure distribution for a
given Mach number and various spanwise locations).

LABEL

Character.84

Label for control surface. Must be either TE (trailing edge
control surface) or LE (leading edge control surface).

HINGE

Integer ≥ 1

Index of the chordwise division of the associated
CAERO7 macroelement representing the hinge line where
the structural discontinuity occurs. Must be in the range of
1 < HINGEi < NCHORD.

INBDY

Integer ≥ 1

Index of the spanwise division of the associated CAERO7
macroelement representing the inboard edge of the control
surface.

OUTBDY

Integer

Same as INBDYi, but for the outboard edge of the control
surface.

Created By:
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Chapter 5
THE DYNAMIC MEMORY
MANAGER UTILITIES
The dynamic memory manager is a group of utility routines that allow the applications programmer to
work with open-ended arrays in memory. This is important for two reasons. The first is that memory is
not wasted by fixed length FORTRAN arrays. The second reason is to allow algorithms to use spilllogic. Spill-logic is a code that can perform operations on only that portion of the required data that fits
in memory at a given time. Free memory (that beyond the fixed code and data areas) may be organized
into any number of blocks and groups of blocks, as shown below:
EXECUTABLE CODE
AND DATA

BLOCK 1
BLOCK 2
...
...
...

LOCAL ARRAYS

GROUP 1

BLOCK n
BLOCK n+1
BLOCK n+2
FREE
MEMORY

...
...
...

GROUP 2

BLOCK m
...
...
...

ALLOCATED REGION SIZE

Figure 5.1 Allocated Region Size
This dynamic memory area can be viewed as a type of virtual memory whose paging is under the
control of the programmer. Static memory languages, such as FORTRAN, are very inefficient users of
memory. The dynamic memory manager can eliminate some of these inefficiencies. As an example,
consider a routine to perform the matrix addition:
[A] + [B] = [C]
defined by the equation
Cij = A ij + Bij
T HE DYNAMIC M EMORY MANAGER UTILITIES
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Three possible implementations are shown, all based on the assumption that the available memory, after
all other components of the program are loaded, is 30,000 words.
The Classical FORTRAN Approach
The classical brute-force FORTRAN solution to this problem is to see that 3 arrays, each with
dimension 100 by 100, will fit perfectly in the available memory. The routine is duly coded as:
DIMENSION A (100, 100), B (100, 100), C (100, 100)
C
C

ASSUME THE MATRICES ARE ALL N*M
DO 200 I=1, N
DO 100 J=1, M
C(I,J) = A(I,J) + B(I,J)
100
CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE

With this algorithm, the matrix sizes are fixed at 100 by 100. If the matrices are only 3 by 3, 99 plus
percent of the memory is wasted. Further, although a 20 by 500 matrix would occupy the same 10,000
words, it cannot fit into the predefined array. This latter problem can easily be fixed by storing the
matrix in a single dimensioned array of 10,000, which already implies the programmer must manage the
array.
The Dynamic Memory Manager Approach
By using the dynamic memory manager, both problems shown in the last section will disappear.
Consider the code segment:
COMMON/MEMORY/ Z (1)
C
C
C

ALLOCATE MEMORY FOR EACH MATRIX
CALL MMBASE ( Z )
CALL MMGETB ( ’AMAT’,
CALL MMGETB ( ’BMAT’,
CALL MMGETB ( ’CMAT’,
DO 200 I = 1, N*M
II = I – 1
Z ( IC + II ) =
CONTINUE

’RSP’, N*M, ’MAXT’, IA, ISTAT )
’RSP’, N*M, ’MAXT’, IB, ISTAT )
’RSP’, N*M, ’MAXT’, IC, ISTAT )
Z ( IA + II ) + Z ( IB + II )

200

This code allows all 30,000 words of memory to be used regardless of the shape of the matrices.
Additionally, it uses exactly the memory required if the operation is smaller than the available memory.
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SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC MEMORY MANAGER ROUTINES

All routines for dynamic memory manager are prefixed with the letter MM. A summary of these
routines is shown below.
Subroutine

5.2

Function

MMBAS E

Used by each module to define the location of the memory base address

MMDUMP

Prints a table of allocated memory blocks

MMFREE,
MMFREG

Frees allocated memory by individual blocks or by groups of blocks

MMGETB

Gets a block of memory of the specified type and length

MMS TAT

Returns the maximu m contiguous memory that is available to the module

HOW TO USE DYNAMIC MEMORY MANAGER

Each engineering application module must first call the routine MMBASE to establish the memory
base address from which all subsequent memory blocks are measured and to clean up all memory
blocks used by the previous engineering application module. Within each engineering module,
MMGETB can be used to allocate blocks of memory. Also, MMFREE / MMFREG can be used to
free the previously allocated memory blocks. The following FORTRAN example shows the way to use
the Dynamic Memory Manager within an engineering application module called ‘XXX’.
C LET XXX BE AN ENGINEERING MODULE
SUBROUTINE XXX
COMMON/MYCORE/DKOR(1)
DOUBLE PRECISION DKOR
REAL RKOR(1)
INTEGER IKOR(1)
EQUIVALENCE (DKOR(1),RKOR(1),IKOR(1))
C
C CALL MMBASE TO ESTABLISH THE MEMORY BASE ADDRESS
C
CALL MMBASE(DKOR(1))
C
CALL AAA
C
M=1000
C
C ALLOCATE M NUMBER OF WORDS FOR SUBROUTINE BBB
C
CALL MMGETB('BLK6','RSP',M,'XXX',IP6,ISTAT)
C
CALL BBB(M,RKOR(IP6))
C
C FREE MEMORY BLOCK BLK6
C
CALL MMFREE('BLK6')
END
C
C
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SUBROUTINE AAA
COMMON/MYCORE/DKOR(1)
DOUBLE PRECISION DKOR
REAL RKOR(1)
INTEGER IKOR(1)
EQUIVALENCE (DKOR(1),RKOR(1),IKOR(1))
C
N=100
C
C ALLOCATE N NUMBER OF WORDS FOR REAL ARRAY
C
CALL MMGETB('BLK1','RSP',N,'AAA',IP1,ISTAT)
C
C INITIALIZE THE REAL ARRAY, STARTING FROM POINTER IP1
C
DO I=1,N
RKOR(IP1-1+I)=0.0
ENDDO
C
C ALLOCATE N NUMBER OF WORDS FOR INTEGER ARRAY
C
CALL MMGETB('BLK2','RSP',N,'AAA',IP2,ISTAT)
C
C INITIALIZE THE INTEGER ARRAY, STARTING FROM POINTER IP2
C
DO I=1,N
IKOR(IP2-1+I)= 0
ENDDO
C
C ALLOCATE N NUMBER OF WORDS FOR DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY
C
CALL MMGETB('BLK3','RDP',N,'AAA',IP3,ISTAT)
C
C INITIALIZE THE DOUBLAE PRECISION ARRAY, STARTING FROM POINTER IP3
C
DO I=1,N
DKOR(IP3-1+I)=0.0D+00
ENDDO
C
C ALLOCATE N NUMBER OF COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION WORDS
C
CALL MMGETB('BLK4','CSP',N,'AAA',IP4,ISTAT)
C
C INITIALIZE THE COMPLEX ARRAY, STARTING FROM POINTER IP4
C
DO I=1,N
J=(I-1)*2+1
RKOR(IP4-1+J)=0.0
RKOR(IP4+J)=0.0
ENDDO
C
C ALLOCATE N NUMBER OF COMPLEX DOUBLE PRECISION WORDS
C
CALL MMGETB('BLK5','CDP',N,'AAA',IP5,ISTAT)
C
C INITIALIZE THE COMPLEX ARRAY, STARTING FROM POINTER IP5
C
DO I=1,N
J=(I-1)*2+1
DKOR(IP5-1+J)=0.0D+00
DKOR(IP5+J)=0.0D+00
ENDDO
C
C USE RKOR(IP1), IKOR(IP2), DKOR(IP3), RKOR(IP4), DKOR(IP5)
C TO PERFORM SOME COMPUTATIONS.
C
......
......
......
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......
......
C
C FREE ALL MEMORY BLOCKS
C
CALL MMFREG('AAA')
C
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE BBB(M,ARRAY)
REAL ARRAY(M)
......
......
......
RETURN
END

In the above example, the engineering application module ‘XXX’ contains two subroutines ‘AAA’ and
‘BBB’. In ‘XXX’, MMBASE is first called to establish the memory base address in the common block
‘MYCORE’. It should be noted that within one engineering application module, MMBASE can be
called only once. After MMBASE is called, all subroutines used by the same engineering application
module can allocate memory blocks through the common block ‘MYCORE’. The name of the common
block can be made up of any characters (does not have to be ‘MYCORE’), but the name must be the
same within the same engineering application module, i.e., between two MMBASE calls.
In subroutine ‘AAA’, MMGETB is called five times to allocate real, integer, double precision,
complex and double precision complex memory blocks. After these memory blocks are used, they are
freed by calling the routine MMFREG.
The second example is showing a different strategy for using the dynamic memory manager is
demonstrated in the subroutine ‘BBB’. A real single precision array called ‘ARRAY’ which contains
1,000 words is required by the subroutine ‘BBB’. This is done by calling MMGETB to obtain the
memory pointer IP6 in module ‘XXX’. The array RKOR(IP6) is then passed to the subroutine ‘BBB’.
After ‘BBB’ uses these 1,000 words for some application, the memory block ‘BLK6’ is freed by calling
MMFREE.
NOTE: It is the programmer’s responsibility to ensure that memory blocks are released back to the
system when they are no longer needed. Leaving memory blocks allocated in memory when no longer
needed only serves to waste memory resources that may be required by other modules. As a rule of
thumb, all memory blocks allocated within a subroutine should be freed before exiting the subroutine
(i.e., before the RETURN statement).
In what follows, the input/output descriptions of each dynamic memory manager routine are presented.
Design requirements and error conditions of each routine are also included.
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MMBASE

MMBASE
Purpose:
To define the base address of dynamic memory of reference to an array.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MMBASE
ARAY

( ARAY )

The name of an array from which memory pointers will be measured

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

This routine must be the first called in each module that uses the memory manager.

2.

This routine also frees all memory blocks used by the previous module.

Error Conditions:
None
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MMDUMP

MMDUMP
Purpose:
To print a formatted table of allocated memory blocks to the output file.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MMDUMP
Method:
None
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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MMFREE

MMFREE
Purpose:
To free a memory block for subsequent use.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MMFREE
BLK

( BLK )

Name of block to be freed (Character*4, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if BLK is not previously defined by MMGETB.
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MMFREG

MMFREG
Purpose:
To free a group of dynamic memory.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MMFREG
GRP

( GRP )
Name of the group of blocks to be freed (Character*4, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if GRP is not previously defined by MMGETB.
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MMGETB

MMGETB
Purpose:
To allocate a block of dynamic memory.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MMGETB

( BLK, TYPE,

LEN, GRP, IPNT, ISTAT )

BLK

The name assigned to this memory block. (Character*4, Input)

TYPE

The data type of the memory block: (Character*4, Input)
' RSP '
' RDP '
' CSP '
' CDP '

real, single-precision or integer
real, double-precision
complex, single-precision
complex, double-precision

LEN

Length of block measured in the units of TYPE. (Integer, Input)

GRP

Name defining a group to which this block belongs. (Character*4, Input)

IPNT

Pointer to the allocated block of memory referenced to the base location. (Integer,
Output)

ISTAT

Status return (Integer, Output)
0
101

memory successfully allocated
insufficient memory available

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
The BLK and GRP names are truncated to a length of four characters. Thus, the names should be
unique for these characters.
Error Conditions:

5-10

1.

Attempt to allocate a memory block of zero length.

2.

Attempt to allocate a duplicate block/group name.

3.

Attempt to allocate a memory whose size is beyond the available memory in the heap space.
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MMSTAT

MMSTAT
Purpose:
To determine the maximum number of contiguous single-precision words available for dynamic
allocation.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MMSTAT
CONTIG

( CONTIG

)

The maximu m number of contiguous single-precision words available. (Integer,
Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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Chapter 6
ZONA DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The ZONA Database Management (ZDM) System is designed to provide the structure and access
features typically required for scientific software applications development. ZDM can be viewed as a
set of data entities that are accessible by a suite of utility routines called the application interface as
shown below:
APPLICATION INTERFACE
General ZDM
Utilities

RELATIONAL
ENTITIES

UNSTRUCTURED
ENTITIES

MATRIX
ENTITIES

Figure 6.1 Application Interface
There are three types of entities: Unstructured, Relational and Matrix.
individually in the following paragraphs.

These are described

General ZDM Utilities
The general ZDM utilities consist of a pool of subroutines that can be used to create, destroy, open,
close or check the properties of data entities irrespective of their type. All data entities are defined by a
character string. This character string is called the ‘name’ of the data entity. In establishing new data
entities (Relational, Matrix or Unstructured database entities), the following rules must be adhered to:
a.

The variable must be 16 characters in length (i.e., specified by the CHARACTER*16 FORTRAN
statement). For example:
CHARACTER*16

KGG
ZONA DATABASE M ANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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ZDM uses the first 8 characters to store the actual name and the last 8 characters to store the
identification number (assigned internally by ZDM) of the data entity.
b.

A name exceeding 8 characters will be truncated at the 8th character.

c.

No duplicate name is allowed unless the data entity is already destroyed by calling the DBDEST
utility.

Matrix Entities
One of the most important data structures encountered in engineering applications is the matrix entity.
Efficient handling of matrix algebra, along with additional operations such as simultaneous equation
solvers, eigensolvers and integration schemes, is critical to a software system such as ZAERO. ZDM
stores matrices in packed format. The representation of a matrix in ZDM is shown below:
DATABASE
ENT1

ENT2

ENT3

ENT4

MATX

ENT6

1

ROW

n

…

ROW

2

ROW

n

…

END

3

ROW

n

…

END

4

ROW

n

…

ROW

5

ROW

n

…

END

n

…

END

n

…

END

Referring to the figure, note that only the non-null columns of a matrix are stored, thus reducing disk
space requirements. Within each column, there are one or more strings. A string is a sequential burst
of data entities with a header that indicates the first-row position of the data in the given column and
“n” (the number of terms in the string). This representation allows for further data compression in that
zero terms in the column are not physically stored.
A complete library of matrix utilities is available within ZDM. These utilities are coded to make
optimum use of the packed format. All matrix data should be stored in this manner. Many access
methods are available for matrix entities. For example, a matrix may be positioned randomly to a given
column; an entire column may be read or written, individual terms may be read or written, and so on.
These functions are described in Section 6.2.
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Relational Entities
Relational entities are organized tables of data. The rows of the table are called entries or tuples, and
the columns are called attributes, as shown below:
DATABASE

ATTRIBUTES

ENT1

ENT2

ENT3

ENT4

GRID

ENT6

GID

X

Y

Z

101

0.0

0.0

0.0

102

1.0

0.0

0.0

103

1.0

1.0

0.0

104

0.0

1.0

0.0

ENTRIES

The definition of the attributes and their types is called the schema of the relation. Because the schema
is an inherent part of a relation’s data structure, each attribute may be referred to by its name. In
addition, because each of the attributes is independent of the others, it is possible to retrieve or modify
only selected attributes by performing a projection of the relation.
Another powerful feature is the ability to retrieve entries that have been qualified by one or more
conditions. A condition is a constraint definition for an attribute value. For instance, in the example
above, the condition of X = 1.0 might be specified prior to data retrieval. Only those entries that satisfy
the given constraint(s) are then returned.
Relational entities are accessed on a selective basis. This eliminates the need to move large sequential
sets of data back and forth when modifying or retrieving only small amounts of data. An additional
feature available with ZDM is the “blast” access of a relation. This allows the data to be treated
sequentially while maintaining the relational form. These and other features are fully described in
Section 6.3.
Unstructured Entities
Unstructured entities are the least organized data entities supported by ZDM. An unstructured entity
may be considered as a set of variable length records which have no predetermined structure and which
may or may not have any relationship with each other. This is illustrated in the following figure:
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DATABASE
ENT1

ENT2

ENT3

ENT4

STUF

ENT6

1

…

…

…

…

…

2

…

…

…

END

3

…

…

…

…

END

4

…

…

…

…

…

5

…

…

…

END

…

END

…

END

Unstructured entities are typically used when “scratch” space is needed in an essentially sequential
manner. Two important points, however, are that each record may be accessed randomly if the entity is
created with an index structure, and that record may be read or written either in their entirety or only
partially. Details of these features are discussed in Section 6.4.

6.1

THE GENERAL UTILITIES

There are nine general ZDM utility routines as shown below:
Subroutine
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Function

DBCLOS

Terminates I/O for an entity

DBCREA

Creates a database entity

DBDES T

Destroys or removes an entity and all of its data from the database

DBEXIS

Checks for existence of an entity

DBFLS H

Removes the data contents of an entity

DBINIT

Initializes parameters for ZDM

DBNEMP

Checks for existence of data in an entity

DBOPEN

Opens a database entity prior to I/O

DBPALL

Prints out information of all data entities

ZONA DATABASE M ANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Creating a New Entity
In order to create a new database entity, the routine DBCREA is used. This utility enters the new entity
name and its type into the database directory. Although there are three entity classes, there are two
options for matrix entities. Typical calls to create the three types of entity could be:
CHARACTER*16 GRID, STUF, MATX
DATA
GRID/’GRID’/, STUF/’STUF’/, MATX/’MATX’/
CALL
DBCREA (GRID, ’REL’)
CALL
DBCREA (STUF, ’UN’)
CALL
DBCREA (MATX, ’MAT’)
CALL
DBCREA (MATX, ’IMAT’)

Accessing Entities
Prior to adding new data, modifying existing data or accessing old data of a database entity, the entity
must be opened, and when I/O is completed, it must be closed. This is done to allow optional use of
memory resources as discussed in Section 5.0. Using the examples presented earlier, database entity
Input/Output would be initiated by the following calls:
CALL
CALL
CALL

DBOPEN (GRID, INFO, ’R/W’, ’FLUSH’, ISTAT)
DBOPEN (STUFF, INFO, ’RO’, ’NOFLUSH’, ISTAT)
DBOPEN (MAXT, INFO, ’R/W’, ’FLUSH’, ISTAT)

The array INFO is very important. It contains 20 words that provide information about the data
contents of the entity, such as the number of attribute and entries in a relation, the number of records in
an unstructured entity and the number of columns in a matrix. The first 10 words of INFO are used by
the database. The programmer may use the second 10 words for any purpose desired. The INFO array
is then updated when the entity is closed. As an option, access to an entity may request that the data
contents of the entity be destroyed, or FLUSHed, when opening it.
When all activity is completed for a given entity, it must be closed to free memory used for I/O. This is
done with a call such as:
CALL

DBCLOS (GRID)

ZONA DATABASE M ANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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DBCLOS

DBCLOS
Purpose:
To terminate I/O from a specified database entity.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBCLOS ( ENTNAM
ENTNAM

)

The name of the entity (Character*16, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
ENTNAM must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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DBCREA

DBCREA
Purpose:
To create a new data entity.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBCREA

( ENTNAM,

TYPE )

ENTNAM

The name of the entity (Character*16, Input)

TYPE

The entity type (Character*4, Input)
′ REL ′
′ MAT ′
′ IMAT ′
′ UN ′

Relation
Matrix
Sparse matrix
Unstructured

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if ENTNAM already exists.
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DBDEST

DBDEST
Purpose:
To destroy a database entity, removing all data from the database files and the entity name from the
list of entities.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBDEST
ENTNAM

( ENTNAM

)

The name of the entity (Character*16, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
ENTNAM must be closed.
Error Conditions:
None
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DBEXIS

DBEXIS
Purpose:
To determine if a given entity already exists on the database.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBEXIS

( ENTNAM,

EXIST,

ITYPE

)

ENTNAM

The name of the entity (Character*16, Input)

EXIST

Status of the entity (Integer, Output)
0
1

ITYPE

does not exist
exists

The entity type (Integer, Output)
0
1
2
3
4

undefined entity
relation
matrix
sparse matrix
unstructured

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
ENTNAM must be closed.
Error Conditions:
None

ZONA DATABASE M ANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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DBFLSH

DBFLSH
Purpose:
To delete, or flush all of the data from a database entity. The entity itself remains in existence but is
empty.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBFLSH ( ENTNAM
ENTNAM

)

The name of the entity (Character*16, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
ENTNAM must be closed.
Error Conditions:
None
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DBINIT

DBINIT
Purpose:
Initializes the run-time database.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBINIT
Method:
DBINIT must be called first before any run-time database utility routine is used. It initializes some
basic parameter used by the database utility routines.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None

ZONA DATABASE M ANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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DBNEMP

DBNEMP
Purpose:
To return a logical TRUE or FALSE depending on whether an entity has entries, records or
columns (TRUE) or if it is nonexistent or empty (FALSE).
Application Calling Sequence:
DBNEMP

( ENTNAM

ENTNAM

)

The name of the entity (Character*16, Input)

Method:
DBNEMP is a LOGICAL FUNCTION that returns TRUE if and only if the named ENTNAM
exists and contains entries if relational, columns if matrix or records if unstructured. Any other
condition returns a FALSE.
Design Requirements:
ENTNAM must be closed.
Error Conditions:
None
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DBOPEN

DBOPEN
Purpose:
To open a database entity for subsequent I/O operations.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBOPEN

( ENTNAM,

INFO,

RW, FLUSH,

ISTAT )

ENTNAM

The name of the entity (Character*16, Input)

INFO

Array of length 20 words containing entity information (Integer, Output)

INFO

RELATION

MATRIX

UNSTRUCTURED

1

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

2

NATTR

NCOL

NREC

3

NENTRY

NROW

MAX

REC

LEN

in words
4

—

PREC

—

5

—

DEN*100

—

6

—

FORM

—

7

—

Maximum number of —
nonzero terms in any
column

8

—

Maximum number
strings in column

9

—

Maximum length of a
string

—

10

—

—

—

of —

DEN is measured in percent ranging from 0.0 to 100.0
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DBOPEN

Type Codes (TYPE) are:

Form Codes (FORM) are:

1

REL

1

rectangular

2

MAT

2

symmetric

3

IMAT

3

diagonal

4

UN

4

identity

5

IUN

5

square

Precision Codes (PREC) are:

1

real, single-precision

2

real, double-precision

3

complex, single-precision

4

complex, double-precision

RW

Type of access (Character*4, Input)
' R/W '
' RO '

FLUS H

Read/Write access
Read only access

Flush option (Character*8, Input)
' FLUS H '
' NOFLUS H '

IS TAT

flush entity on open
do not flush entity on open

Return status (Integer, Output)
0
101

entity opened
entity does not exist

Method: None
Design Requirements:
1.

The INFO array is loaded on the call to DBOPEN and not subsequently modified. The
programmer may use the second 10 words for any purpose. DBCLOS will write the current
INFO data to the database.

2.

Multiple open entities must not share INFO array locations. Care must be taken not to modify
the first 10 words within the application.

Error Conditions:
None
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DBPALL

DBPALL
Purpose:
To print out the properties of all existing data entities on the run-time database.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBPALL
Method:
The properties of each data entity include:
the type of the entity (relational, matrix or unstructured entity)
the status of the entity (open or closed entity)
the data stored in the INFO array of each entity
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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6.2

UTILITIES FOR MATRIX ENTITIES

The matrix or entity utilities are designed to provide a number of different methods for accessing
complete columns or portions of columns. The use of these various methods depends on the source of
data defining the matrix and the intensity of the computational algorithm. The routines available are:
S ubroutine
MXINIT

Function
Initializes a matrix entity for I/O

MXNPOS
MXPOS

Position to a specified matrix column

MXRPOS
MXPAK

Packs a column of a matrix

MXS IZE

Obtain the number rows and columns of a matrix

MXS TAT

Retrieve matrix column information

MXUNP

6.2.1

Unpacks a column of a matrix

CREATING A M ATRIX

After a matrix entity has been created, it must be initialized before it can be used. The MXINIT call
provides information required for the storing of data in the matrix. For example, to create and initialize
a matrix entity for a real, single-precision, symmetric matrix with 1,000 rows the following code is
required:
INTEGER INFO (20)
CHARACTER*16 KGG
DATA
KGG/’KGG’/
CALL
DBCREA (KGG ’MAT’)
CALL
DBOPEN (KGG, INFO, ’R/W’, ’FLUSH’, ISTAT)
CALL
MXINIT (KGG, 1000, ’RSP’, ’SYM’)

Whenever a matrix is flushed, with either a DBOPEN or a DBFLSH call, the initialization data are
cleared. Therefore, an MXINIT call is required before reusing the matrix in this case. Similarly, if a
matrix entity is going to be redefined, it must be flushed before a new MXINIT call may be made.

6.2.2

PACKING AND UNPACKING A M ATRIX BY COLUMNS

The simplest method to process a matrix is with the full column routines MXPAK and MXUNP. Each
of these routines may process either a full column or a portion of a column. In either case, only one call
is allowed for each column. The subsequent call will process the next column. The following code
illustrates the packing and unpacking of a matrix by columns:
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C
C
C

100
C
C
C

200

6.2.3

PACK MATRIX BY COLUMNS
DO 100 ICOL = 1, NCOL
CALL MXPAK (KGG, COLDTA (1,ICOL),1,1000)
CONTINUE
UNPACK MATRIX BY COLUMNS
CALL MXPOS (KGG,1)
DO 200 ICOL = 1, NCOL
CALL MXUNP (KGG, DATA,1,1000)
CONTINUE

OBTAINING M ATRIX COLUMN STATISTICS

The MXPAK routine removes any zero terms in the column to reduce the amount of disk space
required to store the matrix. Consecutive nonzero terms are stored in strings. Whenever a zero term is
encountered, the current string is terminated and a new string is started. The MXSTAT routine may be
used to obtain statistics about each column. The following code gives an example of how this
information can be used to unpack only those terms between the first and last nonzero terms.

100

6.2.4

DO 100 ICL = 1, NCOL
CALL MXSTAT (KGG, COLID, FNZ, LNZ, NZT, DEN, NSTR)
CALL MXUNP (KGG, DATA, FNZ, LNZ-FNZ + 1)
CONTINUE

M ATRIX POSITIONING

Several routines are provided to position a matrix randomly to a given column. The following code
shows the use of these routines to randomly read three matrix columns.
C
C
C

POSITION TO COLUMN 10 and UNPACK
CALL MXPOS (KGG, 10)
CALL MXUNP (KGG, DATA, 1, 1000)

C
C
C

POSITION FORWARD 5 COLUMNS
CALL MXRPOS (KGG, +5)
CALL MXUNP (KGG, DATA, 1, 1000)

C
C
C

POSITION TO NEXT NONNULL COLUMN
CALL MXNPOS (KGG, ICOL)
CALL MXUNP (KGG, DATA, 1, 1000)

The first MXUNP retrieves the data for column 10 and leaves the matrix positioned at the start of
column 11. The MXRPOS call positions the matrix forward five columns to column 16. The second
ZONA DAT ABASE M ANAGEMENT SYST EM
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MXUNP call then retrieves the data for column 16. The results of the MXNPOS call depend on the
data stored in the matrix. If column 17 has nonzero terms, it will be positioned there. If column 17 is
null, the matrix will be positioned forward until a nonnull column is found. Note that both MXPOS
and MXNPOS require that the column to which the matrix is positioned exists. The MXNPOS utility
is more general in that it determines if the next column that exists.

6.2.5

M ISSING M ATRIX COLUMNS

For extremely sparse matrices, it is possible to pack only the columns which contain data. This feature
can greatly reduce disk space requirements for these matrices because space is not wasted for column
headers and trailers. It also simplifies coding because it is not required to pack null columns. The
following example shows the packing of an extremely sparse matrix which contains only two items.
C
C
C

PACK DIAGONAL TERM IN COLUM N 100
CALL M XPOS (KGG, 100)
CALL M XPAK (KGG, 1.0,100,1)

C
C
C

PACK DIAGONAL TERM IN COLUM N 500
CALL M XPOS (KGG, 100)
CALL M XPAK (KGG, 1.0,100,1)

When a matrix does not have all its columns stored, care must be used when unpacking it. Since the
routines only operate on columns physically stored in the matrix, only two sets of calls are required to
unpack the matrix.
The following code shows one method to unpack this matrix.
C
C
C

UNPACK TWO M ATRIX COLUMNS

DO 100 ICOL = 1,2
CALL M XSTAT (KGG, COLID, FNZ, LNZ, NZT, DEN, NSTR)
WRITE (6,*) ’DATA FOR COLUM N’, COLID
CALL M XUNP (KGG, DATA, 1, 1000)
100 CONTINUE

This example illustrates a disadvantage. The code must know the exact number of columns stored in
the matrix. There is no method provided to determine this. The next example shows how MXNPOS
can be used to produce a code sequence that will work no matter how many physical columns are stored
in the matrix.
C
C POSITION TO NEXT COLUM N
C
100
CALL M XNPOS (KGG, ICOL)
IF ( ICOL.GT.0 ) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ’DATA FOR COL’, ICOL
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CALL MXUNP (KGG, DATA, 1, 1000)
GO TO 100
ENDIF

The MXPOS and MXRPOS utilities should be used with extreme caution if the matrix does not
contain all physical columns. These routines work on actual column numbers and will cause fatal errors
if the column does not exist. For example, an MXPOS to column 200 will cause an error because the
column is not stored in the matrix. If the matrix is positioned at column 100, an MXRPOS of +100
will also fail because column 200 is not stored in the matrix.

ZONA DAT ABASE M ANAGEMENT SYST EM
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MXINIT

MXINIT
Purpose:
To initialize a matrix prior to writing data.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXINIT

( MATNAM,

NROW, PREC, FORM )

MATNAM

Name of matrix (Character*16, Input)

NROW

Number of rows (Integer, Input)

PREC

The precision of the matrix (Character*4, Input)
' RSP '
' RDP '
' CSP '
' CDP '

FORM

Real, Single-precision
Real, Double-precision
Complex, Single-precision
Complex, Double-precision

Form of the matrix (Character*8, Input)
' REC '
Rectangular
' SYM '
Symmetric
' DIAG '
Diagonal
' INDENT ' Identity
' SQUARE ' Square

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
DBOPEN must be called first.
Error Conditions:
None
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MXNPOS

MXNPOS
Purpose:
To position a matrix to the next column.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXNPOS

( MATNAM,

ICOL )

MATNAM

Name of matrix (Character*16, Input)

ICOL

Column number positioned to (Integer, Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
If there are no more columns in the matrix, ICOL is set to zero
Error Conditions:
None
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MXPAK

MXPAK
Purpose:
To pack all, or a portion, of a matrix and then to move to the next column.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXPAK

( MATNAM,

ARAY, ROWl, NROW )

MATNAM

Name of matrix to be packed (Character*16, Input)

ARAY

Array containing data to be packed (Any type, Input)

ROWl

First row position in column (Integer, Input)

NROW

Number of rows to pack (Integer, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
DBOPEN and MXINIT must be called first.
Error Conditions:
None
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MXPOS

MXPOS
Purpose:
To position a matrix to a specified column.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXPOS

( MATNAM,

COL )

MATNAM

Name of the matrix (Character*16, Input)

COL

Column number (Input, Integer)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
MATNAM must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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MXRPOS

MXRPOS
Purpose:
To position a matrix to a column by specifying the column increment relative to the current
column.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXRPOS

( MATNAM,

DELCOL

)

MATNAM

Name of the matrix (Character*16, Input)

DELCOL

Column number increment (Integer, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

Positive DELCOL positions forward, negative position backward from current column.

2.

MATNAM must be opened.

Error Conditions:
None
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MXSIZE

MXSIZE
Purpose:
To obtain the number of rows and columns of a matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXSIZE

( MATNAM,

NROW, NCOL )

MATNAM

Name of the matrix (Character*16, Input)

NROW

Number of rows (Integer, Output)

NCOL

Number of columns (Integer, Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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MXSTAT

MXSTAT
Purpose:
To obtain status information for the current column.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXSTAT

( MATNAM,

COLID,

FNZ, LNZ, NZT, DEN, NSTR )

MATNAM

Name of the matrix (Character, Input)

COLID

Current column number (Integer, Output)

FNZ

First nonzero row in column(Integer, Output)

LNZ

Last nonzero row in column (Integer, Output)

NZT

Number of nonzero rows in column (Integer, Output)

DEN

Column density (Real, Output) (DEN is a decimal fraction, e.g., 40%=.40)

NSTR

Number of strings in column (Integer, Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

MATNAM must be opened.

2.

Note that for very large matrices, DEN is a single-precision number and may be numerically
zero even if there are nonzero terms in the matrix.

Error Conditions:
None
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MXUNP

MXUNP
Purpose:
To unpack all, or a portion, of a matrix column and then to move to the next column.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXUNP

( MATNAM,

ARRAY,

ROWl, NROW )

MATNAM

Name of the matrix (Character*16, Input)

ARRAY

Array containing data to be unpacked (Any type, Output)

ROWl

First row position in column (Integer, Input)

NROW

Number of rows to unpack (Integer, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
MATNAM must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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6.3

UTILITIES FOR RELATIONAL ENTITIES

Relational database entities are used to store highly structured data that will be accessed and modified
in a random manner. Utilities to operate on relations are summarized below:
S ubroutine
REAB
READD

Function
Adds a group of entries to a relation.
Adds a new entry to a relation.

RECOND
RES ETC

Defines constraints or “WHERE” conditions for the relation.

REENDC
RECLRC

Clears conditions defined for a relation.

RECOPY

Copy one relational entity to another.

RECPOS

Checks for existence of a given entry.

REGB
REGET

Gets or fetches a qualified entry from a relation.

REPOS

Positions a relation to an entry.

REPROJ

Defines the projection of the relation prior to I/O activity.

REQURY

Queries the schema of a relation.

RES CHM

Defines the schema of a relation.

RES ORT

Sorts the entries of a relation.

REUPD

6.3.1

Gets or fetches all the qualified entries from a relation.

Updates the current entry of a relation.

EXAMPLES OF RELATIONAL ENTITY UTILITIES

This subsection provides specific examples of operating with relations. Particular attention should be
given the use of character attributes. Special routines are provided for such attributes when used by
themselves or when “mixed” with other data types.

6.3.2

CREATING A RELATION

A relational entity requires both a name and a schema definition. The schema defines the attributes of a
relation and their data types. Therefore, a call to the RESCHM routine is required in addition to a
DBCREA call in order to complete the creation of a relational entity. For example, to create a relation
GRID, the following code is required:
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C
C
C

DEFINE ATTRIBUTES TYPES AND LENGTHS
CHARACTER*16
GRID
CHARACTER*8
GATTR (4)
CHARACTER*8
GTYPE (4)
INTEGER
GLEN (4)
DATA GATTR / ’GID’, ’X’, ’Y’, ’Z’/
DATA GTYPE / ’KINT’, ’RSP’, ’RSP’, ’RSP’/
DATA GLEN / 4,4,4,4 /
DATA GRID /’GRID’/

C
C
C

CREATE A RELATION AND SCHEMA
CALL DBCREA (GRID, ’REL’)
CALL RESCHM (GRID, 4, GATTR, GTYPE, GLEN)

The schema is specified by an attribute name and data type. Various data types are available. In this
example, the grid ID and GID are called keyed integers (KINT). This causes an index structure to be
created which will allow fast direct access to a given entry. The coordinate values X, Y and Z are
defined as real, single-precision (RSP). The length parameters (GLEN) are only used for character
attributes and for arrays of integers or real numbers. An array of values would be used if the overall
data organization is relational but some groups of values are only used on an all-or-nothing basis.

6.3.3

LOADING RELATIONAL DATA

Once a relation has been created, it may be loaded with data. There are two modes of adding data: one
entry at a time, or a “blast” add wherein the entire relation, or a large part of it, has been accumulated in
memory. Using the preceding GRID relation example, loading data on an entry-by-entry basis would
be performed as follows:
C
C
C

ALLOCATE BUFFER AREA FOR ENTRIES AND INFO
INTEGER IBUF (4), INFO (20)

C
C
C

USE EQUIVALENCES TO HANDLE REAL DATA
EQUIVALENCE (IGID, IBUF (1)), (X, IBUF (2))
EQUIVALENCE (Y, IBUF (3)), (Z, IBUF (4))

C
C
C

DEFINE THE PROJECTION AS THE FULL RELATION
CHARACTER*16 GRID
DATA GRID /’GRID’/
CHARACTER*8 PATTR (4)
DATA PATTR /’GID’, ’X’, ’Y’, ’Z’/

C
C
C

100
C

READ AN ENTRY FROM INPUT, ADD TO RELATION
DO 100 I=1, IEND
READ (5, 101) IGID, X,Y,Z
CALL READD (GRID, IBUF)
CONTINUE
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C
C
CALL DBCLOS (GRID)

Space must first be allocated to contain an entire entry of the relation. This buffer must be of a specific
type. Therefore, equivalencies must be used if the attributes are of mixed data types. The projection of
the relation must be defined (via REPROJ) even if all attributes are being selected. If the data had
been stored in memory first, the REAB routine could have been used to “blast” all of the entries into
the relation with a single call.

6.3.4

ACCESSING A RELATION

A relation is accessed by a set of two routines: REGET and REGB. Several other routines now come
into play. The first are REPOS and RECPOS. These routines are used to find an entry within a
relation whose key is equal to a specific value. The second is the group of routines RECOND,
RESETC, REENDC, and RECLRC. These allow the specification of more complex “where” clauses
that are used to qualify an entry of the relation.
As an example, suppose that the X, Y and Z coordinates are to be retrieved for a grid point whose GID
is 1. The code segment below could be used to perform this:
C
C
C

ALLOCATE BUFFER – ALL OUTPUT IS REAL
DIMENSION COORDS (3), INFO (20)

C
C
C

DEFINE THE PROJECTION
CHARACTER*8 PATTR (3)
DATA PATTR /’X’, ’Y’, ’Z’/

C
C
C

OPEN THE ENTITY FOR I/O
CALL DBOPEN (GRID, INFO, ’R/W’, ’NOFLUSH’, ISTAT)
CALL REPROJ (GRID, 3, PATTR)

C
C
C

POSITION TO THE DESIRED ENTRY
CALL REPOS (GRID, ’GID’, 1)

C
C
C

GET THE ENTRY
CALL REGET (GRID, COORDS, ISTAT)

Note that GID must be a keyed attribute to use REPOS.
To qualify an entry by more than one attribute, a sequence of a RECOND calls, any number of
RESETC calls and a REENDC call can be used. For instance, to find any or all grid points whose
coordinates are X=1, Y=2, Z=3, the code segment below could be used:
CALL RECOND (GRID, ’X’, ’EQ’, 1.0)
CALL RESETC (’AND’, ’Y’, ’EQ’, 2.0)
CALL RESETC (’AND’, ’Y’, ’EQ’, 3.0)
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CALL REENDC
CALL REGET (GRID, BUF, ISTAT)

Each call to REGET will retrieve an entry that satisfies the specified conditions. An ISTAT value
greater than zero indicates the end of successful retrievals. Conditions may include any of the
following relational operators: the MAX and MIN selectors and the Boolean operators AND and OR.
However, if either MIN or MAX is employed, no additional operators can be used. To reset a new set
of conditions on an open relational entity, the utility RECLRC may be called to destroy the current
conditions.

6.3.5

UPDATING A RELATIONAL ENTRY

One of the most powerful features of the relational database is the ability to randomly modify a small
number of data items efficiently. The update procedure is a simple one. First, the projection is set.
This is followed by positioning to a row or rows by specifying a REPOS, RECPOS or a RECOND.
Routine REGET is then used to fetch the entry. One or more of attributes may then be modified in the
buffer, and a REUPD used to accomplish the update. Note that attributes not in the projection and
attributes not modified in the buffer will remain unchanged.

6.3.6

OTHER OPERATIONS

If it is necessary for an application to determine the schema of a given relation, then the utility
REQURY can be used. This routine returns the names and types of each attribute in the schema.
Finally, a relation may be sorted in an ascending or descending manner on one or more of its attributes
by using the utility RESORT.
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REAB

REAB
Purpose:
To add multiple entries, held in memory, to a specified relation.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL REAB

( RELNAM,

BUF, INUM

)

RELNAM

Name of the relation. (Character*16, Input)

BUF

Array that contains the entries to be added to the relation. (Any, Input)

INUM

The number of entries to be added. (Integer, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

Only integer, real single-precision, or string attributes may be added with this routine.

2.

DBOPEN and REPROJ must be called first.

Error Conditions:
None
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READD

READD
Purpose:
To add a new entry to a relation.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL READD

( RELNAM,

BUF )

RELNAM

Name of the relation (Character*16, Input)

BUF

Array that contains the entries to be added to the relation (Any, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

Only integer, single-precision, or string attributes may be added with this routine.

2.

DBOPEN and REPROJ must be called first.

Error Conditions:
None
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RECLRC

RECLRC
Purpose:
To clear the conditions set on a relational entity without performing a DBCLOS.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL RECLRC
ENTNAM

( ENTNAM

)

The name of the relational entity (Character*16, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
ENTNAM must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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RECOND

RECOND
Purpose:
To define a condition, or constraint, for a relational attribute prior to performing a get operation
(see also RESETC).
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL RECOND

( RELNAM,

ATTRNAM,

RELOP,

VAL )

RELNAM

Name of the relation (Character*16, Input)

ATTRNAM

Name of the attribute (Character*8, Input)

RELOP

The relational operator for the constraint; one of ' EQ ', ' NE ', ' GT ', ' LT ', '
GE ', ' LE ', ' MAX ', ' MIN ' (Character*4, Input)

VAL

The value to be tested (Any, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

VAL must be the same type as the ATTRNAM. All RELOPs are legal for attributes of type '
INT ', ' KINT ', ' RSP ', and ' RDP '. Only ' EQ ' and ' NE ' are valid for attribute types '
STR ' and ' KSTR '. Attribute types of ' AINT ', ' ARSP ' and ' ARDP ' may not be used in
a condition. Also, for attributes of type ' STR ' and ' KSTR ', their length must be 8 or fewer
characters. Note that string attribute values are passed as hollerith data.

2.

Any RECOND call removes any existing conditions, that is, it performs an RECLRC
internally.

Error Conditions:
None
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RECOPY

RECOPY
Purpose:
Copy one relational entity to another.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL RECOPY

( REIN,

REOUT

)

REIN

Name of the relational entity to be copied (Character*16, Input)

REOUT

Name of the relational entity to be created (Character*16, Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

REIN must exist and be closed.

2.

If REOUT does not exist, it will be created first.

3.

On output, REOUT will be identical to REIN.

Error Conditions:
None
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RECPOS

RECPOS
Purpose:
To position to a specific entry and return the row number, if present.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL RECPOS

( RELNAM,

KEY,

VAL, ROWNUM

)

RELNAM

Name of the relation (Character*16, Input)

KEY

Name of a keyed attribute (Character, Input)

VAL

The desired value of the keyed attribute (Integer, Input)

ROWNUM

The row number satisfying the condition. If zero, no entries were found (Integer,
Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

If the KEY is a character attribute, it must be of length eight, and VAL must contain the
hollerith representation of the desired value. The conversion from character to hollerith must
be made with the DBMDCH routine.

2.

DBOPEN and REPROJ must be called first.

Error Conditions:
None
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REENDC

REENDC
Purpose:
To end the definition for a relational entity.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL REENDC
Method:
None
Design Requirements:
REENDC must be called right after calling RECOND / RESETC.
Error Conditions:
None
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REGB

REGB
Purpose:
To fetch all of the entries of the requested relation that satisfies the specified projection and
constraints.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL REGB

( RELNAM,

BUF, INUM,

ISTAT )

RELNAM

Name of the relation (Character*16, Input)

BUF

Array that will contain the entries (Any, Output)

INUM

The number of entries fetched (Integer, Output)

ISTAT

Status return (Integer, Output)
0
201

entries successfully fetched
no entries found

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

Only integer or real, single-precision or string attributes may be fetched with this routine.

2.

DBOPEN and REPROJ must be called first.

Error Conditions:
None
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REGET

REGET
Purpose:
To fetch an entry of a relation that satisfies the given projection and constraint conditions.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL REGET

( RELNAM,

BUF, ISTAT )

RELNAM

Name of the relation (Character*16, Input)

BUF

Array that will contain the entry data (Any, Output)

ISTAT

Status return (Integer, Output)
0
201

entries successfully fetched
no entries found

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
DBOPEN and REPROJ must be called first.
Error Conditions:
None
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REPOS

REPOS
Purpose:
To position a relation to an entry with a given keyed attribute.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL REPOS

( RELNAM,

KEY,

VAL )

RELNAM

Name of the relation (Character*16, Input)

KEY

Name of a keyed attribute (Character, Input). The special attribute name of '
ENTRYNUM ' with a VAL=l may be used to reposition an entity to the
beginning.

VAL

The desired value of the keyed attribute (Integer, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

The attribute must be keyed.

2.

If KEY = ' ENTRYNUM ' then VAL must be 1.

3.

RELNAM must be opened.

Error Conditions:
A database fatal error occurs if the requested entry does not exist.
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REPROJ

REPROJ
Purpose:
To define the projection, or subset of attributes, for the relation prior to performing updates, adds or
gets of entries.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL REPROJ

( RELNAM,

NATTR,

ATTRLIST

)

RELNAM

Name of the relation (Character*16, Input)

NATTR

Number of attributes in the projection (Integer, Input)

ATTRLIST

Array containing the attribute names that define the projection (Character*8, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
RELNAM must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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REQURY

REQURY
Purpose:
To retrieve the schema of a relation.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL REQURY

( RELNAM, NATTR,
TOTLEN )

ATTRLIS T,

ATTRTYPE,

ATTRLEN,

RELNAM

Name of the relation. (Character*16, Input)

NATTR

Number of attributes. (Integer, Input)

ATTRLIST

Array containing the attribute names that define the projection. (Character, Input)

ATTRTYPE

Array containing the attribute types. (Character, Output)
' INT '
' KINT '
' AINT '
' RSP '
' ARSP '
' RDP '
' ARDP '
' STR'
' KSTR'

Integer attribute
Keyed integer attribute
Array of integers
Real, single-precision attribute
Array of single-precision
Real, double-precision attributes
Array of double-precision
String attribute
Keyed string attribute

ATTRLEN

Array defining the number of elements in an array attribute or the number of
characters in a string attribute. (Integer, Output)

TOTLEN

Total length of schema in words. (Integer, Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
RELNAM must be closed.
Error Conditions:
None
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RESCHM

RESCHM
Purpose:
To define the schema of a relation being created by a functional module.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL RESCHM

( RELNAM,

NATTR, ATTRLIST,

ATTRTYPE,

RELNAM

Name of the relation (Character*16, Input)

NATTR

Number of attributes (Integer, Input)

ATTRLIST

Array containing the attribute names (Character*8, Input)

ATTRTYPE

Array containing the attribute types (Character*4, Input)
' INT '
' KINT '
' AINT '
' RSP '
' ARSP '
' RDP '
' ARDP '
' STR'
' KSTR'

ATTRLEN

ATTRLEN

Integer attribute
Keyed integer attribute
Array of integers
Real, single-precision attribute
Array of single-precision
Real, double-precision attributes
Array of double-precision
String attribute
Keyed string attribute

Array defining the number of elements in an array attribute or the number of
characters in a string attribute (Integer, Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

The relation RELNAM must not already have a schema defined.

2.

Keyed attributes must have uniform values for all rows.

3.

No attributes may have the name ' ENTRYNUM '

4.

Attributes of the type ' KSTR ' must have length of 8 or fewer characters.

Error Conditions:
None
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RESETC

RESETC
Purpose:
To define additional conditions, or constraints, for a relational attribute prior to performing a get
operation (see also RECOND).
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL RESETC

( BOOL, ATTNAM,

RELOP,

VAL )

BOOL

The boolean operation ' OR ' or ' AND ' (Character, Input)

ATTNAM

Name of the attribute (Character, Input)

RELOP

The relational operator for the constraint; one of ' EQ ', ' NE ', ' GT ', ' LT ', '
GE ', ' LE ', ' MAX ', ' MIN ' (Character, Input)

VAL

The value to be tested (Any, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

VAL must be the same type as the ATTNAM. A maximum of 10 conditions may be specified.
All RELOPs are legal for attributes of type ' INT ', ' KINT ', ' RSP ', and ' RDP '. Only ' EQ
' and ' NE ' are valid for attribute types' STR ' and ' KSTR '. Attribute types of ' AINT ', '
ARSP ' and ' ARDP ' may not be used in a condition. Also, for attributes of type ' STR ' or '
KSTR ', their length must be 8 or fewer characters. Only one condition may have a ' MAX '
or ' MIN ' RELOP. Note that string attribute values are passed as hollerith data.

2.

RESETC must be called if RECOND is already called.

Error Conditions:
None
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RESORT

RESORT
Purpose:
To sort a relation on one or more of its attributes.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL RESORT

( RELNAM,

NATTR,

SORTTYPE,

ATTRLIST,

RELNAM

Name of the relation (Character*16, Input)

NATTR

The number of attributes to be sorted (Integer, Input)

SORTTYPE

The type of sort for each attribute (Character, Input)
' ASC '
' DES '

KORE

)

Ascending
Descending

ATTRLIST

A list of the attributes to be sorted (Character, Input)

KORE

Base address of open core (Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

The sort sequence is performed in the order that the attributes are specified in ATTRLIS T.

2.

The relation RELNAM must be closed when RESORT is called.

Error Conditions:
None
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REUPD

REUPD
Purpose:
To update the current relational entry.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL REUPD

( RELNAM,

BUF )

RELNAM

Name of the relation (Character, Input)

BUF

Array that contains updated entry data (Any, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
1.

Only integer, single-precision or string attributes may be updated with this routine.

2.

DBOPEN and REPROJ must be called first.

Error Conditions:
None
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6.4

UTILITIES FOR UNSTRUCTURED ENTITIES

Unstructured database entities are used primarily for scratch I/O by modules or for saving data that are
generally used on an all-or-nothing basis. The utilities to support this type of data are shown below:
S ubroutine

Function

UNPOS
UNRPOS

Positions to a given unstructured record.

UNS TAT

Returns the length of a record.

UNGET

Gets or fetches an entire record.

UNGETP

Gets or fetches a partial record.

UNPUT
UNPUTP

6.4.1

Adds a new record to the unstructured entity.
Adds a partial record to the entity.

GENERATING AN UNSTRUCTURED ENTITY

As seen in Section 6.1, the first step in generating any entity is to perform a DBCREA. This is
followed by a DBOPEN, any desired I/O activity and finally a DBCLOS. Suppose, for example, the
local coordinates X, Y, and Z of 1000 grid points have been computed and are in a block of dynamic
memory called GRID whose location pointer is IGRD (see Section 5.0). Further, assume that these
coordinates have also been converted to the basic coordinate system and that these transformed
coordinates are located in block NGRD with pointer IGND. These data will be used in a subsequent
routine or module in their entirety. It will, therefore, be written into an unstructured entity called
COORD in two distinct records. The code segment to perform this is as shown below:
CHARACTER*16 COORD
DATA COORD /’COORD’/
C
C
C

CREATE THE NEW ENTITY AND OPEN FOR I/O
CALL DBCREA (COORD, ’UN’)
CALL DBOPEN (COORD, INFO, ’R/W’, ’FLUSH’, ISTAT)

C
C
C

WRITE THE TWO UNSTRUCTURED RECORDS
CALL UNPUT (COORD, Z (IGRD), 3000)
CALL UNPUT (COORD, Z (IGND), 3000)

C
C
C

I/O COMPLETE CLOSE ENTITY
CALL DBCLOS (COORD)

The UNPUT call loads a complete record into the entity. Therefore, the above operations generate two
records in COORD. If an operation is being performed “on-the-fly”, or complete records do not fit in
memory, then a “partial” put, UNPUTP, may be performed.
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Now assume that the local coordinates are all in memory, but that the transferred coordinates will be
generated on a point-by-point basis and written to the COORD entity. Subroutine TRANSF
transforms a set of three local coordinates to basic coordinates stored in a local array XNEW. This is
illustrated below:
C
C
C

CREATE AND OPEN THE ENTITY
CALL DBCREA (COORD, ’UN’)
CALL DBOPEN (COORD, INFO, ’R/W’, ’FLUSH’, ISTAT)

C
C
C

FIRST WRITE THE LOCAL COORDINATE
CALL UNPUT (COORD, Z (IGRD), 3000)

C
C
C

100
C
C
C

NEXT, COMPUTE NEW COORDINATES ONE-AT-A-TIME
DO 100 I=0,2999,3
CALL TRANSF (Z (IGRD+I), XNEW)
CALL UNPUTP (COORD, XNEW, 3)
CONTINUE
TERMINATE PARTIAL RECORD AND CLOSE
CALL UNPUT (COORD, 0, 0)
CALL DBCLOS (COORD)

Note that a record of an unstructured entity that is created by partial puts must be “closed” by a call to
UNPUT. In this case, the final put operation does not extend the record but only terminates it.

6.4.2

ACCESSING AN UNSTRUCTURED ENTITY

The UNPUT and UNPUTP utilities have direct analogs in UNGET and UNGETP for the retrieval of
data. Three other utilities are available for data access. The first two, UNPOS and UNRPOS, allow an
unstructured entity to be positioned to a specific record. Note that this access is much faster if the entity
was created with an index structure, that is, the DBCREA calls specified type ‘UN’. The third utility,
UNSTAT, is used to find the length of a given record. These utilities are demonstrated in the example
below. The second record of COORD will be accessed, and each coordinate set used individually. It is
not assumed that the number of grid points is known to this application.
C
C
C

OPEN THE ENTITY, READONLY MODE
CALL DBOPEN (COORD, INFO, ’RO’, ’NOFLUSH’, ISTAT)

C
C
C
C

NOFLUSH PROTECTS AGAINST DESTROYING THE DATA
NOW, POSITION TO RECORD 2, GET LENGTH OF RECORD
CALL UNPOS (COORD, 2)
CALL UNSTAT (COORD, IREC, LEN)

C
C
C
C

LEN IS THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE RECORD,
FETCH AN USE COORDINATES ONE-AT-A-TIME
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NGRID=LEN/3
DO 100 I=1, NGRID
CALL UNGETP (COORD, XNEW, 3)
C
C
C
100
C
C
C

USE THE XNEW VALUES HERE
CONTINUE
I/O COMPLETE, CLOSE THE ENTITY
CALL DBCLOS (COORD)

6.4.3

M ODIFYING AN UNSTRUCTURED ENTITY

Once a record within an unstructured entity is created, it cannot be modified. However, new records
can be appended to an existing unstructured data entity.
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UNGET

UNGET
Purpose:
To fetch a complete record from an unstructured entity.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UNGET

( NAME,

ARAY,

NWORD )

NAME

Name of the unstructured entity (Character*16, Input)

ARAY

Array that will contain the unstructured record (Integer, Output)

NWORD

The number of single-precision words to be transferred (Integer, Input)

Method:
If NWORD is less than the total number of words, the remaining data will not be retrieved .
UNGET positions the entity to the next record after the retrieval.
Design Requirements:
NAME must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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UNGETP

UNGETP
Purpose:
To fetch a portion of an unstructured record.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UNGETP

( NAME,

ARAY,

NWORD )

NAME

Name of the unstructured entity (Character*16, Input)

ARAY

Array that will contain the unstructured record (Integer, Output)

NWORD

The number of single-precision words to be transferred (Integer, Input)

Method:
Following the retrieval, the entity is still positioned at the same record, a subsequent UNGET or
UNGETP will get the next words in the record.
Design Requirements:
NAME must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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UNPOS

UNPOS
Purpose:
To position an unstructured entity to a specific record.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UNPOS ( NAME,

RECNO

)

NAME

Name of the unstructured entity (Character*16, Input)

RECNO

Record number (Integer, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
NAME must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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UNPUT

UNPUT
Purpose:
To add a record to an unstructured entity. The record is terminated after the transfer.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UNPUT

( NAME,

ARAY,

NWORD )

NAME

Name of the unstructured entity (Character*16, Input)

ARAY

Array containing the record to be added (Any, Input)

NWORD

The number of words to be transferred (Integer, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
NAME must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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UNPUTP

UNPUTP
Purpose:
To add a partial record to an unstructured entity. The record is not terminated after the transfer.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UNPUTP

( NAME,

ARAY,

NWORD )

NAME

Name of the unstructured entity (Character*16, Input)

ARAY

Array containing the record to be added (Any, Input)

NWORD

The number of words to be transferred (Integer, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
NAME must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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UNRPOS

UNRPOS
Purpose:
To position an unstructured entity to a specific record defined as an increment from
the current record.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UNRPOS

( NAME,

DELRID

)

NAME

Name of the unstructured entity (Character*16, Input)

DELRID

Record number increment relative to the current position (Integer, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
NAME must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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UNSTAT

UNSTAT
Purpose:
To return the length, in single-precision words, of the current record.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UNSTAT

( NAME,

RECNO,

LEN )

NAME

Name of the unstructured entity (Character*16, Input)

RECNO

Record number (Integer, Input)

LEN

Record length in single-precision words (Integer, Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
NAME must be opened.
Error Conditions:
None
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Chapter 7
ENGINEERING UTILITY MODULES
Large software systems such as ZAERO require similar operations to be performed in many code
segments. In order to reduce the maintenance effort and to ease the programming tasks, a set of
commonly used engineering utilities are identified and used whenever the application requires those
tasks to be performed. This section is devoted to the documentation of the set of engineering utilities in
ZAERO. The suite of utilities in ZAERO includes small (performed entirely in memory) and large
matrix operations like linear equation solvers, matrix multiplication, and others. Another suite of
utilities has been written to sort tables or columns of data on real, integer and character values in the
table. Other utilities search lists of data stored in memory for particular key values, initialize arrays,
operate on matrix entities and perform other disparate tasks of a general nature. The ZAERO user who
intends to write application programs to be used within the ZAERO environment is strongly urged to
study the suite of utilities documented in this section. ZAERO software designed to make use of the
suite of engineering utilities can be much simpler to write, debug and maintain since these well-tested
utilities can be substituted for code that would otherwise require programming effort.
The engineering utility modules can be separated into two categories; the application utility modules
and the large matrix utility modules. The application utility modules perform various tasks (all in
memory). The large matrix utility modules are designed to specifically deal with matrix entities and
various matrix operations.
The Input/Output descriptions of the application utility modules and large matrix utility modules are
presented in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. The description of methods of each module are also
included.

7.1

APPLICATION UTILITY MODULES

All routines in the application utility modules are summarized as follows:
Purpose

Routine Name
CURV1

To compute the curvature of a curve for cubic spline with/without tension prior to
CURV2, CURVD or CURVI call.

CURV2,
CURVD,
CURVI

Functions to perform cubic spline with/without tension for obtaining y(xn) (by

DAXB

CURV2), dy
dx

(by CURVD) at a given xn at the x-axis and
x = xn

∫

xU
xL

y(x) dx

(by CURVI).
This routine takes the double-precision cross product of vectors in a threedimensional space.
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DBMDCH
DBMDHC
DBMDHI

To convert an array in bytes into an integer.

DEIGRC

Computes the eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors of a complex double precision
general matrix of order N.

DEIGRF

Computes the eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors of a real double precision general
matrix of order N.

GMMATS

GNNACR

GNNARC

GNNATC

7-2

To convert a character variable of arbitrary length into an integer array with four
(or eight for 64 bits computer) hollerith characters per word.
To convert an integer array with four (or eight for 64 bits computer) hollerith
characters per word into a character variable of arbitrary length.

Perform the in-core single-precision matrix multiplication:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A and B are single precision arrays stored in row order.
In-core single precision matrix multiplication:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A is a complex matrix and B is a real matrix.
In-core single precision matrix multiplication:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A is a real matrix and B is a complex matrix.
In-core single precision matrix multiplication:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A and B are complex matrices.

GNNATD

In-core single precision matrix multiplication:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A and B are complex double precision matrices.

GNNATS

In-core single precision matrix multiplication:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A and B are real matrices.

ENGINEERING UTILITY MODULES

Routine Name

Purpose

GNNDCC

In-core double precision matrix multiplication:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A and B are complex double precision matrices.
In-core double precision matrix multiplication:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A is a complex double precision matrix and B is a real double precision
matrix.
Left justification of a string of characters.
To open an existing formatted file.
Character function returns the character string as the matrix precision needed for
MXINIT, memory management and others based on the machine precision.

GNNDCR

LITJUS
OPENMD
PS
RITJUS
SAXB
SEIGRC
SEIGRF

Right justification of a string of characters.
This routine takes the single-precision cross product of vectors in a threedimensional space.
Computes the eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors of a complex single precision
general matrix of order N.
Computes the eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors of a real single precision general
matrix of order N.

UTBLNK
UTCOPY

To put blanks to a character string.
To copy a specified number of contiguous single-precision words from one
location to another.

UTEXIT

Terminate the job due to fatal error.

UTSORT

To sort a table of data on an integer column of the table.

UTSRCH

Search a table of values for an integer key from a table that is in sorted order on
that integer key.
Sorts a vector of complex number based on the real parts.
Sort a vector of double-precision numbers.
Sort a vector of integers.
Sort a vector of real numbers.
Sort a table on one to three integer keys.
To convert a number of entries from single-precision to double-precision and copy
them from one array into another and to convert a number of entries from doubleprecision to single-precision and copy them from one array into another.

UTSRTC
UTSRTD
UTSRTI
UTSRTR
UTSRT3
UTSTOD,
UTDTOS
UTSTOP
UTZERD
UTZERS

Terminate the job and delete the runtime database.
To initialize the contents of an array with a specified double-precision value.
To initialize the contents of an array with a specified integer or real value.
ENGINEERING UTILITY MODULES
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CURV1

CURV1
Purpose:
To compute the curvature of a tabular function representing a curve for cubic spline with/without
tension prior to CURV2, CURVD or CURVI call.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL CURV1 ( N, X, Y, SLP1, SLP2, ISLP, YP, TEMP, SIGMA, IERR )
N
X

Number of points of the curve
Real array containing N number of values along the x-axis. These values must be in
ascending order. (Real, Input)
Real array containing N number of values corresponding to the y values. (Real, Input)
Slope of the curve at x(1). (Real, Input)
Slope of the curve at x(N). (Real, Input)
Flag for slopes (Integer, Input)
ISLP = 0, SLP1 and SLP2 are used as the input slopes. ISLP = 1, Only SLP1 is used as
the input slope at X(1). SLP2 is computed by the program.
ISLP = 2, Only SLP2 is used as the input slope at X(N). SLP1 is computed by the
program.
ISLP = 3,
Neither SLP1 or SLP2 is used. Both are computed by the program.
Real array containing N computed curvatures. These curvatures are the input to CURV2,
CURVD and CURVI utility modules. (Real, Output)
Real array of size N for workspace. (Real, Input)
Tension applied at two endpoints of the curve. For SIGMA = 0.0, it reduces to the cubic
spline method. For SIGMA  ∞ , it becomes a linear interpolation method. (Real, Input)
Error flag. (Integer, Output) IERR = 0, no error IERR = 1, error occurs

Y
SLP1
SLP2
ISLP

YP
TEMP
SIGMA
IERR
Method:
1.

CURV1 is used for interpolation for N x-y pair of values representing a curve. However,
CURV1 is used only for computing the curvatures of the curve. These curvatures are the input
values to CURV2, CURVD or CURVI.

2.

The best value of SIGMA must be obtained by a trial and error process.

Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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CURV2, CURVD, CURVI

CURV2, CURVD, CURVI
Purpose:
Functions to perform cubic spline with/without tension for obtaining y(xh) (by CURV2),

dy
dx

(by CURVD) at a given xh at the x-axis and
x = xh

∫

xU

xL

y(x) dx (by CURVI).

Application Calling Sequence:
YH = CURV2 ( XH, N, X, Y, YP, SIGMA )
DYDX = CURVD ( XH, N, X, Y, YP, SIGMA )
AREA = CURVI ( XL, XU, N, X, Y, YP, SIGMA )
XH

A given x value at the x-axis. (Real, Input)

YH

The y value of the curve at XH. (Real, Output)

N

Number of points of the curve. (Integer > 1), Input)

X

Real array containing N number of values along the x-axis. These values must be in
ascending order. (Real, Input)

Y

Real array containing N number of values corresponding to the y values. (Real, Input)

YP

Real array containing N curvatures computed by the CURV1 utility module. (Real,
Input)

SIGMA

Tension applied at the two endpoints of the curve. (Real, Input)

DYDX

Slope of the curve at XH. (Real, Output)

AREA

Area of the curve from XL to XU. (Real, Input)

XL, XU

Lower and upper limits of the integration of the curve. (Real, Input)

Method:
Note that CURV2, CURVD, and CURVI are FORTRAN functions. They can be repeatedly used
for large number of different XH values.
Design Requirements:
CURV1 must be called first to obtain the curvature YP.
Error Conditions:
None
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DAXB
Purpose:
This routine takes the double-precision cross product of vectors in a three-dimensional space.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DAXB ( A, B, C )
A

First vector (3xl) (Double, Input)

B

Second vector (3xl) (Double, Input)

C

Cross product A x B (Double, Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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DBMDCH

DBMDCH
Purpose:
To convert a character variable of arbitrary length into an integer array with four (or eight for 64
bits computer) hollerith characters per word.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBMDCH ( CVAR, IVAR, LEN )
CVAR

An input character variable of arbitrary length.

IVAR

The output integer array containing the hollerith equivalent of CVAR.

LEN

An input integer denoting the number of characters to be placed in IVAR. LEN should
always be a multiple of four, these routine pads with blanks as needed.

Method:
The DBMDCH routine is used extensively by the database routines to convert user supplied
character variables into hollerith integers for subsequent processing. It is critical for performance
that this routine be efficient. For implementation purposes, it must be assumed that the input
character string can be of any length, but the output hollerith variable must always have four (or
eight for 64 bits computer) characters per word. Any extra bytes left unused are filled with blanks.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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DBMDHC
Purpose:
To convert an integer array with four (or eight for 64 bits computer) hollerith characters per word
into a character variable of arbitrary length.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBMDHC ( IVAR, CVAR, LEN )
IVAR

The input integer array containing the hollerith characters.

CVAR

An output character variable containing the character representation of the hollerith IVAR.

LEN

An input integer denoting the number of characters in IVAR to convert and place in
CVAR. LEN should always be a multiple of four; the routine truncates or pads with
blanks as needed.

Method:
The DBMDHC routine is used extensively by the database routines to convert hollerith integer into
character variables for subsequent processing. It is critical for performance that this routine be
efficient. For implementation purposes, it must be assumed that the output character string can be
of any length and the input hollerith variable must have four (or eight for 64 bits computer)
characters per word as generated by DBMDHC.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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DBMDHI
Purpose:
To convert an array in bytes into an integer.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBMDHI ( HH, INTG, LENH )
HH

Array in bytes of length LENH (Input)

INTG

Integer (Output)

LENH

Length of HH in number of bytes

Method:
The DBMDHI routine is used extensively by the database routine to convert an array of data stored
in bytes into an integer. The length of HH must be four bytes per word for 32 bits computers and
eight bytes per word for 64 bits computers.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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DBMDIH
Purpose:
To convert an integer into an array of bytes.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DBMDIH ( INTG, HH, LENH )
INTG

Integer (Input)

HH

Array in bytes (Output)

LENH

Length of HH in number of bytes

Method:
The DBMDIH routine is used extensively by the database routines to convert an integer into an
array of bytes. The length of HH must be four bytes per word for 32 bits computers and eight
bytes per word for 64 bits computers.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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DEIGRC
Functions:
Computes the eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors of a complex double precision general matrix of
order N.
Input and Output:
CALL DEIGRC (

A, N, IA, IJOB, VALUE, VECTOR, WK, IER )

A

Two-dimensional complex double precision array containing the matrix whose
eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors are to be computed. A is destroyed after the
computation. (Complex double precision, Input)

N

The order of a matrix A. (Integer, Input)

IA

The row dimension of array A, exactly as specified in the dimension statement in the
calling program. (Integer, Input)

IJOB

IJOB = 0
IJOB ≠ 0

Computes eigenvalues only.
Computes both eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

(Integer, Input)
VALUE

Complex double precision array of length N to contain the computed eigenvalues.
(Complex double precision, Output)

VECTOR

One-dimensional complex double precision array of length N x N to contain the
computed eigenvectors. Note that VECTOR is always required as a workspace even
if IJOB = 0. (Complex double precision, Output)

WK

Complex double precision array of length 2N for workspace. (Complex double
precision, Input)

IER

Error flag. (Integer, Output)
IER = 0
IER ≠ 0

No error.
Error occurs.

Method:
The subroutine adopts the routine CG from the EISPACK.
Degree Requirement:

None

Error Condition:

None
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DEIGRF
Functions:
Computes the eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors of a real double precision general matrix of order N.
Input and Output:
CALL DEIGRF (

A, N, IA, IJOB, VALUE, VECTOR, WK, IER )

A

Two-dimensional real double precision array containing the matrix whose eigenvalues
and/or eigenvectors are to be computed. A is destroyed after the computation. (Real
double precision, Input)

N

The order of a matrix A. (Integer, Input)

IA

The row dimension of array A, exactly as specified in the dimension statement in the
calling program. (Integer, Input)

IJOB

IJOB = 0
IJOB ≠ 0

Computes eigenvalues only.
Computes both eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

(Integer, Input)
VALUE

Complex double precision array of length N to contain the computed eigenvalues.
(Complex double precision, Output)

VECTOR

One-dimensional complex double precision array of length N x N to contain the
computed eigenvectors. Used only if IJOB ≠ 0. (Complex double precision, Output)

WK

Complex double precision array of length N for workspace. (Complex double
precision, Input)

IER

Error flag. (Integer, Output)
IER = 0
IER ≠ 0

No error.
Error occurs.

Method:
The subroutine adopts the routine RG from the EISPACK.
Degree Requirement:

None

Error Condition:

None
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GMMATD
Purpose:
Perform the in-core double-precision matrix multiplication:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GMMATD ( A, IROWA, ICOLA, MTA, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB, C )

A

Matrix of IROWA rows and ICOLA columns stored in row order in a linear array.
(Double Precision Array, Input)

B

Matrix of IROWB rows and ICOLB columns stored in row order in a linear array.
(Double Precision Array, Input)

C

MTA, NTB Transpose flags. (Integer, Input)
= 0 if no transpose
= 1 if transpose
Result of the matrix multiplication. (Double Precision Array, Output)

Method:
The GMMATD routine assumes that sufficient storage space is available in core to perform the
multiplication. The matrices are checked to ensure that they are of proper dimensions to be
multiplied. Double precision is used throughout the routine.
Design Requirements:
For the following matrix:

 1.0 3.0 5.0 
 2.0 4.0 6.0 


the row order is defined as A(1) = 1.0, A(2) = 3.0, A(3) = 5.0, A(4) = 2.0, A(5) = 4.0 and A(6) =
6.0.
Error Conditions:
None
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GMMATS
Purpose:
Perform the in-core single-precision matrix multiplication:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GMMATS ( A, IROWA, ICOLA, MTA, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB, C )
A

Matrix of IROWA rows and ICOLA columns stored in row order in a linear array.
(Single Precision Array, Input)

B

Matrix of IROWB rows and ICOLB columns stored in row order in a linear array.
(Single Precision Array, Input)

C

MTA, NTB Transpose flags. (Integer, Input)
= 0 if no transpose
= 1 if transpose
Result of the matrix multiplication. (Single Precision Array, Output)

Method:
The GMMATS routine assumes that sufficient storage space is available in core to perform the
multiplication. The matrices are checked to ensure that they are of proper dimensions to be
multiplied. Single precision is used throughout the routine.
Design Requirements:
See GMMATD for row order description.
Error Conditions:
None
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GNNACR
Purpose:
In-core single precision matrix multiplications:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A is a complex matrix and B is a real matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GNNACR ( A, IROWA, ICOLA, MTA, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB, C )
A

Complex single precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix A in
column order. (Complex, Input)

IROWA

Number of rows of A. (Integer, Input)

ICOLA

Number of columns of A. (Integer, Input)

MTA

Transpose flag of A. (Integer, Input)
MTA = 0
MTA = 1

no transpose of A
transpose of A

B

Real single precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix B in column
order. (Real, Input)

IROWB

Number of rows of B. (Integer, Input)

ICOLB

Number of columns of B. (Integer, Input)

NTB

Transpose flag of B. (Integer, Input)
NTB = 0
NTB = 1

C

no transpose of B
transpose of B

Complex single precision one-dimensional array stored the resultant data of matrix
C. (Complex, Output)

Method:
For B matrix such as:
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GNNACR
 1.0 4.0 
 2.0 5.0 


 3.0 6.0 

The column order is defined as:
B(1) = 1.0,

B(2) = 2.0,

IROWB = 3,

ICOLB = 2

…

B(6) = 6.0

Design Requirements:
Sufficient storage must be available to perform the multiplication.
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if number of rows and columns of matrix A and B, respectively, are not
compatible for matrix multiplication.
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GNNARC
Purpose:
In-core single precision matrix multiplications:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A is a real matrix and B is a complex matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GNNARC ( A, IROWA, ICOLA, MTA, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB,

C )

A

Real single precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix A in column order
(Real, Input)

IROWA

Number of rows of A (Integer, Input)

ICOLA

Number of columns of A (Integer, Input)

MTA

Transpose flag of A (Integer, Input)
MTA = 0
MTA = 1

no transpose of A
transpose of A

B

Complex single precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix B in column
order (Complex, Input)

IROWB

Number of rows of B (Integer, Input)

ICOLB

Number of columns of B (Integer, Input)

NTB

Transpose flag of B (Integer, Input)
NTB = 0
NTB = 1

C

no transpose of B
transpose of B

Complex single precision one-dimensional array stored the resultant data of matrix C
(Complex, Output)

Method:
For A matrix such as:
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GNNARC
 1.0 4.0 
 2.0 5.0 


 3.0 6.0 

The column order is defined as:
A(1) = 1.0,

A(2) = 2.0,

IROWA = 3,

ICOLA = 2

…

A(6) = 6.0

Design Requirements:
Sufficient storage must be available to perform the multiplication.
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if number of rows and columns of matrix A and B, respectively, are not
compatible for matrix multiplication.
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GNNATC
Purpose:
In-core single precision matrix multiplications:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A and B are complex matrices.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GNNATC ( A, IROWA, ICOLA, MTA, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB, C )
A

Complex single precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix A in column
order. (Complex, Input)

IROWA

Number of rows of A (Integer, Input)

ICOLA

Number of columns of A (Integer, Input)

MTA

Transpose flag of A (Integer, Input)
MTA = 0
MTA = 1

no transpose of A
transpose of A

B

Complex single precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix B in column
order. (Complex, Input)

IROWB

Number of rows of B (Integer, Input)

ICOLB

Number of columns of B (Integer, Input)

NTB

Transpose flag of B (Integer, Input)
NTB = 0
NTB = 1

C

no transpose of B
transpose of B

Complex single precision one-dimensional array stored the resultant data of matrix C.
(Complex, Output)

Method:
For A matrix such as:
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GNNATC
 1.0 + i1.0 4.0 + i4.0 
 2.0 + i2.0 5.0 + i5.0 


 3.0 + i3.0 6.0 + i6.0 

The column order is defined as:
A(1) = 1.0 + i1.0, A(2) = 2.0 + i2.0, …
IROWA = 3,

A(6) = 6.0 + i6.0

ICOLA = 2

Design Requirements:
Sufficient storage must be available to perform the multiplication.
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if number of rows and columns of matrix A and B, respectively, are not
compatible for matrix multiplication.
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GNNATD
Purpose:
In-core double precision matrix multiplications:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A and B are double precision matrices.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GNNATD ( A, IROWA, ICOLA, MTA, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB,

C )

A

Double precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix A in column order.
(Real, Input)

IROWA

Number of rows of A (Integer, Input)

ICOLA

Number of columns of A (Integer, Input)

MTA

Transpose flag of A (Integer, Input)
MTA = 0
MTA = 1

no transpose of A
transpose of A

B

Double precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix B in column order.
(Real, Input)

IROWB

Number of rows of B (Integer, Input)

ICOLB

Number of columns of B (Integer, Input)

NTB

Transpose flag of B (Integer, Input)
NTB = 0
NTB = 1

C

no transpose of B
transpose of B

Complex double precision one-dimensional array stored the resultant data of matrix
C. (Real, Output)

Method:
For A matrix such as:
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GNNATD
 1.0
 2.0

 3.0

4.0
5.0
6.0






The column order is defined as:
A(1) = 1.0,

A(2) = 2.0,

IROWA = 3,

A(6) = 6.0

ICOLA = 2

Design Requirements:
Sufficient storage must be available to perform the multiplication.
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if number of rows and columns of matrix A and B, respectively, are not
compatible for matrix multiplication.
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GNNATS

GNNATS
Purpose:
In-core single precision matrix multiplications:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A and B are real matrices.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GNNATS ( A, IROWA, ICOLA, MTA, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB,
C )
A

Real single precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix A in column order
(Real, Input)

IROWA

Number of rows of A (Integer, Input)

ICOLA

Number of columns of A (Integer, Input)

MTA

Transpose flag of A (Integer, Input)
MTA = 0
MTA = 1

no transpose of A
transpose of A

B

Real single precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix B in column order
(Real, Input)

IROWB

Number of rows of B (Integer, Input)

ICOLB

Number of columns of B (Integer, Input)

NTB

Transpose flag of B (Integer, Input)
NTB = 0
NTB = 1

C

no transpose of B
transpose of B

Real single precision one-dimensional array stored the resultant data of matrix C (Real,
Output)

Method:
For B matrix such as:
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GNNATS
 1.0 4.0 
 2.0 5.0 


 3.0 6.0 

The column order is defined as:
B(1) = 1.0,

B(2) = 2.0,

IROWB = 3,

ICOLB = 2

…

B(6) = 6.0

Design Requirements:
Sufficient storage must be available to perform the multiplication.
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if number of rows and columns of matrix A and B, respectively, are not
compatible for matrix multiplication.
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GNNDCC
Purpose:
In-core double precision matrix multiplications:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A and B are complex double precision matrices.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GNNDCC ( A, IROWA, ICOLA, MTA, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB, C )
A

Complex double precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix A in
column order. (Complex, Input)

IROWA

Number of rows of A (Integer, Input)

ICOLA

Number of columns of A (Integer, Input)

MTA

Transpose flag of A (Integer, Input)
MTA = 0
MTA = 1

no transpose of A
transpose of A

B

Complex double precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix B in column
order. (Complex, Input)

IROWB

Number of rows of B (Integer, Input)

ICOLB

Number of columns of B (Integer, Input)

NTB

Transpose flag of B (Integer, Input)
NTB = 0
NTB = 1

C

no transpose of B
transpose of B

Complex double precision one-dimensional array stored the resultant data of matrix C.
(Complex, Output)
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Method:
For A matrix such as:
 1.0 + i1.0 4.0 + i4.0 
 2.0 + i2.0 5.0 + i5.0 


 3.0 + i3.0 6.0 + i6.0 

The column order is defined as:
A(1) = 1.0 + i1.0, A(2) = 2.0 + i2.0, …
IROWA = 3,

A(6) = 6.0 + i6.0

ICOLA = 2

Design Requirements:
Sufficient storage must be available to perform the multiplication.
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if number of rows and columns of matrix A and B, respectively, are not
compatible for matrix multiplication.
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GNNDCR
Purpose:
In-core double precision matrix multiplications:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A is a complex double precision matrix and B is a real double precision matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GNNDCR ( A, IROWA, ICOLA, MTA, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB, C )
A

Complex double precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix A in
column order. (Complex, Input)

IROWA

Number of rows of A (Integer, Input)

ICOLA

Number of columns of A (Integer, Input)

MTA

Transpose flag of A (Integer, Input)
MTA = 0
MTA = 1

no transpose of A
transpose of A

B

Real double precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix B in column
order. (Real, Input)

IROWB

Number of rows of B (Integer, Input)

ICOLB

Number of columns of B (Integer, Input)

NTB

Transpose flag of B (Integer, Input)
NTB = 0
NTB = 1

C

no transpose of B
transpose of B

Complex double precision one-dimensional array stored the resultant data of matrix
C. (Complex, Output)

Method:
For B matrix such as:
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 1.0 4.0 
 2.0 5.0 


 3.0 6.0 

The column order is defined as:
B(1) = 1.0,

B(2) = 2.0,

IROWB = 3,

ICOLB = 2

…

B(6) = 6.0

Design Requirements:
Sufficient storage must be available to perform the multiplication.
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if number of rows and columns of matrix A and B, respectively, are not
compatible for matrix multiplication.
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GNNDRC
Purpose:
In-core double precision matrix multiplications:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
[A]T [B] = [C]
[A]T [B]T = [C]
where A is a real double precision matrix and B is a complex double precision matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GNNDRC ( A, IROWA, ICOLA, MTA, B, IROWB, ICOLB, C )
A

Real double precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix A in column
order. (Real, Input)

IROWA

Number of rows of A (Integer, Input)

ICOLA

Number of columns of A (Integer, Input)

MTA

Transpose flag of A (Integer, Input)
MTA = 0
MTA = 1

no transpose of A
transpose of A

B

Complex double precision one-dimensional array stored the data of matrix B in
column order. (Complex, Input)

IROWB

Number of rows of B (Integer, Input)

ICOLB

Number of columns of B (Integer, Input)

NTB

Transpose flag of B (Integer, Input)
NTB = 0
NTB = 1

C

no transpose of B
transpose of B

Complex double precision one-dimensional array stored the resultant data of matrix C.
(Complex, Output)

Method:
For A matrix such as:
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 1.0 4.0 
 2.0 5.0 


 3.0 6.0 

The column order is defined as:
A(1) = 1.0,

A(2) = 2.0,

IROWA = 3,

ICOLA = 2

…

A(6) = 6.0

Design Requirements:
Sufficient storage must be available to perform the multiplication.
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if number of rows and columns of matrix A and B, respectively, are not
compatible for matrix multiplication.
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GNSYMD
Purpose:
In-core symmetric double precision matrix multiplications:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
where A is a real symmetric double precision matrix and B is a real double precision matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GNSYMD ( A, NSIZE, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB, C )
A

Real double precision one-dimensional array contains data of matrix A stored in
symmetric mode. (Real, Input)

NSIZE

The size of matrix A (Integer, Input)

B

Real double precision one-dimensional array contains data of matrix B stored in column
order. (Real, Input)

IROWB

Number of rows of matrix B (Integer, Input)

ICOLB

Number of columns of matrix B (Integer, Input)

NTB

Transpose flag of B (Integer, Input)
NTB = 0

C

no transpose of B

NTB = 1

transpose of B

Real double precision array contains the resultant matrix multiplication of C. (Real,
Output)

Method:
 1.0 2.0 4.0 
For matrix A such as:  2.0 3.0 5.0 


 4.0 5.0 6.0 

The symmetric mode of matrix A is defined as:
A(1) = 1.0,
A(5) = 5.0,
NSIZE = 3

A(2) = 2.0,
A(6) = 6.0

A(3) = 3.0,

A(4) = 4.0

Design Requirements:
Sufficient storage must be available to perform the multiplication.
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if number of rows and columns of matrix B is not compatible with matrix A for
matrix multiplication.
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GNSYMS
Purpose:
In-core symmetric single precision matrix multiplications:
[A] [B] = [C]
[A] [B]T = [C]
where A is a real symmetric single precision matrix and B is a real single precision matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL GNSYMS ( A, NSIZE, B, IROWB, ICOLB, NTB, C )
A

Real single precision one-dimensional array contains data of matrix A stored in symmetric
mode. (Real, Input)

NSIZE

The size of matrix A (Integer, Input)

B

Real single precision one-dimensional array contains data of matrix B stored in column order.
(Real, Input)

IROWB

Number of rows of matrix B (Integer, Input)

ICOLB

Number of columns of matrix B (Integer, Input)

NTB

Transpose flag of B (Integer, Input)
NTB = 0
NTB = 1

C

no transpose of B
transpose of B

Real single precision array contains the resultant matrix multiplication of C. (Real, Output)

Method:
For matrix A such as:
 1.0 2.0 4.0 
 2.0 3.0 5.0 


 4.0 5.0 6.0 

The symmetric mode of matrix A is defined as:
A(1) = 1.0,

A(2) = 2.0,

A(5) = 5.0,
NSIZE = 3

A(6) = 6.0

A(3) = 3.0,

A(4) = 4.0

Design Requirements:
Sufficient storage must be available to perform the multiplication.
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if number of rows and columns of matrix B is not compatible with matrix A for
matrix multiplication.
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LITJUS
Purpose:
Left justification of a string of characters.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL LITJUS ( STRING, KEN )
STRING

Character string (Character, Input)

KEN

The length of the character string (Integer, Input)

Method:
All characters in the string are shifted to the left. The trailing characters in the string will be
blanks.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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OPENMD
Purpose:
To open an existing formatted file.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL OPENMD ( IUNIT, FNAME, TAPE6 )
IUNIT

The unit number for the file (Integer, Input)

FNAME

The name of the file (Character, Input)

TAPE6

Unit number for error message output (Integer, Input)

Method:
The file will be opened for read or write. It must be a formatted file.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
If the file does not exist or it is an unformatted file, a fatal error message will be written on unit
TAPE6.
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PS
Purpose:
Character function returns the character string as the matrix precision needed for MXINIT,
memory management and others based on the machine precision.
Application Calling Sequence:
PS ( TYPFLG )
TYPFLG

Character string, either “R” or “C” for real or complex (Character, Input)

Method:
PS returns character string RDP on double-precision machines or RSP on single-precision
machines for input TYPFLG of R, in other words, PS ( 'R' ) returns either RSP or RDP. The
complex equivalent CDP or CSP is returned if TYPFLG is C.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
If TYPFLG in PS is neither “R” nor “C”, PS will return blank.
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RITJUS
Purpose:
Right justification of a string of characters.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL RITJUS ( STRING, KEN )
STRING

The character string being right justified (Character, Input)

KEN

The length of the string (Integer, Input)

Method:
All characters in the string are shifted to the right. The leading characters in the string will be
blanks.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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SAXB
Purpose:
This routine takes the single-precision cross product of vectors in a three-dimensional space.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL SAXB ( A, B, C )
A

First vector (3xl) (Real, Input)

B

Second vector (3xl) (Real, Input)

C

Cross product A X B (Real, Output)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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SEIGRC
Functions:
Computes the eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors of a complex single precision general matrix of
order N.
Input and Output:
CALL SEIGRC (

A, N, IA, IJOB, VALUE, VECTOR, WK, IER )

A

Two-dimensional complex single precision array containing the matrix whose
eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors are to be computed. A is destroyed after the
computation. (Complex single precision, Input)

N

The order of a matrix A. (Integer, Input)

IA

The row dimension of array A, exactly as specified in the dimension statement in the
calling program. (Integer, Input)

IJOB

IJOB = 0 Computes eigenvalues only.
IJOB ≠ 0 Computes both eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
(Integer, Input)

VALUE

Complex single precision array of length N to contain the computed eigenvalues.
(Complex single precision, Output)

VECTOR

One-dimensional complex single precision array of length N x N to contain the
computed eigenvectors. Note that VECTOR is always required as a workspace even if
IJOB = 0. (Complex single precision, Output)

WK

Complex single precision array of length 2N for workspace.
precision, Input)

IER

Error flag. (Integer, Output)
IER = 0
IER ≠ 0

No error.
Error occurs.

Method:
The subroutine adopts the routine CG from the EISPACK.
Degree Requirement:

None

Error Condition:

None
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SEIGRF
Functions:
Computes the eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors of a real single precision general matrix of order N.
Input and Output:
CALL SEIGRF (

A, N, IA, IJOB, VALUE, VECTOR, WK, IER )

A

Two-dimensional real single precision array containing the matrix whose eigenvalues
and/or eigenvectors are to be computed. A is destroyed after the computation. (Real
single precision, Input)

N

The order of a matrix A. (Integer, Input)

IA

The row dimension of array A, exactly as specified in the dimension statement in the
calling program. (Integer, Input)

IJOB

IJOB = 0
IJOB ≠ 0

Computes eigenvalues only.
Computes both eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

(Integer, Input)
VALUE

Complex single precision array of length N to contain the computed eigenvalues.
(Complex single precision, Output)

VECTOR

One-dimensional complex single precision array of length N x N to contain the
computed eigenvectors. Used only if IJOB ≠ 0. (Complex single precision, Output)

WK

Complex single precision array of length N for workspace. (Complex single precision,
Input)

IER

Error flag. (Integer, Output)
IER = 0
IER ≠ 0

No error.
Error occurs.

Method:
The subroutine adopts the routine RG from the EISPACK.
Degree Requirement:

None

Error Condition:

None
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UTBLNK
Purpose:
To put blanks to a character string.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTBLNK ( CH, NCH )
CH

The input character string (Character, Input)

NCH

The length of the string (Integer, Input)

Method:
The first NCH characters of the string CH are replaced by blanks.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTCOPY
Purpose:
To copy a specified number of contiguous single-precision words from one location to another.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTCOPY ( DEST, SOURCE, NWORD )
DEST

Destination array (Integer or Real, Output)

SOURCE

Source array to be copied (Integer or Real, Input)

NWORD

Number of single-precision words to be copied (Integer, Input)

Method:
The source and destination arrays are operated on as integer arrays inside the UTCOPY routine. If
double-precision data are to be copied, the NWORD argument must be adjusted accordingly.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTEXIT
Purpose:
Terminate the job due to fatal error.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTEXIT
Method:
None
Design Requirements:
UTEXIT is used to terminate the job when a fatal error is encountered. UTEXIT will print out an
error message indicating that the job is terminated abnormally.
Error Conditions:
None
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UTSORT
Purpose:
To sort a table of data on an integer column of the table.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTSORT ( ISORT, ITBROW, BOTLIM, TOPLIM, KEYPOS, TOTLEN )
ISORT

Array to be sorted (Any, Input)

ITBROW

An array of length TOTLEN single-precision words used to store a table row (Any,
Input)

BOTLIM

The location in the ISORT array of the first word of the first entry to be sorted
(Integer, Input)

TOPLIM

The location in the ISORT array of the last word of the last entry to be sorted
(Integer, Input)

KEYPOS

The column in the table on which the sort occurs. It must be a value between 1 and
TOTLEN. (Integer, Input)

TOTLEN

The length in single-precision words of one table row (Integer, Input)

Method:
The UTSORT routine uses a QUICKSORT algorithm outlined in "The Art Of Computer
Programming, Volume 3 / Sorting And Searching" by D.E. Knuth, Page 116. Several
improvements have been made over the pure quicksort algorithm. The first is a random selection of
the key value around which the array is sorted. This feature allows this routine to handle partially
sorted information more rapidly than the pure quicksort algorithm. The second improvement in this
routine is that a cutoff array length is used to direct further array sorting to an insert sort algorithm
(Ibid. Page 81). This method has proven to be more rapid than allowing small arrays to be sorted by
the quicksort algorithm. Presently this cutoff length is set at 15 entries. Studies should be
conducted on each type of machine in order to set this cutoff length to maximize the speed of this
routine. This sorting algorithm requires an integer stack in which to place link information during
the sort. The maximum required size for this stack array in twice the natural log of the number of
rows in the table. At present, the UTSORT routine has hardcoded an array of size ( 2, 40 ) which
provides for a trillion entries to be sorted.
Design Requirements:
Error Conditions:

None
None
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UTSRCH
Purpose:
Search a table of values for an integer key from a table that is in sorted order on that integer key.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTSRCH (

*ERR, KEY, LIST, LPNT, LSTLEN, INCR )

*ERR

Errors return if the KEY value is not found in the LIST.

KEY

Value being searched for in the LIST. (Integer, Input)

LIST

Array in which the KEY should be located. (Any, Input)

LPNT

On input, the pointer to the lowest key value in the LIST. On output, pointer to the
matching value in the LIST. (Integer)

LSTLEN

Length of the list including INCR - 1 trailing values following the last key. (Integer,
Input)

INCR

The spacing in the LIST between key values. (Integer, Input)

Method:
The UTSRCH routine first calculates the number of key values to be searched. If there are less
than a minimum number of key values (presently 15), then the list is searched sequentially. If more
than the minimum exist, a binary search of the list is performed. If the value cannot be found, the
routine returns to *ERR.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTSRTC
Purpose:
Sorts a vector of complex number based on the real parts.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTSRTC ( Z, BOTLIM, TOPLIM )
Z

Complex single precision array to be sorted. (Real, Input)

BOTLIM

The location in the Z array of the first entry to be sorted. (Integer, Input)

TOPLIM

The location in the Z array of the last entry to be sorted. (Integer, Input)

Method:
The sorting procedure is based on the real part of the complex numbers. The resulting array Z has
the complex values whose real part starts from the lowest value.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTSRTD
Purpose:
Sort a vector of double-precision numbers.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTSRTD ( Z, BOTLIM, TOPLIM )
Z

Double precision array to be sorted. (Double, Input)

BOTLIM

The location in the Z array of the first entry to be sorted. (Integer, Input)

TOPLIM

The location in the Z array of the last entry to be sorted. (Integer, Input)

Method:
The UTSRTD routine uses a QUICKSORT algorithm outlined in "The Art of Computer
Programming, Volume 3 / Sorting and Searching" by D.E. Knuth, Page 116. Several improvements
have been made over the pure quicksort algorithm. The first is a random selection of the key value
around which the array is sorted. This feature allows this routine to handle partially sorted
information more rapidly than the pure quicksort algorithm. The second improvement in this
routine is that a cutoff array length is used to direct further array sorting to an insert sort algorithm
(Ibid. Page 81). This method has proven to be more rapid than allowing small arrays to be sorted by
the quicksort algorithm. Presently this cutoff length is set at 15 entries. Studies should be
conducted on each type of machine in order to set this cutoff length to maximize the speed of this
routine. The algorithm used in this utility requires a stack array for storing the linking information
generated during the sort. The maximum size needed for this stack is twice the natural log of the
number of entries in the array. Currently, a stack of dimension (2,40) is hard coded which allows
for a trillion entries to be sorted.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTSRTI
Purpose:
Sort a vector of integers.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTSRTI ( Z, BOTLIM, TOPLIM )
Z

Integer array to be sorted. (Integer, Input)

BOTLIM

The location in the Z array of the first entry to be sorted. (Integer, Input)

TOPLIM

The location in the Z array of the last entry to be sorted. (Integer, Input)

Method:
The UTSRTI routine uses a QUICKSORT algorithm outlined in "The Art of Computer
Programming, Volume 3 / Sorting and Searching" by D.E. Knuth, Page 116. Several improvements
have been made over the pure quicksort algorithm. The first is a random selection of the key value
around which the array is sorted. This feature allows this routine to handle partially sorted
information more rapidly than the pure quicksort algorithm. The second improvement in this
routine is that a cutoff array length is used to direct further array sorting to an insert sort algorithm
(Ibid. Page 81). This method has proven to be more rapid than allowing small arrays to be sorted by
the quicksort algorithm. Presently this cutoff length is set at 15 entries. Studies should be
conducted on each type of machine in order to set this cutoff length to maximize the speed of this
routine. The algorithm used in this utility requires a stack array for storing the linking information
generated during the sort. The maximum size needed for this stack is twice the natural log of the
number of entries in the array. Currently, a stack of dimension (2,40) is hardcoded which allows
for a trillion entries to be sorted.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTSRTR
Purpose:
Sort a vector of real numbers.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTSRTR ( Z, BOTLIM, TOPLIM )
Z

Real array to be sorted (Real, Input)

BOTLIM

The location in the Z array of the first entry to be sorted. (Integer, Input)

TOPLIM

The location in the Z array of the last entry to be sorted. (Integer, Input)

Method:
The UTSRTR routine uses a QUICKSORT algorithm outlined in "The Art of Computer
Programming, Volume 3 / Sorting And Searching" by D.E. Knuth, Page 116. Several
improvements have been made over the pure quicksort algorithm. The first is a random selection of
the key value around which the array is sorted. This feature allows this routine to handle partially
sorted information more rapidly than the pure quicksort algorithm. The second improvement in this
routine is that a cutoff array length is used to direct further array sorting to an insert sort algorithm
(Ibid. Page 81). This method has proven to be more rapid than allowing small arrays to be sorted by
the quicksort algorithm. Presently this cutoff length is set at 15 entries. Studies should be
conducted on each type of machine in order to set this cutoff length to maximize the speed of this
routine. The algorithm used in this utility requires a stack array for storing the linking information
generated during the sort. The maximum size needed for this stack is twice the natural log of the
number of entries in the array. Currently, a stack of dimension (2, 40) is hardcoded which allows
for a trillion entries to be sorted.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTSRT3
Purpose:
Sort a table on one to three integer keys.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTSRT3 ( Z, NENT, LENT, ZZ, KEYl, LKEYl, KEY2, LKEY2,
KEY3, LKEY3, TYPE )
Z

Array to be sorted. (Any, Input)

NENT

The number of rows (entries) in Z. (Integer, Input)

LENT

The number of words in each row of Z. (Integer, Input)

ZZ

An array of length NENT to be used as intermediate storage. (Integer, Input)

KEYl

Word offset in Z for the first key on which to sort. KEYl must be in the range 1 to
LENT. (Integer, Input)

LKEYl

Number of words in the first key on which to sort; use 0 if KEY1 is not used. KEYl +
LKEYl must be less than LENT. (Integer, Input)

LKEY2

Number of words in the second key on which to sort; use 0 if KEY2 is not used. KEY2
+ LKEY2 must be less than LENT. (Integer, Input)

LKEY3

Number of words in the third key on which to sort; use 0 if KEY3 is not used. KEY3 +
LKEY3 must be less than LENT. (Integer, Input)

TYPE

Type of sort to perform (Integer, Input)
≥ 0 for sorting in increasing order
< 0 for sorting in decreasing order

Method:
The UTSRT3 routine sorts each key in order from one to three, with multiple-word keys being
treated as though they were distinct integer keys on which the ascending or descending sort is
performed.
Design Requirements:
There is an implementation limit of no more than 200 total keys.
LKEYl + LKEY2 + LKEY3 < 201
Error Conditions:
None
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UTSTOP
Purpose:
Terminates the job and delete the runtime database.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTSTOP
Method:
None
Design Requirements:
UTSTOP is used when the job is terminated normally.
Error Conditions:
None
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UTSTOD, UTDTOS
Purpose:
To convert a number of entries from single-precision to double-precision and copy them from one
array into another and to convert a number of entries from double-precision to single-precision and
copy them from one array into another.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTSTOD ( RZ, DZ, TOTLEN )
CALL UTDTOS ( DZ, RZ, TOTLEN )
RZ

Real array (Real, Input for UTSTOD, Output for UTDTOS)

DZ

Double precision array (Double, Input for UTDTOS, Output for UTSTOD)

TOTLEN

Length of array (Integer, Input)

Method:
For UTSTOD, TOTLEN entries of array RZ are copied to DZ and converted to double-precision.
Similarly, for UTDTOS, the entries of DZ are copied to RZ.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTZERD
Purpose:
To initialize the contents of an array with a specified double-precision value.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTZERD ( ARRAY, NWORDS, VALUE )
ARRAY

Name of array (Double, Input and Output)

NWORDS

Length of array in words (Integer, Input)

VALUE

Value to use in initializing array (Double, Input)

Method:
NWORDS of array ARRAY are initialized with the value VALUE. Note that VALUE and
ARRAY must be double-precision.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTZERS
Purpose:
To initialize the contents of an array with a specified integer or real value.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTZERS ( ARRAY, NWORDS, VALUE )
ARRAY

Name of array. (Any, Input and Output)

NWORDS

Length of array in words. (Integer, Input)

VALUE

Value to use in initializing array. (Integer or Real, Input)

Method:
NWORDS of array ARRAY are initialized with the value VALUE. Both ARRAY and VALUE
must be single-precision
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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LARGE MATRIX UTILITY MODULES

Aeroelastic analysis, which forms the core of the ZAERO system, requires a suite of utilities for matrix
operations which are able to efficiently handle very large, often sparse, matrices. This section is
devoted to the documentation of the large matrix utilities in ZAERO. The designation large comes
from the assumption made by each of these utilities that the relevant matrices are stored on the ZDM
database and will be operated on in a fashion that allows them to be of arbitrary order. Other matrix
operations are available in the general utility library documented in section 7.1 for small matrices stored
in memory. The suite of large matrix utilities in ZAERO includes partition/merge operations,
decomposition and forward/backward substitutions, multiplication/addition and pure addition
operations, transpose operations and real and complex eigenvalue extraction.
All routines in the large matrix utility modules are summarized as follows:
Routine Name
APPEND
COLPAR

Purpose
This routine adds all the columns of one input matrix to the end of another.
To partition a matrix [A] into two submatrices column-wise:
[A]  [A11

C2DABU

A12]

To convert a continuous time-domain state-space equation such as:

=
{x }

[ A ]{x} + [B ]{u}

To a discrete time-domain state-space equation such as:

{x}n +1

[ ]

[]

= A {x}n + B {u}n

where n is the index of the time-step increment.
INPUT4

Reads a matrix from an external file in INPUTT4 format and loads the data to a
matrix entity.

INVCOR

To invert a transpose matrix A.

[A]

→

[A T ] - 1

INVSYM

Invert a symmetric matrix A.

MPYAD

To perform the general matrix multiply and add operations as shown below:
( l ) [D] = ± [A] [B] ± [C]
( 2 ) [D] = ± [A] [B] ± [C]
T

MXADD
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or
or

= ± [A] [B]
= ± [A] T [B]

To perform the general matrix addition as shown below:
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[C] = α [A] + β [B]
MXCOPY

Copy a matrix A to B.

MXEIGF

To compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real or complex full matrix.

MXEIGS

To compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix.

MXEIG2

To compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the following equation:

[A]{x} = λ [B]{x}
A and B must be real symmetric matrices. B must also be positive definite.
MXMERG

To merge four submatrices into a single matrix:

 A11 A12 
 A21 A22 


MXPRTN

→

[A]

To partition a matrix A into four submatrices:

[A]

→

 A11 A12 
 A21 A22 



MXUNIT

Creates a unit matrix.

NRGFBS

To solve the matrix equation:
[A] [x] = (ISIGN) [B]

OUTPT4

Outputs a matrix entity to external formatted file in OUTPUT4 format.

PRINTM

To print out matrix A.

ROWPAR

To partition a matrix A into two submatrices row-wise:

[A]

→

 A11 
 A21 



SININV

To invert a singular or non-square matrix.

SYMFBS

Matrix equation solver of a symmetric matrix A such as:

[A] [x] = (ISIGN) [B]
TRGFBS

To solve the matrix equation:
[AT] [x] = (ISIGN) [B]

TRNSPZ

To generate the transpose of a matrix:

[A]

→

[A]T
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UTPAKD

To pack the data stored in a double precision array to a matrix.

UTPAKS

To pack the data stored in a single precision array to a matrix.

UTPSYD

To pack the data stored in a double precision array to a symmetric matrix.

UTPSYS

To pack the data stored in a single precision array to a symmetric matrix.

UTUNPD

To read the whole data of the matrix into a double precision array.

UTUNPS

To read the whole data of the matrix into a single precision array.

UTUSYD

To read the entire data of a symmetric matrix into a double precision array.

UTUSYS

To read the entire data of a symmetric matrix into a single precision array.
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APPEND
Purpose:
This routine adds all the columns of one input matrix to the end of another.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL APPEND ( MATOUT, MATIN, DKOR )
MATOUT

The name of the output matrix to which the columns are added. (Character*16, Output)

MATIN

The name of the input matrix from which the extra columns are extracted. (Character*16,
Input)

DKOR

Open core base address for local dynamic memory allocation. (Double Precision, Input)

Method:
Matrix MATOUT is first initialized. Error checks are made to see if the matrices are conformable
for the append operation. The columns of MATIN are then appended to the MATOUT matrix with
special provisions given to handle null columns in MATIN.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
1.

MATOUT has not been created first. (APPEND does an MXINIT, but the entity must already
exist as a matrix)

2.

MATOUT and MATIN have different types. (precision/real or complex).

3.

MATOUT and MATIN have a different number of rows.
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COLPAR
Purpose:
To partition a matrix [A] into two submatrices column-wise:
[A]  [A11

A12]

Application Calling Sequence:
CALL COLPAR ( A, A11, A12, CP, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the matrix being partitioned. (Input, Character*16)

A11

The name of the resulting matrix shown above. (Output, Character*16)

A12

The name of the resulting matrix shown above. (Output, Character*16)

CP

The column partition vector. (Input, Integer Array)

IKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Input)

RKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Real, Input)

DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Double Precision, Input)

Method:
The column partition vector CP contains zero and nonzero terms. The A11 matrix will then
contain those columns of A corresponding to a zero value in CP, and the A12 matrix contain those
columns of A corresponding to a nonzero value in CP.
If A11 does not exist, it will be created as a matrix entity (so as A12). If it already exists, it will be
first flushed.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if matrix A contains no data.
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C2DABU
Purpose:
To convert a continuous time-domain state-space equation such as:

=
{ x}

[ A]{ x} + [ B ]{u}

To a discrete time-domain state-space equation such as:

=
{ x }n+1  A  { x}n +  B  {u}n
where n is the index of the time-step increment.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL C2DABU (

A, B, DT, AD, BD, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )

A

The name of the matrix shown above. (Character*16, Input)

B

The name of the matrix shown above. (Character*16, Input)

DT

Delta time step for the time-domain discretization. (Real, Input)

AD

The name of the matrix containing the discrete time-domain of A. (Character*16,
Output)

BD

The name of the matrix containing the discrete time-domain of B. (Character*16,
Output)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
1.

A and B must be closed and have the same precision.

2.

If AD/BD does not exist, it will be created automatically.

3.

A and B can be either real single precision or real double precision.

Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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DXAXBU
Purpose:
To compute the discrete time-domain solution of the state-space equation such as:

{ x} = [ A]{ x} + [ B ]{u} + {c}
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL DXAXBU (

A, B, U, X0, CONST, DT, NTOUT, X, XDOT, IKOR,
RKOR, DKOR )

A

The name of the matrix shown above. (Character*16, Input)

B

The name of the matrix shown above. (Character*16, Input)

U

The name of the matrix shown above. The first column of U contains the discrete
time-domain input at the starting time. The subsequent columns are the input at the
incremental time by a time step DT. (Character*16, Input)

X0

The name of the matrix containing the initial values of the states (X). X0 must have
only one column. (Character*16, Input)

CONST

The name of the matrix containing the vector
only one column. (Character*16, Input)

DT

The time step which is used to discretize the input U. (Real, Input)

NTOUT

Skip factor for output. The output time step will be DT * NTOUT. (Integer, Input)

X

The name of the matrix containing the time domain solution of the states x shown
above at each output time step. Note that the number of columns of X is the number of
columns of U divided by NTOUT. (Character*16, Output)

XDOT

Same as X but for d(X)/dt. (Character*16, Output)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)
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{c} shown above.

CONST must have

{}
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DXAXBU
Method:
1.

This routine first converts the equation shown above to the following equation:

=
{ x}

u 

1 

[ A]{ x} + [ B c ] 

then calls a subroutine C2DABU to obtain the discrete time-domain
2.

[A] and [B c] .

The solution is stored in X and XDOT at every NTOUT time step.

Design Requirements:
1.

Matrices A, B, U, X0, and CONST must be closed and have the same precision.

2.

If X / XDOT does not exist, it will be automatically created.

Error Conditions:
None
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INPUT4
Purpose:
Reads a matrix from an external file in the INPUTT4 format and loads the data to a matrix entity.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL INPUT4 ( NAME, FILENM, FORMAT, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
NAME

The name of the matrix to be created by loading the data that is read from
the external file. (Character*16, Input)

FILENM

Filename on which the data of the matrix is stored in INPUTT4 format.
(Character up to 72, Input)

FORMAT

Character string to specify the format of the external file. (Character,
Input)
FORMAT = ‘FORMAT’

for formatted file

FORMAT = ‘UNFORMAT’ for unformatted file
IKOR, RKOR, DKOR

Base memory of integer array, real array, and double precision array,
respectively. (Input)

Method:
1.

INPUT4 performs two actions. First, it reads in the matrix data from the external file.
Second, it creates the matrix entity and loads the data onto the runtime database.

2.

If NAME does not exist, it is to be created. Otherwise, the existing data on NAME is to be
flushed.

3.

For description of INPUTT4 format, please see INPUTT4 module of MSC.NASTRAN
DMAP module dictionary.

4.

Sparse and unformatted matrix is not supported.

Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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INVCOR
Purpose:
To invert a transpose matrix A.

[A]

→

[A T ] - 1

Application Calling Sequence:
CALL INVCOR ( A, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

On input:

the name of the matrix.

On output: the inverse matrix of the transposed A is stored. (Character*16)
IKOR, RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
The transpose matrix AT is first obtained. A matrix inversion routine is then employed to compute [AT]
– 1
. The resulting matrix is stored back to matrix A. The matrix A can be real, double, complex or
complex double precision.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if matrix A is singular.
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INVSYM
Purpose:
Invert a symmetric matrix A.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL INVSYM ( A, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the matrix A. (Characters*16, Input)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
The input matrix A will be replaced by its inverse matrix (also stored in symmetric mode). Matrix
A can be either real or double, but cannot be complex.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal errors occur if matrix A is not positive definite.
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MPYAD
Purpose:
To perform the general matrix multiply and add operations as shown below:
( l ) [D] = ± [A] [B] ± [C] or = ± [A] [B]
( 2 ) [D] = ± [A]T [B] ± [C] or = ± [A] T [B]
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MPYAD ( A, B, C, D, TFLAG, SIGNAB, SIGNC, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR
)
A

The name of the input A matrix. (Character*16)

B

The name of the input B matrix. (Character*16)

C

The name of the input C matrix or blank. (Character*16)

D

The name of the output D matrix. (Character*16)

TFLAG

The transpose flag
= 0 no transpose
= 1 transpose matrix A
(Integer, Input)

SIGNAB

The sign on the [A] [B] product
= +1 + [A] [B]
= -1 - [A] [B]
(Integer, Input)

SIGNC

The sign on the [C] product
= +1 + [C]
= 0 no [C] matrix
= -1 - [C]
(Integer, Input)

IKOR, RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:

If no [C] matrix exists, the C argument should be blank, and the SIGNC argument
should be zero.

Design Requirements:

None

Error Conditions:

None
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MXADD
Purpose:
To perform the general matrix addition as shown below:
[C] = α [A] + β [B]
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXADD ( A, B, C, ALPHA, BETA, DKOR, IKOR )
A

The name of the input A matrix. (Character*16)

B

The name of the input B matrix. (Character*16)

C

The name of the output C matrix. (Character*16)

ALPHA

The constant complex multiplier of matrix A. Real array of length 2, the first word
is the real part of the constant; the second is the imaginary part. (Input, Complex)

BETA

As ALPHA for the B matrix. (Input, Complex)

DKOR, IKOR

The dynamic memory base address (Double and Integer, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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MXCOPY
Purpose:
Copy a matrix A to B such that:
[B] = coeff [A]
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXCOPY ( A, B, coeff, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of input matrix to be copied. (Character*16, Input)

B

The name of the output matrix. (Character*16, Output)

coeff

Multiplier of matrix A. (Real, Input)

IKOR, RKOR, DKOR

Dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
If matrix B does not exist, it will be first created. If it already exists, its data will be flushed.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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MXEIGF
Purpose:
To compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real or complex full matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXEIGF ( A, VALUE, VECTOR, IFLAG, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the matrix whose eigenvalues and eigenvectors are to be computed. A
can be either real or complex but cannot be a symmetrical matrix. (Character*16,
Input)

VALUE

The name of the matrix containing the eigenvalues of A. VALUE has only one
column and is a complex matrix. (Character*16, Output)

VECTOR

The name of the matrix containing the eigenvectors of A. VECTOR has a size of n x
n, where n is the size of A. VECTOR is a complex matrix. (Character*16, Output)

IFLAG

For IFLAG = 0, no eigenvector is computed. (no output for VECTOR) (Integer,
Input)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
1.

A must be square matrix and can be either single or double precision.

2.

If VALUE/VECTOR does not exist, it will be automatically created.

Design Requirements:
A must be closed prior to calling MXEIGF.
Error Conditions:
None
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MXEIGS
Purpose:
To compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXEIGS ( A, VALUE, VECTOR, IFLAG, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the symmetric matrix whose eigenvalues and eigenvectors are to be
computed. (Character*16, Input)

VALUE

The name of the real matrix containing the eigenvalues of A.
Output)

VECTOR

The name of the matrix containing the eigenvectors of A. VECTOR has a size of n
x n, where n is the size of A. (Character*16, Output)

IFLAG

For IFLAG = 0, no eigenvector is computed (no output for VECTOR). (Integer,
Input)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

(Character*16,

Method:
1.

A must be symmetric matrix with either single or double precision, but cannot be complex.

2.

If VALUE/VECTOR does not exist, it will be automatically created.

Design Requirements:
A must be closed prior to calling MXEIGS.
Error Conditions:
None
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MXEIG2
Purpose:
To compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the following equation:

[A]{x} = λ [B]{x}
A and B must be real symmetric matrices. B must also be positive definite.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXEIG2 (

A, B, VALUE, VECTOR, IFLAG, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )

A

The name of the matrix shown above. (Character*16, Input)

B

The name of the matrix shown above. (Character*16, Input)

VALUE

The name of the real matrix containing the eigenvalues λ. (Character*16, Output)

VECTOR

The name of the matrix containing the eigenvectors. VECTOR has a size of n x n,
where n is the size of A. (Character*16, Output)

IFLAG

For IFLAG = 0, no eigenvector is computed (no output for VECTOR). (Integer,
Input)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
If VALUE/VECTOR does not exist, it will be automatically created.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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MXMERG
Purpose:
To merge four submatrices into a single matrix:
 A11 A12 
 A21 A22 



→

[A]

Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXMERG ( A, A11, A21, A12, A22, CP, RP, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the resulting merged matrix (Output, Character*16)

A11, A21,
A12, A22

The name of the input matrices shown above (Input, Character*16)

CP

The column merge vector of length NCOL1 + NCOL2, where NCOL1 and NCOL2 are
the number of columns of matrices A11 and A12, respectively (Integer Array, Input)

RP

The row merge vector of length NROW1 + NROW2, where NROW1 and NROW2 are
the number of rows of matrices A11 and A21, respectively (Integer Array, Input)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
CP and RP contain zero and non-zero terms. The A11 matrix will be placed in A at positions
where both CP and RP are zero. The A12 matrix will be placed in A at position where RP is zero
and CP is non-zero. The other matrices are treated in a similar manner. If both the names of A12
and A22 are blanks, only the row merge of matrices A11 and A12 is performed. Likewise, if A21
and A22 are blanks, only the column merge of matrices A11 and A12 is performed.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if the number of rows of A11 and A12 or A21 and A22 are not the same.
Similarly, the number of columns of A11 and A21 as well as A12 and A22 must be the same.
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MXPRTN
Purpose:
To partition a matrix A into four submatrices:

[A]

→

 A11 A12 
 A21 A22 



Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXPRTN ( A, A11, A21, A12, A22, CP, RP, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the matrix being partitioned. (Input, Character*16)

A11, A21,
A12, A22

The names of the submatrices of the resulting partitions shown above. (Output,
Character*16)

CP

The column partition vector of length NCOL, where NCOL is the number of columns of
A. (Integer Array, Input)

RP

The row partition vector of length NROW, where NROW is the number of rows of A.
(Integer Array, Input)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
The partition vectors CP and RP contain zero and non-zero terms. The A11 partition will be
formed from A at positions where both RP and CP are zero. The A12 partition will be formed
from A at positions where RP is zero and CP is non-zero. The other partitions are treated in a
similar manner.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
If A11, A12, A21 and/or A22 do not exist, they will be created. If they already exist, the data
contained in the matrices will be flushed.
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MXUNIT
Purpose:
Creates a unit matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MXUNIT ( MNAME, NSIZE, PREC )
MNAME

The name of the unit matrix being created. (Character*16, Input)

NSIZE

The size of the matrix. (Input, Integer)

PREC

PREC = RSP

for real single precision matrix

PREC = CSP

for complex single precision matrix

PREC = RDP

for real double precision matrix

PREC = CDP

for complex double precision matrix

Method:
The matrix MNAME must contain no data. If it does not exist, it will be created. The resulting
matrix is a unit diagonal matrix.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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MYMERG
Purpose:
To merge four submatrices into a single matrix such that:

 (s11) [A11]
[A] = 
 (s21) [A21]

(s12) [A12] 
(s22) [A22] 

Application Calling Sequence:
CALL MYMERG ( A, A11, A21, A12, A22, s11, s21, s12, s22, IKOR, RKOR,
DKOR )
A

The name of the resulting merged matrix. (Output, Character*16)

A11, A21,
A12, A22

The name of the input matrices shown above. (Input, Character*16)

s11, s21,
s12, s22

Multipliers shown above. (Input, Real)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
Unlike MXMERG, MYMERG does not rearrange the columns and rows of matrices A11, A21,
A12 and A22 while merging them into A. The locations of A11, A21, A12 and A22 in matrix A
are shown above.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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NRGFBS
Purpose:
To solve the matrix equation:
[A] [x] = (ISIGN) [B]
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL NRGFBS ( A, RHS, ANS, ISIGN, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the matrix shown above. (Character*16, Input)

RHS

The name of the matrix of the right-hand side matrix B shown above. (Character*16,
Input)

ANS

The name of the solution matrix x shown above. (Character*16, Output)

ISIGN

The sign of matrix B. It must be –1 or 1. (Integer, Input)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

Dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
Matrix A can be a real, double complex or complex double precision matrix. The type of matrix B
must be the same as A.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if matrix A is singular.
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OUTPT4
Purpose:
Outputs a matrix entity to external formatted file in OUTPUT4 format.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL OUTPT4 ( NAME, FILENM, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
NAME

The name of the matrix. (Character*16, Input)

FILENM

Filename on which the data of the matrix is written. (Characters up to 72, Input)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

Base memory of integer array, real array, and double precision array, respectively.
(Input)

Method:
1.

The OUTPUT4 format is used to write the data on the file (see OUTPUT4 module description
of MSC.NASTRAN DMAP module dictionary).

2.

Only the ASCII and non-sparse format is supported.

Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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PRINTM
Purpose:
To print out matrix A.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL PRINTM ( A, ITRANS, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the matrix whose elements are to be printed out. (Character*16,
Input)

ITRANS

ITRANS = 1

print out AT

ITRANS = 0

print out A

RKOR, DKOR

Dynamic memory base address. (Real and Double, Input)

Method:
None
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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ROWPAR
Purpose:
To partition a matrix A into two submatrices row-wise:

[A]

→

 A11 
 A21 



Application Calling Sequence:
CALL ROWPAR ( A, A11, A21, RP, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the matrix being partitioned. (Input, Character*16)

A11, A21

The name of the resulting partitions shown above. (Output, Character*16)

RP

The partition vector of length NROW, where NROW is the number of rows of A. (Integer
Array, Input)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

Dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
RP contains zero and non-zero terms. The A11 partition will be obtained from these rows of A
corresponding to a zero value in RP. Matrices A11 and A12 are created if they do not exist, and
they will be flushed if they contain data.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if matrix A does not exist.
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SININV
Purpose:
To invert a singular or non-square matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL SININV ( A, AINV, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the matrix to be inverted. A can be either a single or double precision matrix
but cannot be complex. (Character*16, Input)

AINV

The name of the matrix containing the inverse of A. (Character*16, Output)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

The dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
If A is a non-square matrix, the size of AINV will be equal to the transposed of A.
Design Requirements:
1.

A must be closed.

2.

If AINV does not exist, it will be automatically created.

Error Conditions:
None
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SYMFBS
Purpose:
Matrix equation solver of a symmetric matrix A such as:

[A] [x] = (ISIGN) [B]
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL SYMFBS ( A, RHS, ANS, ISIGN, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the symmetric matrix. (Input, Character*16)

RHS

The name of the matrix of the right-hand side matrix B. (Character*16, Input)

ANS

The name of the matrix contains the solution matrix x. (Character*16, Output)

ISIGN

The sign of matrix B. It must be –1 or 1. (Integer, Input)

IKOR,
RKOR,
DKOR

Dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
The matrix A is stored in the symmetric mode. If matrix ANS does not exist, it will be created.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if matrix A is not a positive definite matrix.
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TRGFBS
Purpose:
To solve the matrix equation:
[AT] [x] = (ISIGN) [B]
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL TRGFBS ( A, UNTAPE, RHS, ANS, ISIGN, IKOR, RKOR, DKOR)
A

The name of the matrix shown above whose transpose matrix being
decomposed. (Character*16, Input)

UNTAPE

Not Used

RHS

The name of the matrix of the right-hand side matrix B shown above.
(Character*16, Input)

ANS

The name of the solution matrix x shown above. (Character*16, Output)

ISIGN

The sign of matrix B. It must be –1 or 1. (Integer, Input)

IKOR, RKOR, DKOR

Dynamic memory base address. (Integer, Real and Double, Input)

Method:
Matrix A can be a real, double complex or complex double precision matrix. The type of matrix B
must be the same as A.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if matrix A is singular.
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TRNSPZ
Purpose:
To generate the transpose of a matrix:

[A]

→

[A]T

Application Calling Sequence:
CALL TRNSPZ ( A, ATRANS, RKOR, DKOR )
A

The name of the input matrix. (Input, Character*16)

ATRANS

The name of the resulting transposed matrix. (Output, Character*16)

RKOR,
DKOR

Dynamic memory base address. (Real, Double, Input)

Method:
If the output matrix does not exist, it will be created. If it already exists, the data will be flushed.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
Fatal error occurs if matrix A contains no data.
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UTPAKD
Purpose:
To pack the data stored in a double precision array to a matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTPAKD ( MNAME, TYPE, ARAY, NROW, NCOL )
MNAME

The name of the matrix being packed (Character*16, Output)

TYPE

TYPE = RSP

for real single precision matrix

TYPE = CSP

for complex single precision matrix

TYPE = RDP

for real double precision matrix

TYPE = CDP

for complex double precision matrix

(Character, Input)
ARAY

Double precision one-dimensional array of length NROW x NCOL contains data to be
packed in the matrix. (Double, Input)

NROW

The number of rows of the matrix being packed. (Integer, Input)

NCOL

The number of columns of the matrix being packed. (Integer, Input)

Method:
Unlike MXPAK which packs a matrix one column at a time, UTPAKD packs NCOL columns at a
time. The resulting matrix has NCOL columns, and NROW rows and its type depends on the
input character TYPE.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTPAKS
Purpose:
To pack the data stored in a single precision array to a matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTPAKS ( MNAME, TYPE, ARAY, NROW, NCOL )
MNAME

The name of the matrix being packed (Character*16, Output)

TYPE

TYPE = RSP

for real single precision matrix

TYPE = CSP

for complex single precision matrix

TYPE = RDP

for real double precision matrix

TYPE = CDP

for complex double precision matrix

(Character, Input)
ARAY

Single precision one-dimensional array of length NROW x NCOL contains data to be
packed in the matrix. (Single, Input)

NROW

The number of rows of the matrix being packed. (Integer, Input)

NCOL

The number of columns of the matrix being packed. (Integer, Input)

Method:
Unlike MXPAK which packs a matrix one column at a time, UTPAKS packs NCOL columns at a
time. The resulting matrix has NCOL columns, and NROW rows and its type depends on the
input character TYPE.
Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTPSYD
Purpose:
To pack the data stored in a double precision array to a symmetric matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTPSYD ( MNAME, TYPE, ARAY, NSIZE )
MNAME

The name of the symmetric matrix being packed (Character*16, Input)

TYPE

TYPE = RSP

the resulting matrix is real single precision.

TYPE = RDP

the resulting matrix is real double precision.

(Character, Input)
ARAY

Double precision one-dimensional array of length NSIZE * (NSIZE+1) / 2 stored the
symmetric data in symmetric mode. (Double, Input)

NSIZE

The size of the symmetric matrix. (Integer, Input)

Method:
For array ARAY(1)=1.0, ARAY(2)=2.0, ARAY(3)=3.0, ARAY(4)=4.0, ARAY(5)=5.0 and
ARAY(6)=6.0 the resulting matrix is a 3 x 3 matrix:
 1.0 2.0 4.0 
 2.0 3.0 5.0 


 4.0 5.0 6.0 

Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTPSYS
Purpose:
To pack the data stored in a single precision array to a symmetric matrix.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTPSYS ( MNAME, TYPE, ARAY, NSIZE )
MNAME

The name of the symmetric matrix being packed (Character*16, Input)

TYPE

TYPE = RSP

the resulting matrix is real single precision.

TYPE = RDP

the resulting matrix is real double precision.

(Character, Input)
ARAY

Single precision one-dimensional array of length NSIZE * (NSIZE+1) / 2 stored the
symmetric data in symmetric mode. (Double, Input)

NSIZE

The size of the symmetric matrix. (Integer, Input)

Method:
For array ARAY(1)=1.0, ARAY(2)=2.0, ARAY(3)=3.0, ARAY(4)=4.0, ARAY(5)=5.0 and
ARAY(6)=6.0 the resulting matrix is a 3 x 3 matrix:
 1.0 2.0 4.0 
 2.0 3.0 5.0 


 4.0 5.0 6.0 

Design Requirements:
None
Error Conditions:
None
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UTUNPD
Purpose:
To read the whole data of the matrix into a double precision array.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTUNPD ( MNAME, ARAY )
MNAME

The name of the matrix whose whole data being loaded into the array ARAY.
(Character*16, Input)

ARAY

Double precision (complex or real) array of length NCOL * NROW, where NCOL and
NROW are the number of columns and number of rows of the matrix. (Double, Output)

Method:
Unlike MXUNP which unpacks a matrix one column at a time, UTUNPD loads the whole matrix
into memory at one time. It should be noted that the matrix can be either a single or double
precision matrix.
Design Requirements:
It is assumed that ARAY has sufficient storage to store all data of the matrix.
Error Conditions:
None
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UTUNPS
Purpose:
To read the whole data of the matrix into a single precision array.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTUNPS ( MNAME, ARAY )
MNAME

The name of the matrix whose whole data being loaded into the array ARAY.
(Character*16, Input)

ARAY

Single precision (complex or real) array of length NCOL * NROW, where NCOL and
NROW are the number of columns and number of rows of the matrix. (Single, Output)

Method:
Unlike MXUNP which unpacks a matrix one column at a time, UTUNPS loads the whole matrix
into memory at one time. It should be noted that the matrix can be either a single or double
precision matrix.
Design Requirements:
It is assumed that ARAY has sufficient storage to store all data of the matrix.
Error Conditions:
None
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UTUSYD
Purpose:
To read the entire data of a symmetric matrix into a double precision array.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTUSYD ( MNAME, ARAY )
MNAME

The name of the symmetric matrix being unpacked. (Character*16, Input)

ARAY

Double precision array of length N * (N + 1) / 2, where N is the size of the symmetric
matrix. (Double, Output)

Method:
For a symmetric matrix such as
 1.0 2.0 4.0 
 2.0 3.0 5.0 


 4.0 5.0 6.0 

the resulting ARAY is:
ARAY(1) = 1.0, ARAY(2) = 2.0, ARAY(3) = 3.0
ARAY(4) = 4.0, ARAY(5) = 5.0, ARAY(6) = 6.0
It should be noted that the matrix can be either a single or double precision matrix.
Design Requirements:
It is assumed that ARAY has sufficient storage to load the matrix.
Error Conditions:
None
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UTUSYS
Purpose:
To read the entire data of a symmetric matrix into a single precision array.
Application Calling Sequence:
CALL UTUSYS ( MNAME, ARAY )
MNAME

The name of the symmetric matrix being unpacked. (Character*16, Input)

ARAY

Single precision array of length N * (N + 1) / 2, where N is the size of the symmetric
matrix. (Single, Output)

Method:
For a symmetric matrix such as
 1.0 2.0 4.0 
 2.0 3.0 5.0 


 4.0 5.0 6.0 

the resulting ARAY is:
ARAY(1) = 1.0, ARAY(2) = 2.0, ARAY(3) = 3.0
ARAY(4) = 4.0, ARAY(5) = 5.0, ARAY(6) = 6.0
It should be noted that the matrix can be either a single or double precision matrix.
Design Requirements:
It is assumed that ARAY has sufficient storage to load the matrix.
Error Conditions:
None
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